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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION

Cerebral palsy denotes a specific category of abnormality of 
the brain which affects the control of movement/» Its more obvious 
signs m y  be either restricted or e^ceeelve movement of the limbe. 
According to Little (1) in a paper given in 1861 this type of 
condition had already long been recognised. Besides a Biblical 
reference^ he quotes an illustration from Shakespeare’s Richard III, 
who speaks of himself asi

curtailed of this fair proportion,
Cheated of feature by dissembling nature,
Deformed, unfinished, sent before ny time 
Into this breathing world, scarce half made up,
And that so lamely and unfashionable,
That dogs bark at me as I halt by them|

Little's own work, hj,s '̂Treatise on Deformities®® of 1853, may be
regarded as the starting point of medical study of the subject, A
century later, cerebral palsy has a wider connotation than the
condition originally described by Little, and later known as
Little's disease. Indeed, lilce epilepsy, cerebrèl palsy is now
frequently used in the plural to indicate the variations Implied,

Intensive study of the condition is a recent development as
can be seen from the volume of published work. .For instance, an
American bibliography on cerebral palsy compiled by the National
Society for Crippled Ghildren and Adults in 1953 ÿ lists 382
publications. Of these, 299 have been published since the second
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world war,, and only #  prior to 1940*'
- ' ' ' ^  ' ' ' ' .

The built of the l^iteraturo, quite apart from this portlculmy
catalogue, is Amoricar^ its impetus having corns largely from the
pioneering work of Carlson and Phelps# Their work inaugurated a
more hopeful appi'oach to the problem and to the possibilities of 4
rehabilitation© Coming as it did, at a time W W  increasing control
of infectious disease allowed greater concentration bn handicaps
of all icinds, pioneer study did much toWarc^ producing the pi?esent
intense interest in cerebral palsy, % * '

With the expansion in the volume of publication on cerebral
palsy. Came a widening of its scope. There has now grown up along'-
side the medical wltings, a more or less separate literature on
the various forms of therapy $ some writings on educational and
psychological aspects, and a vastly greater popular literature*
This popular literature, which has done most to swell the volume,.
comprises, besides biography and autobiograpliy, an ever increasing
number of magasine articles intended primarily for the guidance of
parents with a cerebral palsied child.•

Some idea of the. modern mauyy"8ided approach to cerebral palsy
can be obtained from the bibliography previously imntioned#
Catalogue headings are listed in the order given 1%̂' way of
illustration, namely; ■ • ' ,

Braces, Brain Injuries, Biography, Camping, Diagnosis, 
Employment, Equipment, Etiology, Institutions, Medical
Treatment, l-fentalHygiene, Nursing Oare, Occupational 
Therapy, Parent Education, Physical Therapy, Programs, 
Psychological Tests, Recreation, Special Education,



.Speech Correction, Social Service, Statibtice, Surveys, 
Clotliing, Penteil Services, KLectroenGepha3.ography, Etiquot,

. laterality. Relaxation, %  factor, Vision and Vocational" 
Guidance. ' '
Interest in. cerebral palsy, therefore, if it x̂ ae originally

' medical, has diverged into many channels and the published work
includeB writings varying, not only in approach, tout in appeal,
from the scieiltific to the senttoiiental̂ , from titles as atotruse
and .technical as Some Effects of Ionising Radiation and Metabolic
Inliitoition on the Developing IWmalian Mervous System, *® (2 ) to the
almost ludicrous one of "Gosh, I'm Glad I'm Handicapped. (3)

With this broadening of the field, recent work on the subject
has tended to become more comprehensive. As little was Imown of
the extent of the problem surveys began to foe made, in the United
States during the years immediately preceding the second world war,
and since the war, in this country. As work progressed, it became .
increasingly obvious that the problems arising from, cerebral palsy
were not simply medical, but educational, vocational, and social©
Therefore the tendency has been for surveys to become more and
more comprehensive in approach. The psychological work which is
the basis of the present study, formed one aspect of a large survey
of this type. The survey approach is useful as a preliminary to
determining the provision necessary in any given area, but it is
not without its limitations. Being conducted within a restricted
period of tine it mustperforce, leave untouched many of the main

• problems which, could only be 'adequately considered by an intensive
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long-term study following out the life history of a group of > .. 
cerebral'palsied people® • ; . - ' j

Unfortunately it is also true tha.t the: survey approach has 
tended to result in each separate aspect becoming: almost a separate 
subject, so that, while a greater- wealth of detail has beerr amassed, 
it has lacked the integration which' Would make it meaningful© - 
There remains much truth in Block's (4) indictment: "The braiU'̂ '
injured child has*been literally studied out of context, i.e., in 
terms of his isolated disabilities, rather than within the context 
of his life's situation in which these disabilitios assimo their 
true proportion."

The inception and aim of this thesis is to study the problem 
in its context.

As already stated, the present psychological study formed part 
of a comprehensive survey of cerebral palsy. This survey had three 
main aspects, medical, social and psychological. Subsidiary lines 
involved the study of eyes, ear, nose and throat, blood groups, 
orthopaedic and dental condition. Originally it was hoped also 
to include electroencephalographic exam:lnations but this idea had 
to be abandoned.

The aim was, toy intensivo study of a smaller area, to provide 
a yardstick for measuring the problem in Scotland as a whole.
The area for this investigation xms the city of Dundee and the
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predomlnmitly rural ooimtlea. of Angùâ end Perthshire, Inoludlng 
IClnro88* Sinoe It 1$ pertly urban and partly rural, thlaerea 
was ooneidored particularly suitable for the purpose^ .

Tlie age range for the Investigation, was. laid down as from . : 
birth to.21 yearO), An initial t3ae limit set upon the duration 
of the survey meant that reetriotions had to be Imposed either 
geographically, by reducing thé area covered^ or hWAericôlly i ÿ . 
j^troduoing an age limit* The latter method- vme chosen., the 
point of view of the psychological study, hoi-̂ ieyer, this was » \ 
unfortunate* It'may t'jell be that the cerebral palsied/person Ims 
to meet hie greatest problème when, owing to the ageing or death 
of his parents, the support of thé fâmjly is withdrawn* This is 
especially true, since such family support tends frequently to 
decline during the yeai's when there are other major problems to be 
faced, Important among these are employment difficulties and tlie 
attainment of the conventional marriage age, o:^en bringing with 
it thé full realisation of how much of the normal life may be 
denied because of Imndicap, Future studies of tlie handicapped 
adult will, it is to be hoped, tacl<lG thèse problems and also give 
some accurate information oh the question of the expectation of 
life for various sections of tlie handicapped since this is an 
important factor in detenoining the provision necessary.

Case finding was undertolcen by those concerned with the 
medical aspect of the survey* Name of Imoxm and suspected cases 
of cerebral palsy were obtained from many sources; the school /



medical service) ' orthopaedic clinics;  ̂hospital records; , InstitU"- 
tlons) welfare organisations; general practitioners in the areas; 
and the: various branches of thé Ministry of labour* - Persons with 
épilepby, hydrocophaiy endother conditions froquently associated 
or confused with qérebral' palsy were also listed for consideration*: ; 
 ̂There ivas, - however, no ̂ attempt -at Harge scale examination of / 
apparently normal children#/. «This has been advocated by;Phelps ̂ (5) 
and,was undertaken by Ingram (6) in/his Ediiiburgh investigation, » ; 
Therefore it is likely that .if the case finding is iincomplete, it -
is the most Mldly handicapped : of the cerebral palsied i;n the area' : .. '. - ' ' '( - . ' . \ , - /, y/.. ;
who. would be inadequately represented* The iiiipllcations of . a : 
possible'under'Ai'Gpresentation Of this category are, ̂ l̂Aiportont .for:
the psychological aspect' of the work and win be f tally discussed- : ' ' ' ' : '/ '{ '     . ' / '
iLodbeor* /' - ' /  ̂  ̂ /' ' -/ - . .

The incidence of ceî ebral palsy given by the Dundee suâ vey
' ' 'f - ' ' . - L , . ' ' ' i' \  ̂r  ̂\ f"  ̂ yV . . y, :/

varied for different age ÿ-pups; 1*5 cases per thousand in the age
grodp-under five years; 2*2 per thousand among school-age children ;
(54I5 years); and 1*4 per thousand among those from 16 to 21 years 

' ' '  ̂ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' - ' of age* These figures are based on 240 o&SGS- from 0 to 21 iyeâ̂ ^
This total includes a small number not available for survey

' ' examinations but estimated ' from the medical point of vioiv to
warrant inclusion in any complete statement of incidence , for thé

/  '  - '  '  '  - '  '  '  . - ' '  ^  '  !  - '  '  .

area;. Altogether 225 cases w r e  put forward for psychological
. . - - - ; ' . i ' ' . : . - - ; , '' .
e%aiK):lnation but in two oases cô '̂ operation had already ceased before
\ ' ' - ' . ' ' '/ ' V . : , - . ;. '  ̂ ' ' . ' , : " .

' such study cobid commence i. Results aro;̂  therefore : available : for



' : ■ ■■ ^  ' ■ ' ■  ̂ ,

"'223':càsesV"- The--distribution'of these 223 according to age at the 
'time of testing: is shm-AT in figure 1 on pago 8; Though the âge
range for the survey was birth to 21 years the yOungest child was 
' 14 months old lAea tested© ' ’ : ' ■ - ' ■ ; ’ - * . / ■ ■ ■ • ' - ' '

Ih studying: the cases the: sequence ims as follows: the social., 
ivorker made the initial icontact; thereafter, medical'eixaminatioh 
established Wietlier or not the case came within the scope of the 
survey; for accepted cases psychological investigation follomd;

, a series of èxamiimtions.along the subsidiary lines already : 
mentioned completed the survey programme* : . : / ' ^

To illustrate the kinds of problem which cerebral palsy may 
entail for the person involved and his family^ fquT bases will be 
outlined# It is not suggested that these cases are typical*
Case I  t At the time of the psychological investigation Gasa I  

was 20 years old*. Medical examination had revealed a . 
moderate degree of cerebral palsy# His speech was slightly 
defective and his hands more markedly incapacitated* He 
was of above average intelligence* Since leaving school he 
had held a few unsuitable jobs including delivering Bitlk 
and worldlng as a bakshoiisq labourer scraping tins# During 

, the two previous years he liad been unemployed ^ d  was  ̂ . 
spending, hi^ time mostly on his own, hanging around# 
visiting the cinema and ̂ becoming more and more bitter. / .
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g:' Thiè boy 19 yoar$ of ago whon 'tested*; ; Ee too 
of above avez»age, Intelligence g\with a spoech defect more 

: marked, tlian.the previous caee^ and êérebral pal^ was,
said to be present.'in a eevere degrGGitrKe had been givenr 
home tuition, for a ' very few years ; but. liad had noschooling,, 
Now with the-, hôlp - and support. of his. father - he ivas .ruŶ ning ' 
his. own marlcet. garden and doing the book'^keeping himself ÿ .
He was happy - in this woric and the family,, in a quiet way,, 
were proud of him*; .  ̂ . =

Gases I and II were both willing to work and were both above average 
in intelligence* Zet it was in the case classified medically as the 
more severe that the difficulties had been more adequately sur- 
moimted.
Case III : When seen, Gase H l w a s  aged 19* He was severely

handicapped both mentally and physically, epileptic, and 
' ' at times violent* Earlier he had received training in

an occupation centre but was now all day at home, where 
he was difficult to supeivise and fi'equently complained 
of having nothing to do* '

Case IV & Tills gli'l was approaching 1(3 years of age at the time, 
of psychological study, Her physical handicap was 
described as very severe and she lay all day and every- 
day utterly helpless, totally dépendent and quite unable 
to communicate. She was a patient in an institution and . 
she lived as a defective person*
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All four cases described above were selected from those over 
school age.̂  since, by the late * teens a much clearer picture of 
"a person", and of what life holds for him, has emerged# He has 
become, therefore, a more rewarding case for study#

• By themselves, these four cases> give som0 indication of the 
gréât variety of cases within the cerebral palsied group and of 
their manifold problems. Clearly there are great differences 
between cases over and above any differences in degree of cerebral 
jasLLsar. " ' -. - ' -

A wider approach was envisaged in this psychological 
investigation thon a consideration of-the affection of the 
limbs, or impaiment of motor funbtion, plus the..various other 
disabilities which may accompany cerebral palsy. These include 
mental handicap, epl3,epsy, and’visual or auditory defect* The 
focus of the study was taken to foe the cerebral palsied persbn 
himself and the life he has to live. ; •

To date the main psychological work has dealt principally 
with the intelligence of the corebral palsied. Elizabeth lord, (?) 
and Doll, Phelps and ‘ Kelclier * (S) .‘were among the eaxliest to 
consider the intelligence of children : thus' handicapped. Since 
then the distribution of intelligence of the group liaa become the 
most studied psychological feature and an essential part of all 
general surveys of coreforal palsy. On the educational side, 
study has toeen more récent* In this country it has been dealt 
with principally by Duhsdon (9) and Schonell (10), while fairly
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tvidG referenqe has been made to the question In many State 
programmes for exceptional clilldreh in America*: ; Research on 
adult brain injury has been" seen to have some relevance for 
cerebral palsy and there is now a growing literature on the 
psychological handicaps Concomitant with brain injury in '
children. Among the chief worlcers in this field are Strauss, 
Gruickshank and Werner. ’ • . ’

Apart fromi vague generalisations; however, the problem of 
home and family attitudes, as well as the aspect loosely referred 
to as "personality", has been left to the popular literature.
Sarason (11), one of the very few to attempt any summary of psycho-, 
logical research on the problem, sums up the position as follows :

In reviewing the psychological work which has been done with 
the cerebral palsied, one is struck by the paucity of studies.
Aside from the pioneer efforts of lord and Doll, the psychological 
problems, practical and theoretical, presented by the cerebral 
palsied have not been attacked* What studies have been made 
indicate that while psychological procedures are an indispensable 
part of the diagnostic armamentarium, there are wide gaps in 
knowledge concerning the intellectual and emotional growth of 
the cerebral palsied child; especially with the very ÿouhg child 
there is à need for refined procédures which will make early 
diagnosis valid and reliable. There has not been a single study 
in which a sizable group of cerebral palsied children has been 
followed from infancy to maturity. If such a study should be done, 
the factors making for individual variations in rate of development 
would probably become clearer. In setting up/such a study it would 
be necessary for the psychologist to focus some attention on parent- 
ctiild relationolî ps. In the past the presOnce of the severe motor 
defect has obscured the fact that the cerebral palsied child Is 
being responded to and stimulated by people whose-behaviour in 
turn is affected by the severely handicapped child. Althou^i many 
cerebral palsied children are severely Ignited in exploratory and 
locomotor activity, it seems reasonable to assume that parental 
behaviour may either accentuate or lessen tihe deleterious effects 
of such restrictions*.
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%  making the cerebral palsied • person- central; to this Investi- 
gatlon,. It is hoped to throw new light on such aspects as; family 
attitudes and emotional: stability which have received scant 
attention,, and at the same time, to bring together some of the 
widespread and rather fragmentary data already acomtulated con- 
corning the cerebral palsied* , ’

lEasââip. ; ' .

- To achieve this aim a study was planned of the abilities, end 
disabilities of the handicapped, person himself̂  ahd of ; the ' 
situations he was meeting in the homsp/at school, at work and in/ 
the eoimmiity* This Involved in. each case, molcing an = assessment 
of physical handicap in terms of efficiency in mobility, self- 
care and communication; testing of totelligence,, social maturity 
and educational attainment;: and an assessment of personality#. At. 
the same time data were , being Colleoted by interviews with the 
parents, school,^hospital,,or institution staffs,,the Labour 
Exchange and any other competent source#

Testing, a standardised technique, carried its aim inherent 
controls. Interviews presented more difficulty# I'lera a non- 
handicapped group selected for use as controls they could legiti
mately be compared with the cerebral palsied on more objective 
points such as number of siblings or school attendance, but the 
chief interest was in subtler points such as family attitudes to 
handicap and the problems entailed# A personal attitude to handicap



waâ hardly tô W  expeotod from tho normal family ivlth no handi
capped msmboro* Personal involvmmt la olmoat moôaaayy to 
çngonder suoh ah attitude# It vmo doubtful too, whether a non- 
handicapped control group would W  vary woful in a Gohoidomtlo^i 
of tho family .problem rooultlng from the handioap. A control 
group aoloctod, from another' oootlm of t W  hmadioappod would have 
bæn pooGiblê, thou^ the aeleotlon of on appropt^la# m o  might 
hâve boon diffioult# lëntally haWioappbd ohildron could not be 
uaod, oinqe it wae to be ô q̂ êotod that the oerobral paloied -and 
mentally handicapped groupa would overlap oonaidarablyê Nor cohld 
ep^mloptlGs be mod for the name -roaoon# Giiildron who had oufferod 
from poliOByelltié m ro oonaiderod and rejeôtedy largoly booauae 
of tho impossibility of aelooting a control group of thia typo 
o]coept as a part of the total survey and with a very groat doai of 
medioôl help* It m o  also truo' that diôtlnotiona botmon oorobral 
palay and polio woro by no memo alwaya oloar to the parents m d  
in ooveral Imtancoo " pôronto baliovod their oqrobrol pelaiod child 
to have boon a polio victim» A mich more fimdmmntal reaaon for 
diepenoing with controls, of this type .ms that interest m s  in the 
eo%*ebràl palsied, as a gĉ oup i^thin the broad category of handicap, 
and not, in contrast to other handicapped groups, The aim, in 
other words, was not to isolate details' specific to cerebral' palsy, 
but to study-'the lives of those -so handicapped# As a result it was 
decided that the use of controls, desirable as this .would'-iWe been 
in different circumtmce's, m s  imlikely to further the study
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.sufficiently, to warrant the time: and effort rneoeesaiy for their :
XtüU&lJieULcgi# : ; ; , , . r ; ' \ - : /, . . .< . t ; ; . . ; \ , / ',
) .  A further giestlon was.ihow far the Interview oonld usefully 

\foe - standardised* /-■ The home: :intervlewf '■ since it was ■ of wide61 ■.'
appllpatlon, will be < used ae: example; Parents differed markedly 
both :in ability and In readiness' to oommunloate# ; At one extreme ; ■ 
Were two mothers .who had professional Imowledge of cerebral palsy. 
One had been a teacher of handicapped children and had encountered 
the problem before it touched her personally. The other, as a 
former nursing sister ̂ had also experience of cerebral palsy* ' Both 
wore rather In the position of:being able to contribute Ideas on 
the subject than In need of receiving guidance. At the other 
extreme was a mother ln a nomadic tinker family, very co-ôpèrative 
but llilte%'ate, and scarcely able to carry on a coherent conversa- 
tion* : Identical handling in such ; oases was . Impossible, The - 
approach to the Intervleiv and its form had to fit the particular 
{Situation, Kith the result th# totervleivihg was necessarily, highly 
ln(̂ vidu&!,, . Ineach .caae thOyalmof the totervi0w i'%S' tp 3̂  

certain definite inforimtlon and whatever approach seemed service
able was tried* That y is to sey, only the point of the interview 
-was standardised and not the form, ■ • - * ' •-

Ratings presented similar problems. For-assessing: maiy points 
vital to the study of cerebr^ palsy neithex̂  ' tests nor other  ̂ -
completely'objective methods were available* In these instances, 
as with personality ̂ assessment .for which projection tests proved
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/ 'Unsatlsf açtoryÿ, çniy. ratings ! could foe ûsèd#: ; Thé ;phàlléhgG' - éf 
subjectivity^ therefore, had to bo mot, since .ratings: becam 
more objective with: increasing definition their use' was considered 
; valid provided- reference was- inade at each point to the Speciflo 
criteria upon which they were: based# : « - \ . : / :. v - r
I \ iThe psychological study entailed testing and visiting and 

' there was considerable ; overlap between the « two and the data N - 
collected by each • method* It was planned that : the first ' contact '
' for each ,ca@e should be by means of a ham visit, so that the 
'parents* consent to school visiting and. testing coiild be obtained, 
and wherever possible, the handicapped person ]â3,ght,not come to a 
complete stranger for: testing, Miere it ivas hot possible to see 
the person to be tested in ady^ce^ for example; where home 
visiting occurred during the child's absence at school; ̂ parents 
were asked' to/tallc over the forthcoming' test: v̂ ith the child- before- 
hand# Home visiting was not without its difficulties in ̂ a city 

' ivLth as high a percentage - of worlcing mothers as Dundee, but there 
was no lack of co-operation from- thé parents.̂  -• ; : ■  ̂ ; : / » •
I After the home visit, the next step depended on the circum

stances# . If the handicapped person was a school child, or had 
ever been to school, a visit was paid to the .schooi attended or 
. last attended# Alternatively, - aiid sometima additionally; hospitals 
fand institutions were/Visited.# ' , \- . ' - : - : ,

The final .stage ; to- the •' programme, was • testing* * Place ,of testing 
varied* Directors of .Education to -Dundee and both county areas



: .gave eveïy facility npt only for obtaining school reports/bat for 
: carrying out psychological' testings The schools themselves made 

thie part ;of the workya^pleaeure* Wherever possible - children' i 
' 'attending.school were'tested there.% This liad tho Advantages that 

the children i^re bn familiar ter3ritorÿ, ahd did hot have tb be' 
accbmpànied by 'a parent, on' ̂/̂hbm' the dbmmids of thé snrvéy' fell . -
qùitê hêavilÿ enoüghl ' Institûtibh'=and lbng«.tdrm hospitàl phtiehté. 
iveré tested ôn the prémlsesyî^lle testing w o  pbstpbhèd'üntjl:: ' ; '
: their ' return home for' thosé - casés malting à short stay in hospital..
' The majority of those imdor or over school age were tested at home*
' 'Foi' various réàsoiïs; but prlnbih(4 1 ÿ'because'of'lack bf'priyaoyy /: 

some houses were unsuitable placés for testing. such cases it . 
was generally-carried but in- the ̂ survey department of tho =
l̂ iiveï'sityÿ oi" in the cbunties^ 'àt the' clinic'where thé siu^ey ÿ "

' medical mmmlnatibn - had already taken place, ' This again ensured 
that thé 'setting was-hot entirely unfamiliar to thé person being 
tested. ' Thus there, were' no -fixed rules as regards place . of testing 
And cohvehiohCe - whs an- important : factor. ' ' - " " - ' ■ ' . ■ ' ' ■ ■ > ' * ' -
" ' ' In the course Of the psychological study nearly 2,000' hours'- 

were spent worldng 'bn the 223 oases' apart altogether frcm the' time-, 
consuming probess of rebord keeping. Over 1,000 hours were talcen 

' : ûp' in abtual case; study ahd nearly 700 more in travelling*/ A - '
’ higher proportion of the time per' Casé was 'spent in Dundee ̂ on the 
cérébral palsied person^ and 'in the counties on travel, In - / ’ ‘  ̂ ' , 
Perthshire^ ih fabt', more thria' wab' taken in travelling than in '
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case study. ' While ̂ ,7 hours was the average time’ per case, whbthor 
city or county, ' the range was four to 1?| hours. <• ' ‘ ; —

: A total of homo visits wore paid in rospoct of 220 casés,'
plus visits to tho.guâï'dians of the tliroo without homes*' Tliis - 
total of 353 included 7$:home visits for testing purposes, ' Phny- 
home s ' were visited ; on. several' be casions » ' School visits ndmberéd 
270*'; Of'these 1^2 were made in order to obtain school, reports 
and thé remainder to conduct testing* &  all 6$ different schools 
vjere visited (129 cases) and four fhome teachers were intei'viewed,' 
Visits to institutions were made for 23 cases and, to hospitals 
for IS. Personal contact was madé with Directors'of Education,' :

! Teachers ̂ Psychologists Speech Therapists ̂ Children ? s Officers 
and various members of the staff of the l̂ îlnistry of labour and of 
the School Health Service and much useful ilnformation was: obtained,' 

\ ' The number of visits per case and' the time spent on each
individual varied with age, abilities and co-operation#' The trüiië 
spent, tended to increase with:age and ability but to decrease with' 
Rmclmum co-operation*' In no case vmà less thaii two visits paid 
:and in one case, admittedly exceptional, the nuniber was as hilgh &0 

: 15, The: average numbei* was over four for Dundee,: and slightly over 
three for the county cases* Because of the travelling time involy- 
ed, the testing programme had to be curtailed for Angus and Perth»# 
shire. Personality testing was accoixiiiigly excised and bnly one 
intelligence test was given* The reasons for this omission wdll 

, be fully discussed later* •



: There were wide différences In the.applicability of the 
programme, ' With an. age range of birth to 21^ employmeht, ; '
information was heeded only for a few oaeoe^ while school \ . 
visiting was necé^sary for, the ,majority... ;Byen home. interviewe 
were, not qiiite mTiyersal and did hot apply three of-the .̂ 2) ./ 
oases* AH/,three i^re illegitimate jChil̂ ^̂ en. - 3h one case, the ; ; 
mother had. died at the time/of the ohild's birth and ther^ W d  . = . 
never b§en any home ,Gonneetion whatever* Thé, mother , of the: second 
had been taken • into a Home, to have, her baby and then had gone her 
way:, having , no further qoi3taot ,w:Lth the child. In tho tW,rd ca8Q. . 
the mother ) who i^s herself an in8titutionsp.ised defective j» had /. ,. 
no contact %'jith her da%hter* %his *notherg however^ was visited t 
in the^course of the survey* TI:ie environmental factors were . 
intensively studied in each case* - ■ " •
^  M  like mamier only certain parts of the testing were. appro-, 

priate. for the very young and .the. very heavily handjlcapped*, For- 
a]Jl cases without exception it, was possible to make/an assessment 
of' handicap in terms, of filnçtional efficiency^, to. apply a test of 
intelligence or of developmental level^ and one of social maturity* 
iPerspnality assoasments^, though not. test, results ̂ were, also, 
available for eveiy person studied* Theses plus sème background 
informationj, were the minimmi data secured for any case* V&ere 
the handicap ims not too severe ̂ moi'e . and more information both 
from testing and from thé study of the environnient could be 
obtained ivith increasing age p' making the older members of thé
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group themost worthwhile for study#
Schedules qovorlng all the Information to be asoenibled both 

by tostiiig and Intorviotvlng wore prepared before the oommencement 
of the study# During the early etagea, after a emll number of 
baeee had been seen^ modifications and additions i#ro made#, 8uoh 
a schedule filled up ae far ao applicable for every case#
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: . . . THE\ PHYSICAL ASPEq?/ ' . . . ' . \

]h a papeu read to Thq Obstétrical Society of W W o n  lh lSôl,
Little (1) spoke thuss

Nearly twenty-years ago, In a course of lectures published 
in the * Lancet *, - and more fully In a * Treatise on Deformities ♦, 
published In 185$, 1 showed that premature birth, difficult 
labours, mechanical injuries during parturition to head and : 
neck, where life had been saved, convulsions following the act 
of birth, were apt to be suoceoded by a determinate affection 
of the limbs of the child which I designated spastic rigidity 
of the limbs of new born children
Based on his own observations of 200 cases over a period of from 
one to twenty years, this paper contains a graphically detailed 
account of "the mental and physical derangements of the infant 
whiph can be referred to the effects of abnormal parturition and 
asphyxia at birth#" The more ixî ortant of those he mentions are 
deformities, contractions^ shortening of the limbs, affection of 
muscle tone, occasional atypicality of the cranium, difficulties ;■ 
in swallowing, uncommon sensitivity to external iaipression, : 
particularly noise, sleep disturbance and somstlmsp twitcMng 
of the face# Sh^alrment of intellect and speech are also cited 
as possibilities#

Little points out tlmt occasionally the condition is. reoog#» 
nised from the beginning because of the weakness/ of the limbs, 
blit frequently not until three to four months, lÀen difficulty



in handling the child is noticed during washing and droselngf Ho 
mentions that even, slight cases rarely "go .alone?* before three to 
four years of age^ and remarks of speech difficulties that they 
vary from "inability to utter particuLar. letters up to entire 
loss of articulating powers" A similar rangé is to be found in 
intellectual ln^aiment,i "The Intellectual functions are sometimes 
quite unaffected, but in the majority of cases the Intellect 
suffers ** from the slightest impairment which the parent willingly 
aclmox̂ Ledges or fails to perceive up, to entire Imbecility*

little *8 work, because of its primoy and its own excellence, 
has become so.much a olassio in the field that the type of cerebral 
palsy he described is still at times referred to as little*s 
' disease.,

Writing nearly a hundred years later Aslier and Schonell (2) 
listed the. signs of cerebral paièÿ as follows: difficulty in, 
wallcing, in using the hands, and in speech; siobbering and 
grimacing, fits, incontinence, visual defects, deafnessunder- 
development in size and weighty atypical head" circumference, and 
other abnormalities such as asthma and migraine* , • ' ,
, Ideas as to the signs of cerebral palsy have therefore altered 
little, but not 80 ideas on .classification* One, twq, three or 
fdûr limbs may be affected, or all limbs plus trunk,= face and ‘ - 
tongue.* The type and severity of the affection vary also, ; " 
Classification is therefore obviously necessary and this has . 
taken various forais. Freud (3) was among the first to make such
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an attempt when in 1897< he drew. a distinction.=between the 
unilateral and bilateral disprdeiis ̂ or lieBiiplegla and* diplegia»
The classification of most widespread■use: to-day is not a nearo- 
logical çlassiflopMpn at all, but the clinical one of Phelps.
On the clinical evidence of muscle tonehe subdivided the 
cerebral palsies into the six main, categories: ofi Spasticity, 
Athetosis, Attnda., Tremor, Rigidity, and Flaecidity. Frequently 
categorlsatlon of the number of limbs involved is used, combining 
monoplegia, hemiplegia, or paraplegia, =triplegia and tretrapiegia 
(or quadriplegia). with any of the six categories previously ; - 
.mentioned. Very recently Balf and Ingram (4) have put forward ; 
a further neurological classification based : on the early - one of 
Fraud, but more elaborate# They maintain that an internationally 
accepted .classification is now necessary to,facilitate research. 
For the purposes of the medical aspect of the present survey the 
older classification of Phelps was used#. ; Since, it will sometimes 
be convenient in the.cpurse of the psychological, study to-refer 
to these categories, a lay interpretationsuch, as was given' to 
the parents on request, is added, for the sake of clarity#

Spasticity results In too little movement and the affected 
limbs are stiff and awWard. Athetosis,, on ithe iother hand, - , ; 
designates too muqh mpyemehtvwhich is involimtary,,and difficult , 
to control. Ataxia denotes : a lack of balance .with difficulty in ' 
controlling the limbs. TremorRigidity, and Flaceidity are self»* 
explanatory. , Assignment to. such categories was, of course, part
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.of' the medical work of » the sm'voy and the resiiltlng clkssïfïôatlbn: 
jpf cases Vms available to-those engaged in other aspects, of stüdÿ.v 

. ' Olasslfication for. the 223 cases xvas as shown in Table ;1.\
It shoyjrs that by, far : thé greater nimber'of cases was olasslfied ;. .
as - Spastic and that almost' half' the totaJ. number \was 'accounted ' for; 
bÿ the two categories ;of 'right spastic ■ heiulplëgiâ and - spastic; . 
quadrlplegik, ■ meaning respectively, - affection of the right' arm '
■ and leg with = the arm more . severely/ involved̂  : and;, all' four limbs - '
; ' "/ ' - ' . ' affected, ' the lower to a greater ’degree than the .upper; limbs#■:

' ' ■ , - - - 'ÏABIe U. ■
. : CLA.SSIfICMiOr'OE.’CASBS ■■ ■ '> ■ - .

Cikssifibatioh'-- ' ; ' \  ̂ M%bér : . % '
Spastic ' - ' ' - \

Monoplegia-.' ■ ;
Hsmiplegi; ' ;

' ' ;.,.. P a i ' a p l é g i â , ;
Trlplegik 

• ' ' .Quadriplegia/ ' ’ 
Total Spastic‘

' : '10:' / 
. y  -- -

-28;;:
. .. 2|.. ;

. ■■ : 5 Ï V , . •
■ 17?.-■ ,

Athatoid . /  , / 'W.
Atazcic

■' Miked . . 'VIS/
Other

Further classification according to severity is'shown in- 
Table 2, on the following page» , ■ ■> < ' • ■ ’ ■ ' " ; i

Thèse t\\îO. classifications yakea together fall tO, give; an
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adequate picture of the handicap*
TABIE 2 '

CIA8SIPIGATIÜN ACCORDING TO GEVïÜLIfY
1 2 3 . 4 r>

Severity mid Moderate Severe Total
•.Number 94 É0 49 223

As Little (5) pointed out cerebral palsy is apt to bring other 
disabilities in its train# Numbers of cases in. the Dundee survey 
suffering from the more, commonly associated handicaps of vision, 
hearing, and epilepsy are shown *in Table 3«

TABIE 3 

ASSOCIATED DISABILITIES

Handicap Vision Hearing Epilepsy
Slight 50 20 7
Severe 27 • 5 56

The presence of assoGiated disabilities was a complicating factor, 
In one case, where the cerebral palsy was described as mild, 
blindness was present# For another total deafness eclipsed any 
other handicap and in some cases epilepsy was more disabling than 
the cerebral palsy itself# Cerebral palsy tends to be associated 
with multiple handicaps#

£>si^^a§i
Cerebral palsy varies in extent. Only one limb may be



involved, or, at the .other extremq, all four plus' trimk, face 
and tongue. It also varies in severity, It may be accompanied ; 
by additional handicaps of mental defect, epilepsy, or mdre rarely 
by hydrocephaly, sometiBies by defects of vision or hearing, and 
occasionally by. total, blindness or deafness. Many : cases could 
equally well have been included in surveys bf mental defect, 
epilepsy or speeoh defect as in one of cerebral palsy. Glassifi»*»’' 
cation in clinical or neurological terms is a medical question 
and from the psychological point of view, it mattered less what 
the. actual disabilities were, and more what they meant, in 
functional,terms, for the, individual* ^Sinee the limbs are 
affected, there are frequently difficulties in the Use of the 
hands or in .walkiiig. Affection of the face • and tongue may inter- 
fere with speech, ê /allowing; and. control of saliva# Fits may 
restrict independence* Tq •̂ .ssess-.What;- in practice, the’handicap 
meant in the life of the cerebral palsied person, it was necessary 
to think in terms of functional: disability# Interest was in the 
four areass 1, .appearanceand manner; ' g# ,speech; 3* self-care, 
as, regards eating, dressing, washing and toilet| 4* wolldng and
the use of public transport* Âge was obviously important in 
•considering ability and disability in these spheres and the 223 
cases were accordingly divided into those of school age and those 
older and younger as shown in Table 4, on the following page.
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' : : AGE GROUPS
1- ' ' - y '4 ' " - 5.', ' '. - .

. r,Group. ...' , Pro*"8ohool School \ PoatT"Sohool . Total
I#%bor 4§ ' - ' : 45.'. .. ; ' '223': .

, \ U n d e r  ytWh, h e a d i n g  o^oq w m  d i v i d o d  i n t o  , fo u r  G « , # g o r l e 8

% * d n g i n g . f r o m  : t h o e o  - W h o  w o u l d  ^ o q d  q q  q n , b o t h  c o m t é  $

t o  t h p g q  w h o  q v e r o .  a b n p : m i e l ,  I n ^  b o t h  a p p o n r a ^ e ,  o ÿ i d  . m s n n o r ,   ̂I j K e e u l t n  

w o - . g i y e n  i n ' T a b l e  ,5#,... y. . .... - . .  /

\  .... . . _ ' V , '.TAB$; 5.' = A y / \  ; . .
. ., \ . , ..,Appj!:AmwE # D , m m w  .. : .  . \

2 " 4 6
Grolap\ - Paao'as'' 

Morma3,
AbnoiiAal / : 
Appoarande

Abnormal
Manner

Abnormal .'ÆotaL- . \

Prow.8ohooi
' f ' ' ''"t ,

27 . 0 . 10 ; 8 ■.' ■ W  .
School . .. : 66.' . ' : :-' 1 2 '=:.' 2 0 ' 3 5  ' ■. ■::.X33
Poot^Sohool 19 ; 1  " s o h5 -

Total :112. . 13 -. 35 63 ; ■ . 283 .

Aiûsg of tho oorobral pelsiod hero btudiodp mom warn m t W  as 
abnormal In mmmor than %  appoarai%G0 and àlmoot oxàotly half 
paôsed as nori#li or aimdst normal, In bdth# The dppaaranpo of 
horaiality eân malto' l if e  much dasior fo r tW  oombral peJldled ))ôraon, 

; t^Wthér it W  at the qqmpetltlve level of finding a job or in the. . 
roatrioteddhvlionmant ôf tliehomd#
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, 3htelliglbillty xms the Important factor. In many, cases 
ability in.'speech .was W83JL bslqw the qhrpnologlcal age, but if it, 
waé without defect/It was classed as normal# Table 6 shçx'US ' thàt 
fully half had normal speech. At the other extreme just under 
20^ were unable to talk at all# Of these a few babbled, though 
most could only malce noises. This category included three oWl.drén 
under two. year's iof age,. but all oyer 14 months old, . .̂ ..:. =

_ ,  TABm6/,; = .% . ; = - J,. ' '
' : . ' : %  gmcH'- . . . V. ..% -

1 " 2 3 4 5 6

Group Normal Slightly Very Babbling Total
Defective Defective or Nil

Pre-School . 24 . , . ..xy3./y : ' ./ig.- r. . 45'
School " 75".' 27 10 Z1 133
Post-School .,26.,.. . ...%) . 5 . : .; \ 6 : ■■,-1,45 ■ :
Total .-3:2 5 ,::.. , ,;3^ lë ... : Ag23, -■ ,■

' ‘ Sei.f-care ~ - : .
As regards self4care, ratings had to be carefully ̂ aded

according to age. Children under school age were clapsified as 
independent in self-care if able to feed themselves and make some 
contribution». however small, to dressing for instance,- Those of

' ■ ■ ' V ; - J  ̂ ,.iq , ',i ' ' 7 % - -school age but eight years or less g were similarly classified) if 
they were independent In all lines apart from requiring minor 
assistance in dressing and washing. Complete independence was
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necessary to secure a fating of independent for those over eight
years old# Washing# it should he • pointed out) did not; include /. : \  ./ : y  : : -
bathing# Table 7 shorn the ratings. ‘ ' \ i .;

SELMAEB ' . . .  ^

■ ,1 ■ . • ■ : V , . ■ r, '% ' > ■ ■ ■
Group Independent Assiatanoe Total Total

. , Required Dependence'
.Pre-School . ' \ 26 i // \ . : cl3" .'.1 r /. . . 6 : ' : ' /

School 5 9 5 2 2 2 1 3 3

Poat-School ' i/.' , 3 2 , \ : y ' .'..,7 ;-: ; ' ' . . 6  ; : V. . . , , . . - 4 5  '.

^ t a l  _ ... .11?.-..,.,. „  , . , 2 2 3  ■

( ' . ■ j

#)bllity was considered from two aspects, imlldng,and the use
: . ■ ■ • -/■.'■ -  . . '
of public transport# Table 8 showe ability in walking# .

; ' . . ' ■ : TABIB S ■ ,, ; , , : : - v / ■
■ ' ■ ■ WAIKIHO . : "

.. :2' ' .' .,., ' . : ... 31 . ' ' " 6 ‘
Almost
'Normal

Sliglrtlj ..
Incapacitated

farl{0<Hy ,, 
Xnoapacltated , #'#le Total

Tre-dchool,
School
Pdst-^Sohqol 4' :6",.

/ - / - y ' . ' : '
■'./ '. Ê : ; /

6̂ /■■'■■■' 
. 21 .'
' 12". ' 1:

/'45

‘ Total/:/ . /‘3 f  ■■-/./:93‘ “ :. 39.'.------ ----L--- ' 223

.-• ■; - .A

Thus about half w@3k;a^gt normally, qr wi^h no more^than slight 
disability. On the other' hand, though no child %ms included who
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was under -14 mpnths,. which la thp average age for comieiiclng 
, walking)' approximately qne: quarter of the total mmiber were unable 
to wallc,' The very high proportion of prê -̂aohool chiJLdreq in this f 
category shoî : that delay In starting to walk; is .of, frequent f; > i . :;
-oecnrrenée among the" cerebral palsied# .■ j,.-: V -
’ ! This' tendency for the youngest to be raost restricted ! is almost 
reversed .When use of public transport;is considered. ,=No 
the youngest .children can travel by public transport .because' they,' 
can be carried, but none of the ' oldest ̂ oup, comas into tMs ’
• category* This ■point provides an illustration of the way - In y%lch 
thé diffioulties imposed by handicap tend to become more .apparent 
as the child grows. /Table 9 shows the ratings given.

- .. './V - / Y' : \TABÜS-9 - ' A/' / - ' :
USEOFPUBLIGTRAMSPORT' .

'1 ", ' . ; - V : : - " '6  :/
Able to Alone Accompanied OarriéÜ' Ükiablé TotalTravel
Pre^Sçhôôi 0 . 17 , •25 3 ' •: • 45
School "# / ."•■ " ' %  /' '• ' : ■ 'a? ' • : 133 ■F6st*-6ohoo^ '■■22, ^■' ' 12 '. \ " - .0 r - 45

Total • $ A '-223 'i . ■ • , '

While tables, 5 tq 9 give the numbers suffering from various , 
degrees and types of :inoapacity as a réduit' of' handicap/ they do• 
not demonstrate sufficiently forcibly the impact of hondieap upon 
the individual. The result of adding one disability to another is



.important* Difficulty in walking, aq an ioq];ated handicap is a vëiÿ 
different thing: from J difficulty' in walldng added to marked incapa')? 
city of the hands and a speech defect. Ry itself, difficulty in
walking is unlikely to debar from education or employtnent# If̂- 
however ) hands and speech are also markedly involved normal 
educational and vocational facilities may be quite inappropriate* - 
As Phelps (6) says:, the combination of haiidicaps is such
that one and one, instead of equalling two/ often equals three y 
since' the effect of one handicap on another is such as to mask 
the total efficiency of the: individual*

M m  , /,/ :

From these separate tables.a. more complete picture was 
obtained by devising a disability index as followss a disability 
or limited efficiency in any of these four areas of appearance and 
manner / speeph/self*"Care and mobility was counted as 1/ and hence 
an index of 0 meant that the person was no more than slightly > 
abnormal in either appearance or manner^ had fairly readily 
intelligible speech; was independent as regards self-care, or ‘ .
required only minor help in dressing if under eight years of age;; 
and was able to get about and to use public vehicles, alone.if over 
eight years old and otherwise accompanied; :i#ile, at the other, 
extreme ̂ an index of 4 indipated immobilitŷ  total dependence ̂ the 

lack of inteiligibld speech and obvious apparent abnormality.
Pre-school children under the age of three years, a total of



17^were excluded» while those between three,and five scored no . , 
disability as.regards self-carej if able to. eat by themselves and 
make some minor contributions to other aspects of their pare, -à 
slight abnormality in appearance or manner was not counted) but 
a marked abnormality in either, ; or a slight one in both/ was.
, , The resulting distribution of: the.223 cases , was as sho#i in 
Tsbieiq*/, ./ / .y- .y

TABIÈ1 0,-. .
V. /  .. : / ,  : INDEX OF .DISABILITY • . _ . .. : .

, Ik' ■ 3v 4 .4 51 7 8
, Index 0 1 .. 2 - .3 /' 4 Not

Applicable
Total

, / .Number = "'76''/.' 50 22 99 , 29 : 17 223

A further table shows disability index in relation to 
, . - I . TABLE 11, . . ' . ' .

. DISABILITY INDEX. AND AGE

• ' 2 ■ ̂ 3 ; 4 ': '5.' 6 •' ;y y  . •; a :
Group ‘ . : i . . : =4

Applicable,
Total

Pre-School 10 a ■ % ' 4 - ■ 5  ' ■' 45
School 50 32 : . 15 15 '21 ' O-'O : 133 . ■■
Post-School 16 10 3 10 6 ■ '■ b  ̂ ' , .45- .
Total 76 50 'aa ' £9 29 ' l7 ■■ V 7:-m ■

Tables 10 and 11 together show that about one third of'the 
numbep -included in i.each ago. group mm fimptipnally efficient -in 
all the aspects Considered,. While, 13)6 are efficient in none of
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them® Thus the eases studied showed a great variety of degrees 
of offieieney or disability, and to say that a person belonged 
to this cerebral palsy group gave very little information about 
him® It obuld mean that he suffered a slight incapacity in 
walking or that he was totally dependent and bedridden for life®
It was as informative as Imowing that a person has a visual 
impairment, which might mean anything ranging from a slight 
imperfection which glasses can correct to total blindness® Unlike 
the blind and the deaf, the cerebral palsied are not a homogeneous 
group even in respect of their nominal disability® The differ
ences within the group may be far greater than the differences 
between those mildly handicapped by cerebral palsy, and the non- 
handicapped® Thus those with a disability index of 0 had much 
more in common with the normal than with those of index 3 and 4 
within the cerebral palsied group#

The degree of severity of the cerebral palsy as classified 
during the medical examination, and the index of disability, taken 
together in Table 12, on the fo3JLo?/ing page, demonstrate beyond a 
doubt that mildness of cerebral palsy and mildness of disability 
tend to go together while severe cerebral palsy and severe dis
ability are similarly associated® While the trend is marked, there 
is no one to one relationship, and one case^ whose functional 
disability places him in the least handicapped group, is yet 
classified as having a severe degree of cerebral palsy® Three 
others, wliose limitations are very severe, suffered a mild d<
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of cerebral palsy." ■ ■ * '/ - '■' '•

: ' mOEX OF DISABILITY «AND- SEVERITY OF CEREBRAL PALSY i ̂

:,:kl .. = , .. a 4 , -5 . .6 .
Ihdex 0 1 2 3 4 Not Total

; Applicable, 1
' Severity; . •: ; ■' .

mid 57 16 6 6 '• 3 6 90
: ! -Moderate ' : ;iâv 'i■ 2®.; 11 ,k , •• .10

Severe 1 ; 6 5 13 19 5 ,, 49

Total 76 50 22 29 29 . 1 7 . ' ' #23

$"Did cerebral palsy with aocompanying^Gpllopsy or mental handicap 
may result- in Serious functional disability# Within ' this cerebral 
palsied group were persons who could equally properly have been 
classified ao mentally handicapped, ds epileptic, or as defective 
in vision or hearing* In a heterogeneous group such as this 
there can be no typical cerebral palsied person and no typical 
life for the cerebral palsied* ■ = - •• y •>
' ' The general approach to the problem was to consider the ■ % 
handles^ as secondary and the person as of paramount importance* 
This was not difflcuit in the majority of cases. Case V, i\ho was 
attending school and finding it a struggle to keep up with hie 
noh-handicapped tmn, was readily'seen in this light®.' So, too, 
was case VI* She W s  Wprlcing and earning a living/ but finding 
idifflcultles in changing her job because of the reluctance of 
employers to engage her once they became. aware of the tremor of



: her limbs/ She told of her" difficulties in donclbg, which wore . 
hot, however, so great that she tvould hove Cohoidèred giving i t . 
up# Such an approach wàe easily made too, to case Vll despite 
her hydroC0pha2y" Miich resulted in her being top heavy and imable 
to walk/ but she was attending school; ahd living with other oh:lld- 
ren# For a nalnority of cases/ however; this approach seemed all 
bhb impossible* There was, for instance, case-Vlll lying helpless 
in an institution, his only form of cOimunioatidn, and almost/his 
bhly' si^i of life a Mnning sinilb, or çasé IX/ another institution 
boy, lirapt away: in lethai'^ and hardly able tb be contacted# 3h 
'these; Cases the handicap ivas so gross that It oyershkdcAATsd and' 
even obliterated the problems bf ordinary person -and; precluded 
all ordinary living. ]h fact; the handicap was of sufficient 
’ magnitude to dominate the ' whole person and his whole life,'
‘ " Stich examples show that the oorebfal palsied population 

includes on the one hand à percentage of cases who will: always 
require to be oàred for and protected and none of whom will ever . 
tales any activé part in society^ This section would' be more 
adequately. categorised as institutional gradé ; or ' as grossly ■ 
mentally haiidicapped persons than as cerebral palsied* ;0n the 
other hand the group also Includes persons #ib tvill be able to 
play a normal part ip society# ^ e y  will live very much thé 
normal life though it will be coloured by the handicap# The 
majority fall somewhere between these two èactremes dnd their 
problems vary accordinglyFor some, education and employment .
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(are the major problems and for others both are Inapplicable# 
The diversity found' among the cerebral palsied from the 

point of' view: pf . functional efficiency alone would thus demand 
that provision for the group be diverse., ;
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Tim MENTAL ASPECT

Intelligence, testing has been amply demonstrated to be a 
useful technique both for the study of the individual in relation: 
to I#8 peere, and for the purposes of classifioatlon, eapecially 
in the educational and vocational fields#

Hebb (1) has attributed much of t W  controversy regarding 
intelligence and intelligence testing to the failure to dis
tinguish between intelligence as innate potential, and 
intelligence which has been acquired# According to Hebb it 
is only possible to test the latter, while Vernon (2) has argued 
that, could Innate potential be assessed, it t-jould be of less 
value for prediction in the educational field. Intellectual 
potential may be thought of as a limiting factor similar to 
physloal potential* Ih the latter case, given suitable condl- 
tiens of freedom from illness, emotional stability and healthy 
environment, the physical condition may reach the. upper limit 
set by physical potential. 3n the same way intellectual 
potential is an important limiting factor in determining the 
intelligence acquired* It is not, of course, the only deter- 
minant* Dicentive, drive and factors of thé environment all 
play their part and it is inqportant to remmber that those other 
factors are not themselves unrelated to intellectual potential# 
Many, may live well below their physical or intellectual potential



=and without alteration in/their attitude, or in the clrcWstanooo 
of their living, »%üll:; presumably Continue to do so* ' Thérôforo, 
it' is likely that an aqtual /demonetration of the intoliigénce 
vvhich ' can be made manifest is ; thebetter guide to the probable : 
'level of intelleotual functioning#. • : « ' • / ' • \ ^ = . : k. .

Prediqtion of probable ducoeos in the educational or = 
vodatioha). World is possible -because of the relative constancy 
of Intelligênoe test, results, at any rate, oyer a period of 
several years# ■ 'However, Important exceptions have been ' 
extensively quoted/ and ciùrrent controversies suggest the 
ivisdom of only short-term prediction# The real value of the 
intelligence test is that it brings some precision into the 
field Of : prediction, ̂ allowing it to be made by means of a / 
defined measuring instrument, with known conditions of coĥ  ̂

struction and use, rather than in: an arbitrary and intiiitiye 
mahner* : ' ' \ ' = 'r ■ ; ; • .■■, ■ ' ' • \ '

Pimcultlea of toteiaigence TeatlnR: with the

k , While the range of intelligence of: the cerebral pa].8led ims 
so far attracted more attention than any other psychological 
aspect, much thought has also been devoted to the question df 
the applicability of ihtelligehce tests tp the cerebral palsied# 
The problem is a real one* To be measured, intelligence must be 
eapressed in some form of behaviour and cerebral palsy;- in general 
interferes in some degree mth expressive ‘behaviour# ’ Speech,
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waiting/ manipulation" àiid gôâtwe 'are all -lièblo 'to Impairment - ;
through•'qere'bral pélsy,-Ĥihich- is; in effect a tom&mlcation / : ?• • ,
handicap # '4  oomblnotlon of'serioiis Blot or and sensory imncU;oaps 
could' render the • sufferer ainost -completely amable to coimmmioate* '
: / • - The difficulties of intelligence = testing With the cerebral • '
■ palsied’ - have been underlined by 'all Writers on; the subject* and ' 
haVe lent credibility to t W  theory that - the ' Ihtélligeneé of 
this ^ôup has, in the pastÿkbeén imderMèstiDBtèd* 3hl936 '
BrW^way (3), who had been worlting on a siirvey of oerel̂ ral 
paislbd chiidren in Los Angeled/drew attentioii to their ; 
eXpressWe and sensory Imndicaps à M  commented, no <
wonder, then that these children are usdally under-rated mentally 
' and that so much 'pessimisni prevailG*"\ In 1949 Wallin (4) .wâe 
seylhg substantlaliy thé saW thing; * "The intelligencejof-children 
with'cérébral palsy is often ;Under»̂ r̂ tedi especially whén = the 
avenues of maxiual or oral expression are blocked’by paralysis of 
-the hands and of the faoi^ = musculature# " He also warned,. 
that the diagnosis of the Intelligence of many spastics Is extra- 
pjrdinarily difficulty and not a simple process bf which any amateur 
is bàpâble*" ' ICeats (g) went'further, saying; » L.

To try to evaluate the mental ability of a - child who ihas no 
method of rapid response, who is unable to talk, vjrlte or iise his 
hands/in any èbrôrdihatéd manner; is a difficult ; tàék# ’ It is no 
wonder, then that until recently all children with cerebral palsy 
have been cbWldered mentally ré^ .% addition to the lock
of speech and motor co-ordination, these children suffer from 
lack bf environmental stimulation ; necessary to normal', mental : ' • ' 
development - this holds true of all '!shut in" or home-bound
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children* - These cliildren are spoken of as bej.ng *̂ feeble-inlnd@d
by deprivation#^ " •-. / - \ ' ' -

Such ! Ideas helped to initiate / and later reinforce^ popular.
; interest in the cerebral .palsied® Their appeal to the parents of 

children' do ^fllcted is obvious* Since they brought hope / such 
Ideas woiild be renimibez'ed xAen iiiore ' peaslmlstlo' statements were 
' forgotten* The tendency has been for parent groupe to foster 

; the idea that the cerebral palsied have been generally imder»  ̂
rated and to ôver'^mphàalse tho benefits of troatmnt^ while.

' minimising the likelihood of accompanying mental handicap- How 
far these ideas can be carried was illustrated in-the course of 

' the survey by one parentis unexpected question^ '̂ Thêse childron 
are usually very bright mentally/ aren't they?**

The factors generally stressed as presenting difficulties for 
intelli^noe testing with the cerebral palsied can be summed up 

. as follows: firsts the difficulties of response already mentioned/
secondly, perceptual difficulties; thirdly, emotional instability; 
and lastly, environmental deprivation* Perceptual difficulties. 
over and above the more obvious ones arising from blinduess. and 
deafness have been dealt with by Gruickshanlc (6), Wbmer (Y)̂
Krdut 0), and Strauss and i^htinen (9)0 In their work on 

: the 'Tsychopathoio^ and Education of the Brain-^&ijured GhÜd,"
the two last named writers have dwelt at length upon perceptual 
disturbances consequent upon brain injury* Undue fixation upon 
irrelevant external stimuli, and fluctuation■ in perception of



object and' groimd are dlfficiiltlGs lead tp what is cGCLled,
by the, authoî e a "disintegration** of vlaual j^rception* Besides 
distwbanoGs of perception,. .Strauss and lehtlhen speak of 
inadequate condept'formation, .of : increased- perseveration, and 
of dietwbed behaviomr# / Heiln^, (10) says thatÿ because of 
sensory and- perceptual disturbances, \ intelligence, test items , . 
may: present a different problem to) the cerebral'palsied thein 
that intended* Kî'out: (11).states that "Basie.ÿlly, allybrain--,, . 
injured; patients who, show mental. deficit on stanctod intelligence , 
tests have, one thing .in common t : they show disturbance in symbolic 
function* " His aim, 'therefore, is to "test intelligence,via the... 
free or open sensory-motor ■ channels, available to, the brain- 
damaged individuals/* and in order to select such a suitable test 
the: presence or absence of agnosias, apraxias and aphasias must 
first be.-determined# According , to. lûrout some, 8? varieties of 
these, exist* He; continues s. 1 . . - . , .

Among the agnosias,, the visual, auditory, and tàctual
familiar' to most clinical psychologists* Especially Important 
are the visusl agnosias, because- these may refer to forms, colours, 
words, letters, numerals,, and combinations, thereof. OraI««verbal 
apraxiaswriting .apraxias (agraphias ), construction apraxias: 
(inability to/produce or reproduce form), a%id ideo-Kinetlc \ 
apraxlas (inability to apply or carry' through'one * s,own ideas ), 
are important* Numerous other elements are important in the : ,
pattern involved* Among these we. might include animia (inability 
to initiate), simultanognosia (loss of ability to integrate action 
perceived), amusia (inability to recognise,or. reproduce simple 
familiar tmi'iQs), acalculia (loss of ability to figuré), irreminlsc^ 
enop (loss of ability to recall. familiar. words or.sights),,auto-, 
topagnosia (loss of ability to recognise bodily parts), loss of 
formulation (inability to form.words and uhrases.into sentences) 
etc. ' ' ' ' ' : ' /  ' y- . : ' -
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This cumbrous approach, which if carried out with any thoroughness, 
would involve hours and hoars of highly spocialised testing, vjould, 
so iCrout affirms, indicate the type of intelligence test which 
ohoi.fl.d be used* It is doubtful if there is a sufficient number 
of adequately standardised types of intelligence test to meet 
Krout*s requirements# There is also a great danger that for the 
purpose0 of such a procedure, the term agnosia would foe used to 
cover abilities which a person has never possessed, and therefore, 
cannot have lost. In other words there is a danger that lack of 
ability may be intorpreted as loss of ability# Since, by defini
tion cerebral palsy must be present from a very early age 5 
Krout's elaborate scheme would be likely only to uncover abili
ties that have been imperfectly acquired, if at all#

Obsession with one type of difficulty occurs all too easily 
and it is important to remember that they act simu3.taneouslyô The 
third type of difficulty impeding intelligence testing with the 
cerebral palsied was emotional instability# Emotional instability 
creates problems in testing even the non-handicapped and is one 
of the chief factors operating against reliability# It has 
become almost asclomatic that the cerebral palsied are exception
ally liable to emotional instability# Gollis (12), Strauss (13)? 
Doll (14)5. Konig (13), BaWin (16), and Tigard (1?) are among 
the many writers to stress emotional lability as a concomitant of 
cerebral palsy# It is, therefore, a generally accepted additional 
hazard in the testing of such children#
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The fourth and last mentioned of the difficulties peculiar 
to, or exaggerated in, testing the cerebral palsied are those 
arising from environrnental deprivation# In reaching his conclu
sion that current attempts to measure inter-racial'differences in 
intelligence are premature Biesheuvel (18) gives as his reason 
that there is no suitable Instrument for the purpose# The 
available » test items he says (19)? "presumo a specific cultural 
milieu, and their use is only justified when the testee has had 
normal opportunities to familiarise himself with that milieu#"
With similar reasoning it could be argued that testing is not 
justified î lth those of the cerebral palsied who, because of 
their handicaps, have not had normal opportunities# This 
argument; could be extended, to any handicapped group and the 
cerebral palsied are in no unique position in lacking norma], 
experience# This they share with othor sections of the handi
capped, the blind, the epileptic, the mentally defective as weH. 
as vdth those handicapped socially, economically and racially#
There is no doubt at all that a handicap such as cerebral palsy, 
since it so frequently causes delay and difficulty in handling 
objects, in acquiring and using speech, and in walking, inay 
.impoverish experience by circumscribing the environment# The 
more severe the handicap and the higher the disab:llity index^
■the greater will be the restriction Imposed# There is a tendency 
for such impoverishsïient to bo cumulative, for it is the basic 
skills which can present so much difficulty to the cerebral palsied,



Acquisition of such skills Is; fundamental to further.development, 
as wall as a stmulua to fwther activity, Failure in the t):i:̂ tiGl 
stage may preclude, development, beyond it# Barton^Bradley (20) 
argues that if a child does; not. have the' same range Of exparienoe 
as is usual for a child of hiS; age# his imowledge and underT̂  

standing remains the same# ■ She overlooks the, fact that for a 
handicapped child, lack of normal experience is likely to, he an 

. enduring handicap# which is likely to have a depressing effect not 
only on the intelligence: test score# but on the developing intelli* 

•: genoe itself* . » • • • ♦ ' - - >

In the face of such universally recognised difficulties four 
lines of argument have emerged concerning intelligence testing 
with the cerebral palsied* These are, that Intelligence tests 
should not foe used with the cerebral palsied| that special tests 
are required| that the recognised tests.should be specially 
modified; and that the recognised tests should be used in 
standard form* These various lines of argument require further 
escamination and will be dealt with in turn.

Firstly? it is argued that the use of intelligence tests 
with the cerebral palsied is questionable since the handicap may 
mask intelligence and render it inaccessible to testing. Thus, 
behind a poor test score might lie a high potential intelligence® 
The following quotation from Perlstein and Share (21) is typical;



. " • bare must bé taken not to diagnose a ; child̂  s oonditloh
88 feeblemindedness simply because he fails in any or all of the 
standard tests which are' used to measurd intelligence.,, All - 
mental testing must be tentative; no one test or battery of 
tests yet devised will^give a true pioturo of the :educability ; 
of the child with cerebral palsy. Indeed his very lack of speech 
cbnstitùtes an Obstacle 'to àocurate testing* Thus-it is obviously 
unfair to indict him on the basis of existing tests.
They continue #

One would not call a crippled child feebleminded because he 
did hot' obey a' command to walk.  ̂% t  if a 'Child fails, to )spea%t, 
Intelligibly# or indeed to speak at all; if he drools; if he 
mdkes' clumsy à#Wrd movements with -a thick tongueOr frowns# ., 
squints and grimaces# there are many - and this includes 
physicians ' 4̂ who are ready to writO' him off as ineducable. » r = i

' Writing# this time in conjunction with B̂arnett# Perlstein (22) 
again states I . •- : ' - -

Standard psychological tests frequently fail to give a true 
picture of intelligence in children with cerebral, palsy because .of 
the associated auditory and visual defects# emotional instability# 
speech and perceptive difficuities# and the lack of stimulation# 
motivation and experience that are found in children with brain 
injuries.
Hackbusch (23) points out the difficulties of a Binet*=type test ; 
saying; wa know particularly that the mental level of the
average spastic child cannot be described adequately by a test of 
the Binet type# although the practice of quoting an I.Q. on a 
spastic is stâll ail too common." Gollis <(24) is also against 
the normal methods of intelligence testing; * while Sarason (25) 
comments that "Data obtained by following the manuals are likely 
to reflect the degree of physical handicap rather than the 
individual's mental capabilities." He does# however# add that 
this difficulty is not "obviated by relying on impressions and ;



unsystematic observations às a; basis for evaluations " - WaUiin . ■-.
quotes' Bsqulroi !s.(26)- forceful statement on the sub ject#\ ! 
if wa ■ supposb*'a-foase ’presented to us where speeeh/IbàqmotiôU 'and . 
prehension# -were, all nil# but Whioh gave evidence of au. intact 
intelligence# no-one would consider that patient an idiot*" ;
' ' Most of these writers arè not wholly antagonistic to
intelligence testing of the cerebral palsied but rather doubtful 
of'its value* Generally speaking active antagonism is found 
only in the more popular literature. For instance? one pai'sht 
of a cerebral palsied child (27), writes of the "hideous 
injustice" of intelligence testing for such children, with @11 

Î the same emotion as'the simlarly indignant parent who decries 
' it:as 8 means of denying his child certain educational rights at 
. the age of ll-̂ . This kind of attitude is understandable among 
parents since, %  both cases# intelligence test results may be 
: the deciding factor in giving'a prognosis unacceptable to the 
parent# * or one which may debar the child from a desired‘form of 
education* - ' - - -  ̂ - ' ■ ' • -  ̂\ •
■ ' Despite the real difficulties there are strong reasons for 
using intelligence tests with the cerebral palsied. Quite apart 
from research# decisions as to appropriate provision and education 
have to be made. Even' a trial and error method demande d decision 
ai3i to' suitable initial placing; ' The only alternative to testing 
is to*use a subjective and imprdssiohist method* All the 'obstacles 

' ! which the cérébral palsied'present for tdstihg# suCh as impaired



manipulation and speech# remain as obstacles, to sùbjeptiv© 
assessment g and a few more are, added# namely those arising from 
abnormal appearance and manner. . Thus possibilities of ùnfàirneèa 
even seem enlarged^ for one of the great tragedies of cerebral 
palsy is that so; often it = carries with it the appearance;of 
mental abnormality, krd (28), one of the first to use intelli« 
gonoe,tests in this field# oommends them strongly, because# in 
the absence of,objective data, the alternative measure is the 
weight of one person's opinion against another's. Conflict of 
opinion? she points out# frequently arises over the intelligence 
of a normal child and it would be surprising indeed if this ware 
not also the case with the cerebral palsied, lord illustrates 
this point (29) by instancing five cases of cerebral palsy, only 
one of whom, was unanimously diagnosed as an idiot by judges who 
ware all workers in the field of cerebral palsy. The others wore 
variously judged, the range being from idiot to possibly above 
average, for one c^e* In the course of the Dundee survey, too, 
while there was-a fair degree of correspondence between the 
paediatrician's subjective assessment of intelligence and the 
category :lndicated by the intelligence test score, there were 
wide divergences in a few cases.» Such divergencies occurred In 
both directions showing that test results gave neither consist*- 
ently higher nor lower results. ■ '

Despite the fact that testing may prevent à child's under*- 
estimation, there is much truth in lord's statement (30),
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> : - I#my people: feel there is an element of imfaime.se # • 
almost cruelty in a psychologist*a effort to discover the actual 
capacity of a child who is burdened, by a-physical, handicap. ..
Parents and teachers sometimes resent the comparison that is 
made: between, the,work..of • the, handicapped, and. the stmidards for. 
his age based on the response of imselected school children.
Strother (31) points out that interest in the intelligence of 
the handicapped child arises in determining how best to help 
him and not from "idle curiosity." Ployer (32) asserts that 
children with cerebral palsy are rather saved: from-wrong assess
ment than victimised by the use of Intelligence tests#: <
■ - -Whatever hazards, face- intelligence testing of the cerebral 

palsied, thë important point is that, irrespective of the .
, difficulties, some decisions as to suitable provision, education 
and' employment have to be made and some assessment of capabilities 
is accordingly necessary* The difficulties that stand'in the way 

; of intuitive assessment are at least as great as# and probably 
greater than, those imAiioh confront the uss; of tests. ' If # in an 
effort to avoid a definite decision# trial and error placing is 
adopted? then some decision as to the appropriate starting point 
of the trial must be made. As a guide to the appropriate provision 
now# intelligence testing is likely ; to be helpful. - While ihtelli*- 
genoe» test results remain relatively stable such scores give an 
; inadequate life measure even for the normal person; and for the 
handicapped there are more factors making for possible fluctuation& 
Hew assessments may ivell be called for just as new appraisals of 
the physical condition may be necessary and they may be called



for With greater frequency tlian In the case of thé hùù^h'andlcapped 
-persoïU- For the cerebral palsied it is safer to assume that 
jj^teillgenoQ tests yield only a laeasure of the intelligènce 
which Gan# at the moment, be mobilised for use* In the course 
of the survey the Impression was formed that so well do they 
serve this purpose that intelligence tests smm even more 
necessary with the cerebral palsied than the non"*handioapped.

The second line of argument is that special tests should 
, be devised to measure the intelligence of the cerebral palsied.
The aim of such tests would be to discount the handicap* In the 
Proqeedinge of the First Seandanavian Conference on Cerebral 
Palsy in 1993 attention was drawn to the need for studies to 
provide intelligence tests adapted for the cerebral palsied* 
Richardson and ICLober (33) writing in 1994, say that the 
limitations of intelligence tests designed for normal children 
and applied to those neuro'-musoularly handicapped, are widely 
recognised* They continue;

, Despite these 1.1mtatlons; many if not most research studies 
as well,as clinical centres still employ these tests. This may 
be due to a greater familiarity with the older tests# à common 
clinical practice of making • "test adaptations" on standard tests 
to suit the immediate problem# a reasoned conviction that they 
are better tools # and a lack of convincing evidence to indicate 
that Instruments more effective and suitable are available for 
such specific purposes* ' : •
These writers consider both Raven's Fbtrioes and the tenons
Picture Test to appear particularly suitable for testing cerebral
palsied children* They then proceed to show that any advantages
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claimed if or Raven's test are, more apparent than, real#' beoauoe . = . = 
administering the Binet test# Raven,' and lAmmone. piotnre Tests I. 
and II to 32 cerebral palsied'Childrenireaiilted .ln a. n̂ uch loiijar 
mean; score being obtained on RavexiW Matricee tlian on either, of 

the two others 0 = ̂ - ■■ -
- Berko . (34) casts similar doitbt on cladms .made for the special 

üoefulness of the Oolnmbia l̂ n̂tal I-hturity Beale -in testing the 
cerebral palsied* Using both this scale and the Binet ivith 30 
cerebral palsied children# he# too? found that the former gave 
a lower mean I.Q, # while applying both scales to 3 0  children 
without brain-ill jury resulted in practically equivalent mean 
scores* Tills finding would rather indicate that the Oolumbia 
Mental Maturity 8cale# like Raven's Matrices is influenced to a 
greater extent by the handicap than are the Binet tests* Search
ing for causes to explain the result# Berko points out that the 
Columbia Mental %turity Scale stresses heavily# visual pe%*ception# 
categorisation and abstraction# which are all commonly impaired by 
cerebral palsy* This# .too# could apply to Raven's Matrices*

Ha^ussermann (3g) .envisages aVery fundamental test , recon*- 
struotion for the cerebral palsied. She says:

Test items for children handicapped by cerebral palsy have 
to be constructed in such a way that the child ® s ability to 
coD^rehend an increasing difficulty or abstractness can be 
observed by the person testing him. If a’ child's * only means = 
of response is as minimal as an upward glance of his eyes for 
an affirmative answer and a sideways glance for a negative 
answer# then the Test Items have to be constructed so that an 
answer of this simple level of affirmation and negation can 
serve tliroughbut the vAiole scale.
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Items p, she. adds # should. he pre seated so that. - there -1 s ‘ always ■ a. 
çhpioG,qf at least two,objects# pictures or cards# and they - 
should, be placed far, enough apart for'even the child with thé•' 
vary flailing', arm, to be able to indicate choice* No 'Indication 
is . given by Raeussermann&s to whether these tests are to be 
standardised ? or. as to hpw this might be done. ■ To fit in with 
such a .theory either new tests would have to be devised or else 
existing ones drastically reconstructed* Whether eye-̂ pointing# 
as the method has been called# could ever be regarded as a 
satisfactory basis of response to intelligence tests is opeh to 
grave doubt. %»erience In this work suggests that it wuld 
only, be very rarely# tdiere the respotise is-of this minimal ' 
character#, that instructions could be adequately given with ahy 
pretence of .standardisation*. The use of a= developmental, schedule, 
or; of the Vineland Social Maturity Scale# would seem likely to' ' 
give more illuminating results* > Nor# in this connection# must it 
be forgotten that there is a fairly high incidence of visual 
defect among the cerebral palsied^ Mo Intire (36) gives Wn " 
incidence, of umpng/6G0 cases# Wolfe -(37) of 92%' out of $0# 
Tn̂ ile Carlson (384 st,ates: that nearly ha3.f of the .cerebral 
palsied have their . eye muscles, affected* Many -.of such defects 
are attributablo to strabismus# a:defect frequently remediable# 
but one lAich may render even eye-pointing difficult; - ‘ '

, crux of the problem of devising» special tests for thé 
cerebral palsied ls that they are,not a homogeneous group*
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Cerebral palsy varies "type# exbent and" degree# and the aocom-
panying ■ hahdieapa léiich may occur ■ males the condition diverse

indeed*. 'Since'-any? or aU.; avenues of expression are liable ■
to' eî ffer# while spécial tests miglit be déèighed to eliminate
the effect of handicap for some sections of the- oerebrai palsied#
it is ê ïctremely improbable that special tests,could bo constructed
which would be Applicable to the' entire cerebral palsied popula-
tidn* One or two writers have recognised this point# for instance
HeilWn (3 9 )?' who states: ■ . ’ \ -
' ' HoiveVer desirable it would be to have siich scales available# 
and however useful such scales have proved in the testing of the
blind' and of the deaf / we' mist recognise' that there is a' very 
serious impediment to their use with the cerebral palsied* That 
impediment/is to my mind# an impassible Imrrier constituted by 
the fact that no group of cerebral palsied individuals selected 
fort the standardisation group can be considered to be represent*, 
ativG of a cerebral palsied universe/, Indeed# because of the 
uniqueness of the involvement in each individual ' case # we cannot = 
define a cerebral palsied universe'* Hence# a test standardised 
on cerebral palsied individuals is raeemlngiess for prediction 
when used ivith other cerebral palsied ihdiviudals* However 
muWf im regret it# we are in a position to have to make usé of 
instruments wh^ have been standardised on hon-hahdioapi^d 
groups# ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' ;/ ■ ̂  ‘
Bice (4 Ô) is more dogmatic bn the question of special testé* He
says# "Almost Without fail thOsb iAho ihquire e^ect to hear of
some unique test' applicable to all G*Ps*q they express ' •
disappointment'When they find ho such test exists;» it is hot
tbb much to ' say that hone Will be constructed* ". Not all Who
advocate apeclol tests' for the berebral palsied go so far as
Heilman does in suggesting standardisation bn à cerebral, 'palsied
group* Tills procedure Would be of very doubtful value# for the
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relative standing of o w  cerebral palsied- person to ahother i^lch 
could be obtained by the çonstruetion- of ‘special' norms- for the 
Cerebral palsied is comparatively imin^ortànt# since all live 
in a norma].# and not in a cerebral palsied society^ ,

Yet special intelligence tests have been constructed for 
the blind and the deaf # and no-one ivould suggest that the deaf 
should be given a verbal test# or the blind# one involving 
visual perceptionp though they# too# live in a normal̂ , and not- 
a blind or a deaf society* There are? however, two fundamental 
points of difference* Firstly# blindness and deafness are 
categories by themselves which exclude lessor degrees of visual 
defect and impairment of hearing# Slight impairments In either 
of these areas would not bring a child into the range of such 
special testing* Cerebral palsy# however/ has not been so 
categorised# nor has a basis for such classification been 
suggested# though suitable criteria could possibly be found.
With a, non-homogenèous group the task would present enormous 
difficulties# It would certainly be necessary to exclude from 
special testing the milder oases of cerebral palsy who frequently 
have more in common with the normal child timn with their own 
handicapped group* Béqondly# categorisation of the group is. 
only likely to be effected when ways of circumventing the 
handicap by special techniques of training and education have 
been found* Braille and lip-reading have developed a substitute 
means of'expression for the blind and the deaf# By these'means
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the. handicap, itself #, and; equa].ly. Impqrtmit# the. handicap, to,. 
developing Intelligence# haS; thus been to some extent c^opmr
vented®.

Could such a technique be evolved to prpvlde alterh&tiye 
ohannpls of expression for those. Impaired by oerefor̂ , palsy# then 
there ivould be a point in trying to discount the handicap to
testing* At present cmly the fringe of this problem hâ  been 
tacicled and it seems pointless to say that testing is mifair 
to the cerebral palsied ohlld* It is# but so is Ilf#* M  the 
i.lght of the possibilities of olreumventing handicap# Esquirol's 
(4 1 ) contention that —  if we suppose a case presented to us 
where speech# locomotion# and prehension# were all nil# but which 
gave evidence of an intact intelligence# no-#one would consider 
that patient an idiot", requires re-examlnation. The questions 
which arise are firstly# how would evidence of intact intelligence 
be given# and secondly# if such evidence vjere given# would the 
originally intact Intelligence develop# or atrophy# if some form 
of minimal function could not be induced in at least one of the 
three areas of speech# locomotion# or prehension* Presumably 
facial expression and eye movements would be the only form of 
available response on #iieh to base the judgment of intact 
intelligence o Exceptional intelligence in exceptional persons 
like Helen Keller and Laura Bridgeman might break tiirough even a 
barrier such as this* As Biesheuvel (42) says# "There are# of 
course# a few unusual individuals who succeed in triumphing over
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all obstaclGS but as he points out# they are ah "infinit*̂
esirnal proportion"* The likelihood is rather# that barring 
successful training in ' establishing some fomi of communication#
, such a person .would be totally dependent; would function at the 
minimum level; would live as a defective person mentally; and 
eventually# through intellectual starvation# would become one* 
Intellectual potential which can never be realised will make 
little difference to the life to be lived* Until methods are 
found of by^passing handicaps of the severity Esquirol describes# 
their effect on the development of intelligence is likely to be 
nothing short of stitlti:Cying* A measure of intellectual potential 
is of far less use than a measure of the intelligence that can be 
mobilised and made effective* Only this is useful in answering 
the important questions which relaté to provision and trarlningo 

The aim of special tests is to discount the handicap by 
finding and utilising unimpeded channels. of expression* IrJero 
there any likelihood of this aim being realised# special tests 
for the corebral palsied would become desirable* The very nature 
of the handicap# however# results in the limitations it imposes 
being highly individual* Sections of the cerebral palsied can 
suitably bo tested with other handicapped groups on special tests 
designed to circumvent limitations of speech# vision or hearing# 
but any striving to find special tests applicable throughout a 
group as heterogeneous as the cerebral palsied# is likely# for 
the present at least# to be abortive*



One further point requires to be made? namely# that in all 
aspects of handicap it is important to shun imdue "splinter" 
grouping? lest a situation should arise where special tests are 
demanded for one sub-section after another | the epileptic # the 
muscular dystrophy cases# the athetpids# the spastics, Excessive 
zeal in developing special tests for small groups might speedily 
reach the limit of absurdity*

The third line of argument has received most support* It 
favours the use of intelligence tests designed for the normal 
child# but in order to be fair to the cerebral palsied# advocates 
that these tests should be adapted and modified in ways necessary 
to discount the handicap* Various adaptations have been tried# 
such as selecting items from different tests; omitting# "pro
rating" (giving credit for items that have not been done); 
dispensing with timing; altering the size of performance 
materiel; substituting multiple choice items for direct 
questions; permitting the signifying of what requires to be 
done rather than actually carrying it out*

Dunsdon (43) allowed minor modifications to be made idien 
using the Terman-D^rrill scale during her large scale survey of 
cerebral palsy. She argued that it was possible to modify the 
standardised form without eliminating the factors idiich the test 
was constructed to measure# She allowed# for instance# larger 
beads for threading# and lyidioation of the order in which they 
should be threaded rather than completion of the task.



Signifying the intended, direction of the lines was . adequate for 
a-pass in diamond dràmng#.'rather than the production of a * 
satisfactory result* ■ .> • • - « ‘ . • • v* : *. • . ... : .

Holden : (44) reTietving an inveatigàtlon by Bur^eister, and 
Blum says# "Test items were omitted and,prorated if neoeaaary# 
and scoring was for intention leather than for the finished ' 
product* No penalties were, invoked for exceeding time limits 
when motor or speech difficulties ware-présent*" Cardwell (49) 
speaks of differehces of opinion as to the degree and manner'of 
allowances to be made but appears to accept mthoitt question 
that such allowances are necessary. In fact# some enthusiasm * 
has been evinced for modifying tests* Tizard (46) g a medical 
writer# comments: on how valuable it is to have a psychologist 
trained to make adaptations, in testing cerebral palsied children* 
Oruickshank (47)# after pointing out that some of the cerebral 
palsied require no test modifications# goes on to suggest 
possible ways for those who do# including accepting pantomime 
responses to Binet absurdities# This# he * points out# is much 
more difficult than giving a verbal response* It is interesting 
to speculate on a satisfactory pantomime response to; "The. ■ • 
fireman hurried to the burning house# got his fire-hose ready# 
and after smoking a cigarette began to put out the fire" (48)# ' 
or for that matter# to almost any of the ; Binet absurdities* 
Having instanced other types of modification which may require 
to foe made in serious cases of cerebral palsy# Cruiokshank (49)
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adds# "These méthode of mddlfÿiiig test matériels àhd situations
■ s;r0 merely: suggest lire* ’ The alert exaili'nèr wiH use many'more*"

These are a few samples frdai the thlhldjiig of the ïimnÿ »
'workers who# in their preaching or their practice# have upheld
test modification for the cerebral palsied* Most hâve rèoôg-
nlsed the difficulties In such procedure# but Hiller^ and '
'RosenfeXd (50)? whO' used the 'Stanford Binet tests# form L#
and the'Oattell Infant'Intelligence scale# accepted any method
of response which the child could use # sUch as shalciiig of the
head and'allowed the substitution of multiple choice items'
#iere verbal 'discrimination was required# justifying such
adaptation as folloivs:  ̂ =.......:
' ' "Departure from the standardised prôcédurd has not been 
established as valid* The criteria of validity of modifying 
thé stmidârd tests hâve beèn'clinical criteria based' upon 
observations of these children and their reactions and.progress 
over â period of many years L The ratings obtained fit sb 
closely with our prolonged obseryatione of these children 
that: we feel that they would ■ deviate Very little from' ratings 
obtained if a standardised procedure were possible* They are 
hot presonted 'therefore as estimated values, : : i .
That'is to seÿ# the findings aré'prèGénted as objective# though
renting oil the very subjective basis of "we' feel that they would
deviate very little  ̂ .
' ' Orosland and Moleith (51) show more fundamental appreciation
of thé dangers Inherent in test modification tdien they say#

If we use tests used on ordinary chil(^en# we find the 
cerebral palsied child often cannot indicate his reply and the. 
test has to be modified, " Most psychometrists use/ a; battery of 
tests# taking only those physically possible to the handicapped
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child but the omissions of some- of the tests may. falsify the 
results®

Schonell (52) alloi,ved modification in scoring# each child 
being given three I.Qs. # namely# a tested I,Q# obtained by 
adherence to standardised procedure; a modified I®Q.# which 
scored as successes items where it was judged that the child 
would have passed "except for some special disability"; and an 
estimated I,Q* # a composite of the two former results* Since 
three-quarters of the cases ware then found to have three 
identical I*Os.# tested# modified and estimated# and in only 3 8  

of the 2 5 3  cases did estimated I*Q* differ from tested or modified
I.Q* by more than three points# this procedure seems to yield 
little in the way of worthwhile results* To judge that a child 
has been under-estimated by three points or less calls for 
exceptionally fine discrimination# especially when it is 
customary to accord five to seven points to chance variation 
alone* Schonell's use of the estimated rather than the tested 
I*Qso in her work seems to add little of value and to bring in 
an extra factor of uncertainty*

It is difficu].t not to agree with Hogan (53) when she says# 
"This writer feels that departures from prescribed administration 
such as 'lenient scoring' or 'making test adaptations to suit the 
immediate problem* are invalid in conjunction with standardised 
techniques; they can result only in subjective# unquantified# 
and imcominiuiicable individual impressions*"
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Arbitrary modification ; of intelligenGe tests is an attempt 
to make allowances for individual handicap by adjusting the yard
stick® Yet this would seem to imply a fundamental misconception 
of intelligence testing* The great aim and advantage of the 
intelligence test is that? by the use of standardised material 
and procedure j an objective measure is obtained* Nor can it 
be too strongly emphasised that most intelligence tests are 
standardised as entities* It is# therefore# impossible to 
select from a test# or adapt it, and still make use of the 
norms. An I.Q. is a statistical reference point and results 
are significant only by comparison with the results of others. 
Thus by its very nature the intelligence test is not susceptible 
to modification.

There ar© advantages in administering intelligence tests# 
the chief being that such a test is a standard measure. There 
are advantages in considering each child as an individual# and 
not in relation to his peers. Even with the handicapped, the 
advantages of both approaches cannot be had at once.

Fourthly and finally# it is argued that the recognised tests 
can usefully be employed with the cerebral palsied, and that they 
should be administered in standardised form. In this case, every 
item in which the cerebral palsied person does not succeed, is 
scored as a failure# whether this failure be due to lack of 
intelligence or any other inadequacy. Lord (54)? Strother (55)? 
and Ployer (56) have all pointed out the value of this approach.
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Ployer states that most cerebral palsied children are,able to 
make adequate responses for the purposes of intelligence testing 
and that the issue.has been obscured by thinking too much in 
terms, of gross handicap. Thus the difficulties of actually 
administering- tests to the cerebral palsied may have been ■ 
popularly exaggerated* . . . ■ . ' '

The fact that intelligence tests, have been used in this 
field for rather different purposes has done much to account for 
the different lines of argument*' For research purposes#, and :ln 
helping to determine suitability for any normal environment^ the 
use of standardised procedure has more obvious advantages* If, 
however,; special provision is obviously required# the comparison 
idLth the normal child is still needed# but reactions to-modified 
situations are additionally useful since modified conditions of 
environment and learning are envisaged*. Rigid application of 
standardised procedure and scoring does not preclude modifica
tions once the item has been scored* Thereafter# all item 
failures could be ivorked through using all the adaptations 
wished, and useful supplementary information thus obtained*
A13. the available evidences the test results, supplementary 
data# subjective impressions, are important in interpreting the 
results for those Wio will wish to make use of » them#.

It may be contended that# however rigorous the administration 
of tests, results do not mean the same thing for the handicapped 
as the normal child unless the handicapped are represented in the
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standardisation groupr in suitable proportion,' In this ease : the 
cerebral palsied are in mo unique position but in similar- ■ 
situation; to other' groups# vjhop’ by the nature of ■ their handicaps, 
are unlikely to be ' so represented* -Similarly#' if normal exper
ience is assumed in' the standai^disation group, not only the 
cerebral palsied but-many other groups of handicapped and non- 
handicapped children, such as those from orphanages or from 
tinker families/ who have also hot enjoÿéd normal expérience # 
I'̂ ould also obtain non-ooinparablè results'* ■ ^

Since Wi 1#Q* is a'fihe masuro, in the' fade of the extra 
difficulties presented by’some cases-of cerebral palsy, 'it may 
be conisidex%d altogether too fine*' If so,' 'grosser category ' 
rankings 'give quite an adequate degree of precision in respect 
of any individual* The pradtioe followed in tMs study was that 
Ï.Q.S* were dispensed with in favour'of category results, except 
for their use in statistical daleulaltiohs in which the individual 
‘had disappeared# ' ■ ' ' . . • • .

’ As to unfairness, GarIson (97) has’suggested that the real 
tragedy of the cerebral palsied is that lack of physical control 
suggests lack of mental balance ; ‘ intelitigerice tests, despite 
their jjapèrfedtions, hWy be thought of as a real safeguard for 
those 80 afflicted, against uninformed lay opinion and insub- 
stantial’ professional judgment* ' ’ ‘ * " • : • ' ■

' To conclude in Johnson * s words (58)/ ■ ’ ; '
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Any trained psychologist is well aware of .the limitations .
of standardised tests* He is aware that they do not test innate 
intelligence .font rather the outward manifestations ;of ' that.. ; 
intelligence - how intelligently a person can reason and what 
his rate of learning or level of learning is* . In addition# he 
imows that under ordinary circumstances the rate of growth of 
reason and learning will remain relatively constant and so can 
predict with some fair accuracy what the final or eventual level 
ivill foe* He is also, aware tliat certain imusual factors may enter 
into the total picture that may influence this rate either to 
accelerate or retard it*
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, ' iN'MiKEWOE -TEST RESÜLT-S '

Having decided on the application of intelligence .tests, and 
that they ahoiü4 .ha .administered-in the standardised form, selee*- 
tion of testa ima the ,ne%b problem. The age range, birth to 21, 
was wide, impossibly wide, to be covered.by any-one teat. Speech 
difficulties were known to occur fairly frequently, which argued 
against the use of a verbal test. Difficulties of manipulation 
werè esîpeeted to create a problem sufficiently great to rile out 
performance tests, especially as timing is generally an important 
feature. Verbal tests, therefore, had to be reconsidered. 
Attractive as was the idea of using the two %chsler Scales, 
namely, the Wechsler-Bellevue Intelligence Seale and the Wechsler 
Intelligence Scale for Ohildren, it was abandoned* These two 
scales have the advantage of combining a verbal and. a performance 
sub-scale for which separate X.Qs. can be calculated* There were, 
however, serious drawbacks to their use in this particular study* 
First, the Children’s Scale is hot intended for children under 
five years of age, which, in practice, means that it cannot be 
satisfactorily used with children whose mental development has 
not.attained the five-year stage* Many of the more severely 
mentally handicapped would thus be excluded and another type of 
test would have been necessary for the younger and less intelllgmt



, ehi-ldreiV'. - Secondly, * the Performanee- side of the Children ’s' Scale 
. .'consists of five 'tests, all of which are finely timed* ; Fdur 
involve manipulation, and two of theeê  Block Design and ,0b jeot 

.. Assembly, require, precision of hand: movement * - It was, therefore,
■ eonsidéréd- that more, suitable» tests' could be founds ' " '
;} ■ ' ■, In : the end; for several reasons it was decided to; use the .
: Terman^Msrrill Revision of t W  Stanford'^Binet Scale ae the' main 
test» First, it was stronigly recommended by persons experienced 

' in, work with the cerebral palsied, . especially lürv Dunsdon, - who.
' counselled Its use as the bebt 'available test;. The writings of '
' Lord (1), Ployer (2) and Schonell (3) • show their agreement with 
this opinion. Secondlŷ  the Termair-Merrill-.Scale is a' wéll4 ' 
knbwn, well validated and standardised test, of' liigh reliability»

. ■ ' These’ merits■■ outweigh its imperfection of a standard deviation 
' varying at different: age levels^ and a "too easyV -Vl-year test,
, wtiich Kennedy^Praser , (4) has . suggested would iiave been more 

' appropriate for the stage».- The- same scale has the further 
advantage of having been widely used with , normal and handicapped 
children including thn cerebral^ palsied* Its use would thus 

: facilitate comparison of results with several other investigations. 
Though an Americmi test, : various minor corrections have been 
accepted for the ,use of the ' Terman-Mérrill intelligence . Scale in 
Scotland * Fourthly, this test is applicable over a wide age 
range, namely, fran two years to adulthood. Fifthly, below the. 

age of two, it could be linked up with the Griffiths Developmental



Scale/.whloh was intended to seihrô aâ a base for.the Terman- 
Merrill test; Thenfà speoiàl adaptation bf the Terman-Merrill 
Scale : has been made for the blind and is in current use»' ■ Finally, 
the tester had a good - deal of ejcperieho'e mth the Termâh-Merrill 
test both in the course of blinidal work and for the’.purposes of 
8, previous thesis* From rrfahy angles; therefore, the Termâh« 
i^rrill Lltelilgencê Hcale seemed the best available» test*

Jh addition to the Termàn'^M^rfill Soalog Raven’s Matrices 
(1938) were used as applicable for the Dundee oases, the lower 
age limit being six years* The use of this test was prompted 
by the fact that not only' Richardson and lUober (g), but also 
Holden (6),' have suggested that it is specialiy .-suitable' for the 
cerebral palsied, while Raveh^ (7) himself has said of the 
KËtriceSg "They can be given successfully to almost any testee, 
irrespective of age, linguistic ability, or pliysical defects»"
The test has the great advmitage of requiring only the: minimal 
response of pointing* On the other hand,' it has disadvantages . 
in involving visual perception which inay possibly present exbra 
difficulties' to some braln-^injured children* From the start of 
testing in this study, it was found that consistently lower 
category ratings were obtained using the .Î4atrices than the 
Termah-f#)rrill»! In other words, this test was not having the 
desired effect of overcoming, by its simple response, the diffi- 
QUltiés imposed by the physical handicap* Elimination of the 
county cases ; and of all those who,: because of age or mental
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retardation, were Unable to aôpfe on'th©'î-fetill'c'es;-’meant that 
results were ‘ obtained for only 32 of the 10? Dundee eases* .

' For the same two reasons of age or 'severe mental retardation, 
soma were unable to score on the» Termen-Merrlll test* For thééè
cases the Griffiths Developmental Scale was used. This scale is
as yet inadequately standardised both as regards apparatus and

- , ' .
norms®' Results, therefore, could not foe considered to foè-of the 
same order of reliability as Temaii-Mérrill;soores® The Griffiths 
Scale is a developmental schedule and for the developmental ' ’ 
schedule in general GeselX (8) claims:  ‘ ' •

%  the application of the hoxW are able to '
compare the developmental status of any child with the norms 
appropriate to his age, arid to détermine whether he deviates ‘ 
from the norms, in what direction he deviates, and how much 
lie deviates* In other words, wa ascertain the completeness 
as well as the rate of his development!; we make qualitative 
and quantitative comparisons» .’ ■* . . ■ «
The resulting measure, the Developmental Quotient, he considers
to be of a more comprehensive nature, than the Intelligence
Quotient o ‘ The overlap between developmental status akid Intelli-
genoo is Imown to bo gir̂ àt® 3nvôroeIy, general developmental
retardation is one of thè main features of mental deficiency*
%àt is not known with any exactness is the extent of the .
correspondence between developmental status ahd intelligence®

Intelligence testing can be thought Of as a measure of
learning, in the very broadest sense* The intelligence of an ~
adult, a child, or an animal' can be tësted by ■ sampling what- has
already been ; learned, or can be learned during the test* : The
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problem of'testing adults'io that their living is so highly 

diversified that it is diffiddit td find lines ‘of téstihg :whidh 
do hot tap spefoiaiist khdwLOdgbt For infants, qhitô thë dppositô 
problëîÀ existé, namaly, the Ibiitod aspects’6f living'upon whieh 
ihtelligehcb èan bê exercised gives' a 'narrow basis for ihteUi- 
gehôë testing* During the learning stage, such acçomj^iéhments 
'às dressing arid locomotion call for thé èxërcisë of Intelligence#

■ ’ Once mastered, apart from contributing to the lève!'of things 
'léàrhed* dressih'g and lôbdmbtioh, àre no longer'shitàbîé f^ 
tasting ihtëliigénde since tHeÿ ho longer present a prdblëm to 
intélligencà® ’ DevelbpMentàl aséëëoment is probably the only 
method of measuring intelligèncë in earlÿ iaifsiiCy*' 'It ','̂iü.d 
be quite ùnsûiÿable as a oohtlnuihg method for older children, 
imiess by retardation they fall to progress beyond thé, infant 

' stage. ‘ ' ■ ‘ - ' .. , ' ' ‘ ' ' ' ■ ;
' Despite the important limitations of à dévelopniental* schedule 
the Griffiths developmental Scale (m:5 fôùhé useful. With infants,

' beyond broad limité, it did not give even a category result 
considered reliable enough for prediction of future educability®
It did, however, prévide à method of studying the chilé, gave 

• ‘ necessary information as tb the present developmental status, 
ahi' was midoiîbtécliÿ of help in deciding lipbn the provision 

' ' required àù the moment* ' ■ ' ‘
The Griffiths Scale consisté of five separate süb̂ éealesi, 

namely, Locomotor, Pérsonàï-Socialÿ Hearing and %eebh, Hand and
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Bÿo, and : Performance®‘ 'Boèàuse ̂ of this'composition it waa ■.■ 

pàrtioûiarly helpful in providing diagnostic clues' to àccom- ‘ '' 
panyikig handicaps of blindness and deafness * .Specific retarda*̂ -' = 
tion might' suggest a; specific disability;' whereas generalised ■.
delay in all lines of development suggested mental retardation■ ̂
also* •' ' " • • • ' . ■ ‘ ■ ' ■ ■ ‘ ' r

' For the purposes of this study the main use of the Griffiths 
Scale ' was not with irifants • at all, but with c older children whose 
mental ̂ retardation prevented à ' score • being 'obtained • on' the • 
Terman-Marrill test* l#iile little could' he said’ with anÿ' 
Gonildènce regarding the educability of the child of two 
years of age or less, for whom the Griffiths ’ Scale was • intended, 
much more definite predictions could be made for the older child 
on the basis of his general developmental quotient. Only eight 
cases out of the 223 came i'd,thin the age range proper, of the 
Griffiths Scale, but it had to be used for 4 6  cases ranging in 
age from 1 4  months' to 22 years* ' This fact in Itself gives an 
indication of the extent of retardation anong this group*

The physical handicap certalii3.y counted in testing ; vjith a 
developmental schedule* The degree'of discrepancy between - 
'scoring on the locomotor and performance scales in comparison 
with that on the remainder of the Griffiths sub-scales, coild 
in itself have been taken as constituting a measure of the motor 
handicap* In practice, however, such à measuxe world have applied



In 8 faw' cases ,only,.#ncQ: deyelopmen-^^ retj^d^ was
more commqn than speciflo or uneven: ratardatl^R» * r, ), /. .
: : ', , All of thé mpet grppsHy iAp#ally handicapped .m pprfprce
tested on the Gi'iffitha psvelPp:i@#Gil' gcalo., pih99 ^

either ux^hle to make any score, ,or to,attaiii.a basic 
the rTêiwi'-̂ Msrrlll test# Hence the common tendency for results 
on thé: Griffiths Sqale .to ishow this, gçneral, mdif:Ç̂ ^̂  ,, .
developmental retardation# The hècidicap not only opimtpd, but 
counted ;for imoh more, where.a developmental jSchê hlG/T'̂ ŝ,!̂  

than on the -Temian̂ Marril]̂  Scale, .which had no special .scale . , 
devoted to locomotor attainment *td depress the. :Sopr̂ ' of the . 
cerebral palsied®. Wherever a .basic age.ims. attainable on the 
Terman'^Merrill intelligence Scale it lAias used* In spi^ instanqes, 
nevertheless, philditen,tested on this scale wDnld haye been^unable 
to make a full score on the Griffiths Developmental Scale# These, 
two scales differ in emphasis and, do not test exactly, the same 
thing, though the oyerlap is unquestionable*., Spealclng of these 
two ecalee Griffitlî  (9) herself says, it;is Important to
btress that the scales are different measuree, m®&0uring. $: 
différent group of abilities " No ope tp one relationship
could therefore;be epqappted between results® .. ; . . = ,.

Yet, since the Griffiths Beale, waa being used âs a base to 
that of Termaii'̂ Kbrrill, it was obviously pointless ,tp try to treat 
results obtained .on-;the two scales, separately^.. Ap .ÿLl t|ie- most- . 
seriously mentally handicapped were tested on the former scale,
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it 'VJoùJ.d ‘ inevitably \be -= showii * to ; give lowers scores* ! ■ The i interest- • 
ing question was» not'the relative scores - obtained ’ by/using’ the ■, 
tx*JO'scales; but .the feasibility of 'testing ;cexebr.alipa3,slèd: . 
infants‘ and - sectudx̂ g aneaviingf iil results» . • The results of both., 
testsU'joré;; therefore,; taken,together- and then .those■-for. chilien, 
under thréC' years of age were- separated-’and compared with the: 
findings: for the whole group»- ’ ,

'■ , 3h'màny ways' the Ciriffiths Developmental, Scale is ; analogous 

to the: loiver stagea of the Fineiand ; Social Matm^ity Scale#., Since: 
the-latter was- used with all cas.os in. this' study,, results were 
available for comparison foẑ  the-4 6 'persons tested on both, scales*.

The Vineland Social fetuxity Scale was o.pplicab3:e throughout 
the entire age range* Since it is essentially a report of 
beliaviCuf, it was far loss» trouble- to apply than the; usual typs 
of test; In fact its requirements are so minimal that according 
to Doll (10), even the presence of the person being e^cmmned is 
not essential;• There is no doubt, however, that some contact 
with the persoh tested is a gi-eat help towards obtaining accurate 
resi&ts* There vms no person to whom the Vineland-Scale could 
not be, applied, and from the psychological point of view it gave 
the right emphasis, crediting the abilities a.ctuaJly used and 

disregarding the potentialities;' It.was-in itself an efficiency 
index; and Doll (11 ) claims that it serves to reveal the .social 
consequences of handicaps of all types# The main drawback. xms 

that the Vineland Beale is ; American in origin, with an Australian,
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but as yet; no-British adaptation* The upbringing of children 
in this country does not para3J.el that in America or Australia 
with 'any exactnesso Socially, American, children mature more 
quiclcly, especially in the early ’teens#, The Junior High, mid 
High schools both recognise and cater for a, social development 
which would be precocious in this country® Australian norms 
are no more exportable than 'Amorican, particularly norma for = 
social maturity which is more closely bound up xvith the culture 
pattern than is intelligence* Were the Vineland Scale to be 
adapted and' ro--ritandardlsed for British-children it should then 
prove even more useful with the cerebral palsied than at present#' 
For study of this group the Australian adaptation was employed#

Despite the many difficulties considered to beset testing 
the cerebral palsied, those actually encountered were fewer than 
expected# Generally instanced are: difficulties of response
arising from impaired speech and manipulation; difficulties 
of vision, hearing and perceptual anomalies; emotional 
instability; and lack of normal esqperience# These problems 
are generally cited as if they applied to the entire group#
This was by no means the case on the Dundee survey as will 
now be shown# The incidence of speech defects is shovra in 
Table 13# .
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TABLE 13 
SPEECH

1 2 , .3. 5
Speech' Normal Slightly

Defective
Very
Defective • '

Total
No;- 125 38 18 181)
No' Speech' Under 2 years Deaf under 50 ^223
Ho;- . . • •, ■ -- :6' ‘ : ; . :, V ; . 3k . ' ' • - ’ : '33 ' ■ ■ " - : i ; 42)

Thus of the 223 tested,-163 or ' 73^ had normal' or only slight]^ 
defective speech and presented no problem for testing*. Of , the 
remaining: 60,, 18 were considered to have intelligible,, but very 
defective speech* However this was adequate for Terma)W%rriD; 
testing provided that the practice of becoming acquainted with. the 
speech,, before actual testing Gommonced,. v/as adopted,, and also that 
the tester was very familiar with the test and with the answers 
likely to be encountered# Of the 42 without speech, the six 
infants and one of the deaf, who waa barely three years of'age, 
ware tested on the Griffiths Scale* The two others who wore deaf 
wore tested on Haven’s Matrices end both had also adequate manlL. 
pulation to tackle ICohs * Blocks The 33 xvith I#Qso- under 50 xere 
mostly of idiot grade,-25 falling into this category and the other 
eight being slightly above»- Because of the severity of their 
mental handicap, they were unable to tackle the TemmWhrrill test 
at all, irrespective of whether the items Involved speech or not# 
Not only speech was lacking but comprehension as well# All of
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these ware tested ueimg the Griffiths Developmental Scale and 
sometimes the first: tests of the Terman^^rrill Scale » /Speeoh 
difficulties vmre less of a problem at the lower end of, the • 
Terman$»%rrlll Scale and maimal difficulties less at the upper 
age levels# This xms due to the fact that practical tests 
figure more prominently in the early years of the scale and 
verbal items less® Later this preponderance Is reversed,

i $»̂ nual: defects were more common than defects of speech as 
is shown in Table 14# ...

TABLE 14
_ . . . . USE bp,HANDS .

' 1 ’ 2 3 ' ’ ' S ' " ' 6 ' : '' - Y :
Both / 
Normal

1 Normal 
1 Slight

; Both . 
Slight,

1; Normal. 
1 Severe

.1 Slight 
1 Severe

2 Severp Total:

.3&! . ”  36':'; ' , 46 ' ' ' ' '33;.A. :3o\ ' 223

While only 32 were rated as having normal, or almost normal, hands, 
a total of 179 or 80^, had at least one hand Wiioh; ims only slight^ 
ly affected and were time capable-of■using a pencil» . This limited 
manual function liras also adequate for most of the items ,ln the , -
Terman*f̂ Bferrill Scale with the notable exceptions of the bimanual » 
activity of.bead threading and also for copying figures and 
designs# It was not, of course, adequate for the Hand -and Bya' 
or Perfonmnoe Scales in the Griffiths test, where; as has already 
been stated, the handicap inevitably counted® - /
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Of the remalnaxig 44 olaesed as having two aovoz'oly affoeted 
hands g' nlho xvoro still ablo to nm a poncll Ihtolliglhly ào le-, 

shown' In' Table 15» •
' . . TABIE:15

CASES WITH SEVEBilLY AFFECTED HANDS

2 3 4
Fre«Sbhool.. l*Qo under 50 Able to

Use Fonoil
Very Sovore: 
I&mdicapped

Total

4 29 .,9, :. 12 44

Only two casoo of XoQ» above 50 end of sohoo3.. ago, had voxy 
uovorely affectod hands# Cto of these bad adequate speech and 
me. not; therefore, vory difficult to toot» The. other, doepito W r  
voiy severely affected hando and her vory defective speech, still 
sGorod an 1#Q,$ of 82 on tho Tomim*Arrill toot rigorously 
adminioterod, though px̂ evlouoly she had on two occasions, "Intuit^ 
ively" boen judged ao ooveroly me%itally dofeotivô

, For but one of thoso # th under 50 the 33ovolop5Bntal 
Scalep with, sometimes, one or two teste from the Tormai)"%rril2 
Scale, oufficod# The exception was a girl aged 17, who had 
neither epeeeh, nor more than the vory orudeet hand movemmte»
She oouid pass in isolated items of the Terimn'z'Merrll], Sqole but, 
lacking speech, coidd not achieve a baeio age where all. Iteim were 
paesed, and any practicel tost wms performed with the utmost 
difficiCLtyo Howovor her hmid movements stiff iced for Hcwen’s
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Matrices rand .she • scored on this test although - at the-'gradé V, or 
-intellectually ■ defectivo -level* • Yet the'-.mere -fact of being able 
to: score on this test at all, argued an Intelligence above the 
lowest age levels necessary to score on the Teman-î%rrill test, 
but this could not be expressed# She was an institution case 
and had lived as a severely mentally defective person for years#
Had a means of expression been found in the early stages or 
could she. have been trained to some form of conmunication, the 
present pi outre might well have been different# This is no 
argument against intelligence testing# Indications of intelLi- 
gence were no doubt much stronger in this case before the 
deadening weight of years of treatment as a totally dependent 
and defective person had taken their toll* It is an argument 
stressing the importance of establishing a means of oonimimlcation 
above every -other form of treatment* In studying the cerebral 
palsied it is very obvious that two tendencies are at ivork, the 
tendency for the very severely disabled, unless some means of 
communication can be found, to suffer from intellectual starvation, 
and the other tendency for good intelligence to find its own ways 
of circumventing the handicap* In the case mentioned above it is 
unlikely that the intelligence was ever sufficiently good to do so# 
Instead it atrophied, leaving oily minimal signs of its existence* 
There was no doubt that the present findings of low grade mental 
defective were now the right ones* She had beconie such a person# 
This case was quite exceptional and the only one of its kind
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among the’ 223 teete’d oh the survey o' ' The ease with which such a 
' o'as’e couild, cto3J).g intelligence testing, be picked out from the 
numerous mentally loW grade cerebral palsied', is a vindication 
' of such testing* ■ :' - ' ' ' ' ' ' : - - ' ' '

' 14ieh' stress has been laid on the diffidulties of testing 
the cerebral pa3,sied because of thé occurrence of blindness and 
deafnesso Of the 223 examined, four cases required to be tested 
as blind persons oh the Langan adaptation of the Terman-Mshrill 
Ihitalligence Scale, ' All four had'adequate speech# None of the 
thi'oo who required to be tested as deaf persons, had intelligib3,e 
speech, but all had adequate uso of the hands# '

With regard to emotional stability, all' degrees wore found 
among the 223 cases* They were rated for adjustment as shown in 
Table l6 with the normal child in mind as standard* The specific 
criteria upon which those ratings wore based are given in ■ 
chapter V (p* 118); ' • = .

: ' ' TABLE 16 . .
: ' ' - - EMOTIOmL ADJUSmm' '

1 2 3 4 5 6
Very Good Good Fair Poor ’ Not

Applicable
Total

;.. '.38. -, 77 , . ;49 ,

The range of distinctions within the group was wide, and it is an 
open question whether,, as a group, the cerebral palsied show



greater instability than, for instance, the mentally defective® 
Ho assessment of lack of normal experience was possible, 

although, 88 in the case of emotional adjustment, a wide range 
would obviously oOour® The very mildly handicapped would 
scarcely be deprived at all, while some of the very severely 
handicapped, living in institutions rather than in normal 
society, could not hope to enjoy no%̂ mal experience® lack of 
such experience could hardly be said to constitute a difficulty 
in administering intelligence tests, except, perMps, in tliose 
cases for whom absence of schooling had contributed to inability 
to make a disciplined effort*

One of the points which made testing somewhat less of a 
problem, was the extent to which severe handicap and low 
intelligence occurred together* There were 42 cases without 
speech, and 44 had two severely affected hands, 26 of these 
being common to both categories* Every one of these 26 was of 
low grade intelligence, all in fact being of idiot level# By 
far the ma,jority of the very severely disabled were also found 
to be of very low ̂ ade intelligence# It was unusual to find 
severe disability and even average intelligence occurring 
together, though the fact that three such cases were found among 
the 223 on the survey, proves that exceptions do occur® Testing 
is probably the surest way of finding these exceptional oases®

As fai' as ease of administering intelligence tests was 
concerned the cerebral palsied showed idLde variation® For
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many mildly handloapped phlldren teats ware no more difficult - 
to &(Wnloter than for the nonml Ohlldp thou^ Interpretation 
always required "more thought* With omo fw@ real dlffloultleo 
occurred# On the lAolOp hmvover, the opinion was formed that 
. the diffioultiee of testing the oerehral- palsied hove frequontly 
boon esmggeratedp 8uoh omggeratlm, it io suggeotedp aâ lsoo 
from a tendency to asome that corebrol palsy Implioa t W  %WLe 
possible range of oomomltant handicaps»

# W M m m  & § A  # # m  #  iMws&
It has been widely shown by the use of IntoHlgenoG toots 

that the distribution of Intelligence of the cerebral palsied 
differs RWl&sdly from the normal* This divergencG obtains 
irrospeetive of v^other or not modifipatlons havo boon mode in
tsstlngo The findings tend to show some varlatlm in tho wtont

;
of the deviation, but none in the dlrootion# All findings show 
an inereaeeh inoidenoe of mental liandioap#

' , n
Prior to tlio development of tine inteHigenoe test as a 

standard measure of intelligence, Mttle (12) in tho 1860s had 
expressed the belief that in most eases the inteHeot suffered 
impairment* The period from Mttle*s doy until the marked 
development of interest in combral pg^ey during the last twenty 
years, is new apt to be written off as a time when t W  oersbral 
palsied were assumd to be mentally hendioapped* Ihtorest and 
optimism grew together, and as far as intelligence Is ooneemed *
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the latter grew to exeesa®, Statements, that the majority o.t the 
cerebral palsied come within the normal range, of ihtelllgenoe 
have been interpreted by many as meaning that nearly all of the 
cerebral palsied are of, average intelligence,, whereas, a finding 
that 51^ were not. mentally handicapped could be said to meet 
thé statement®. 3h the face of research findingsi extreme 
optimism is fading®. Dunsdon (13) points out that in 1942 
Phelps had estimated that one in four of the cerebral palsied 
was mentally handicapped, but that by 1946 his estimate • had,y -
risen to one in three*

Doll, Phelps and Melcher (14) refer to Hardt as being 
amongst the first to apply Intelligence tests to the cerebral . 
palsied* In 1914 he administered the Stahford^Blnet test to 
all such cases in the State School and Colony at Lincoln  ̂ Illinois, 
Doll, Phelps and Fblcher were themselves responsible for one of 
the pioneer studies in 1932* A series of tests was applied to 
12 cases, the Stanford-Binet Scale being found the most useful 
of the tests employed and applicable to all but one case. A 
mean I*Q* of 6,6.4 was obtained, the range-being from 31 to 94$

' Meanwhile Elizabeth Lord (15) was experimenting with two 
types of test, first of balance, locomotion, manipulation, and 
secondly of reactions to objects, sounds, people, etc. Such tests 
ware intended for very young children, and the underlying idea was 
that», "Instead of attempting to describe the mental capacity of 
a child in terms of a general intelligence level, test situations



have been selected that will Indicate abilities and’disabilities 
in relation to chronological age, and that will in twh^ throng 
repeated examination lead to a prediction of educability;" '- 
•Sarâeoh (16) points out that these-tebts were not. very satis^- • 
factory* Reliability was not stifficientlÿ* high and the test 
situations wore inadequately standardised® ' ' ' '

• Contributions. such^as those- of 'Lord and Doll were Important 
largely because of their primaby and ' because they opened up the 
field for research# Thereafter re suits qsme more ' quickly# Many 
Writers give their results in terms of mean I.Q. Brockmy (17), 
for instancê  found an avêrage pf 79;7» basing his figure 
on a study of 1,000 Los Angeles cases# The United .Cerebral-Palsy 
Educational Advisory Board (18) gives à similai' mean I.Q, of 79, 
for 129 cerebral palsied cases tested on the Terman^ï#rrlll Form 
L® Fernald and Arlitt (19) found a mean I;Q* Cf 69;1 fôr '2? 
cases tested on the BtaÀfôrd$»Binét Scale at ■ Cincinnati® A lower 
mean 1*,Q® of 66' was obtained bÿ Jewell and Wursten (20) in their 
work" with 325 - patients at, Los Angeles Children ’ b Hospital, the 
highest I, Q# obtained being 18Ç, and five sôùring above 120.

Others quote a percentage ̂ incidence of iaèntal deficiency 
among the'oases they studied* Bohrôedër (21), for instance, 
foUnd 60^ mental defloiency anibng his 146 cases# ' Asher and ' "
Oohdneli (22) give'an incidence of' 45^ of the children over 
threé years of age in their study of ‘400 ccrebrdl palsied*,....
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Miller-and Roænfeld (23) found-that Q̂% of the 6? cases ̂selected 
for testing'-from the ' 330 studiedv had l.Qs# under 7 0 # Kdlox’sn 

(24) gives a lower figure, '33®3^ of 141 children, 5*7^ not being 
assessed* An incidence ' of mental deficiency- of 41® 5$ among 65 
cases Is given by Foûradrë (25) and one of 49^ by Bice, Hopkins 
ând‘ Colton (26 ) i:a a study of 992 cases of cerebral palsy#
■ ‘ Mclntire (2?) finds that the incidence of féoblé-mlndedness 

among' the cerebral palsied Is given as anything from Z% to 66/fj, 
and attributes 'this wide range in part 6it least, to the diffi- 
oiil,ties’ of testing, and to the abusé of selected tests* On the 
basis of work' mth 146 cases he hmsslf ■ states that every third 
cerebral' palsied child is mentfilly handicapped* Holden (28), 
reviewing the work in cerebral palsy; says that recent studios 
give an incidence of 45/» to 50% mental, handicap oven where ' 
flexible procedure is adopted# The studies so far'mentioned 
all show a low moan I. Q# ranging from 66-»79$?<> or a high per*« 
centagè of mental deficiency varying from 3% 3% to 60p -

Two recent large'scale studies deservé fuller treatment as 
being àîàongst the most reliable to date; They are those of 
Dunsdon (29), carried out in Birmingham and certain selocted 
areas of England, and thé New Jersey study of 1951 which 
included a psychological evaluation 6f 1,000 children# DUnsdon’a 
results,* published in 1952; weré based on à study of 916 cases# 
Comparative findings are shown in Table 17; bn the following 
page* Wiile a larger percentage fall in the category of I*Qo 100
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and above: In the New -Jersey study-, the similarity of the figures: 
is ' more striking than any. differences.

- . -■- , TABIiE 1? ■ , . . . :
: :. - : ■ : . m s  BIEfflNPHAM AND NEW: JERSlsr .STUDIES . ■ ■ ■ .

. I#Q* 'Ijovel.•.. •; ,. , , : Mew t Jersey
.. fciber. •• M • : r • ”916: : ' ' ! ' . .. r , IgOOO . ' . .

' loo ami'above 
% under 100

I; :, ' r / ^
91.3 ^4.3

% under ?0 53*6 ilBe4

■■These figures wm-rant /a : fuller -. analysis. - This is given: in ■ t 

Tabloi 10 which is : reproduced;'from’Criilckohank"(30)i-' ■; J
i : : ." .'- : - " r' ' ■ «BEE :l0'.y/ ' :'-i i:

' . -. •.' Ai.GOW-AlîISON 'OF JINTBLLIGEMCB WOTIÉNT lEirBLS OP -'■.: * 
CHIiDHEN ;EN the AMD MEW JBBSEÏ STUDIES

i. ̂ U /' ■■■■’. •. -•
Biriningham New Jersey ' ■ '

. . : ' , : ' - . ' -. : ' 1,000 :
■ ■ ’ I#Q. ' levol ’ /' ; ' ' Number ; Number ■ 'L < ;s. . ;
• ' 130 and 'above = : r - : 2:= -̂ ' 1.'6

110 - 129 12 3.4 53 5.3' ! ‘ . 90 '3.09 ' ' :?1 ' 20*1 : ■ : 2l6 ’ ' ■ ■ : 21*6
70 - 89 95 26.8 227 22*7' ' • j)0 'fe*. ' (̂ 9 ’ : 81 . 22.9.' '= =204 ' 20.40 *» 49 79 22.3 284 28*4• !.. Mot' yet ' "

Assessable 14 3*9 -

■Thus:'thé two gets of figures’ closely'pâràilel'bhô'-jriütheî*:showing 
'rdarkodiy the same trend» '-'■Both these 'studies are’’récent'arid'have''
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thé advantage of being able to make use of the work which preceded 
theiUo They ore large scsCle well planned studies ̂ xdiich can stand 
close scrutinyo Gruickshank (31) draws attention to the possible 
incompleteness in case finding in the New Jersey study « Though 
physicians g he says ̂ are legally required to report a3J* cases of 
cerebral palsy$ some private patients are probably missing in the 
study» Also those in the State Schools 'are not represented and 
their inclusion would certainlŷ  he poizrts outp lower quite 
Markedly the mean scores for the group as a whole o It is not 
clear how Dunsdon'a cases ware obtained̂  nor does she claim a 
wholly rapresentativa group» Mnor modifications in administra
tion wore allowed in her testing» '

ïaci tefesaam - ïàa fipMia # # :
The practice folilowod in intelligence testing for the Dundee 

study was rigorous adherence to standardised' administration and 
scoring; As a result of this testing ivith 223 cases a mean I* Q; 
of 6?;? was obtained̂  with a standard deviation of 34» 1;
Table 19̂  on the following page p. gives fuller results.

These results differ markedly from findings for the general 
population. Instead of lOOg the mean I.Q. was 67.7? while a 
standard deviation of 34.1? or twice the accepted figure for the 
TermanwMsrrill test g revealed a n.on̂ homogeneous group. Approve- 
imately one out of every two in this group of cerebral palsied 
was mentally handicapped and one in four ineducable. At the
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other end of thé Bêèle ohé In foiir was of aveâ age Intelligence or 
above# ÿhat Is to say, that for eVery cerebral palsied person of 
average lnte]J.igeiiGe in this group.) there were three others^ one 
dull and two menta*U.y handicapped* • . .

TABDS 19 . . .

DimDEB wBhbmmcm; TBST scomss

X* Q*
. Gsrebî'ai, Palsied <s, Normal 

^PopulationNog % - ■

, 59: 26.5 - r 7370-90 25.1. 24?d«  ̂ ' , 103 hf. - : 3
lo Derived from Schonell (32)
These, figures agree well with the Birmingham and New Jersey

studies as Table EO shows# '
TABUS 20

INTBbbaumOB TB8T FINDINGB ̂
Bimimimi) mifj jmaBX/AWD DUNDm -

1 2 , . 3 4
X«D* Bimtnghasa New Jersey Dundee

916 1)000 223
% 100 and above a#7 15.7 17.9
% under 100 91.3 Bt.3 82.1
% under 70 $3.6 Ĵ *0 40» 4

Though the Dundee figur@ of 223 cases is small as compared xfith 
that of the other two studiesg the similarity in composition is
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stFiklîigé On thé whole the reenlts of these three investigations
may toe said to corroborate one another wallà It is of interest
to note the closer resemblance of the Dundee results to the
American rather than the English study# For closer scrutiny
the Dundee figures are placed alongside Gruickshank %  table
giving a comparison of I# Qs# in the Birmingham and New Jersey
studies# Results are shown in Table 21*

TABIB 21
DETAILED FINDINGS *

BIRWCWKSaAM, BQBW JEBKBSK, AND DUNDEE

1 P 4
Birmingham Now Jersey Dundee

916 :L,coo ;%23
I#Q* Level Number % Ntomber ; fo ' Number . %

1 . 3 0  ' and above - . g»' ' 0*6 16 ? ' ' '" ' -5 ' ' ' ' -2.2
-ÜLO * 12 3.4 53 . 5i3 . 18 Ü.1
90 - 109 71 20.1 216 âlié 36 16,1
70 - &9 9^ 26*8 227 22..,7 56 . 25.1
50 - 69 B1 22*9 204 20;4 47 21.1

0  “»• 49 79 22,3 284 Zâkh 61 27.4
Not yet
Assessable 14 r - . ^ , «SB. —

This table shows that at all points the tendency for the intelli
gence distribution found in the Dundee study to conform closely 
to the pattern of the two larger studies Is indisputable.
Perhaps the most interesting discrepancy is the higher percentage 
of Dundee cases with I#Q# above 100* There are two reasons lAy 
a discrepancy of this nature would not have been ODqoeOted. The
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first of these is the probable direction of inadequacies in case 
finding in Dundee# It was pointed out under the heading of 
"soopo" of the . study that the total numbers were ; compiled from 
Imqwn or suspected cases of cerebral palsy5 and that no attempt 
was made at large , scale examination of supposedly normal, persons* 
Thus some of the vory mildest cases might have been omitted#
On the other hand, one institution for mental defectives served 
both the city of Dundee and the two county areas ̂ and since 
records were readily made available^ institution cases seem 
likely to have been completely represented* A very complete 
representation of such eases would, as Gruickshanic has pointed 
out, tend to depress the results. Evidence will later be 
presented which demonstrates a tendency for severity of 
physical and mental impairment to increase together* Xneorm̂  
plete numbers of very miildly handicapped cerebral palsied cases 
would therefore imply omission of some of the mentally brighter 
cases and thus incline towards a further lowering of the results* 
Unlike the Dundee survey, the New Jersey study is admittedly 
alraost compĴ etely lacking in institution cases* Gass finding 
for the Birmingham study is nowhere adequately described, and 
the statement that almost half of the 9 1 6  cases ifare applicants 
for one particular special school for the cerebral palsied, plus 
the fact that Dmisdon was primarily interested in educability, 
do nothing to suggest an adequate representation of institution 
cases* A tendency to higlier results than those given for the
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Dmdee study. woiiLd be the expeoted oonoluslon*
The second reason for not anticipating a higher percentage 

of/scoring above I&Q* 100 in Dundee, was the fact that rigorous 
adherence to standardised scoring and administration was followed* 
Modification in. one or both is the rule zather than the exception 
in testing the cerebral palsied, and, since its avowed purpose is 
to prevent penallsatiqn by the physical handicap, hl^er results 
ivould be expected wherever it was allowed#

liëre any further argument needed to supplement those already 
advanced against the modification of Intelligence tests for the 
cerebral palsied, results here given, would justify queiylng 
whether in fact modifications do make any substantial alterations 
In final scores# Rigorous application of the tests certainly 
does not seem to have prevented high scoring in Dundee#

The very high standard deviation shows that the group is 
not a homogeneous one, and it is Important that, despite the 
low mean I*Q#, the group distz'ibuted Itself over the entire 
range scoring from under 10 to over 130, Figure II on page 94 
illustrates the distribution# Since the group lacks compactness 
any quotation of average loQ.# becomes far less meaningful* A 
parallel which helps to clarify the position, can bo found on 
the physical aide, where Dsnhoff and Holden (33) go to great 
trouble to compile average ages of appearance of developmental 
items In cerebral palsied children, and to compare them with
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those of"bhé general population* Their finding is that large 
average, differences. exist: in .every instance - between normal • . 
development and that of the cerebral palsied* Average ages, 
for instance, of wa3jcing and. talking have. Importance for the 
general population whore .only negligible proportions fail to 
achieve these aocompHshmentWith a small group such as. the 
cerebral palsied, .winere some walk and talk at the normal time, 
and a not unsubstantial proportion never walk or ta3.k at all, 
the average becomes difficult to interpret* Returning to the 
intelligence distribution of the cerebral palsied, the Important 
point, is not that the average I#Qb was found to fall in' the 
category of high grade mentslly hsmdicapped, but that substantial 
numbers came within the normal range of intelligence and that ’ 
substantial numbers also were low grade mental defectives* This 
wide deviation in Intelligence within the group, apart altogether 
fî om, physical handicaps; had far reaching implications, for the 
education, eB%)loyment, and for tlie pei'sonal and coimimity living 
of its members* Obviously the differences ivere going to be 
great, greater probably than the sbnilarlties, and there could 
be no one suitable type of provision in any of the sphei'es 
mentioned#. .

W & W m  betjwgaa Sssiaal m d  m # a i  m w i  
Oontrary views have been expressed as to the rêlatioh, 

between physical and mental handicap in cerebral palsy. Doll,
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y . . .Phelps and Mslcher (34) quote'Freud *s verdict that;
Idiocy does not show any constant relationship to the 

other signs of infantile cerebral paralysis in respect of 
the degree of psychic'arrest* There are cases of the 
severest paralysis virith the intelligence scarcely affected, 
aSp on the other hand, complete idiots without any sign of 
paralysis*
Carlson (35), too, maintains that the extent of the mental 
disability bears little relation to the degree of motor 
handicap# Collis (36) appears to agree with this view, while 
Lord (37) states that between the extremes of mild physical 
handicap with severe mental handicap, and severe physical with 
mild mental handicap, any combination of physical and mental 
handicaps is possible# On the other hand, Dunsdon (38) 
produces evidence that the heaviest proportional incidence of 
mental subnormality occurs among those most extensively handi
capped pliysically, that is, the quadrip3.egias# Asher and 
Schonell (39) report similar findings and Wallin (40) speaks 
of a "fair degree of correlation" which exists between the 
extent of motor involvement and the extent of mental impairment, 
Findings in Dundee would support the latter view* Taking the 
medical classification of severity of cerebral palsy, the 
average I* Q# for each group is as shown in Table 22

TABIS 22

. 1
BEVmiTT OF GERÉBRAD PALSY AND I.Q#.

, ,2 ; 3 • > . ; 4
. Severity s mid Moderate. ■ Severe
Wumber 94 80 ■ 49
Av. I.Qo Ô1.1 69.0 39.8
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Thuo the trend, uas mmxetakéablo'^ tho aVerago I*Q*: dropped 

steadlljr as severity of physical' handicap increased̂  Using 
thO: disability index, which gives a wider interpretation of 
physical handicap in fmictional terhis, a similar bat more 
detailed picture is obtained as shown in Table 23*

TABIÆ: 23 
DISABILITY INDEX AND I*Q*

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Û
Indoc s 0 1 2 3 4 Not

Applicable
Total

Number
Number of

76 ; , 50 22: 29 29 .. . ,.]L7. .. - 223

Normal I.Q* 6 4 25 13. 5 , 0 . - /a 115
% Normal
I.Qb ^4 !?P . 59 17 0 . ■ , (t ■. ■ L-: • ■i ' 51.6
Âvéràge I.Q.' 9 1 . 6 74*7 69.0 52.1 7.9 ' ■ ■■ . 67.7

The relationship between, disability and, I*Q.. was clear* Oa the 
who].e the proportion within the normal, range of. Intelligence, 
tended.to decrease as disability, increased, and the average I*Q* 
fell steadily* It is, equally important to Imow that no one to one 
relationship was found between them* The range of I.Q. in all but 
the most severely handicapped group was high,. fi-'om 50 to 130 in 
the least handicapped group and from 20 to 120 for those wibh a 
disability index of 2* The only compact group was that of 
severest disability with no. I*Q. above 30* There was no gainsay
ing the general pattern, but it was still true that a few with 
minimal fimctional disability were mentally handicapped, and some



with fairly severe disability were of average intelligence* Hence 
it is unsafe to infer mental status from functional disability or 
vice versa.

fiagfê iceg,. la Mi2Ai!Snsg. SsaiSsmmm. M  M m

For the three areas the mean 1*Q« was as folloiva:
Dundee 65*1 (standard deviation 33*6)| Angus 75*5 (standard 
deviation 35*6)55 Perth 63*5 (standard deviation 33*5)* The 
Angus mean is higher than that of the other two areaso The 
difference is not statistically significant at the conventional 
51̂ level but is at a level very slighfcly higher*

The Angus cases also showed a tendency to be rather less 
handicapped than those in either of the other areas« Table 24 
shows disability index by area*

TABLE 24 
DISABILITY INDEX BY AREA

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a
Index 0 1 2 3 4 Not

Applicable
Total

Dundee 34 22 10 1 5

4
13 13 1 0 7Angus 2 6 15 4 7 2 58Perth 16 1 3  , Ô 10 9 2 58

All Areas. 76 5 0 . 2 2 2 9 2 9  . 1 7 2 2 3

Thus /{I of the 5É Angus cases (70*7̂ ) were in the milder catégorie: 
of handicap, (that is index 0 or 1), as compared with 52.3^ in 
Dundee and 50.0/Ï in Perthshire*
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A possible èscplanation of this finding is that the numbers 
are small and that the cerebral palsied population may be unevenly 
represented from area to area. Eqiml nû ibers were studied in 
Angus and Perthshire though the latter has a eonsidarably larger 
population (134s 000. as against. 97 g 000 in Angus )* This ipuld 
suggest a more complete representation of the cerebral palsied 
in Angus, which, as lias already been ̂ pplnted out, lÂ uld tend to 
mean the inclusion of more milder cases who were also of higher 

intelligence^ . . . . . . .  . . -- c:,.-

Until 'fairly recently ;lt tms ccmmonly assumed that à much 
higher incidence of mental deficiency oéciiùred among spaétios 
■ than'among'athètoidë*' There was some theôretipàî justification 
for this assumption. If, in the case of athetosis brain damage 
were confined to the badal ganglia, leaving the Cerebral cortex 
intact, there were grounds for supposing that the higher inental 
functions might remain imimpaired. This point of view was later 
queried by Gosell (41), Grothers (42) and Saraeon (43) who 
maintain that all brain damage is more or less diffuse and that 
spasticity and athetosis rarely occur in pure form* Writing as 
recently as 1956 GoUia and others (44 ) still hold that neither 
mental deficiency nor epilepsy Is associated with athetoid 
cerebral palsy* The findings of both Dunsdon (45) and Schonell 
(4.6) are that there is no significant difference between the
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intelligence of ; spaetlce,: and, athotoids* MÜLler,’. and Roaenfeld., (47) 
and .the. New Jersey Study (48.) obtainedsimilar findings*.; ■ ̂ ̂ v.  - » \- 

; On.the Dundee-surveyj,..the proportion of .athetoids to spasties 
was-, low*: The , incidence.-, of, the various types of. cerebral̂  palsy - • 
found in the oo^so of the Dundee.,survey-is given lui Table 25*.

lVU3&B,2;h ̂  . . . . .

; .. D3GIDEN0E OF TYPES OF GBRBDRAL PALSYv.

1 2 3 ■' 4 5 6
' i .! Spastic ■Athetoid Ateude Other ■' Total
,.Number 177 .. 19 ■ 4 ' ' 23 : 223% - .. .. 79.4 0,5 1.8 10.3 100

Thus numbers of athetoids :are small,, too spall to be given, .much 
weight*, .However, the mean. .1*Q* for the 177 spastios was: .66*7, 
while that for the 19 athetoids was 77*4° These figures, 
however, quite obscure, thé critical .point that the .average 
of the spastic group is enormously depressed by one ,sub-group, 
the quadriplegicso This is shown by Table 26* . ;

TVUl&B 2 6  

X*Qs* OF. VARIOUS SUB-GHOUPS .

'X ' - 2 ■- 3 ' 4 '■ 5
Group s All Spastics Spastic -' .Spaslsics Athetoids

Quads* excep-b Quads.
Nimiber 177 51' ' 1 2 6 19Ay., liQ* 66.7 39,4 , , ' 78.9 < ,77.4
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It :lô of interest̂  toothat despite this general finding, the 
highest I*Qo found during the survey ims obtained by a case of 
spastic quadriplegia* All the other differences in mean I.Q* 
tended to bo very small with two exceptions, The right hemi- 
plegicsy the left hémiplégies, and the paraplegics had all 
group averages between 75 and 80; the two exceptions were the 
cases of monoplegia with an almost normal mean X«Q̂  of 96*5» 
and those of triplegia with a mean I*Q# above that of the 
quadriplegics, but below that of thé other spastic groups®
As has already been pojuited out the numbers in some of these 
sub-groups wore not large enough for any great weight to be given 
to the mean differences® They merely serve to illustrate once 
again the general lowering of I.Q® in the face of more eactensive 
physical handicap.

ïïm M2MMÈ. 2Ê
The question of the direct influence of trea.tment upon 

physical handicap and its indirect effect on I.Q® has aroused 
speculation® Earlier it was quite naturally assumed that, since 
the various treatments tended towards overcoming physical limita- 
tiens, pliysical progress should be accompanied by a corresponding 
improvement in ability to score on intelligence tests® There is, 
however, little supporting evidence* 0*Brian and Hewson (49)»
from their work with mentally defective children, 20 of whom ivere 
additionally moderately handicapped by cerebral palsy, and 20
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severely ÿ found that only one child .showed an increase in I.Q. 
of as'.much as ten points, when tested before .and after 14 to /
7 6  months of. physiotherapy» occupational therapy, * academic, 
instruction and .social contact*■ They conclude.that neither s 
physical gains, nor gains in academic or social [Opportunities 
exert axiy recognisable influence.on test scores* Jhstead the 
tendehcy was - towards decrease* The fact that all the children 
were ; studied were mentally defective, may have some bearing- on 
"the ixxnilt* , ; . ; ; - - - = .
: Dol].ÿ Phelps and Ihlcher (gO) on the basis of their finding

that the mean I.Q® of subjects over 15 years of age was :50}̂ ^
lilgher than that for,[SUlpjGCts under Ig, suggest;that a tendency 
to improvement Is to be found in the mental condition of birth- 
injured children* Since they studied only 12 children it is 
difficult to attach much importance to this finding*

Rridgeman (51) working in San Francisco with 113 cerebral 
palsied children, found, on repeated testing over a period of 
years, that Intelligence definitely decreased despite the 
careful education and training which some of them received*
Of the 1 1 3  cases studied, 60^ ware feebleminded and the majority 
of those lAo ware of normal intelligence or above were to be 
found in the younger age groups*

Since mental status is a large factor in determining whether 
or not treatment should be undertaken, it is quite profitless to 
compare l.Qs. of those who have undergone treatment with those
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who hâve not® -With- regard = to this problem of the = effect' of • > 
treatment ■ upon ■ mental status ̂ ■ the Dundee sUrveŷ  ■ being ■•à ■ cross- 
sectional one xvith no planned folloi#Up can ■ only contribute by 
an examination of•loQ®' cohsistoncy àt various stages^; The' 
younger the child the less treatment thas . been possible, and 
since treatment - for cerebral palsy is generally càntinUous ‘ and 
prolonged, it can be asstmed that the person who has* left school 
has usually, had more treatment than the school child, xéio in turn 
is likely to have had more than the child under school age® Mean 
I.Qs* for these three groups are given in Table 2 7 »

- ' TA1WÜS ! ' '
' mAN 1*Q. AT VARIOUS STAGES ' ' . -

1 , a 3 4
Group Pre*̂ School School Post-School
Number 4Ü; 133 jw;Av* I*Qo ■ 65*4 ; 71#3 62,3L

If these figures lend support to any theory, it might be that of 
Carlson (52) that mental, growth is'‘furthered to a greater decree 
by education than by physical treatment® They : would certainly 
suggest that if any improvement does take plaae duripg the school 
years, it is not later maintained. All those in the Dundee group 
of IfQ® above I30 were found among those of school ago* Though 
the Dundee survey brings little light to bear upon this poiiit 
it is an important on© and Doll, Phelps and Msloher®© (53)
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•f,oi'iniila.tîion of the problem lé wôi'thy of ' quotation ' In flail*
.They -say': • • • ' = ' - ' = ; '• • ‘ * ; • * • - ̂ ̂  ̂ • •- ••• - / : »'•

• - : A theoretical’ problem of the utmost Ivhportaubé' is -the ,;
extent to which handicaps of movement and speech may or may 
hot hinder, the growth* of intelligence 'at 'a capacity,independ
ently of its expressions* Assuming an underlying neuro- 
physiological basis for intelligence, 'it is important to '
Imow whether expressive activities increase in number, vaidety 
and 'Complexity from physical improvement, 'or whether the neüro* 
physiological development makes progress in these regards 
inevitable (i.e®, which is cause and idiioh effect)*'' If the 
social expression of an underlying physiological capacity is 
restrained by the difficulties of movement then the removal of 
motor difficulties may be expected to be folloi^d by a rapid 
increase in expressive intelligence, vAiereas if there is no 
such relationship, then rapid mental increase should not be 
expoctecV with improvement in motor facility* '

MsUissuçâ & J.U Sââaü.i. m #  Æ m M
High reliability is seldom claimed for the results of 

intelligence testing with infants under three years of age, even 
where the testing is conducted with normal children* Where the 
situation is complicated by the presence of cerebral palsy, it 
is often assumed that test results, even if they can be obtained, 
are practically worthless* Many writers, for exemple, Asher and 
Schonell'(54)» and Miller mid Rosenfeld (55) purposely-. eliminated 
children under three years of age from their testing work mth ■ 
cerebral palsied children, '.M tho Dundee study testing was 
conducted with a3J_ of the 223 cases, the Griffiths Developmental 
Scale being used as required* Rosuits for children under three 
years are given separately for comparison with the rest of the 
group in Table 28,
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' TAIÜ3G :2a ' ; 
loQs*: OP CHILDREN UimER THREE YEARS OP AGE

1 2 3 4
Group & Over '3 ’ Under 3 Total
Number :20& 17 223
Mean I.Q® 67,8 66,6 67.7

. Deviation 34,0 35.1 34#1

Thus the intelligence test results for those tinder three, on the 
Dundee survey, show very small, differences in both mean and 
scatter from the remainder of the group, or from the total group* 
They :ln fact show themselves as regards intelligence to be almost 
a small representative sample of the total® Mille to rely on the 
test results of any Individual rurifant wotOxl still not be coun-- 
gelled, nevertheless, in the,light of these findings, there 
seemed no reason to omit test results for those under three from 
the total survey findings*

The question of the reliability of test results for infants, 
and of the effect of treatment upon I.Q* are different aspects 
of the one problem of I*Q* ‘ constancy.‘ The rëlative constancy 
of intelligence test results for the normal population is 
generally accepted and has been amply demonstrated. Recently 
Hobb (56) has introduced a refinement by stating that the I.Q®, 
rather than being constant, is stable and changes slowly, more



and more slowly as maturity approaches, so tlmt the I»Q* of an
adult may ha constant, With regard to the aorabral. palsied, 
trji'ille soma writers have stressed the difflciilties of obtaining 
an IqQn p.othcz's Imvo pointed to its iwthlcssnosc dm to .lack 
of reliability6 Besides treatment, spontaneous development of

, , • t - • ■ • .physical, contrcol, acquisition of new skills, and a suddoa
, o ' .  <widening : of o;merlenco liove been Indicated as likely to produoo

n.uotuation in I* Q* As elroacly. stated thore is littlo supporting 
ovidenoGo Isolated casos showing spoctacular variation have 
prqbably recejvM; undue, attention*

pruiolmhani: (57) gives ,ra-test data-obtained from [the New • 
Jorcey study, Wiore .lgB cases, qf averago age six years three 
mcntho at tho t:lme of the. first examination, and nine yoare at 
that of the second, obtained a moan 31,Q. of 68 on the f:lrst toot, 
and one of 6§ on tho second* Of the 153, 16 oaoos gamed ten  ̂
pointo or more, and 33 lost by the smie The overal̂ JL
tendency was therefore towards a fall in I.Q* on the second 
toot* SohonoU (58), too, found no significant increase or 
deereéee in the mean I.Q* of children re-̂ t̂eated during her 
study, though she notes that a significant difference occurred 
in roCpect of one or two individual cases, Orowall and 
Gromll (59) malting on **3i%t6lllgence tqet reliability for 
cerebral palsied children" state, "The data suggest that the 
mental a m  obtained on the initial enramination of a cerebral
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palsied child can be. accepted as highly reliable for ordinary 
’diagnostic purposes, provided the clinical psychologist has 
adequate training and experience*" Hogàh (6o) gives results 
of re-testing 31 cerebral palsied children over a three-year 
period ypLth on average interval of 16* 3 months* Of the 31» 
eight were tested three times, the remainder twice, Tests ' 
used were Gattell's Infant Scale or tho Termaii-l̂ arrilL form L, 
or both* ' The age range km two years to six years nine tenths® 
The findings were an average shift .of‘6*5 points, mth T7% 
varying less than ten points either way, scoring ten to 
20 points higher on later tests and 0% scoring ten to 15 points 
lower* Hogan points out that reliability vailes kt different 
levels on the Terman-Merrill ' Scale, and thus • it is likely: ' '

/ that the changes in the’ due to re-té sting ; 
described here can be largely attributed to the probable 
errors of the test scores at those'levels of intelligence and 
age, and that , results of intelligence testing of - handicapped 
children may not be loss consistent in their' prediction' than 
for an imseleeted population.
Her main point in this paper is "that for, research purposes the 
I«Q* may have greater validity for children with cerebral palsy 
than it has commonly been supposed to have*"

.in the course of the Dundee study it was possible,to obtain 
a second I.Q® for 35 of the eases in the city* These second 
l.Qs* were the result of individual testing carried out by one 
person, the Principal Educational Psychologist of the area, who 

kin^Py consented to th^ir use for comparison with the results
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of survey testing. The same test, the Terman-%rrlll =8oale was 
used 341 both instancee*

The 35 oases had an age range of five to 21 years and, at 
the time of survey testing two had not yet started school, 17 were 
school pupils, five more ware in attendance at an occupation centre 
and 11. were over school age. Of the second I.Qs®32'were the 
results of testing prior to the survey study and three ware 
obtained subsequently. In each ease the la,t83r I.Q. was compared 
with the earlier one and the time interval between the two tests 
ranged from six months to 11 years, with an average of slightly 
over throe years.

Comparison of the two sots of results showed a, fairly close 
correspondencoo , The average difference.between the first and 
second I.Q. was six points, mid the î5ravais-î?earson correlation 
betiveen the earlier and later results was .91° More results 
showed a fall than an increase, and this number would have been 
still greater had not the corrections of Roberts and Mellone (6l) 
been used , in the cerebral palsy survey, which had the effect of 
increasing I.Qs# under 50» for children over the age of eight 
years® In oil but one case, where the difference was 17 points, 
re-testing yielded I.Qs® varying by not more than 12 points and 
genoralXy considerably less. For 15 cases the difference was 
five points or less, and for 29» ten points or under.

The direction of ;I.Q. differences on the second test is 
interesting. In 18 cases the I.Q. had fallen on the, second test
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and in 14 eases it had risen* Of these latter 14 oases, ten were 
mentally handicapped^ including five who attended an occupation 
centre* The second test results also placed nine out of these 
ten in the mentally handicapped category while the tenth. 
continued to hover oh the borderline scoring.69 and 73 on the. .... 
two tests* Gorreotions ware used in calculating the results ,, . 
from survey testing but not of course for the. less recent of the 
second I# Qs® There seems no doubt'that mentally low grade cases 
benefited from theih use and that had'no corrections been used, 
the two sets of Î Qs* would have shown an even closer c.orres-, 
pondenee® ■ . .

'As previously stated, numerical. l°.Qs<i obtained during the . 
survey Were used only in thé general treatment of the. results 
and 'were hot applied to individuals* .Instead six categories'- ■ 
were used, nameiŷ  above average]>" average, dull^normol, .and .three, 
grades of mental handicap j grade III being-the lowisst® . No big 
category changes ivere brought about by re-tasting* A feW: moved. 
from thé upper end of a lower category to the lower. end of o,. . 
higher'one and more vice versa® - There ware no movements greater 
than to an' adjacent category* Increases in I.Q* ivere shown, by 
ten mentally handicapped children-and- by four within, the .normal 
range of intelligence, idiereas seven mentally handicapped, cliildren 
showed à drop in the later I.Qo ;a.nd 11 of those of normal intelli- 
gence* Without coxTections results would almost .cqrtainly. have
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shoxvn a more imlform drop*
Mille these results of re-testing'are given for comparatively 

small numbers they would undoubtedly suggest that the X*Q.® is of 
sufficient reliability to he extremely' useful in allocating the 
cerebral- palsied to suitable provision; - and also that any • 
assumption of gross instability in-I®Q®, or of the likelihood 
of spectacular rises in test results would have been quite 
unwarranted for this group*
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CHAPTER V 

E^miOmL STABILITY

Most t#lt©rs on cerebral palsy have made at least some 
reference to emotional stability® Usually such references take 
the form of general opinions and only rarely are they upheld by 
detailed evidence* There is broad agreement in the opinions 
put forward and most writers would support the view of Collis (1), 
that emotional instability is a fairly constant feature of 
cerebral palsy. Such instability» however, is .ascribed to 
different causes. Some» like Konig (2 ), stress the physio
logical basis of such instability, and would agree with him 
that» "Emotional disturbances are due, not so much to psycho
logical disturbances but to disordered physiological processes." 
Among these he emphasises the lowered threshold for external 
stimuli* Gesell (3 ), maintains that personality has a structural 
basis and is liable to damage which may manifest itself in 
instability. Thus he gives a measure of support to those who 
assume physiological basis of instability® He says:

We have come to believe that personality» like intelli
gence» has a structural basis» no matter how much that 
structure lacks compactness or precise configuration. A 
haemorrhage or a to:cin can injure it, disease can destroy 
it I or its endowment and therefore its function can be 
inadequate.
He continues.
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Some of the, more eharaotoriotiQ signs of personality 
defeats in infanta and young children include irritabilitŷ  
byperaensltivityp iTyperescoit&blllty* hyperaotlTitŷ  disorders 
of attention, faulty functional integration, peraeveration, 
lack of drive; talcen together in varioue combinat lone they 
form the behavior.: complex to Wnieh the term instability has 
been applied© ' ' - • ' '
Tisard ih)$ too, draws attention to a possible physiological
basis of personality© He speaks. of emotional storms as common
among those who suffer from fits, but points out that they tend
to disappear as the fits are brought under control. Dunsdon ($)
also regards convulsions and seizures as frank manifestations
of instability", and indeed uses their occurrence as her ‘
criterion of instability for the purposes of her study of
'cerebral palsy. On this basis Dunsdon finds emotional instab'̂
llity to be ten times as great among the cerebral palsied as the
normal population* This criterion df Instability, besides being
of doubtful Validity, would appear to class together all with
any history of convulsive disorders or sei%ui'éŝ  regardless of
I'uhether: these took the form of a convulsion in infancy, years
ago, or of frequent severe fits occmTing at pWsent# Dunsdon
(6) does distinguish carefully between emotional Instability dr
a fundaraental inability to adjust oneself, to the conditions of
one*s living^ mid emotional and social immaturity. Nearly all
cerebral palsied children, accordÜig to DuhsdohL tend to be
socially and emotionally immaturd, largely because pf the
restrictions imposed by the handicap.

In such an explanation Dimsdon approaches the position of
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the many vsiriters who believe, not only emotional immatwity, but, 
also emotlonaJ. instability among the cerebral, pal sied, to be 
psychological imthor than pliysiological, in origin* Boll (?) 
stresses both the role of frustration in the life of the 
cerebral, palsied, and the emotional disturbance which accom
panies it. Bakwin (8) enumerates the hazards to the emotional 
development of the cerebral palsied, as arising from the 
restricted world in which ho lives, his lack of opportunity, 
demands upon him beyond his ability, and a parental attitude 
containing elements of shame and guilt* Newland (9 ) believes 
that fear and dependency are found to a greater degree among the 
cerebral palsied than among those with other handicaps, but 
attributes this to learning in social, situations rather than to 
anything inherent in the cerebral pal.sy condition. A more highly 
elaborated, but similar idea, is put forward, by Crptherg (1 0 ) 
who states.s

I would be ready to maintain that many, of the emotional 
difficulties of handicapped children arise from the fact that 
the mother»child unit, which is obligatory in pregnancy and 
desirable in infancy, cannot be abandoned at the usual time.
He goes on:

From the point of view of the child the protection is more 
absolute than it should be,
Crothcrs concludes:

The result is that the element of adult intervention is 
exaggerated, while the chance to grow up is almost ignored©
Doll (1 1 ) paints a gloomy picture of "the behavioural confusionj
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aggravated by the ambivalences, punitive attitudes, and 
rejections that the bewildered adult imposes upon the misimder- 
stood, insecure and anxious child*" Arnfred (12), however, 
stresses that it is the lack of emotional eiqperienoe which 
causes delayed maturity among the = handicapped, while Cardwell (13) 
warns that trauma does not necessarily follow upon eiqposure to 
traumatic situations#

A constructive line is taken by Carlson (1 4 ) who stresses 

rather the paramount importance of the achievement of emotional 
stability for the cerebral palsied, saying, "The spastic child 
is ordinarily a badly ■ spoiled child, completely lacking in self- 
discipline and the powOT of concentration# Yet it is only through 
the acquisition of these qualities that he can overcome his 
handicap# M Oarlaon (15) constantly emphasises this point siuming 
it up in the phrase "control of motions is won by control of 
emotions", and stressing the importance of play in its attainment# 

Dealing with this problem of emotional instability, SohonelX 
(1 6 ), in a recently published book on the cerebral palsied, 
appears almost to take up cudgels upon their behalf# Having 
admitted that it is probably true that a higher proportion' of the 
cerebral palsied exhibit some form of instability than do 
physically normal children, she goes on to query the validity 
of the comparison* Valid Comparison, she maintains, can only 

really be made if the mentally low grade, plus all the children
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attending unsatisfactory schools, be excluded from the cerebral 
palsied group# This omission Sehonell justifies on the grounds 
that mental deficiency and unsatisfactory schools: are both in 
themselves contributory factors to instability# Granted these 
omissions, instability, she claims, is found to be rare among 
the remaining group* In other words, Schonell is really 
maintaining that although emotional instability is greater 
aiiiong the cerebral palsied, it is not in fact due to the cerebral 
palsy itself g but to other causes* The particular line of 
argimient she adopts gives an indication of the great difficulties 
of isolating general characteristics among so diversified a group*

Schonell (1?) then praceeds'to compare the types of emotional 
instability most eoimon among the cerebral palsied and the normal 
population* She says ;

The cerebral palsied child's Instability usually shows itself 
in one of the following; fear of falling, a feeling of insecurity, 
lack of confidence, a self ■̂ ■centred attitude, over̂ d̂ependence, over- 
amd.ety, loss of self control (hysterical laughing or . crying and 
aggressive outbursts)* Instability in physically noimiol children 
may include amongst other .manifestations some degree of the 
following: lying, stealing, cheating, vandalism, rudeness (speech
or actions), cruelty, aggression, wilfulness, quarrelling#
This may imll be true and it is perfectly understandable that a 
handicapped child's maladjustment may be more often expressed 
negatively in terms of what he is, than positively, in terms of 
what he does# The physical handicap itself may even set a 
limitation upon active behaviour as the expression of maladjust
ment. The conclusion dram by Schonell, "that most of the types
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of 'instability charaeterlstio of, the cérébral paleied are 
derivatives of a central core composed of the cluM'o handicap 
and 'the early = attitude of others towards, him" y is- much’ more 
debatable*' Bspeoiolly is this -so since this'type of iiistab.il-lty 
expressed ; in- fears ̂ ' anxiety and insecurity is exceedingly common 
and very- far fro3a .being confined 'to handicapped - childrens 
' ' ' ' 14illln®8 (18) ' views ton this 'question are smmed; up* as 
follows: ■ ■ -■ =  ̂ ‘ • • • ••

' Mthough many of the birth -injured, especially those' of 
normal mentality, are well-behaved, stable, agreeable, .trust
worthy and industrious'j, -others’ (especially the mentaJĴ ' deficient, 
and the seriously mentally retarded) are impulsive, emotionally 
unstable, • Ginotionally- immature ' or ' infantile, 'distractible, 
incapable of prolonged sustained attention, irritable, quarrel
some, Unamenable to discipline and possibly destructive, 
mischievous, and delrlnquently inclined#
The importance of this contribution Is the degree of variation ao 
regards emotional Instability, postulated as existing within the 
brain-injured group itself* Wallin's suggestion that instability 
was of more frequent occurrence among the mentally* deficient and 
mentally retarded is also of interest, since the opposite point 
of view has been taken by many others among them Phelps (J.9)g 
Glick (20) and Garrett (21)© Their contention is that the more 
heavily disabled show better adjustment than the brighter or 
more mildly handicapped© It is the latter, since they are 
required to compete with the normal person, who roveal the 
greatest emotional instability#

'Lord (22)’treats the situation as rather more complex than'
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does IVallln or .any of the throe * last named-writers© . After noting 
the. fairly widespread Impression that there is "an instability 
inherent in a damaged; brain that destroys emotional' control",
she oomaents : "Vfe have foimd, ; hoimver ̂ in a group of cerebral
palsy cases where there was averagey or hotter•than average^. 
intellectual equipment-, - a - fair proportion of children who show 
sustained purpose ami determination‘to- succeed in i spite of the 
many obstacles that confront thorn#" With rfire exceptions such 
children fall within the category of mild physical disability 
which, for lord, moans. that■its members walk before the ago of 
six years and have enough motor control to meet the requirements 
of the ordinary school routine© Such physical independence, she 
states, is almost certainly a factor In achieving stability, but 
obviously•not the only factor since, "the larger proportion of the 
group which has attained physical independence does not have an 
associated emotional stability©" The parents of • these well"* 
adjusted children, lord notes, frequently-had a stability ix) 
their oim attitude,_ but again, not all parents with ouch a 
stable attitude had well-adjusted children© Lord continues:

To the small number of mildly* disabled individuals who 
are emotionally stable one might add the majority of children , 
who are severely handicapped both physically and mentally© 
general, these children are content merely to watch .the activities 
of others# Their interest is not sustained; motions and sounds 
divert them* If, however, they are physically comfortable they 
seem satisfiede

Those children who suffer a fairly severe degree of pliysieal
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disabXeiiiont, but who e:cQ of nornial or nearly normal montai 
càpaoity,- are singled out by Lord as presenting the major 
prroblomo for adjustment© While the most seriously handicapped 
live'Suffioiently sheltered lives to avoid self-oriticism, it is 
the mildly handicapped physically who -suffer the salf-oonsciousness 
and feelings of inadequacy which arise from unsuccessful eompetl- 
tioUp. ' ' ■ . ' ' -

Strauss and.Kephart (23) put forward the same theory but
with '8  different explanation saying: -

One paradoxical, fact needs ■ special mention© " A major damage 
involving gross ihterfex'ence with, function is frequently less 
disturbing than a. mrliior damage which interferes only - slightly,
ÏB the case of a major damage the disturbance is so gross that 
it is relatively easy to recognise; mid the individual develops 
compensatory activities which permit him to operate effectively 
'without the necessity of using the damaged area* If, however, 
the damage is alight, its effects are not so easily recogniaed.
The result is that à large niwber of activities are ■ disturbed 
slightly, so little that the individual cannot recognise the 

‘ disturbance p - He therefore cannot develop the compensating 
activities which would allow him to operate, because he cannot 

‘ ■ locate the■ 'focal .point of: the diffiqiilty© ' • * = ••••■•
They then cite as pareXlel cases, ; the Individual, i-ixo is completely 

' blind in one eye and who rarely hae a visual/ problem, ; mid the
'individual-with slight visual disturbance, who, they suggest, is 
constantly experiencing difficulty© *' - ■ ■

The a M a a  sfady " MàaifesS.
In the course of study of the cerebral palsied cases included 

in the Dundee survey, a rating for adjustment was mado In every 
case. Fundamental points in this rating were taken to be attitude
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The pyeoenoe of the following was judged, ae meriting. a- top 
rating for adjuetmentg a deeirè and an ability to make oontaote 
with others, a striving to overoom the handicap and a willing-̂  : 
nose to tackle , difflonltiee^ A There were two intermediate , x., 
oategoriea for progressively .less good,adjustment, and a,category 
for poor adjustment vAich signified- an unsatisfaotoiy attitude to 
others to the liandlcap and to living» Adjustment ratings, for the 
223 oases ware as given/in Table 298 =
- - ' TABLE 29 .

- . - ADJÜSrmNT,RATINGS ,

' ' 1 ,.E 3 4 . ; 5  ' 6 ?
Adjustment Very

Good
. Good Fals'. Poor Mot : : 

Applicable
Total

, Number , . .
. -/

,38 „ 
17,0

77, 
34» 5

49 . . 
22.0 '2g*l 1# 4 ,

...,-,223 , 
: 100

Such a ,di@tributlon, .though oyermighted at the loifsr end, rather 
than oorrespondlng to...the Jnqrml ratio of l;g;2$l, dj:d nothing to 
support any idea that, the cerebral palsied are necessarily 
unstable* Rather this distribution tms in line .with all the 
findings so far p:çqsented, in this stucÿ;, .jn %dicating the ̂ great 
diversity ̂ t W n  the group, Cla.spification aocoMiPS to emotional 
stability, therefore, resulted in a new grouping frm i^çh no 
clear characteristic pf the cex^bral pa3.sled emerged,
, . The figures, however, did give com support .both. to. the



theory that Instability was of more frequent oacurrence avaong 
the cerebral palsied, and to the contention of Lord and Wall:m 
that the cerebral palsied group includes a proportion of well- 
adjusted members. Taking these points in turn it Jîiilght bo 
assumed that the 25/f of the cases rated as poorly adjusted were 
unstable to a degree to warrant their being caûîXed )m3.ad justed.
It is difficult to find suitable figures for even rpugh 
comparison with the noMal population, but this figure is 
very high. as compared with the 5^ incidence of maladjustment . 
which the Advisory Gouneil (24) recoramsnded be assumed in

! I f ' (
planning the education and treatment of such children in Scotland, 
However, 17̂ ? were rated as very well adjusted and this finding 
is of very great importance. It would suggest that physical 
handicap does not preclude good adjustment and that, though 
such handicap may be en important factor in adjustment, it is 
not the only factor, nor alwmys an important one. The very fact 
that the surgical techniques’ of pre-frontal Icùaotony and 
hemispherectoniy (which can almost be looked on as therapeutic 
brain injury) have been purposely used to produce greater 
emotional stability, should be adequate warning against any 
bland assumption that physical handicap consequent upon brain 
injury inevitably entails emotional maladjustment.

Lord (25) attributed good adjustment to a small number of the
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mildly disabled and the majority of the soverely disabled© 

Examination of the figures ,in the Bmidee study , can be made 
from this point of view by talcing the rating for adjustment 
and the disability incless together. Results are shown in  

Table 30/
TABLE 30 

ADJU8%mT AND DISABILITY

1 £ 3 4 5 6 7
Adjustment
Rating

Very
Good

Good Fair Poor Mdt
Applicable

Total

•Lidex 0 19 £? £0 io : 76
1 Û 15 12 15 50
£ 2 7 3 10 ■ ■ ■ 22
3 5 8 6 10 fa 294 1 12 6 a 2 . 29None 3 a 2 3 1 17

38 77 49 56 3 223

The 223 eases thus divided yielded very oBiall groups, too sïnaU 
to carry muoh weight, but they do serve to indicate th a t fo r the 
cases studied here, good and poor adjustment was found w ith a l l  

degrees of d is a b ility »  There is some tendency for m ild d is a b ility  

and very good adjustment to co-incldo , for 50̂  of those with very 
good adjustment also come into the mildest category of d is a b ility . 

Despite the fairly high.percentage of the most severely disabled 
(index 4) showing good adjustment, the Dundee figures did not 
bear out Lord's contention that a minority of the mildly h(mdi=. 
capped, and the majority o f the severely disabled were well
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adjiisted» The tendency was ra th er the reverse w ith  somewhat 

greater nimbers o f the m ild ly  disabled rated  as: w e ll adjusted 

and proportionately fewer o f the severely handicapped, The 

trend,: however^ Is  not w e ll marked .̂

M & d m gnà. mÉ.
The re la tio n sh ip  between ad justment ra tin g  and IpQ* ww  

ra ther c le arer and can be seen from Table 31#̂

TABLE in 
ADJU8TMT AMD I.Q ,

1 2 3 4 5
Adjustment Very

Good
Good Fair Poor

, AV Ü 1* Qe 95.8 70.4 66.9 52.4

Thus the average 1$ Q* showed a steady drop as rating fo r adjust* 

ment became poorer* A ll persons w ith  poor ad jus W ent ratings  

had I.Q s* below 100, whereas 50}̂  o f those w ith  an adjustment 

rating o f very good had Z.Qs* above 100* Table 32 makes the 

position  clearer©

TABLE 32

ADJUBTmMT AT DiFFEBENT I.Q * lEVBLS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 â
1#Q* 0*19 20-49 70-89 9 0 - 1 0 9 1 1 0 - 1 2 9 1304.
Number 29 32 49 56 3 6 .18 5
fù IAi8JLl.
Adjusted W..3 40.5 1 34.4 4 6 .4 80^0 S3.3 100
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The ; important feature is the fairly constant percentage of good 
adjustment at alJL the lower levels of Ï#Q#, with a sudden dramatic 
increase in good adjustment at average intelligence and above. 
However, apart from the. poor adjustment category ivhloh contained 

only IpQs# under 100, the whole range o f quotients from idiot 
ievei to above average, was to be found in each of the other three 
adjustment categories* Thus, like mild physical handicap, high 
laQo prGtblspdsGd towards good adjustment but did not ensure it© 
This of course would also hold tru e for the general population.

m â  Ag&
The influence of age upon adjustment was thought to merit 

exam ination, particulariy as Bell (£6) in the liglit of h is  own
J ̂ ' K Î ' Î , ■ ■ 3 ' ' ' ' 1. , f

work 'on thé attitudes o f parents to their cerebral palsied  

childrenj has stated the opinion that, as infants, such children  

are typically smihy natured though later this disposition  appears 

to  alter©  The £33 cases were accordingly divided in to ' age groups 
and adjustment categories as shofe in  Table 33* ' ' ■ ‘ '
: : ' TABLE 33

ADJUSMMT RATING m RELATION TO AGE

1 •a 3 4 3 .. • ■ 6 7
Adjustment Very

Goqd
Good Fais? Poor Rot

Applicable-
To ta l

Pre-School ' . Û ’ : 21 . 7 ' '8 ' ■' ■ 1 ! 45
School 5-10 11 32 16 20 1 80

. W 1 6 H 14 13 . 15 • ‘ ^ 53-:
Post«»Sehool a 10 13 13 1 45

3Ô ^ 77 ■ 49 ’56 3 223
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Again the figiu’es reveal only small dlfforoncGa .'but a further» ■ 
table g : 34g shoxving the percentage of good ad justeant at each age 
level clarifias the general trend© • ;  ̂ . %
3 • ! V- ' :,, j ' ; : . V : TABîiEj '34 ' ' ; • ; - . '
' ; . PERCSmAGB OF GOOD ADJUSTmMT AT DIPFIDBEMT AGES '

1 £ 3 4 5
Age Pre-School Sbhool 5-10 School H -1 6 Post-School
Number 45 80 ' ' 45' ' '

fo VvieJiJ.
Adjusted è4«4 53»8 47.2 4Q,0

The tendency is thus for the percentage of good adjustment to 
decrease w ith  ago© The trend , if not marked, is a consistent one 
and might be taken as giving some support to  the suggestion that 
good adjustments tend more often to be found among the very young 
cerebral palsied* It Is not u n lik e ly  that th is  vjoiXd hold true 
for the normal population also, and that adolescence vjould be 
found to  be a period of general diffioiXty# Controls would 
have been essential to  substantiate this hypothesis#

intelligence and physical handicap both play th e ir part in  

contributing  to  emotional adjustment; so, too, does the home©

A condensed table, number 35, is  presented here to  show the 
connection between such adjustment and the home©
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; .. ' TABia 35 - . .
A D J H W m T  RATING m  mSMTlOM TO .TBl: HOÎ'ÎS

1 £ 3 4 5 6 e-jf

hating Very
Good

Good Fair Poo%* Wot
Applicable

Total

.-Suitable 
'Suitable with 
Residential Placing

-35
£

.57
8

35
a

20

6

s ' ,

■1,
% 9

Total Suitable 37 65 ' 37' 26 . 3 . , , 168
Unsuitable . 
Unsuitable with . 
Residential Placing

10
' 2 ’

12 26
a 4

Total tlisuitablo 0 .12 . la 28 Q 52
Mono. - . 1. ? ’ . . , 2 ' ; '3
Total 38 77 49 56 3 223

The whole question of auitàbility of homes will be dealt with 
fully in a later section (chapter VII), and for the present 
purpose homes are given only as suitable or unsuitable, either 
in themselves, or else :m oonjimction with institutional or 
permanent residential p].aoing* Suitable, meant suitable in the 
psychological sense of providing.adequate affection, care, family 
support, and understanding together with a stimulating atmosphere, 
and a desire to foster indopendonce© These results are more 
definite© All those who madp a very good adjustment came from 
suitable homes© However, not all those wiio came from suitable 
homes had a very good, or even a good adjustment# gome from
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very good homes had à poor while a few frèiii unsuitable
hoîiioê ware still rated as good for adjustment© 'From the 168 
froin ' suitable ■ homes IDE (60»?/o) ?«e:ce rated as well adjusted, 
whereas only 24 of the $2 (46* Ei**) from unsuitable homes were 
similarly rated© There ia thus some tendency for persons who 
have good adjustments also to come from good homes© .

To sum up, therefore, the cerebral palsied persons rated 
as well adjusted in this study also showed a tendency to have 
mild handicap, high intelligence and good homes# As a check on 
this statement Table 36 was prepared in which the number of 
advantages enjoyed and the adjustment ratings were considered 
together* A disability index of 0, an I#Q# of over 110, and a 
very suitable horns ware counted separately as advantages and 
together as three advantages© -, - .

. TABLE 36 . , , . _ ..

ADJUSTmNT AMD NmBER OP ADVANTAOBS

. 1 . a 3 4 5 6 7
Number of
Advantages 3 Z . '1, 0 Mot '

Applicable Total

Very Good 7 16 9 z 4 38
Good 3 13 27 26 8 77
Pair 1 7 £1 18 E 49
Poor 0 1 18 34 3 56
None - a 1 — 3
Total 11 37 77 81 17 223

The trend is immistakeable ; all but one with thO three advantages
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already Mentioned obtain a rating of'gOod, or very gobd for - 
adjuetmenty and only ono with advantagee In two of theee roepeote 
ocoroe à rating of poor# However, about one third of, thobe with 
nO' advantages whatever etill obtain ratings of good, ' or even very 
good, proving tlmt these three faotore taken together do not 
accoimt for all the variation in adjnetment© The problem ie more 
qomplex and of the same order as the question of the relationship 
of I.Q» to Leaving Certificate passes in the Senior Secondary 
schools According to H-^CldHand (27), ivith increasing loQ*, 
passes increase and failures decrease and tlm trend is reversed 
with decreasing I*Q© It is, however, almost impossibly difficult 
to fix absolute points of a minimum I*Q© at i&ich all candidates 
pass or a maxbmm at which all fail© Referring back to table 36, 
all with tliree advantages, have a good adjustment, but, even with 
no advantages, some have still a good adjusWent, despite the 
steady drop In the percentage as advantages declinê  This 
percontage is given in Table 37*

TABI^3? ^

PmCENTAGE OF GOOD A D J O m m T  AND ADVANTAGS8

Advantages . g , ;• 2 • -1 0 ■
DWber H 37 77 m.
' g #11
Adjusted 90*9 78*4 46*8 34.6
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Characrfcerlstiq Reaction.

As & further step In tho study of the emotional adjustment 
of this group of corobral palsied/the £23 cases vjere : divided into 
six,categories on the basis of their moot characteristic reaction 
as is shoim in Tablo 38* . . .

TABIE,38 . 
cmmcTmisTio iiEACTioM

1 a 3 4 5 6 7
Ihdbp-
ondent

Amsn̂ '
able

' Withdraw*̂  
;lng

Over-̂  ■ 
Dependent

■ Xvitract̂ '- 
able

Aggress
ive

Total

32. 118 26 1? 23 4 223

Thus the aaenable group is larger than all the other groups taken 
together*. Table 39 la intended to help to clarify the different 
categories of emotional adjustment by showing the types- of 
behaviour xviiich predominate in eaoh*,

TABLE 39-
OmRAGTERIST 10 REACTION AMD ADJUSTr'mT.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Reaction Mdep-‘Amen Withdraw- Over- Intract Aggress- Total

endent able :lng Dependent able ive
Vexy Good 20 18 «.» 38
Good ■ 12 62 2 1 Ÿy
Fair 30 8 4 • 5 2 49
Poor'
Mono

8 16 13 18 1 56
3

Total 32 118 26 17 23 4 223
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IndependencG in the sense of emotional and not physical independ
ence was the characteristic most frequently associated mth good 
adjustment# The largest group (the category rated amenaîÆe) 
included all adjustment ratings though the poor ones wore very 
much in a minority© All the over̂ -dependont, the intractable and 
the majority of the withdrawing ware %*ated as only poor or fair 
for adjustment# The very small aggressive category was dispersed 
from good to poor* If, as regards adjustment, those in the 
lowest grade foe singled out, intractability, withdrawal and over- 
dependence are seen to figure prominently among them, A few more 
are considered amenable but all of these were also rather negative. 
The behaviour of the 23 classified as intractable was more 
positive and overt than that of the withdrawing or over-depondont 
groups. Further classification is simply impossible as each of 
these 2 3  eases seems to stand on its own» They include cjstamples 
of exhibitionism, violent and hyperactive behaviour, as well as 
of self-injury, autism and esctrerae obstinacy© Thus a wider range 
of maladjustmoxits is Indicated for this group of cerebral palsied 
than has been suggested by SehonelX,#

Physical Handicap and Personality 
Theories

While K&'etohmer (28) and Sheldon (29) have built up theories 
relating personality types to physical characteristics, Phelps 
(3 0 ) has strained this basic idea to the utmost in distinguishing
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spastic and athetold personalities*, These he describes and 
contrasts in some detail sayings:

— the athotoid child is - found to be almost universally 
lacking in ail over-development of fear, .whereas the spastic is 
filled with.fears of all types,, and is considerably limited in 
his activities by tho presence of fear*

The emotion of affection is found to foe very higlüy developed 
in-the athotoid, whereas in the spastic affection is on3.y shoun . \ 
in connection with protective ineasureso The athetoid is esctra- 
verted and makes friends easily and widely and is not particularly
concerned about his handicap* The spastic,, on the other hand,, is 
introverted and is fearful of strangers and takes considerable 
time to mal̂ o friends*

With regard to anger and rage it can be said that the 
at he told shot'js a great deal of rage or anger and is likely to 
be much more the victim of his dislikes, whereas the spastic, on 
the other hand, is much slower to anger and when he is angry it is 
usually- a very short lived emotion#
This distinction dr ami by Phelps between the spastic and athotoid 
personalities has received fairly wide acceptance and quotation, 
though Bice and Crurlckshank (31) writing in the recent book 
"Cei'obral Palsy", subtitled "Its Xnrlividiuü. and Community 
Problems", refer to the above quotation as one of tho numerous 
statements, on personality in the field of oerebral palsy for 
which there is no evidpnce#

in like manner, and with probably no greater, justification, 
the, concept, of the epileptic personality has received current 
acceptance# The Advisory Council on Education (32) discussing 
this concept, argue, thus;

It is commonly said that epileptics show marked personality 
disorders, tlmt they are self-centred, ungrateful, given to out
bursts of bad temper, resentful of efforts to help them and prone
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to moodiness» ■ - ' ‘
Recent studies, they continues

tend to deny the existence of an epileptic t^e of 
personality, hut they show that difficulties of adjustment do 
exist in approxiwately ten per.'cent of cases#...
On this basis the epileptic personality would obviously be a mis
nomer since it would apply only to a small minority of epileptics©
' ■’ Wallin (33) further undermines the concept of the epileptic 
personality sayings '

Most of the psychological difficulties, adjustment problems, 
and maiadjustments exhibited by many epileptic children and adults 
are probably produced less by the ravages of the disease itself 
or by the putative "epileptic personality" than by the derogatory 
attitudes of parents, siblings, playmates, neighbors, and others, 
and the il3.-advised and misdirected treatment or maltreatment to 
which many epileptics may be subjected by their associates and 
caretakers because of lack of understanding or préjudice*

The theory that spastic, athetoid and epileptic cas.i be used 
to differentiate not only types of physical handicap, but also 
types of personality, rests on a much narrower basis than any 
théory linking physique and personality© The assumptions appear 
to be that personality can be reduced to terms, not of physique, 
but of physical handicap̂  and that all persons so handicapped 
mil react in very much the same way to d similar situation#'
Tho difficulties inherent in sudh'assumptions are ’ gravé#' #re 
it acceptedj for instance, 'a's legitimate to' speak ' of spastic 
and athotoid'-personalities, there would foe grounds for advocating 

the adoption of mmny "medical personality" types© ltiilo .it 
woild readily be seen that "malarial", "mastoid" and the various
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typos of "rash personalitios"., were too ephemeral to be useful, 
a case cou3.d botter be, made out for the arthritic and "polioid" 
porsonalitieso .On even surer grounds would rest other deriva
tives from brain involvement, the. JEsningitic,. the. encephalitlo, 
the cerebral palsied personality, (which does not seem to. have 
been.suggested), and even the mentally deficient personality. It 
might then be supposed that severe physical disability and 
emphatic personality typo would • be found to co-odst* It would 
almost certainly be the case that the mentally deficient group 
would bo large enough to provide exceptions to prove the rule©

But as Bice and Gruickshank (34) point out, "It would be 
unusual to find members of on© entire medical classification, who 
on the basis of different learning situations, develop ooiraaon 
reactions." They add, that much more research would foe necessary 
before "such definitive statements can be made with assurance*"

Block (35) gives some explanation of tho basis of Phelps® 
ideas on personality in the following termes

Of particular interest is Phelps ® detemiiiistie theory of 
personality formation ;in the brain-injured motor handicapped 
child© Fundamental psychological differences are attributed to 
the two major types, of cerebral, palsy solely on the baeis of 
specific neuro-muscular disability accompanying the brain 
lesion© : This comes,about, according’to Phelps,;foecaus© the . 
impaired function produces, from birth on different environ- 
mental, experiences then, would attend normal ■ psychomotor.' „ • .. 
behaviour. ’Personality differences are said to exist, among 
certain cerebral palsy types because, of these.basic differences 
in motor response to envlrdimentel stimuli. According to this 
stiraulus-response theory, the spastic child will be introverted^ 
and the athetoid elûld more osctroverted* ■ •
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There is no doubt that by thé, very smtus'o-of the outward • 
manifestation’of the condition,-the athetoid person, being' • 
"ovér-reactive",' appears more positive in response: and morŝ  ■ 
"out-going" than the spastiĉ  • whose ‘exprosBive behaviour is • 
rather dammed up than ©.icaggerated# There is some danger of 
such appearances being misleading#- ' ■ • ■ - =

■ Block (3 6 ) has some experimontal •'evidence tc?'weigh against 
Phelps® clinical experionce upon wMch the latter's ideas ■ 
regarding personal/lty are based* Block worked with £0 spastics
and 18 athetoids matched for age, intelligence, socio-economio- ' ,
status, and time of brain injury* Casa histories, ratings of 
overt behaviour and degree of impairment, and projective 
techniques were all used in assembling date,© The actual 
projection teats used ware Bachrach's 1949 modification of 
the Thematic Apperception Teat (T#A*T*) for handicapped child
ren, and a specially designed incomplete sentence form for 
crippled childrenp as well as cards from The Blacky Pictures# 
Results obtained by Block did not support Phelps® theory at the 
0,5 level of Gonfidence. Nor ivere significant differences found 
between the spastics arid athetoids in this group with respect to 
emotional life, inter-personal relationships, self-concepts, 
attitudes- towards disability and adjustment to disability#
Block is therefore in agreement with Barker and'his co-writers 
(3?)ff that the nature of the disability has no unique effect on
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personality* ' ■ ■
• Phelps® theoxy does, however, serve the useful purpose of 

raising the whole question of tho influence of d is a b ility  upon 
to ta l personality© Block in .h is  artlclo on "P ersonality of the 

Bx'ain-Injm^ed Child" considers a few psychological theoid.es*

He deals first with A llp o rt, who considers that physique, like 
in te llig e n c e  and temperament, is basic in  porsona].ity foxmiation 
m'ld hence influences the development of traits# ■ A llport?s (3 8 ) 
definition of personality, however, as, "The dynamic organisation 
ucithin the individual of those charactei'istlc psychophysical 
systems tlmt determine his unique adjustment to  h is  environment", 
would serve to draw attention to the infinite complexity of 
personality and the d iffe re n t parts that disability would play  

in  diffex’ent lives*
According to Block, in  Adler ® s theories the reaction of the 

handicapped person to  his disability, ra th er than its mere 
presence g is stressed as im portant in  personality formation# 
P ersonality Is thus Influenced not only by the d ie a b :llity  of 
the handicapped person but also by its meaning for him# -

Block also quotes BZeyerson (39) who describes d is a b ility  

as a-psychological neutral saying j "Its ultimate valence depends 
on the social-psychological situation of the in d iv id u a l. .The 
social-psychological s itu a tio n  comprises the society, the person's 

self-evaluation, and the b a rrie r presented by the disability to
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imiversol goals#" Barker maintains, according to Block, that it 
is only for the disabled adult that the full restrictions of the 
disability operate since with approaching adulthood, and
the greaterr role accorded to social status, the child gradually 
begins to experience and perhaps react adversely to the under
privileged, ambiguous and marginal position he is to occupy in 
society® "

From these ideas there emerges a much more complex picture 
of the relationship of disability to personality formation* 
Block's approach is sound when he stresses the "need to inquire 
beyond the physical condition to the psychological situation 
from which the disability derives its true significance©" Noting 
the shift in emphasis in the last few years from the study of the 
disability itself, to tho understanding of the personality 
problems of disability, Block underlines tho need for more 
study and for exploring further "tho hypothesis that the true 
nature of the effects of early brain damage on personality is a 
function of the interaction of the individual with his particular 
environment# "

liaitosa Smi ite B m a m  s&ar
As part of the Dundee study a modest approach was made to 

these problems relating to personality and physical handicap*
M  addition to adjustment ratings, and classification according 

to characteristic reaction, which were both applied to all eases,
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and which have already been described, some projection testing was 
undertalcen© The aim was to carry out such testing with all of 
the Dundee cases® For this purpose two projection tests,
Murray's Thematic Apperception Test (the T.AoT.) and Beliak's 
Children's Apperception Test (the GoA.T.) ware used* Both of 
these tests Involve story telling on the part of the person 
tested, in response to the stimulus of picture material© 3h 
testing with the T,A©T. the first ten pictures of the series 
xfero, used, the ten varying with the box of the person tested 
according to the T.A.T# instructions© The T©A#T* applied to 
those of mental age ton years or above, and the CoA.T* to those 
below this level* The samo pitfalls as in the ease of 
intelligence testing were found to beset projection testing, 
but to a greater degree, since the latter is a less highly 
developed-technique. Such testing, indeed, could only be 
carried out in those oases where there was both adequate 
vision for interpreting the pictures and adequate hearing for 
interpreting the instructions, where there was adequate speech 
for story-telling, and according to the C*A#T. recommendation a 
mental age of at least three years# The first qualification 
excluded hardly anyone, and inadequate speech rarely operated 
alone, but in nearly every case in conjunction with a low level 
of mental development* If the intelligence distribution of this 
group is borne in mind the diffioialtlas of this kind of testing 
on the third count of inadequate mental level are obvious.
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In practice it was found that a higher mental age than three 
years was necessary to obtain aîîythlng approaching a satisfactory 
result#  ̂ )

Of the 2 2 3  studiedp 10? were Dundee caseŝ  and the number 
excluded from projection testing was 55 s thiis leaving a total 
of 52# Of'these j, ' the T. A#T# was administered to 20  ̂and the 
G#A1T# to the remaining 32# ' ïhd reasons for exclusion from-* 
projection testing are given iii I’able 40# ' - ' ' ' -

'  ̂ ' ' TABia 4 0   ̂ ' : . . .  :
l ^ A S O N S ' M r  E X C L U S I O N  F ^ t O f ^ r P E R æ m L I Î Y  ' T B S T m G '  ' ' ' '

1 2 3 h
Age 3  years 
or less

MentaJly 
„ years

Sight/
. ,Hearing.

Speech Other Total

' . . 1 4 • z(> , . 10 r 2 ; ;' - ' 3 ' ' 55

Thus in just over half of the Dimdeo cases projection testing 
could not oven be attempted and the most frequent reason was not 
physicalp but mental disability# Once again the table emphasises 
the diversity within the group#

C#A#T# testing vdll be dealt with first# The children 
nearly alJL enjoyed being tested and most showed considerable 
interest in the pictures# Yet for al3, thatp in more than 
half of the casesp there was no satisfactory result# Unsaols-* 

factoriness was classified as follows in Table 41#
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TABia: 4L - :
. UNSATISFACTORYiCoAaT# RESULTS

1 2 3 4 5
Enumeration/
Repetition

lëlnly"
Descriptive

r̂ aueity dde
to %hibition' ' )

Excitement
producing
Unmtelliglbllity

Total

' ' ? ' h 1 1 7

Thus only 15 of the 32 tests administered remained for further 
analysis# Xnsecm^ity expressed In. fears was the most common 
feature0 Such fears included̂  fear of physical harm̂  for Instancê  
of being eaten Up̂  of animalsof sudden accident5 and night 
fearsp especially of the dark; fears of helplessness and being 
overpowered; fear of disapproval; and fear of the uxikaqmio 
Anxiety over the family was marked in three cases where the home 
situation was specially difficult# Real emotional stability was 
indicated in a few caseŝ  as were over"dependence, aggression and 
loneliness, in others# Before considering these findings in 
relation to the control group, the TôA#ih results will be dealt 
with briefly#

None of the ToA#T* results was wholly imsatisfaotory and none 
of those tested was mentally handicapped# , It cannot be said that 
this test was generally enjoyed in the same way as the G#A#T*
This may be. due to the material itself, or to the age group to 
whom it applies, or to both# Certainly self-consciousness was 
evinced among this group in a way never shown among the younger
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children for whom-the .G*A#T* vjae used#
The main finding from these 20,T#A#To* was doubt .or conflict 

arising over their relationships with parents# This was indica
ted in 15 of the 20 cases and in most was accompanied by resultant 
anxiety feelings of guilt or aggression. Fears of accident and 
death.ware expressed.aad also, more, frequently,, of inadequacy, 
uncertainty how to act, and inability to cope wl.th a situation#
The whole, picture seemed, very relevant to the typical adolescent 
strains and stresses occurring in our society and there were.no 
obvious influences of handicap# larger numbers and a control 
group, would have been required to warrant any conclusions,

fiMIasâ â s m
For 18 out of the 29 cerebral palsied children tested on the 

C#A#T# it was possible to find controls very closely matched for 
age and intelligence as is shown in Table 42#

TABIiB 42
THE CEREBRAL PALSIED AND CONTROL GROUPS

Cerebral 
Palsied '■ >

Control

Age/lears , (Mean ,, , 
(Range.

11.3
8-1?

TIP

(Mean
(Range

63.2
27-112

62.7
31-m

It was then possible to compare

1 ' 1

the Co A,To results of these two
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very small groups,• of 18 oorebral palsied mid-18' ehil'drea; 
unliampered by cerebral palsy,, to see whether- there were any 
gross'discrepancies,* which-even small numbers could not hide#.

The first interesting point was that the greatest- differ- ■ 
enco was not one betvjeen the groups at all, -but rather one • * . 
which out right across the group division# This was a ' -
qualitative diffei'enco in interpretation and forrm of story- 
telling between the more intelligent and the mentally handicapped, 
whether’ or not, cerebral palsy was present#

Secondly,' unsatisfaotory tests occurred in both groupa and 
in very similar proportions# On: the whole those with whom 
testing was unsatisfactory, ware' of lower loQ#' and this was 
true of both the cerebral palsied and control groups as is 
shomi in Table 43« The figures, however, are small#

TABIB 43
8ATI8FAGT0RY AMD UNSATISmCTORY TESTS 

AMONG THE OERBBRAL PALSIED AND GONTROTj GROUPS

Unsatisfactory Satisfactory
Group : Cerebral

Palsied
Control Cerebral

Palsied
Gontool

Nuiiiber 6 ? 12 1:1
Avè 1#Q# 53.8 56.0 67,0 67.0

Responses to the stimulus of pictures were suimied up for
each child and are classified under the headings shown in 
Table 44*
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TABIE /:4
RESPONSES OF THE GBREBRAL PALSIED AND CONTROL u

Response indicating Cerebral
Palsied

Control

(Family Relationships 3
4

2
2

Specific Fears 5- 6
Loneliness/Desire for Attention 2' . ' 1
Emotional Dependence 3 1
Aggression • Z 3
Guilt/Punlshiment 1 3
Compulsion 1
Inhibition 1 2
Confidence 1 1
Little sign of MaladjiiatRBnt s a
Unsatisfactory Test 6 ?

Many children, It should be noted are entered under two or three 
headings# This table shows that the pattern of results for the 
cerebral palsied and control groups closely parallel each other* 
As compared with the results which would be erpeoted. from a 
group showing neither physical nor mental handicaps, the quality 
and form of response in both the cerebral palsied and control 
groups was very poor, revealing the low intelligence of both 
groups* While true on the whole, this observation did not, of 
course, apply to all the individuals tested* It must never be 
overlooked that if the cerebral palsied are considered as a 
group, then mentally they are a very abnormal one, and this in 
itself may create anomalies* There is some danger of
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discrepancies being attributed to cerebral palsy when in fact 
they are concomitant with mental handicap# For this reason 
progress in the study of problems relating to the cerebral 
palsied is perhaps less likely to be made by a survey technique 
dealing with the entire cerebral palsied population, than by 
the more selective study of homogeneous groups# . For instance, 
'̂ personality” tests might be applied to groups of cerebral 
palsied of average intelligence and results compared with 
comparable groups of non-handicapped and of other, types of 
handicap, all of a similar range of intelligence*

In the course of discussion on the topic Bell (40) has 
queried the suitability of this type of projection testing for 
the cerebral palsied* Apperception testing demands both visual 
perception and the organisation of that perception, which, he 
believes, present special difficulties to the ceifobral palsied* 
There are, however, no iiiell established figures, and few ̂ 
tentative findings to indicate, the ezcbent, or degree, of such 
difficulties among the cerebral palsied̂  There seems no reason 
to suppose that vdien such figures are availablethe cerebral 
palsied ivlll show any greater unity as regards perceptual 
difficulties than in other respects* It is interesting, too, 
that Krout (41) ? despite emphatically stressing the variety of 
agnosias to which the cerebral palsied and other brain-injured 
are liable, still advocates the usé of projection tests including 
the ToAôTô



Whatever the merits of the above argimionts (with approx- 
imately half • of the Dundee group it ms'hapoasible to'attempt 
such testing, and a further 16/̂  yielded unsatisfactory results), 
it cannot be maintained that apperception testing was found 
appropriate to the group as a whole® However, this was certainly 
hot the case for all the individual members of the group® The 
total group was characterised oh projection testing by lack of 
intelligence, lack of imagination;̂  lack of spontaneity, and 
lack of maturity, the throe - lasWiientloned no doubt depending 
to a considerable extent on intellectual deficiency® Again not 
all member’s of the cerebral palsied group ' evinced these character̂  
istics, while taken as a ivhole, the control groUp did*

- If projection testing for the group was iinsatisfactory, • it 
was most helpful when used in conjonction with other data from 
the home and school for giving à more complete picture of the 
person who was able to give a satisfactory resifLt® In some 
cases half «̂ formed impressions were confirmed by this' testing 
and new aspects suggested® Therefore in those comparatively 
few eases yielding a satisfactory result, tills testing was 
most worthwhile® The difficulty is in finding any kind of 
test which is universally satisfactory throughout the cerebral 
palsied population, and the fault lies in trying to create an 
artificial group.out of so diverse a population®
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The projection testing carried out,in the.course of the 
Dundee cerebral palsy study can .contribute, nothing,..either for 
or against, Phelps' distinction of spastic and athetoid , , ̂ 
porsonalitieso The reason is that of the 32 to whom the Ç®A,T« 
was administered only one vjas athetold, seven had mixed, or else 
one of the more unusual forms of cerebral palsy, and the .remainder 
were spastic* . Similarly, only a small minority, four out of the 
20 included in the T^AôT® series were. athetolcVs#. All that can foe 
said is that the results for the five athetoids in, no way stood 
out from the rest® • , ,

Since T®AoT* and p®AoT# results were unhelpful in this matter 
of personality, types, it is necessary, to return to the ratings 
for emotional adjustment and,characteristic reaction® Table 45 
gives adjustment ratings for spastica and athotoids# ■ ,

TABLE.45
- AD JUSTMENT RATINGS FOR SPASTICS AND ziTHETOlDS . : .

1 2 3 4 5
Adjustment Spastic Athetoid Other Total
Very Good 28 ■ ■ ■ • '  3 7 38
Good . 63 8 6 77
Fair 37 ' ' 5 ' -7' 49
Poor k& . ,3 ? 56
None ■ ' 3 . ■■ • " . 3 -

Totël Ï 77 19 2? 2 2 3

Thus both spastica and athetoids in the group ware rated aa



showing all degrees of adjustment from very good to poor#
WWle a higher proportion of athetoids than spàbtied were' rated 
poor, the total number of athetoids was too small for any 
Importance, to be attached- to this* finding# ■ Ratinĝ ' according 
to characteristic reaction present a not dissimilecc pictitoe as 
Is shown In -Table 46® - = , . - . ; - '

. ... ..TABLE '46 - ' '
:  ̂ . OHARAGTERIGTIG REACTION -  3PA8TIC8 AND ATHETOIDS.

Reaction Spastic âthetioid Other Total
' Independent 24 3

g 32
Amenable , . 94. ... 15 118
Withdraidmg 20 2 4 26
, Over-dependent 3.4 . . . 1  : 2 17
Intractable 18 4 1 23
Aggressive . 4 «S» 4
' None' 3 — 3

.......19 ' 2? 223 '

Spasties and athetoids- are to be found in ell categories with the 
exception of the very small one of the aggressive®

Thus, though the numbers of .athetoids are small, the ratings 
both for adjustment and for characteristic reaction give no, 
support whatever to Phelps® distinction of spastic and athetoid 
personalities, but incline instead towards supporting Block's 
findiii7.g that type of disability has no unique effect on 
personality#

The relative incidence of spasticity and athetosis is of
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considerable importance to this, question® . In 1942i, Phelps 
gave the proportions aŝ  spastics about 45/4 and athetoids 
40% of the total cerebral palsied® This division is out of 
aligmn'eht with both the earlier finding of Broddmy (42)̂  who ■ 
gave ah é% incidence of, athetosis among his corebi'al palsièd 
group in 1936̂  and ‘also with the 1951 New Jersey (43) finding 
of 23®6% athetoids in a group of 1^406 oases# ; Phelps' figures 
are very different̂  toô  from the general vw df findings in 
tills Ooiintry# For instance ̂ Diàisdon (44) found only 10; 4% 
athetosis ; and Asher and Sohonell (45) also give 10% as their 
figure; The percentags of athetosis among the 223 oorebrol 
palsied cases in the Dimdoe study was even lower, namely, 8# 5%o 
#ile the two American surveys above quoted instance a much 
lower percentage of athetosis than did Phelps, it remains true 
that, in general, a very considerably highex*: proposition of 
athetosis is quoted in the United States than in Britain* It 
seems Ijjsely that the essplanation of such lo&'ge differences is 
rooted In a different working définition of the types of cerebral 
palsy* However, Lucas (46) quotes a find:ing Eiake by Evans at 
Oarshoiton in 1946, that 54% ■of 5 0  consecutive admssions %#re 
athetoid, as against 40% spastibs, though the pre-admission 
diagnosis was spastic in 92% of the cases® He 'comments, "It 
seems likely that the’startling difference in thèse figures 
represents improved standards of diff e r o n t diagnosis* ”
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Uhatover. the . explaïxation, if cases which Phelps would 
classify as athetoid' wore IhclWod Ih the Dundee êtüdy as 
spastic, then; it could only be èscpeèted that no c3.oar eût 
distinctions of the personality types’ Suggested by Phelps ' ■ 
would emerge* It would'also-appear that fruitful i#rk on 
this problem of personality distinctions mist await the élimina- 
- tion of mniGoessary verbal difficulties by the adoption of a 
standard claesifIcation of oorebral' polsy* This has already been 
urged by Balf and higrajii (47) as a means of furthering research®

S o s M  , , , . ..
A further line of study was the assessment of social maturity 

by means of the Vineland Social Fkturity Scale. The Australian 
adaptation was used and the scale administered In all cases® 
Administration was exceptionally easy. This scale does not 
take the form of a test with problems to be solved or items to 
be performed® Instead, by obtaining information as to habitual 
behaviour, it aims at establishing the level,of maturity reached • 
in comparison ivith the normal. Thus it tolces the forai of a 
report which,can foe given by the parent, or, provided he can 
respond adequately, by the child himself. Theoretically it is 

not even imperative that the child foe present, for it is not 
essential that he do or say anything whatsoever. For the 
purposes of the Dundee study the practice was to obtain the 

report from the mother, in most cases with the child present.
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then' It there appeared cause to doubt any cla^ niade for the 

child, a demonstration of , for example; buttoning or craving, 

oould be .requested.' Wherever poaeible the child'e version was 

also obtained during the testing seeeion, thus enabling all 

dlocrepanoios to be checked in the interests of .accuracy® ' ,

The emhaeis of the Vineland Scale ie on what the child 

can do and habitually does»- Initially the etroee ie on dev61op=- 

meat along general lines covering speech, sensory development, 

manual GO'^ordination, locomotion and pelf-care® Gradually the 

emphasis changes until independence and participation in the 

community become-forarapsts This is the very essence of social 

matmdty but it can readily be foreseen that the : cerebral ' 

palsied are likely to be handicapped at all stages In an assess

ment, of thiS'type. - : - ' ' . ' :

A social quotient (8®Q*) analogous to the I®Q# was calculated 

in each'ca#. For the group,: the mean 8#Qo was 60*2, and t W  

standard deviation 32# 9# That is to say,' that the nisan S^Q# was 

lower- than the mean I# Q#of 6?;7ÿ and the scatter' was also ' 

slightly^ less than id the base of intelligence test scores. : 

Scat'Wr vms still of such dimensions as to reveal a non- 

homogeneous- group from ̂ the point' of ' view of - social maturity, 

as well-as' of intelligence;.- - » - ' ' - ' -- * '--v

, ... .. . y,-.

A large measure of correspondence between quotients for...... I! : X : : ' .i ') v, ' V "i A
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ihtelligeÀGe and spoiel maturity i-muld W  ê tpeoted, gôcial 
maturity and intelligence,are so closely related that ̂^oss :  ̂
social immatui'ity is one of the accepted criteria of mental  ̂
deficiency* ' Gompàrison of the social maturity and Intelligence 
quotients is given In Table 47 tvhich shoW the numbers - scoring 
at different levels; • •  ̂ . s ,.
. % ; ' . TABD5 47' ' '

. : WBPARI80N OF THE DISTRIBUTION OIf 8#Qsô  AND I*Q$* : ,

1 2 3 4 5 ' 6 7 8 9
Quotient ad- 2q#49 50-69 70-89 90-109 13W 'Total
Mo® S.Qs. . 33 41 53 ' 5,0 . W ' 6 ' ' "O'■’ 223
Mo® IfQs. 29 32 , ,47. , 56 36 18 -, 5 ., 223

The first important point is that the two sets of results follow 

substantially the samë pattern, with a mean in both cases so low 
as to be outside tlie normal Yaùge, and with â very’high' scatter.
Muniberh of 'B.Qs® and I.Qs. at each of the levels qdoted in 
tablé 47 àré of a very similar order except in the case of above; 
average scores, where there is a noticeable dearth of SoQs. as 
compared with I.#® As'compared with intelligence test'results 
thei?e appears to bo an overall depmssion of social niàtùritÿ 

scores/ Nimbers scoring in the average category are fairly 

close, while fewer scorers at the upper end,are made up for by 
increased numbers of low scorers®

Consideration of thé grouped scores of the two tests thus



reveals an obvious sWAarity In. the distributions * An ■ , •.
application of a 9C^ test, shoi'js that there is no significant = 
difference between the two-frequency distributions®. Further 
calculation of the correlation of the two sets of scoreo. gave. 
a product moment correlation of @85® (Doll..(48) found an.olmost 
equivalent correlation for the I.-Q# Q» distribution of. 431 
feebleminded oasae)# For a group as large as 223:this co- 
efficient of correlation is ■ highly significant and the probabl'i>-» 
ity that such a cor?,*e3.atioa should arise by chance Is less than 

In effect this correlation,Indicates that for the cerebral 
palsied group studied social maturity as measured by the Vineland 
Beale was very largely a function of Intel'tigence®

The deviation between quotients, for social maturity and 
intelllgorace ,is_ given in Table 48®

. . TABIE
DEVIATION BET#EN SaQ# Aim I.Q#

i 2 3 4 5 6 7
Deviation 0 . , n~x5 3.6>«20 20:'
Numbers 18 52 32 15

3 7 / 2 2 3

The general direction,of the deviation between social quotients 
and intelligence quotients has already been indicated and details 
are given In' Table 49, bn the fbllowihg page® Thus while the 
general tendency is for S.Qa# to foe lov^r than I.Qs# (145 cases 
Gxhlfoltèd this trend) some 60 eases showed à trend In the other



à'IvQ&hionb It* is notleoable that where the BbCib deviated in 
an upward direotion fk'om the the général tondenoy was
for the deviation to bo markedly- Q]«mller than when It occurred 
in a doiwmrd dlroetion*

TAÜDS 49
UIREGTION OF DEVIATION 8*0® FROM I*Q*

1 a 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10
Diroction 1-5 6-10 11-15 16«;30 3 M 0 31'-='40 41-50 51<- Total

0 41 33 34 11 15 ■B 6 7 145
IB

28 19 a 4 1 — 60
Total 69 52 32 15 15 9 6 7 . 233

In 139 eaoeo the dovlation was ton points or leoe, and Imow- 
lodge of either loQ# or woifld have given a very good lndloa<=' 
tlon of the other# IhrZmd di.vorgenoe betv.:oen the two oeto of
reaaLto waa shown In 37 caooDo In an effort to aacortain which 
oaaeo showed the greatest deviation Table 50, on the following 
page, was drthvia up ahowlr% the deviation between Intelllgonoo 
and social maturity quotients in relation to physical disability# 
Tills would show that the most aevorely disabled have the least 
deviation as between I#Q# and 8# Q#, none of theao oases showing 
more than ten points of dlfforcnoo betioen the two sets of 
results# It muet bo remembered, however, that, since the most 
disabled have boon found to bo, as a rule, the least Intelligent, 
a variation of ten points as botwaen SoQ# and I«Q# would moon
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rather .more .for low than at; an .average. level#,.
 ̂ _ TABIB 50 _ , . . .

'.DEVIATION BBTMN 8*Q* AND. I.Q * .

IN RELATION TO PHYSICAL HANDICAP

1 a 3 4 5 6 ? ê 9
Deviation 0 1»*10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51> Total
Indexe 0 4 42 22 3 3 1 1 76

1 3 27 ; 9 . 4 . 3 2 2 50
2 8 ' 5 6 • 2 ' 1 22

... ! 14 ■... : B : 1 2 ..\1 ;i..,3 •
4

Not
9 20 — «=, 29

Applicable a 10 3 1 1 — 17

Total 18 121 47 15 9 ' 6 ^223

Proportionately, the tendency is for the most disabled, followed 

by the very least disabled, to show the smallest discrepancy 
between I.Q* and S#Q® From the point of view of handicap it is 
the middle groups that show moot deviation# Perhaps this is not 
so surprising! the handicap obviously counts, therefore the most 
mildly handicapped might be expected to show less deviation̂  
Whereas the most severely handicapped physically tend,by reason 
of low intelligence, to be assessed on a developmental schedule 
rather than on on ixitelligence test in the strict sense of the 
term# Less deviation would then bb ê qpected since the social 
maturity scale has much in  common with a developmental schedule * 

Among the 37 cases showing à high discrepancy between i«Qo 
and S«Q* were 25 of the 177 spastios, and b much higher proportion
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of the athetoids; namely, eight out of 19® This finding would <. 
tend to confirm the general impression formed during the 
psychological study that, in general, the athetoid type of 
handicap tends to be physically more disabling# As in the 
case of loQo the mean social quotient shows a steady decline 
with increasing disability as Table 51 demonstrates®

: / TABLE §1 . _ ' ,

8.Q* IN RELATION TO DISABILITY INDEX

. . .1 . ,2 3 4 .. 5 . 6,
Disability
Mdesc

0 1 . 2 3 : 4

Number 76 50 22 29 29
•' Mean '■  ̂ 87.7 65.5 ' 57.2 ^'33;5 ' , -:'7;6 '

A further table, number 52, was drawn up to show the relation* 
ship between loQ# level and the degree of deviation between I,Q® 
and 3# Q*

TABLE 52
DEVIATION BETWEEN 8#Q. AND I.Q# 

m  RELATION Tb i.Qo lEVEL
t ’]j ; . 2 ■' 3 4 ■ 5' ' ' 6' '• i 7 . 1' B- ' 9 !

Deviation': :P 110 11-20 21®-30 ,31-40 41-50 Total ,

i.Q© 20— 9 20 . . - 29
20—49 1 19 7 3 2 tà 32
50r69 ,  ̂4 25 , 14 1 ' '• 1 ■ ; : . ,47. , ,
70-89 1 27 14 2 1 ' 4 ■ '56' " ■
90-109 2 . 23 , a . r' : 1

. .2 . ., ■' “ ' V

110-119 1 5 2 1 <=. 9
220:; , ., . . 2 , •2 ■ „ 4 . ; 2 ' 3 .y ' . M  . :
I’otaJ. 18 121 47 15 9 - 6 , 7 223
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Thus those with loQs# under 20 show l'oaet 'deviation, which’névor 
exceeds ten points of difference ?d.th 8$Q# With an I® Q# mader 
20 there :1s, of course, less room for deviation at least in the 
lower direction; and henoe this point must hot be over-stressed* 
Of greater interest is the fact that the largest deviation is 
found among the highest I.Qs®! in fact, in the group of I.Q# 
above 120, ten out of the 14 cases show a deviation above 
20 points® In  every case this deviation is m  the one direction, 
namely, of a lower quotient for social maturity#

The group.as a whole shows a high degree of mental handicap 
and a high degree of sôcial immaturity on the, respective tests# 
The,general tendency is for scores to be even lower for social 
maturity, but the facile' conclusion, that as a whole, the group 
exhibits a higher degree of social than mental handicap, would 
require much caution in its assertion. Accuracy in scoring is 
more difficult to obtain for behaviour which is merely reported 
rather than tested, and norms derived in Australia are not 
necessarily wholly applioable in Scotland®

That the results obtained oh the Vineland Scale are lower 
than those obtained bn the Intelligence tests used is of special 
interest since Doll (49) regards the scale as particularly 
suitable for children with expressive handicaps. Findings 
hère would tend to show that, as compared with, for instance, 
thé Terman-Marrilll the Vineland Scale was the one which
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penalised the ; group* S ince,. in it ia lly ; , the Vineland; Scale 

p a ra lle ls  - the ty p ic a l development schedule,, and la te r  emphaoisee:

independence, the handicap is bound to'count# It is no part o f 

the • argument here to ■■ d is c re d it its ■ use with the ‘ cerebral' palsied̂  
especially.’ when the handicap will • play its = part ■ in  '■ the degree ; of 

social m aturity attained® Indeed it is felt that * this■scale ̂ lb• 
of - vaille for usé w ith  the cerebral p a ls ie d / f ir s t ly ; , because it 
is virtually impossible to find a child ■ to  whom it ' cannot he 

applied,.'and secondly, ̂ because of the-oBiphasis It'places on the* 
effective aspect of a b ility » ' Used along with an ■ intelligence. • 
te s t ' i t  is  a valuable supplement#' IVhat i t  cannot do'is to take 
the placé of eh in te llig e n c e  test at any but the lowest levels 
where’'a developmental - schedule would- nomially be employed*

Some comparaison of the ' Vineland Social I&turity ’ Scale ' and 
the Griffiths Developmental Scale, which were both used on the = 
youngest and most mentally handicapped cases, is relevant here# 
Of the 4 6  cases who xfere tested on both'scales division could foe 

made as follows in Table 53®
TABLE 53 ' .

PmSONS TESTED ' ON TIŒ 
VBBLAND AND GRIFFITHS SCALES

1 2 3 4 5 6
Af̂ e/lears Under 3 3«?5 6-15 15̂', Total
Number 1 3 ? 20 6. 4 6

The results of. comparing the ; S<?Q#. with the, G#Qo (general, quotient )



Qbtalned from the Griffiths Soale were as 8hcm% In Table* 54*
. . . -  - . . . . .  . T A B I E ' 5 4 . "  . "  -

. .. . ./ DEVIATimOF:a6Qq FROM.G*Qa .

1 '■ 2 3 4 ' 5

Nmâber Direction ' W.. , 6̂ JL0

15 ' " ' 11" ■ 2- '■ ' ■ '2'
9 0
22 15 ' 5 - . 2

4 6 2 6
"0--

' '4 .

'Thus, a greater number eqore more highly on the .Sooiol Maturity 
than the Deyelppmental gqalp; Thé difforencee^ however, tend to 
be email, only exceeding 12 pointé In one ease# Th@ average 
deviation le 3*9 polute; The Griffiths SqWLe is interesting to 
use; but lengthy, (md it Involvoe a,great deal of email apparatue* 
On tliG other hand the Vineland Seale takes but a fraction of the 
time, la ejctremqly simple to administer, ànd gives a result so 
similar as to suggest that it is a satlsfaptory substitute for 
children W%o .require test̂ Jig at the infant level*
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DIFFICUmSS IH'DHAWIMG

A s m a i m  ' , ; ' ' ' : ,

As oarly as 1937 Lord (1) drew attention to sensory defect 
among the cerebral palsied as a fundamental factor ill causing ’ 
difficulties in writing and drawing* To this type of defect, 
rather than to a; lack of motor control, she ascribes difficulties 
in the reproduction of direction and in the manipulation of 
spatial relationships# ’

More than ton years later, Dimsdon (2) in the course of her 
study of cerebral palsy applied the Bonder Visual-Gestalt 
Maturation Tost to 35 cases in an attempt to throw more light 
upon tills problem. This test consists in reproducing various 
patterns as accurately as possible, and, in-applying it to 
oerebra.1 palsied cases, Dunsdon notes timt the results were 
scored for intended direction, proportion and orientation of 
lines, ang3.es and figures, and not executive skill. Her findings 
showed a. discrepancy between Visual-Gestalt maturation level and 
mental age which, according to Dunsdon, suggests a definite 
wealmess in appreciation of spatial relationships. Dunsdon (3) 
also indicates among the cerebral palsied "a marked tendency to 
failure in tasks requiring ability to analyse visual percepts into 
their elements and to maintain, the correct relationships of these
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etoients Cm eiv/ attempt at re-synthesis0 ^̂ Those to* whom this
test wras applied wore nearly all pupllo at a residential school
for the cerebral palsied and in that sense a highly selected
group* Their Î Qs* ranged from 66 to 146*

Sarason (4) pomts to difficulties experienoed by some of
the cerebral palsied in-dealing with the abstract ̂ and to one of
Goldstein®s cases as an esRunple of this type of difficulty* This
patient was unable to reproduce the figure tout easily
managed The explanation given :1s that while the first
pair of lines were seen as unrelated, the second pair ware.
thought of as a roof. The task of reproducing the lines thus
became, more concrete and with:ln the patientas compass0

kbctensive literature on wartime brain injuries has provided
a wealth of similar examples of the consequence of this type of
injury in adults. It has also provided valuable material to
assist in the study of brain-injured children* Strauss, Lehtinen

Kephart (6) and Werner (7)̂  iwking separately^ or sometimes
in pairs, have recently done much work on the problem of the
brain-injured cMld, One quotation froi.u the work of Strauss
and Kephart (É) servos to sum up the position as they see it.

At the moment :ib would appear that the chief deficiency 
faced by the braiu-iujured child is his incapacity to see 
simultmieously0 It seems probable that he alivays sees 
successions and only rarely can combine these into slmifb- 
taneous impressions. One may consider, therefore, that 
forced responsiveness to stimuli, dlstraotlbility, foregx̂ pund- 
background distm’banoe, perseverations and the like can toe 
traced to this primaî y disturbance — ™ ,



As. a result the bratô -injurad child is handicapped in forming a 
oonoept of t W  spaoe world,̂  - . , . ;

Indications of such disturbance would be eispected to appear 
in drawing, and the same authors (9) i&i their soaroh fôr a 
psychological test î dilch wuld bo diagnostic of brain*-lnjury, 
state, that Bender has suggested that the direction and degree 
of discrepancy between the Blnet intelligence test score mid 
that of Goodenough^s "fdrai'Jing a maĥ * test, is at least a usei^. 
clue in the - diagnosis of organic brain damage* A score bn the 
draining test two years or more below the Binet mental age might 
be considered as suggestive of braiU'^injury, but as Strauss 
and ISephart point out, its validity has not been established 
and emotional disturbances are liable to hfwe a similar effect 
on draining results* , In fact according to Cardive]̂  "It
Is increasingly believed that emotional immaturity may be not 
only a result but sometimes a primary or a contributing cause 
of perceptive and allied disabilities," ■ -
. , Perhaps the best summing up is that of Sarasoxi (IX) when 

he says# - • ■ -
3h rege^d tp the test funetl6h1.ng ,of the cerobral palsied 

there does not appear to be a characteristic test pattern idiloh 
differentiates them sharply from all other diagnostic or otiO'- 
logical groups in which brain abnormality is present* 8oA 
oases have inordinate difficulty with tasks involving visual* 
motor activity and others do not; some cases have a relatively 
high, vocabulary relative to mental age and others do hot;, some 
cases show a geijieralised lowering in the level of intelligence 
,functioningi whereas in others the defect appears to affect 
performance in some tasks more than in others*



In the light-of Sarason's cdmionts, Berko*à (12)'warning'is the 
more timely* He states tlmt Wille the perceptual deviations 
shot®'toy the oeretoral palsied have ecjmionly been attributed to 
spécifie neural lesions, they seem "to bs similar to performance 
patterns which are to be noimally expected of children at lower 
levels of perceptual nmtm'ation*" ' : «

a m  am&am - ' ' ... : . , '
Ab part of the psychological study undertaken in Dundee and 

district samples of drawing ware taken in every case possible*
The person tested ivas asked to draw a house, tree and person and 
the result was studied from two points of vleiv* Of primary 
concern was the structure of the drawing and the presence of 
organisational defects* The execution ims of secondary interest.

Drawings were rated as follows: good^ if both structure
and execution were good; poor, if structure were so ratdd, 
irrespective of the execution; indifferent if belonging to 
neither of the other categories. In making these ratings 
chronological age was taken into account*

Not all of the cerebral palsied cases studied wore able to 
produce drawings for the reasons shown in Table 55, on the 

folloi^ig page. Ohildren under four years of age wre excluded, 
as were the more sQverely'mentainy haxidicapped, thou^ where 
they were able to use a pencil at all they were ehcburaged to 
try drawing and it was thus possible to include some of: the
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older children of 1*Q, range» 20 to 50, •' - 
- ' ' ' T&B&B 55 -

' REASONS FOR ËXOM8ION FROM DRAtVING

1 , 2 3 4 ■ ■ ■■..5 ■ .' ’ 6' ' ■

Age' I%ntal 
, Randioeip

Partially
,sighted , ,

Emotional
Reaction

Physical
Har^pâp

Total

, 33 , 41 . 4 . 3 3 74

Those excluded oh emotional grounds showed themselves, reluctant 
about (drawing* Only in three cases was drawing oonsidered 
inapplicable solely on the grounds of physical, handicap*.

: Results for the 139 casee from whom draMnga tyere obtained 
are:glvenlnTable56* ......................  .

, ' TABBB 56 , . , .. :
' . _  RATims. FOR DmwmG.. , /  . . \

1 . . , ,'2 . . :. 3 :,. ' ' 5
Rating Good ' fiidifferèirb '' ' Poor-' Total
Number 25 ' ' Six '" ■■■ ' ' 33 - 139

Â i^de gulf, separated those in the çâtègor^^ good those rated 
as poor* WiÜe a^iétic merit plaÿéd almost no pcpt in the 

: assigning pf ratihgo,, nine of those rated good showed suoii merit, 
in contrast, 18 of t W '26 rated poor had almost no structiûre and 
therefore were practioally unintelligible, For such oases it 
was necessary to label drawings on con^letipn in order that 
house, tree and person could be distinguished* It is this type
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of drawing which has been held to bo indicative of organiO brain 
daraage and hence the emphasis on structure in making the ratings* 
The main finding is the great variation shoim among the cerebral 
palsied in the Dundee study* For some cases drawing was 
impossible, some could produce only en unintelligible attempt, 
many showed mediocre results and &. few made really good drawlngs 
indicating giftedness in this direction* BscamplGS showing the 
wide range found are given in plates M». on the two following 
pages* hi reproduction all drawings are reduced by one quarter 
in sisoa

The bearing of disability, age> and intelligence upon 
ratings for #awing idll bo considered • In turn*

■fig&kjffi A s  ÈL^Mi miâ SlfiââMM
The relationship between rating for drawing and disability

index is given by Table 57*
TABm; 57

RATINGS FOR DRAWING AND DISABILITY

Excluded
Hating Good Indifferent Poor Mental

Handicap
other

Reasons
Age

3hdo:c 0 
1 
2
3
4

19
5
X
0
0

40
25a
71

9
10
7
7
0

2
£
4
6
£7

0
a
3
5
0

No
Index

Total 25 81 33 a 10 33/223
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PLATE* 1 [Spastic Hemiplegia: Moderahe: Age d4: IQ . 1 311

P L ^ \T *E »  2  ĈKorco-Attulos»s : Mild Age (3 *. I.Q. 126j
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t

P L A  I E  3  ^Spastic Hemiplegia: Moderaie: Age. 10: I.Q .feo]

f

/
P L A T E .  ^  [spastic Quadriplcgia : Mild: Age Ô: I.Q . ^ 3 ]
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Thus no person w ith  a d is a b ility  Index above £ 3md a draid.%  ' 

rated  a@ good ̂  and £7 out o f the £8 lidth severest d is a b ility , 

were unable to  make an attem pt a t dravjing. Prom the above 

figures struoture and execution o f drawings appear to  d eterio rate  

w ith  inc3?easlng d is a b ility * This is  the general trend bût the 

" in d iffe re n t"  category includes every degree o f handicap*

Since, as already stated, disability in drawing has been 
held by some writers to be directly related to the brain injmy 
in cerebral palsy, rather than to the resultant handicaps, it 
rme thou^t useful to compare rating for drawing with degree of 
cerebral palsy as well aŝ  with, the total Imndieap as given by 
the disability index* Table 58 shows thé insults*

TABIg 58
RATINGS FOR DRAWING A #  aEVBBITY OP OmBRAL P A iai .

' \ 1' i ; ^ ' 4 5 6
Rating Good Ihdiffeî ent ,Poor Not

Applicable
%der
4 years

Degree;*
imid 16 40 15 10
Moderate 7 25 14 12
Severe 2 6 4 29 33
Total ■ ■ ' %5 ' ' ' ' #1=' ' -''33 ; ^Vg23

Greater scatter use thus produced^ all degrees of severity of 

cerebral palsy and all ratings of drawing being found in conjunct 
tion. Thus the disability index showing the extent of the



functional, handicap scorned more .relevant to suo.coss In dramxig 
than did degree of cerebral palsy, ■ • • t- •

liaM,asi. & £  # â  4 m

Table 59 was designed to show the average age of each of i 
three categories of rating for drawing*

TABm 59
RATma FOR DRAWING AND AVERAGE AGE

.. ,1 , : ■ .:3- ■ . • ' 4 ,,, ' . -
Rating Good Lfeclifforesit Poor Total
Number 
Av# Age' 
/years

25
■ •■ r'

18^ P
Ü1
*îpH

139
- *1M

The;mean age of those rated as poor was thus appreciably lower 
than that for either of the other categories* Further ̂ scrutiny 
was considered appropriate and more detail is given in Table 60*

' TABLE 60 ' ' '
RATmO FOR DRAWING AT DIFFERENT AGE IEVEL8

1 2 3 , 4. 5
Eating Good . :3ndifforent ■ ' Poor Total
Age: 4#? 3 9 29

8*12 9 33 a 50
13-1? 10 26 6
18* 3 \ " 13 : 2 : 18

Total Z<j SI ' 33 ' 139

The finding that defective structure and poor essecutiora occurred
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mpr© frequpntly aBiong.the,drawings of the, younger corebra]. 
paleied children might suggest that inadequate: allowance was ■ ■ 
made for age at the -.lower ago levels » It might also suggest 
that immaturity was an. important factor and lend, some support 
to Bimsdon’a (13) argument for. taking. seven years as . "the 
critical, stage of'visua3.-gestalt maturation*" She says:

This age (seven years), it would seem from other investiga
tions and from general, experience, is approximately that by 
which ability to organise percepts has matured sufficiently 
for the demands made by the test (Bender Visual-Gsstalt) to be 
fulfilled with a satisfactory degree of accuracy in the apprecia
tion of spatial relationships*
buhsdon^s group of 35 children to whcm this test was applied were 
selected, - none being severely mentally handicapped and the 
majority (24 out of the 35) having I*Qs* above 85* This was 
not the case in the Dundee study and mental age had probably 
an oven more important influence on drawihg disabilities than 
did chronological age*

M É a m  £m: Sspm& i s M  M s .................
' The Dundee cerebral palsied' cases were distributed from one 

oxtremê to the other over the entire range of testable intellig
ence* Table 61, on the following pa'gc5, was const3?uctcd to show 
the relation between ratings for drawing and intelligence* 
Structure and ê ceoution of drawings ore seen to deteriorate 
as intelligence declines. While the range every category is 
very high, the trend is mai'Icedly in the direction of a direct 
rolationship between good intelligence and ability in drawing
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, . ' . . RATmGS FOR Dmwma A W  MEAN

' ■ X  . 2 ' ' 3' . ' 4 , ' ' - 5 ,

.Ratiiig ' * Good ‘ Biidifferett'S 'Poor" ' ' ' Hot.
Applicable

Number as m 33
Av« I#QL■ my#? '■ • ■ ■ 81*3' ' , 62*4' ■
1#Q# Range 604.304 lS-430<- 2G~119 , 0-.90

This Is in line iiKlth t W  knom borrblatldn bettWn dliitèlligênoQ 
test results and standard tests In drawing* Qqodenqugh (14), for 
Inetanco, found a correlation of *741 between 8tanford^8in@t test 
score and reenlts on hpr m m  test of Drâ vlng a Mm#

Structural Defects
Although the outstanding feature of the drawlnge of this 

cerebral palsied grdup was diversity. It wae 'of ' 'interest that 18 
of the 33 drawings rated "poor"* showed mdrlted atx^ctural 
defects which reduced them to ̂ intelligibility* Since it , is 
thle type of drmdng #%i<^ can be assumed to IWe given rise to 
the wide*@pread acceptance of disability in dra#ng ea being 
characteristic of cerebral palsy, these 18 cases reqi^re careful 
considération# ,

Of these 18, .11. .under .qeven,yearns old, three had I#Qs# 
under 50, and a further two had I*Qs# beW#en 50 and ?5o, The 
average mental,,age for this group was, IV yéarq ,8 months, with a
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range from - IXZ years 8 months to V years 11 months® Msntally, 
therefore, all these oasee were Immature*

la her study of children drawings Eng (15) states g
. Children place objects which belong together as parts of a 

thing, a landscape, etc,, on the paper without any reXationsMp 
to one another, or even join them together in a way which does 
not correspond to reality*
She quotes one ch:Uxl x̂hoiu she says:
. , scatters a roof, four windoxvs and a door, all

separated from one another, over the paper, and supposes that 
she has drawn a house#
Eng, howver, lists want of synthesis, together xvith spatial 
displacement, and lack of orientation as characteristic of the 
drawings of young children as are lack of perspective, of 
correct proportion and of ability to express movement, though 
these last persist longer# "Defoctlve synthesis is al.so 
characteristic ■ of the .drawings of .physically abnomial people", 
according to Eng (16), but, on the, other hand, she also regards 
defective powers of synthesis as typical of the thought, .language 
and whole mental life of the young child® . - .

All children :m the Dundee study showing very marked 
structural defect were mentally immature to the extent of none 
attaining a imntal age of VI years* The point at issue, therefore, 
is whether marked structural defect was primarily associated with 
cerebral palsy or with mental immturity#

A m  jM'SffltoL fisasB
A feeler'was extended towards this problem by the Use of a
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small control group® Drawings viero- obtained from the 18 cases 
vAio originally acted ae a control group fpr projection teets* 
The 18 cases ̂ vAio were unhandicapped by cerebral palsy, x̂ mre 
closely matched with 18 of the cerebral palsied g%*oup for âge 
and intelligenceq . The control group had an average age, of 11*2 
years and a mean I#Q* of 62*7, as against the cerebral palsied 
group averages of 13.® 3 years and 63@E* Drawing for the 
control group was tested and scored in the same way as for the 
cerebral palsied group® Results for the two groups are given 
in Table 6£* , , ,

TABLE 62
RATimS FOR DRAWING IN THE 

CEREBRAL PALSIED AND CONTROL GROUPS

' 1 ' • a ■“ 3 4 .5
Rating ' Good Indifferent fefesl'
• ' Oerebrai Palsy. ‘ '
Group 1 12 5 , - ',18 .

Controls 1 ' ' 9' â , ::!&

Separating results for structure and execution the results shown 
in Table 63, on the following page, are obtained* As might be 
expected more of the drawings of tl)è cérébral palsied-gÿoup were 
rated as poor for execution, and of the five in the cerebral 
palsied gẑ oup rated poor in structure, two showed veẑ y marked 
organisational defects. None of the control group showed such 
a dof^èe of defect in this respect® However, the iniportant



f inding obtained by the use of the control group was the lack 
of outstanding difference between it ànd the cerebral palsied 
groups

TABI^63 ' .

STRUGTUmS AND EmqUTION OF DRAWINGS 
. IN THE CmEBRAL PAI^IBD .AND CONTROL GROUPS

1
. ^ 3 V . , 4 5 ■ 6

Aspect Group Good Indifferent Poor. Total
(Cerebral
(palsied 4  ̂ 9 • 3- • 18

Structure (
(Cbhtrdl . ■ 5 . • ■ 5. ■ i : '/r 38
(Cerebral

Execution
(Palsied 1 3 14 18
(Control 1 9 8 18

Plates 5̂ .8, on the two following pages, show pairs of drawings 
produced by a cerebral palsied child and his matched control 
and illustrate this point# The mxmbsrs are, of course, too 
small to form a basis for anything more than suggestion and 
the suggestion Wiioh emerges is the importance of thé influence 
of mental age# Bince the cerebral pa3.sied are so heterogeneous 
à group with regard to intelligence, comparisons xvith normal 
groups, from almost any point of view, are liable to distoz^tion 
by the mental abnormality of the group# Apparent discrepancies 
#iioh may be found in comparing the cerebral palsied with a 
normal group may exist only because the cerebral palsied are
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PLATE 7 jCûatrol: Age 10 : LQ. 70]

P L A * T E I  8  [Spashc He»niplegiaL: Severe: Age 10: LQ.



already en abnormal group mentally® This point is relovant to 
porsonelity traits as vjoll as to drawiiig, It aiay well account 
for many of the supposed "characteristics" of the cerobraO. 
palsied* . . . ’

The study of dravwdng, therefore, revealed two points* The
' '

first of these is the diversity within the group* Drawing 
proved no exception but served like intelligence testing, index 
of disability, and ratings for emotional stability to illustrate 
the. variation iclthin the group rather than any chas’acteristic 
features* The second point is that ai'Çf search for such 
characteristic&x of the cerebral palsied must involve their 
study in relation to mental level®
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In amiomieing a proposed study in connection with handicapped 
children, the 1955 amius.1 report of the Carnegie Trust states:

We are aware of a growing body of well-informed opinion, 
both in the United Kingdom and abroad, that, wherever possible, 
handicapped children should live with their families and attend 
clinics and special or nomal schools, during the day, or 
receive instruction and medical attention at home.
The report continues:

It has been suggested to us that there is a need for 
enquiring into the problems of families with a handicapped child 
in the home, so as to test the need for further practical assist
ance for such families®
The ideas fundamental to this approach run counter to the older 
policies of segregating the handicapped® In earlier days, they 
remained at home, but frequently ware hidden away® Later, vjhen 
provision came, it tended to be of a type which isolated the 
handicappedp Recent ideas emphasise that the aim should foe to 
keep the handicapped person as much as possible within the 
community* Some ê camples make the point clearer* The undesirable 
aspects of long hospitalisation for young children temporarily 
handicapped by illness have now been recognised* As a result 
young children are more frequently tx̂ eated as outpatients in cases 
where formerly they would have been admitted to hospital* inhere 
tï’eatmsnt in hospital remains essential, the importance of



frequent visiting has been realised* Certain of the hospitals 
have schemas tAeroby the mother can., be admitted along vdth the 
child, 0 %̂ else can participate in his daily care during his stay 
in hospital (1)® In education, for instance, of the deaf, 
completely segregated schooling was formerly advocated# The 
importance of contacts with hearing children is now so much 
stressed, for the suggestion to have been made, that for 
educational purposes they be taught as plîysieaXly handicapped 
chilldren and xvibhdrami from their classes for special tuition 
speech and lip reading. Employment, too, can provide an 
illustration̂  The Stationery Office publication "Services for 
the Disabled" (E) contains this sentence, "One of the most 
significant changes which has occurred xvith regard to the 
employment of blind persons diE’ihg recent years, is the develop
ment of opportunities for their employment in ordinary industry* " 
Again the mentally all are ho longer shut and bolted out of the 
community, nor ere the delinquent regarded as outcasts * There 
have thus been signs of thinking less in terms of segregating 
any one section of the commmity.

With regard to the cerebral palsied, sor>te writers are still 
to be found advocating residential provision and segregated 
schooling as the aim, while others have moved towards the belief 
that the cerebral palsied should be drawn as far as possible into 
the qommimity, and hence favom' living at home and : day school



provision® Tisard (3) adopte this latter view that the young 
cerebral palsied child is > best cared for at'home, provided, of

. Course, that the mother is not only able and willing, but also
; intellectually and temperamentally suitable * Tiaard adds,■"It 
is not ' considered' that .the provision of ' daily physiotherapy' by 

; experts is in itself a sufficient reason for depriving a young

child of his home and familÿb" Fouracrè and Theil (4) are in
agreement, and suggest that in order to allow the cerebral 
palsied child to romaih at homè ànd retain the benefits of 
treatment, a decentralisation of services is required, with 
mobile units operating in rural areas p

Apart from passing references to the subject, the literature 
on cerebral ^alsÿ contains Very little in the way of study of the 
home background L . Schohell ( 5 ) in an esEtrèmely short chapter 
which deals mainly with socio-economic status, merely broaches 
the subject* The trends of thinking, however, cah be gleaned from 

• the following GOtimients oh thé home® ' '
Gasell (6):speaklng of adoption says;'

: emphasis should always be on psychological rather
than on material factors® The economic status of a home is of 
less importance than the parental attitudes And the wholesmmness 
of the parent-child relationship.
Later Gesell (?) statesi

The adult-infant relationship is the most vital md most 
accessible factor in effecting a mental hygiene of infancy, in 
almost a. literal sense the physician can reach the raind of the 
infant by altering fmnily attitudes in the parents.
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The Implloatlona for the handieapped child are obvious and Qesell 
leaves no doubt ao to the aspects of home background which he 
considers of fundamental in^ortance for the handioapped child, 
or for any other child#

Garleon (8) epealts of aalutary poverty and the benefits to 
the handicapped child of having to struggle for hia riglita ' 
against other children in the family# Such, oircmctaiieas 
mitigate the dangers of coddling# .

IMger (9) .under].ines the difficulties of the parents of 
cerebral palsied children# There Is extra oare and amdety, and 
always new doubts as to whether he will walk, be able to go to . 
school, then oollege, be able to marry^ end be independent,
Unger sums it up thus, the parents of a child with cez'ebral
palsy are apt to have all the difficulties, all the responsi
bilities and heartaches of raising a child with very few of the 
usual joys of fulfilment*" Too frequently, as a result, the, 
parents become martyrs and the ohlldren overproteoted and 
indulged*

Gordwell (10) strossos that cerebral palsy is a problem i\hioh 
toUohoB every.member of the faiAily in-which it occurs* ; It is a 
problem of time, of expense, of recreation and of the;social life 
of the entire family & It is not surprising, therefore, that 
Cardwell, among others, has advocated parental education toiiards 
handicap, concurrently with the education or treatment of the
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childf ; nor that Sarason (II) has fouhd it necessary to issue 
a stern warning t-huss . • - ,  ̂ , . Y: ;

' ' .Ib"working with - thé parents of .clefeotivo children - ini -, 
fact in working with the parents of any problem child - one 
must not only he able to experience vicariously the nature and 
strength of their frustrations tout also to struotiu’e the 
relationships,so as to enable one»to facilitate change in ■ •■ 
parental attitude and practice#

Characteristic attitudes of parents of cerebral palsied 
children are reported toy Click (12) to include feelings of 
guilty rejection, over-anxiety, overprotectioh, and denial of 
disabilityp hence the need fox’ change ®

In a study of 23? mongol children, Evans and Carter (13) 
distinguished two types of problem facing the families of such 
children* These wo%*e, firstly, the practical problems of care 
and attention, and, secondly, the psychological problems of 
attitudes towards handicap® They found a wide variation in 
ability to cope with the problem of a mongol child and concluded 
that the first major factor was the general competence of the 
parents, and the second was their mental level®

Relationships in families including cerebral palsied 
members mre studied in a project toy Bell (14)® The subjects 
were ten sets of parents of very, young cerebral palsied children 
of average age two to three years. Bell was prinmril̂ r interested 
in the ways in ivhlch parents of such children defend themselves 
by iMiderestiraating their cliild̂ s limitations and toy altering 

their standards of judgnent, as wll as their responses to
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devaluation of the child, by outsiders* This ssuall scale project 
'is one of the few "attempts at systematic study of àxcf aspect of 
thé homes of the cerebral palsied®. - . ' ' " ' ' " ■ » 'y * '
' ' There are' two' reasons which' molce the study of the home all 

the more important in this work*’ Sa the first place it is felt 
that the trend towards bringing all handicapped members ‘ aé much 
as possible into the community is psychologically soimd, and, 
secondly, that handicap is more ' than a personal problem, rather 
à fiamily problems '

Though the aim be to keep the cerebral palsied parson within 
the home there are at least three categories to whom this does 
not apply* It cannot be overlooked that some homes are unsuitable 
for the upbringing of any eklld. ' Residential or foster care is 
necessary for all children from homes which • are unsuitable beyond 
improvement, quite irrespective of cerebral palsy or any othei' 
handicap® The decision to rremove a. child f%*om such a home will 
be made on the basis of its unsuitability rather than because of 
eereforal palsy* It is of paramount importance that such bhildran 
are hot returned home at some futm^e date without the situation 
being radically altered# ' The second group are low grade mentally 
defective children* They présent a different problem and, for 
some, residential care in an institution may be essential® For 
yet another category, residential care may be inevitable, xicvaely, 
those’who require special facilities but whose homes are isolated.
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such caBea it ia eaaexitial to wolgh the gain$ agaj,n@t the 
losses, Itere residential care, or treatment is decided upon,
contact with the horns shoizld remain as close as possible and 
the period of absence be the* briefest feasible « More'than " '■ 
other childï'enÿ the = handicapped child needs' the support of the / 
family so' that the handicap dan 'be ' tackled- together̂  = Handicap 
is not something which can be accepted sMdonly and completely.
It demands' a constant * process of ' gradual raadjustment ' on ' the 
part of‘both the cerabral palsied person and his family to 
now problems as ' they arisen ' Thus a. deeper acceptance of ' 
handicap is ■ aeiiieved* Removing a child from home' can interfere 
tremendously* ivith such , a process p especially in the early school 
years# This ' is particularly* true ' of the handicapped ‘ eidl.cV whose 
limitations tend to become more apparent with age^ and the 
cerebral palsied child who is sometimes quite a/btractivop is 
unlikely/to become the attractive adulto Sapara/tion interferes 
with the graduel process of family adjustments This is especially 
the case if the child returns to live àt home at a more difficult 
stage when reunion may have the effect of shocking the parents 
into a sudden realisation of the handicap with many undesirable 
consequences* ' '

Many parents need help in adjusting themselves to the 
handicap and many homes g for one'reason or another unsuitable, 

couldp mth pa.tient guidance and help bo made less so* Efforts
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could well- be devoted towards making the homes of some hândi-. 

capped children laore satisfactory5 rather than towards romoving 
children from already satisfactory hoWs to residential centres#

. , Stlch an approach gives the home an importance so fundamental 
. as to warrant deta:lled oonsiderationo

^ ' "  ' ■ ■■ ■
On the basis of home visiting and' discussion' with thé parentp 

and bearing in mind all the other Information which .came 'to light 
while the'child was being’studied in-his settingp ratings of homo 
suitability were ' made# The emphasis W s  upon suitability for 

' the iipbriugiog of a handicapped ’ child', ' and, thorefore, economic 
and'material* considerations 'were hot the' prisiiaryp but only - 
' cbntributdryp factors * ' In making ’ tlie final 'rating,; affection 
and adequate care -were ' taken as essentials for cmy home* • • ‘ 
IMderstanding Of the liandicapp family support'isi'tackling it, 
the fostering' of independence both pliysicàlly and emotionallyp 
and a home atmosphere providing étiimalus Tor mental ' development, 
were all tékën into' accoimto A home ëômowhat l@,cklng in several 
of thèse 'respects might still be ' assessed 'as • fairly suitable, 
wh:lle lack of affectioh in Itself'might be sufficient to result 
in ail tmfavourable rating* '

There Were two'categories' of suitable rating differing Oïü.y
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in degreeo • ipoiuted-in the direction of ̂ psyeholôgloal

•.deficiencies,, where as ("unsatisfactory" tended/to .emphaeiee à.ilaok 
on -the material side# "Very imsUitable" Was 'an extreme • category, 
and' eùcli' a rating ; meant that the home was so 'lacking as to 
Ihdieate the heed for residential oare# With difficiilt and 
mieatisfactory homes there remained the possibility that ' / 
guidance might have: alteî ed the situation̂  Ratings for home . 
eurltability,' given sepiirately for Dundee and the two county ■ 
areas are. set. out in Tablo 64? '  ̂ .
' y  ' ■ ' ■ ■■ . ' TABhE 6 4  : ' ' ' ' ' ' • ■ ' ' ;• % ' .

' . . RATmaS FOR Horn SUITABILm'Y ' - ' ' -

• 1 ■ - ' -2 ' ' ' ' 3 ' 1 $ : 6
Area Suitable Dh’sui'bablà ' '' 'Suitability kith No 'WtaL

' :• ' •■- Residential Care Horn©
Very !?airXy Diffî IWatie* Very Satis*- Unsatis
SuitlSuitv" chit factory llnsuit̂ » factory factory .■> • ,! '
able able, ablè:

Dundee 33 2 7 1 7 . .'7' 9, . . . 12.,:. Q 1 0 7

Angus 31' ' la . «# ' .1. Cis ' z  ̂ 'I' ' ;î
Perth, . 2 6  . .A4':,. / ?.. ,.'5, ' 58
Total,. 9 0  ; ■■. :;49,, :. : 3̂ .1223

Thus 26 casGG 'tv'ëré'already in residential’ aarè, and for 19 of the 
2 3  home a involved', a rating of "suitable in conjunction with ' 
residential cafe" was' made# In some cases' the home would have' 
been rated in one or‘other of the unsuitable categories had the 
child bsèn living :lii itô The most striking feature of the table
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is the difference between the areas, Dundee containing an iindue
proportion of imsuitable homes'as compared'witlv the countieso.

k further'table, nimiber 65  ̂makes the position clearer4 •
;  ̂ \ ( \TABIE 65  ̂ -

' ' ' ' PERCENTAGE W  EUITAm  HOmS : ' ' . .
m  THE W E E  AREAS . .

. 1 2
Aroa. Ho#, nt Home .. . SivktablG Unsuitable .

, ,Mo# ■ g . . , No*. . %
Dmidee ' . '93' 60 . 64* 5 33 ' 35.5
Angus, . 54 . 49 90*7 9*,3
Perth 50 40 80*0 10 20.0

Thus the difference is marked, Dundee having by far the.greatest 
nimibfr of unsatisfactory, homes and Angiis the fewept* Taking the 
unsatisfactory homes by themselves,the position.is as ohown in 

Table 66*. • , , . * . •< >,•■'■;. * • v .
. . . ..TABm 66 : .. ,

UNSATISFACTORY HOmS . . .  ...........

' \ .’I 2 : ■ 3 ■' ' ' ■ ̂ . 4 - . . -' ■5'.
, "Area < Difficult 'Qhsatisfaotory • : Very • -, " , • ■ 

Unsuitable
. Total

Dimdoe 17 7 ' 9 33
. 'Angus , .- :-5 - '

Perth 7 a 1 10
Total 29 9 10 4 8

All but'one 'of 'the -very• imsult able ' home a ’were % found' in.Dundee plu
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seven of the nine rated as misatisfaotory* Dundee is well 2mo#i 
as having its full share of housing deficiencies with its full 
legacy of slums and there is no question that the home 
environment tended to be poorer for the cerebral palsied 
in Dundee than for those, in the county areas* The 1951 
Census (15) figures would suggest that this finding could 
not be limited to the cerebral palsied* The Census shows, 
firstly, that Dundee has a higher incidence of overcrowding, 
and secondly, that while the city of Dundee has a lower 
percentage of homes id.thout exclusive possession of any of the 
five amenities (fixed bath, kitchen sink, cooking stove, W*Co, 
piped water) than either of the predominantly rural county 
areas, it has likewise a lower percentage of homes with 
exclusive use of all these amenities*

3ino0 the home ratings were made with certain definite 
points in mind, it is possible to make some statement of the
number of respects in which homes were lacking, and also of
what their defects were® Results are given separately for 
Dundee and the two county areas in Table 6?, on the following 
page? Were any further stress on the disparity between suita
bility of homes in Dundee and the counties necessary, the table
following provides it* In Angus and Perth not only were a 
higher proportion without serious defect, but those which had
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deficiencies <> had fewer̂  There are only fomr cases in the Wo 

counties lacking in more than Wo respecta p, whereas be Ween a 
quarter and a third of the Dundee homes are in this category«,

TABhB 6?
liumm OP POINTS moKmo m Tins nom

1 2 3 4 5
Points Lacking 0 1 2 3 À 5 Not '

Applicable
Hot at 
Home '

Total ’

Dundee 3i 20 12 3J';. l3 4' 2 14. 107 '
Angus 30 1!) 6 0 1 0 3 3 %
Perth 26 lo 9 2 0 1 1 ‘ 9 58
All Areas 07 4$ 27 13 14 5 6 '■ 26 ' 223

Closer examination of these deficiencies is useful because it 
indicates the directions in which guidance is most needed* A 
further table, number 6 0 shows what these deficiencies’wareo

TABnS 60 ' '
DBBOTION OP DEPlCmiOlBS m  THB HOm

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 11
Lack 
of *

Careiffec
bion

Family
Support

Under
standing

Stlmul
ation

W, Indop
endence

M.A,Ho t at
Horae

Ho.
Studied

Dundee
Angus.
Perth

16
1
3

a
0
0

31
7a

316
, XI

33
7
7

1
1
0

32 
4 

• 5
7
3

14 -
3

" 9
93
55
49

All
Areas 20 a 46

. . Î ■ ■-
48 47 2 i*l 15 26 197

% 10.2 ii 23,4 2̂ !. 4 23.8 20.6 ̂  ̂ 2223-"

Table 68 shows that a few cases ivere so severely handicapped that
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any" rating for stimulation of the enviroimient or tho ■ fostering 
of independouG© was not applicable* 3;b' also shows that some 
doficioncios were much more common than others ** ' > ^

AxfQct:ion
lack of affection was observed only in Dundee and was the 

least frequent deficiency* It was also the most serious from 
the point of view of effect on the eliildV for«, in, our society^ 
children have no. more fundamental, emotional need * In addition. . 
tO; its deleterious, effects g want pf affection in the home almost 
precludes remedy* , Dpfioienoy in. pare might well spring, from .a 
remediable lack of knoifLedgOp or lack of understanding of the 
handicapp or from limited Insightg which might tend to increase. 
Affection is more subtle and less amenable to encouragement* In 
most cases where this fault was serious enough to count in the 
home rating, residential provision should have been considered* 
At the time of study, however, three of the eight cases were 
over school age and probably able to fend for themselves* Had 
more time been spent on each ease, more homes might' well have 
been rated as lacking in affection̂  not fewer* That is to say 
only cases markedly deficient In this respect were so rated* - ■

Care ■ •.
Inadequate care àlsé bocurred mainly in Dundee and ■ only in 

one ease in Angus * It must again be emphasised that only the



eases'Of'grosser' inadequacy wore recorded here* ■ Superficially, 

inadequate care would seem to be•the deficiency most- readily 
dealt with, but this is true only where it springe from lack 
of ImowLedge* In fact the causes' 'are generally much more complex. 
ixitel3.eotual poverty is a more radical cause of poor standards of 
care then material poverty, but the two tend to occur together 
and reinforce one another@ In l6 of the 20 Cases where care , . 
was inadequate the mental status of the home m s  below average, 
sometimes markedly so* One family, for example, ware tinkers, 
with the mother, at least, :llliterate, and all living at a 
primitive level. At the time of testing they ware staying in 
a tumble^down home almost devoid of furnishing, but their usual 
shelter was a tent* In eight of the 20 homes one of the parents 
was absent, nmmly, two.mothers ware mmarried, in two homes one
of the parents had died and. in four, one had deserted. There

:

wag m  fact only one case in which insufficient concern aeemsd 
the only explanation and this was the mildest case of inadequate 
care of those eo rated*

. ^.3pendence
% • ' Failure to footer Independence was a most common fault, and
occiuu’od in one out of every five homes studied* It is a fault 
by no means confined to parents of handicapped children but 
tends to occur more readily among them* Such tendencies arise 
both from the limitations of the child and the parental attitudes
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which, are. evotek. Like any other parents^ those vdth. a - ... 
handicapped, child inquire to realise, that their aim for the.- 
child should be over Increasing : self-reliance*,The handicap 
Wll impose limitations, but not alter the,goal, and the. more 
independent the handicapped person,, the better able is. he to 
tackle his additional problems of living* For some parents, 
the point that it is as unfair to spoil a handicapped child 
as any other, requires to be emphatically stressed* ' The . 
inevitable result is to make life harder whenever tlio indulgent 
attitude is withdrawn, at school, for instance, at work, or 
elsewhere outside the home* Spoiling merely unfits the child 
for tackling his difficulties* Bmotiono-1 dependence is less 
easy for parents,to recognise and to combat*. . A vicious circle 
operates to ensure its continuance and intensification* . The 
more emotionally dependent the child, the more he evokes an 
over-protective attitude, and this in twrn enhances his 
dependence* EkotlonaX dependence is a relationship involving 
at least two people both with dependent attitudes* la the 
majority of cases the mother of an over-dependent child is 
herself dependent oh the child, and her o\m reluctance to 
separate the child from herCelf is the most serious factor in 
the situation* The more stable the mother, and the more satis
factory her other emotional relationships apart from the 
handicapped child, the less likely is an unhealthily dependent
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attitude to develop with any of her children, handicapped or 
otherwise* ' • ■ . : -- - -

' Two cases • studied presented extreme emotional ove'r- ■ 
dependence* Both' wore girls, one six years'old and the other 
14&0 The younger child u-\fasî unable to meet any new situation*
Both clinic and school attendance initially upset her so much 
as to necessitate postponement and she becâiie so bverwTdught 
when admitted to hospital that the pdsfants-took heir home on 
their' own responsibility* ; They would scarcely suffer the wind 
to blow'upon her, kept her - from *bther ‘children'• and constantly 
shielded'her* Without a change of attitude she kilght wen by 
the ago of 14| be as ‘ the older girl slightly handicapped 
physically, but emotionally a cripple r - Almost tOo fearful to 
live, quits tmable to stand alone',' with a: char act eristic reaction 
of liltKdrawal 'and tears, and with an emotionally dependent mother 
who had'bound her 'daughter to her hand and' foot, this 'girl’>was 
pathetically unable to face the future* ' Without ' her mother it 
was felt that she would' collapse like 'a house of ' cards* Such 
o'asGs are fortunately exceptional* ' They do, ' hpWver, serve as 
à' warning against dependence even in' its )ïiihor 'degreesy Bhqourag- 
Ihg independence / however, does not moan making no 'allqwahaos 
for a ' handicapped child* ( Rather, it Wànb ; finding that, balance 
between hiecèssàry allowance and; legitimate ' do#hid which is on 
ôptlmAl': doMl-tl'm'' fo r .'em tlohal grotvth* ' \  '
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: ! . .. ■ The - essential feature was a helpful, attitude, on the - part of 
the .family which.furtheyed the.taokling; of .the - handicap* .. Homea 
were.rated as,deficient in family support for a variety of , . 
reasons mostly higlily individual*, For -instance, there. were. 
one : or . tvfo .shiftless families who drifted,.making no positive 
effort .In. their living * .A few others, placed the emphasis so 
completely on the work pf the household, member a .that the , 

.handicapped person was l.e.ft, to an apparently unnpcpssary exbent 
to his own .devices*. Ŝoms familiee,: top, ne^eoted treatment 
when tills was offered* - 3h a few cases î ilmmonious fanrOy., 
relationships predominated over all e3,se* ■ Various unhelpful 
family attitudes ouch as. rejection of the handicapped member, 
exaggeration, of his lyindiçap, or completely .unrealiptio, 
attitudes towards the handicap* tverq classified Aindqr th*u3 
heading* . Mono of .thesO; produced a .sitiiation bénéficiai; tp, the 
corebral, palsied, but, rather .placed additional .difficulties In 
the wa.y, of. overcoming, his handicap* .

Æ É M â M m

This topic will be dealt with more fully later in this 
chapter* The kind of factors considered in estimating the 
stimulation provided by home ware the mental status of the 
family, its interests and contacts, the equipment of the 
homo and the importance attached to making life as interesting



ao -poasible - for ’ the ■ handicapped person*- A table, 69, showing tho 
equipment of the homes of the oases-studied' is given below* ■• ' ' -

' TABm -6?' ' : ' - - '

' - .. EQUIPmW OF Homs '

1' 2 3 4 5 6 7 ' a 9 10
Bobké Radié T.V* "Toys Garden ' Holidays' Oar PhôîiO'Hujïfder

Studied-
: 216 49 88 185 107 ' 37 ' 22- ' 220

The information given by this table cannot, however,* .be regarded 
aq ,satisfactory* For instance,; #  ayerç-increasing. number', of 
homes possessed T**¥*, and a çbnsidprable nmiber qf the homes 
visited in, the first year of the surryey wqulcl probably have; 
owned sets if visited iii the second year* Few had no, 
gardens, at ell,' but many had only tcneme.ut greens,- and a safe 
garden was the, important factor for families with young cMldren* 
Hot many had petoo Even fewer had books, although papers and 
magazines were much commoner* For rating purposes holidays 
presented the most difficult problem* Some had an occasional 
week-end away from home, some, spent .periods with relatives . 
valuing "from very frequently to rarely, others had a summer 
holiday every few,year a, and yet others hod a regular annual 
holiday of up to two months each year at the seaside* The 
question was further complicated by the fact that a proportion 
of the Angus and Perthshire families lived in recognised holiday 

resorts, and also that many Dundee families who never had a
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holiday aimy. from home ̂ h #  fWqiient day trips to the nearby 
coastal towns throughout th© summer* Reasons volunteered for 
doing î ithout holidays "fere mainly financial, though having a 
young Infant was also frequently mentioned ̂ The difficultie s 
of going on holiday with a handicapped person were also stated, 
but more rarely# Both equipment of the home and holidays were 
among the factors taken into account in assigning the rating 
for stimulation of home environment# |h addition to those . 
homes below average in all respects@ some otherwise good homes 
were included in this category, for example, where over«-proteetion 
occurred to such an extent that the handicapped person was 
shielded, withdrawn from contacts with others, and from now 
experiencee '

leek of understanding of the total disability most frequently 
meant a failure to appreciate mental handicap and a tendency to 
ascribe all limitations to the physical defect in the narrow 
sense# Occasionally real misconceptions were encountered# Lack 
of understanding of the handicap was important where It prevented 
a realistic taalcling of the problem# Where parents accepted the 
c h i l d limitations and the appropriate provision, but ascribed 
all the disabilities to cerebral palsy, there was no problem 
even if mental handicap were the severest disability# Nor was 
there any cause to deny parents this comfort, provided it



raised no false hopes for the futoro* Failure to appreolate the 
prooonoo and extent of mental handicap was not alwaya solely; a 
fault on t W  part of tho horn, Vëry often ito diagnosis reatod 
only on opinion %d)loh sought aafoguard In vaguoneoa» Too 
frequently parente m r o  -glvoniaeonranoéa -about "being a bit 
$low"ÿ and **grWng out of .it", which m m  .quite imm^ranted» 
Amongut parente, misoonooptlana about tho rolatlô ichlp botmon 
eorobral palsy and montai handicap imro fomd to be rife#

summaryp It can bo said that tho study of deficioncloo in 
the homes of cm'ebrol paleled children -Indleatee the, m o d  for 
Amol3.oratlon of social oon^tions, and a moz'e fiWmontal appreel« 
ation of. the poychology of. childhood, rather than any epeoiflo 
need arising f&xm cerebral palsy; Itself* The .majority, of roal3y 
good homes .wotCld be good homes for cerebral 'palsied ohlldron eĵ eo#

# É W s a  «üa&aA #. llasÉto
The whole question of suitability of the home raieee the 

further one of the family attitudes towarde .handicap# These will 
be ooncldemd in detail#

Weretand^3g of the hmdlcap is now mre fUlly analysed# 
Ratings were again used and tW ho#e were allocated to four 
categories# Thom wro# homo i-diere not only was the present 
situation grasped, but tW Implication for the future mre also



understood; homos feere  im defetanding lias -confined to  the 

present s itu a tio n ; those'-tdiere a p p r e c ia t io n ' l im i t e d ;  and, 

f in a lly , cases' i i i  I'diich' there was no uM erstanding o f the handicap^ 

Results are » given in  Table 70 -̂; * • ? ' ■ : ' ', ' , ■

' V ' . . . -  ̂ \ TABIE 70 ' ' ' .

. ' . L'= mDBRSTAmmO OF HAHDIW ' ^

1 2 3 4 5 6 ■ . 7

‘ Àréa' Impiièatioris Grasp lindted Wo No Total
Understqoti ' , Pfqaeat. Apprepiatlqa Appyeciafcioa iHcme

Situatioa
Ditoee \/ *' "27'' ' '' " W ' ' ' 23 ' ' ' '9' :Angus ■ . 16 . f . 3 4 :. . 7 .. ,, ; — I . ■ ' ! ■I,,-. , ga
Perth ' '16' 'S9 " ■ " .10" 1 . 2 58
Total' 111 ' ' 10' ' ':3V'': 223

As might be expeoted fr03% the poorer standards: general]y in Dundee, 
a hi#ier proportion of homes show limited, or even no appreoiation, 
of the handicap^ % e  latter rating was found only once outside

' Table'71, oh the foHofeng page, was drawn up to show thé 
béàrihg of age Of the hhndioapped person upon fam^y understanding 
of the situation* It shofed that there was seme tendency for 
understanding of thé handicap to .increase with age*; This is . . 
particularly true of mental handicap* , The mentally handicapped: 
infant develops more slofey, but can often pass as being younger 
thm) his actual age? For insta^G®» the, two year old with an 
I#Q* of 50 has developed mentalDy to the level of a child a year
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yoqnger, and, at the very dependent stage of Infancy, the extra 
care he requires is less noticeable,

TABIS 71
UmmSTANDmGOPHAmlOAPANDA^

2 k

Stage Implications
Understood

Grasp
Present
Situation

IdmitedApprécia-
tlon

Apprecia
tion

No
Horns

Total

Pre-School . . .yg,: , "'23 10 V - : : -9' "! -1’ \ 45
School 32 76 22 ' X .2 133
'■■Poat-School ' . - ' a I - : '-.0 45
Total '' = 59 ' '= ' I n 4o ̂ /3- 223

As he grows older the handicap becomes increasfegly obvious as 
the leeway between the normal and the mentally handicapped 
Increases# By 16 years of age, the came infant will be 
expected to have reached the mental development of an eight 
year old* Ae Geaell (16) puts it, "Retardation, like à Shadow, 
lengthens wdth the lapse of time*" 3h becoming less: easy for 
others to overlook, It becomes more apparent in the horn also.

. Four categories of rating ware also used in analysing . 
attitude to the handicap, These were acceptance, compensation, 
resentment and a miscellaneous category# This last included 
oases where the mother and father had radically different 
attitudes, where the parezits grieved over, rather then resented
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the handicap^ and oases- where a ’crusading attitude 'prevailedV;, 
Such a crusading attitude, meant that the handicap was- neither 
accepted,.' nor allowed to rests' instead there was' à continual 
questing for betterments The other categories are self-, 
explanhtozy, except perhaps for ctxnpeneatlon, which wao taken 
to mean efforts on the part of the home to make up for the 
handicap in other ways.' The ratings for attitude to handicap 
are shown in Table 72 è- . • ■

TABIB72 
ATTITUDE TO HANDICAP

1 2 3 , 4 :- '5 ' .6 .. ,. 7
Aréa Compensation Acceptance Hesentîkont 06her No

\Home:
Total

Dundee 18: - 66\ . ' 6,. ' . 3.7' -, 0 : 107.
Angus' 3 4 6 2 ' 6- . . 1  ,.. 58
pertü, : , .5. : r. r :39 •> .. 'Ej ■ ' %
Total 2 6  ;■ 10 . 33,-. ■ J V  .: • 2 2 3

such ratings ware made during the comparatively short time of each 
ease study* It could only be hoped that tho more intense and 
straightforward attitudes could be uncovered and the aim here is 
to delineate the problems rather than deal fully with them#

In more than two-thirds of the cases studied the handicap 
was fairly well accepted in the home* Compensation and 
resentment were in line with the other less desirable features 
of the home, in occurring most often In Dundee# By the time
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had beeni distributed betwen the catégories the fl̂ u'OQ 
were on the .small side for drawing,any conoluslonq as to the; 
offeot, for Instanoe, of age#- : This oan be seen from the ensuing 
table, ntmiber 73» . : '

ATTITUDE TO HANDIOAP ,AND AGE

' / 1 2 ' 3 4 5 / 6 7
- stage Compensation Acceptance Resentment other No

Homo
Total

Pre-School 9 26 1 ■ 8 1 45
School 15 93 " '8 15 2 133
Post-School 2 32 1 10 0 45
Total 26 151 10 33 3 223

There la some slight tendency for aoceptsiiae of handicap to 
Increase with age* '

Of relevance to the questions both of understanding and of 
acceptance of the handicap is the fact that only a handful of 
parents could be said to'possess any real knowledge of cerebral ' • 
palsy# These Ikiqluded a mother who had taught In an occupation 
centre, one or two with nureing traininĝ  and a few more who liad 
really striven by reading and questioning to ledrn all they, could 
about the condition# By far thd majority leagmed about the 
handicap by living with it, experience gradually bringing an 
appreciation of the limitatldns it imposed.

It is interesting that, as might be expected, understanding
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of the handicap was greater In homes rated as above average 
for mental status, but that no such tendency was show ivlth 
regard to acceptance of the handicap* This can be seen from 
Tables 74 a%d 75?

TABIE'74 ' '

iMDmSTANDBG OF HANDIOAP,..........
AND W T A L  :%PÀTÜ8 OF THE H(M . .

1 ■ -3. , 4 5
Oilder standing Above

Average
Avemge Below

■ Average ;
Totpl

iBipllcatlons
Understood 12 3 59Grasp of
Present Situation : 23 10 i n
limited Appreciation 1 ' .23 16 40 .
Ho.Appreciation *? 10 10
No H0ae ' '** ■  ̂ 3 ‘ =
Total ' ' 36' ' ' 145: '.-!g23''

TABLE 75
NOE OF m  

AND miNTAb STATUS OF THE BOm

1 a _ 3 4 ■ : ‘ 5 "
Acceptance Above

Average
Average ' Below 

Average
. Total

Compensation : : ' 3/ , :'I • • EE ■ . A.:.., ;... 2 6 .
Acceptance 25 100 26 ■ 151"
Resentment ' 2 - - ;6 ;2 10
Other 6 17 10 33Ho Home . . , ■ „ ,■ ' L 3
TotCl ..y;36:\ ' ' 145'-:-. :■ ■ ' 33 : : ,, ' 1-223 \



Prdportloimtely ddR^énaatîon ôdcurred twice ad fî equentiÿT among 
tlié hdnieo rated aVéragé as among those ;̂ at0d above or belW ' 
this lefel# Of the 21 institution ô'aSed' 19 h&d. 
oasGd wêrë wïi .fedérstoocl 'and fairly'fell addOptèdy ao . ̂
TW.ë;#fehowk&?'\/'' '

: - - ' - ' .
. ' mDmSTMDIHGÀHD;AOGEÈ^^

. .  . OFmSTirUTimGASBS

" ' i \ 2... - : . , J 4 . • ■ • 5
l&̂ ilications
Understood

Grasp of
Present Situation

Mmited
Appreciation

No
Appreciatidh'

Total

' ' It , \ ' ''' % y 1 - ' ; ■ 3 - 19
Gohpensàtion Âcbeptancê Resentment \Other: Total

■ ■ ' fr-i. ■ ; It 1 . !' - :"'4 -  ̂ ) ' 19

The very fact that the necesslty of institutional placing had 
arisen: gave parents some insight into the severity of the 
handicap, and often seemed to bring cqi^ioting emotions to 
a head, thus preparing the ivay for acceptance of the situation# 

The relationship between understanding and acceptance of 
the handicap, and its degree, also reqWres investigation# 
Tables ?? and 78̂  on the following page, give the ratings i&i 
both cases in conjunction with the disability index* Æese 
figures shoî  that the implications of handicap are best 
understood where the handicap is very severe# This is not 
however true of acceptance, as Table 78 shows# Tlius, unlike



understanding of handicapj its.acceptance tended to be more- 

favourable .in casés of the’ very mildest disability.,.
' . . . , ' '"smm ■ .

, - ■ ■ ■ ■ IWDBRSMDING d F ‘HAMDICâP ' ;
AND DEGRBE OP DISASaSl'î

X .2 3 5' 6 7 Û

liiUex « 0 1 2 3 4 Not Total
Applicable

Mplloa.tiong '
Understood 13 8 5 10 21 a 59

Grasp of
Present Situation 52 28 12 10 2 ? 111
Limited Appreciation 11 10 . 4 6 3 ■■■ ,6 ; . 40
No Appreciation 3 1 a a 2 10
No Home 1 1 1 ’ «=» .'3 '
Total 76 go 22 29 29 . 17 223

TABI® 78
AGCBPÎAMGE OP HANDICAP 
AND DEGREE OF DI8ABILITX

1 a 3 4 .;.5 6 7 a

Index - 0 ' X à ’ 3 4 Mot
Applicable

Total

Compensation 5 6 7 ■ 2 1 5 ' ' 26
Acceptance 61 31 12 19 19 9 Ig l
Bosentment 3 3 '■ 1 ■ ■ 2 ■ X «B 10
Other . ^ 9 2 - 5 7 3 33
No Home 1 1 1 3

Total 76 go 22 29 29 17 223

3a the course of study of the horns background; ratings ware 
also made as to the handicapped person's place in the family; the
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home attitude towards Independonèe, and tho home attitude towards 
the survey* 31 each oasa these ratings are given :ln age groups 
lest age should have a hearing on the insults? '

aa&m Is  Jite -

Pour categories wars, used as, shown in ,fabla_ 79» :
. ÎABIS 79 . ..... ..

. . PMCB .ÏN Tïffi FAîraï

1 : . ' ' E 3 4 ■ ■ 5,  ̂ 6 ■ • ‘ " 7
Treated as Î bst Of lass Over- Not Total

Important Importance Protected Applicable
Pre-School 21 6 1 ? ’ 9 • ' • 44
School 70 15 8 26 '12 ' ' 131
P6st^*School 26 ' ' 3:". 2 ' -' ■ 6 • 45
No Home 1Èë5» : ■ ■ .v. • '. 3
Total. 11? 24 11: 39 29 223

ïïK addition to the tïwoe ehildren who had no homes. 29 - others i#r@ 
ruled out as oases to feom this rating did not apply, generally 
beoauso they were ifi residential ears# M^re than half of those 
rated were considered to be treated as normal within the 
limitations of the handicap, while the remainder were given a 
less satisfactory place within the family# Twice as many 
enjoyed a status of Wianced importance as suffered a diminution 
of it, and over^protection bullted at least as large as anomalies 
of ig^ortance In both directions#



The ropults are given In Table 80#
TAB# 8p 

ATTmmiS TOWARDS INDBfPBNDm̂ OB

1 B 3 4 ■ 5 6 ?
Group' Striving for Some Depend Depend Not . Totm.

Ihdependoncé Effort ence ence. Applicable
Denianded Allowed %couraged

Pre-School fp» 2? . ’ 6 2 .9 44
School 13 81 16 3 ' !•.. 18 ,;., V ; 131
Post-School ê 25 1 . 1 10 45
No Rome, y . — ; — ■ 3
Total ' -.'.'21 . : ' Ï23.' 23 .6, .. 37 . 223

hi addition to the three without homes, 37 fer@ excluded thi@ 
rating, generally on theg*oimd that in the face of total depend
ence, an attitude towards independence would be irrelevant*: The 
résulté show that dependence wae seldom encouraged, but more . 
frequently allowed, and that striving foî  Independence Increased 
with age# , . , '

. . .

Tahie 81, o)i the. foiloid.hg page, gjyeà t #  findings* fee Of 
the most satisfying featnres of this study was the extent of the 
co-operation received from the cerebral palsied persons themselves 
and from the^ parents* Oases In which co-operation was even 
doubtful were few, and there were only two instances of cases 
in whom cerebral palsy had been confirmed, being mmilling to
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midergo psychologioal examination and interviews?

' ' ' ' ' : ^  ' TASm 81' ' :
ATTITUm TOWARDS THE SUaVEI

1 2 .3- 4 5
Group Interest and Go-oiaeration Go-operation Total

Oo-operation Doubtful
Pre-School 29 12 \ ’ ’■ 3 hie
School 63 63 5 131 ■Post-8ch6ol 15 26 4 - 45
No Home «âü <?> ... 3 •
Total 107 ; IS ,. .%3.'

In one of these the horns was very co-operative, but the very 
mildly handlpapped^. and intelligent adoleaoent dan^ter, W)o had 
just obtained a olv:U. service poet, wag interested in ea^ha#8lng 
her noirmllty in all'poBsi^e ways*' Partiolpatlng.in a survey of 
handlo^ped pereong, very imderetandablyj^ ran counter to theeo 
ideas# Shortly before the time pf home visiting, she. had been 
much upset by a query as to lAether she was registered as a 
disabled person. The other case was one in which the parents 
disagreed as to oo-operation in the survey, the mother being 
anxious to cofeperate, and t W  fathei* antagonistic. The father 
was against medioal exsW.nation and, following it, took a stand 
against further examination of any- kind* Despite the number of 
intervlew8_ and tests involved in the psychological study of 
eaoh case, no single person who embarked on psyohological 
testing, fal3.ed to see it throu^# . . =
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lïitelleciiwai Stetus of the Hœas

Intellectual statua, of the home has already been mentioned 
in connection with understanding of, and attitude to, the 
handicap# It will now be qonaidered in more detail* 3iitelllgenoe 
testing of parents wsm, of course, impractloable, aiid a category 
rating was used in assessing the home for this purpose? Tho 
evidenqe was baeed on the mother herself, or on both parente 
ivherever poeelblo, on their part in the intez'vlew, their 
ooeupatlonal and educational statue, their interests, their 
standard of living, on tho home, and on reports from others 
whiqh miglit be available# Three categories were used, namely, 
average, and above and belotf average* The principle followed 
was that only cases lAich could be assigned with confidence 
the extreme categories were so placed, while all uncertain or 
borderline cases w*ere rated as average# Ratings were as shomi 
in Table 82# '

TABia 82  ̂ ;

MTINGS FOR INTBLmOTUAL 8TATU8 OP HOME

, 1 a 3 4 § 6
Rating Above

Average
Aysmge Below

Average
Mot
ApplloatilQ

Total

Number 36 145 40 g 223
% 16,$ 65,0 17,9 0,9 100

Such a distribution is very near that esqpected in the normal 
population for intellectual status, and might bs talcen as lending
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fxwne tiüie ibkwscüpsr l&kw&t) cïsareTbïva]. swaJLGgr (oooiire ilrwijLs"-

orlmlimtely and irrespeetlve of the intoHigenoe and goolo- 
economic status of parents#

Comparison of the home rating for Intellectual statue and 
the Intelligence test results for the handicapped persons is 
given in fable Û%

IKAJBiaS <&:)
iaAfp3:N(} ]PC8S laoTssijiascrrifAJb j5%\&5»uz3 ()p ncwMBi 

jdKI) ][.().

1 2 3 4
Intellectual status Above Average Below
of Home Average Avero^
Mean I.Q# for 
Handicapped Person ëi#3 60*6 52.7

This result shows p as would be eacpected in view of the known 
correlation between the intelligence of parents and bhlldp that 
the ratings for the intellectual status of the home and the 
mean I# Q# of the cerebral paleled person are direotl̂ r related# 
jM&aswi I#QL, (Î2»Q%)8 ssteewijLlar (is; t;%w3 Ibamie jTeiULe. Ifuwremjuny;

this line further fable 84p on the following page g shows the 
number of cerebral palsied persons within the normal range of 
InWlllgenoe In- each category, of--home# TwcM'thlrdo-̂ pf the 
cerebral palsied from homes rated above average, were themselves 
within the nomml range of intelligence ̂ as against just over 
*ïGLl3? (>f td&oso jCSNOBi kwoBiG8p Ewnd. 189(3 ibhwan ()%W3 qpaewpiysa?;:
from homes, rated below average# This finding would suggest



thatÿ ae in the caao of non-handlqapped childrong cerebral
palsied children born to intelligent parents are themseivoe 
more likely to be of normal intelligence*

. . . .  . . ,  ,  : . _  : ; . . .

....... BATimS FOR W i a C T U A L  STATUS OF. HOm = . ; :
AND NUWm%8 WITHIN THB NORmb RANGE OF INTELLimOB

1 ,  2 , 3 4 5. 6

Intellectual Status 
of Home

Above
Average

Average Below
Average

Not
Applicable

Total

Mimber of toies 
Handicapped Persons

w 40 a 223

of Normal intelligence 2 4 82 • 9 115if/o ■■ i . . 6 6 . 7 56# 6 22*5 51# 6

Environmental considerations v)ere included in malting the rating of 
the intellectual status of the home, so that no indication as to 
the relative influence of heredity and environment could be given 
for the cerebral palsied included in this studŷ  even if it were 
considered worWitAile or even possible, to try to separate them* 

These findings also give credibility to the writer*s 
impression that quite a number of the cases studied would have 
been dull^ quite irrespective of tdiether or not they had been 
afflicted with cerebral palsy^ since parents and siblings wre 
dull ^sOÿ end their living was at that level#

Ratings for intellectual status of the home again showed 
differences as between Dundee and the counties* %  Angus and 
Perth results parallel one another closelyj, but in Dundee the



picture 1@' very d ifferen t, = aa. Is  ahqwn In  TèMLe $5*-

: ' ■ . ' TAB1jE,85' • ' \

. . . . M T i m S  FOR .mTELimPUAh STATUS OF THE HOm
m  DiFFmmr ÂRBA8

. -a- . 3 / . 4 . , '. 5 .. : -6
Area" Above

Average
Average Below

Average
Not
Applicable

Total

Dundee 11 64 32 ÇA 10?
Angus : ' ' ̂ 4 -■ 3 feti ' ' « 53 ■
Perth " 1 4 '37- ̂ - !» ' ' ■:g. : . 5 0

- All Areas 36 145 40 2 223:

The total numbers for Dundee^are -nearly twice as great as for ' 
each of the county areae, yet the number of homes rated ae above 
average was no hi^er than In either, while four times ae many 
were rated below average In Dundee ae In the two coimtles
combined* This ie just another of the many pointers to the
: ' ' ' ' ' : ' . ' : - ' - . ' . , ' ; \ :

need for Improving standards in Dundee quite Irroepeotlve of 
cerebral paley#

Since the intellectual etatua of the home» and the intellig* 
ence teat reaulta for the cerebral palsied member showed ao 
marked a correspondence, it io interesting to consider the 
relationship betivsen intellectual status of the home and 
disability, especially as intelligence and disability have 
alrclady been found to be directly and closely related in this
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.08p@bralvpjEa,@l@d'-:group̂ ;v. Table, 86 sets out the rosuits,
. . . X ...: \ .. j TVIBÎ S È&6" . - . ' - _.. .

. . . RATmOS FOR IMTBDIEQTUAL 8TATU8 OP THE ROM ,
AND DISABIDITf .

1 .8 ..3„ . h . 5 ■ . 6 <3 ,

Index 0 . 1 ; '. £  ^ ' 3 " 4 Not ' '' 
Applicable

Total

Above Average 13 10 : 3 . , :2 ' 5 ■ 3 ^ ).36
Average . : :33i '15 : 20 18 145Below Average 7 4 • •■ 6 ' 5 40No : :■■■ ' c - *?* ■'■ . 1 ' 1 . 2
Total 76 50 22 29 29 223

Every' degree of disability Is found to oocur in every category of 
hornet Apart, from this, ;by the . time the -.cases.'have been distrib
uted throughout the categories, the-groups m %/30 small that 
results are by no means obvious, though, a higher percentage of. 
those .from above average homes showml].d disability (index p .and 1) 
than from homes rated as below average# ,

K  . . . . . .

Not unrelated to thé qû^ètlon of the intellectual statue of 
the home, is that of the degree of stimulus the home envj^onment 
offers to it^ members.

, It is no exaggeration to say, (writes BieshetiveX (17)), that 
the average African home is bound to stunt very markedly the, 
growth of intelligence of the child reared in it, not only by 
failing to provide those stimuli which would enable, the most to , 
be made of innate potentialities, but also by creating situations 
which have an adverse effect on such growth as might spontaneously 
occur.



This statement is of wider application than to the under- 
privileged of a bacWard country v^om Bieshewel had in mind. 
Despite differences in degree, it has truth also for a small 
section of the population in our own country, who live in condi
tions liable to have a similarly depressing effect on mental 
development.

like the body, the mind requires nourishment, and Intellig
ence cannot flourish in a vacuum. Material to be handled, books, 
family interests, conversation, the climate of thought in the 
home, contacts outside the home, all provide the raw materials 
for the exercise of thought, IntoHigence can be stimu].ated or 
depressed by the quality of living, mid since man is creator as 
well as creature of his environment, it is unlikely that it is the 
fault of the intelligence tests that the very intelligent young 
child tends later to achieve a yet higher score while the 
unintelligent one tends to score still lower.

As in the case of intellectual status, homes were assigned to 
three categories on the basis of the degree of stimulation they pro« 
vided. These were designated stimulating, average and circum
scribed and the allocation of cases to them was as shown in 
Table 8?.

TABLE 8?
RATINGS FOR STIMULATION OP ENVIROmmT

1 . 2 3 4 5 6
Rating Stimulating Average Circumscribed Not Applicable Total
Number 5:0 125 44 4



Figures for the three areas were then analysed to see if, the

now expected, poorer status=of Dundee homes was maintained in
this-respect also. Results are given in Table 88#

TTABIiS 88 , ' '
: RATINGS FOR STIMUIATION OF m VIROm «T '

IN DIFFERENT AREAS

1 ,, 2̂ 3 4 . 5 ' 6
Area StiniifLating Average Oircumscrifoed Not

Applicable
Total

Dundee 22 51 33 '■ 1 ■ 107Angus 12 40 5 1 50
Perth 16 34 •“ 6 2 5Û
All Areas 50 125 44 4 223

From the point. of. view of number of homes providing a , reasonably 
stimulating environment, Dundee was, thus once more proportionately 
under-represented as compared ivdth the counties# . Three times as 
many homes in Dundee wore rated as circumscribed as in the two 
counties together# The close connection between intellectual 
status of the home, and the atiînulation of enviromiont it, 
provided is revealed in Table S% on,the following page#; .In 

no case is any homo rated either as above average and circum- 
scribed,, or as below average and stimulating# Those above 
average tend also to foe stimula ting, and those below average 
to be circumscribed, though in,both cases there is some overlap 
with the average categories# The important point is that homes
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rated aboyé average ̂ for intelloetual. status, tend also to be 
stiEiii3.ating, and also very suitable homes in other ways.

TABIE 89
INTEIiLEGTUAL STATUS AND Sl'mULATION OP HOm

1 2 h‘
Hating Stimulating Average Circumscribed . Total

Above Average 28 Ô 36Average ZZ 15 145 ,
Below Average Uii 9 29 ' . 38 . ,
Not Applicable «» - 4.
Total,, 50 125 44. 223

At the, other extreme those below average tend also tp be circum» 
scribed and otherwise unsatisfactory# This is readiily seen from 
Tab].e 90*

TA)3IE 90 
GOOD AND poca Homs

Stimiû,âtioii
Intelleotual Status Stimulating Average Gircumscrlbad

Bslow Average
39 0 9 30

Above Average 
36 28 8 ' 0

Suitability
Xnteriectuàl
Status

Very
Suitw
able

Fairly
Sult̂ ^̂
able

Suit- 
able/ ■ 
Resid
ential

Diffi-
cult

Unsatis
factory

Very
Unsuit
able

Unsuit
able/
Resid
ential

Below Average
39 1. 10 5 4 9 8 Z

Above Average
36 27 3 . Z 4 0 0 0
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Thus of the 39 holow mreraga In rating for Ihtelleotual
status, 30 are also imstimulatlng, and 23 unsatisfactory 
homes. On the other hand of the 36 above averagGp 28 are 
also stliimlàting, and 32 suitable homes* That is to say that 
28 out of the 36 are good In a H  these respects @ and 23 of 
the 39 poor In all of them, '

Good homes tend to be good in all respects and poor homes $ 
poor. If the various factors could be considered separately the 
significance I'jould be much reduced, 3t Is their joint effect 
Which Is Important for acting together they reinforce one another. 
Good homes are not of special aignificance to the cerebral 
palsied; they are of paramount importance to oliild.



THE HOm (OONTIMÜBD)

11 PROBIEMS OF THE HOm

Ab part of the study of the home, an effort wao made to 
discover those problems arising from cerebral pculsy which 
caused greatest concern tq parents, .Towards the end of the 
home visit mothers ware simply asked what their chief worries , 
and difficulties wore in regard to the handicap. Where fathers 
were present at the Interview.they wo??e able to add their 
contribution# Parents differed a good deal in the degree to 
which they had thought out and were able to express their ' 
probXeiîis, and differences in intelligence and .degree of education 
tended to obscure the extent of worry and .to complicate the 
whole question* Some saw wdder i.ssues and othora picked upon, 
details p though had they been forewarned of the question they ■ 
might have answered, differeiitly, ■

Problems predicated by the parents were grouped under 
seven headings, namely, those which arose directly from the 
handicap, problems of care in the home, and of provision outside’ 
it, difficulties of behaviour, difficulties arising from the 
attitude of others, the problem of the future, and a miscellaneous 
category# Each udll be dealt with in turn and rosultf3 given at 
three age levels «
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TABIE 91
PROBimis ARISING moM T m  mmiGAP

Problem
No# of Gases

Foedlng/ ScWlowing 
Sleep
Bed %tting/Soillng 
Olroulatloa
Fite
Other llatidlçaps 
Falling 
Walking 
Limitations 
Mental Development

Pre*̂ Sahool
45
lOi-(g) 
14+(l)
41
4
3

School

13î (13) 10+( 9)
Ô+V 4)

1) 
5)

10+( 1)
41

4
Post'̂ Sohool

4i(2)
6+(3) 
2+(3)I

Total

27+(17)
14+( 7)
21 
23+( 
32+( 
32+( 
4 
4

I )1)

Figures In braclcets ehow the numbers reported as oauolng wôriy In 
thla reepeot) not now, but In the paet* Aeterlske mark problems 
mentioned by at least Z$$ of the age groups Thus of the problems 
ai'lelng dlreotly fl'om the handicap three were mentioned by more 
than one quai'ter of the parente of ohlldren under school age;* 
These were worry over sleep, walking, and feeding and swallowing# 
None of these problems buHced large In the two older age groups^

This was the most frequently mentioned problem# A proportion 
of the cerebral palsied children slept so poorly as to require 
sedatives as Infants, A few were hyperlrritable and seldom 
slept for any length of time day or night# At least one was



hyperactive, ànd hia apparent ability to do without 'sleep'wap 
exceedingly ivearlng to hie parents Wio reported that he became 
more end more lively as they became more jaded*

Among parents dlfflcnltleo qyer walking readily aesnmed 
an ,undue In^ortanqe as compared with difficulties oyer epeeoh and 
Use of the hands# Failure to wàllc ws, of couree, one of the 
first things that marked out a child as different from others* 
Time end again mothers of three and four year olds, retarded 
in all lines of development, mentioned lack of progress tavards 
wallclng as their gravest worry* fact it was sometiî ê the 
only one they mentioned#

Such difficulties ii®re often the earliest problem vAiich 
arose* Sometimes they gave rise to suspicion of more extensive 
disability, and s<metimes they did not, and were only fitted 
into the picture much later when a diagnosis of cerebral palsy 
was made# Frequent vomiting in early infancy and the prolonged 
necessity for a soft diet were common among the severer oases#

fee M
The outstanding problem in Table 92 is care itself and 

it continued a problem at all stages, though it is most 
frequently mentioned by parents of children of school age
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or ’ xmdori
. ' TABIS 92 ■ ’ ■ ^  '

PEOBISÎ® AHISÎMO PROM CAES W  Tîffi HOÎ®

■ 1 . E 3 4 5
Problem Pre-School SOhool Post-Geliool Total

No. of Oases 133 4.5 : ' ' 223
Care itself ' ' 32 IE 3= 33 ' '55 : ' '
Glothes/shoes 4 10 4 18'
A'osistaiicé over ' ■
Equipment 1 Vî» • 1
Clinic Attendance ■ 5 •• 1 3 9 'Other Children ^ ■ Z 3 '5Other Handicapped >
Children 1 1 2 -

Employment of
Mother 1 10 4' 15

%itertainmént 2 . â ■■ ■ • . ■ 15
Play : % 9 11

Cam
Different aspects iimre stressed aqoording to the clrqum- 

sWioes but depending a good deàl on degree of handj.cap* lathers 
of very severely handicapped children tended to emphasise lifting 
as a problem, especially as their child grew older and more 
aWuirard to work with# The extra time involved in care was 
widely stated thou^i the restrictions iü^osed on the parents 
differed enormously* Gome had nearer a £4*»hour, than a 12-hour 
task looking after a con^letely helpless person, o^en un#)l@ 
even td turn bve%̂  in bed or to malte the l̂iallest contribution 
to his oim care* For others care required was very much that 
appropriate to any child of sio^ar age. In the majority of
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cases ;6oi%q degree of extra care was necessary*

# . ' & m
Table %  gives the results*

TABLE 93 
pROBims ARisma moM pRovisim

1 2 ■ 3 4 , 5
Problem Pre-School School Post-School Total

No# of Oases , 45 : W ' 45 223'
\j8ohopl / 
Employment 
Otlier PlaGlng 
including tempoi'àry

8 - 28+Cl) 
15 ' ■

4

. 1 ' 
a. Ik''

' 3

37+(1) 
: 29

7

Employment among those over school age is the only worry which 
occurs in more than 25^ of cases Ih this group* It is notice
able t;mt, while the emphaaie varies, there le seldom any 
frequently mentioned worry which, though it appears to belong 
to a particular age group, has not been anticipated by some 
parents or remembered by others# .

H9s«3.ts are showa la Table 94» on the following page»
Behaviour and fears are the frequently occurring problems in 
Table 94* The fomer is mentioned in more than a quarter of 
the cases in each age group, the latter being a close runner-up# 
Undoubtedly both i-muld receive mention by parents of non-handicapped
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children.
TABLE 94 

PROBLEI^ ARISING FROM BEHAVIOUR
1 a 3 4' 5

Problem Pre-School School Post-School Total.
No# of Gases 45 133 45 £23

Behaviour * 1 7 i'(l) a 56̂ (1) 3€ 13 88
Fears 11 % 58 10 79
Loneliness txa 3 2 5
Lest play upon Handicap «> 1 — 1
Restraining from 
Unsuitable Activities 1 1

Both behaviour and fears are comprehensive terms which require 
further analysis# A detailed list of behaviour problems mentioned 
is given in Table 95#

TABLE 95 
ANALYSIS OF BEHAVIOUR PROBLEMS

1 E 3 4 5
Type of Behaviour Pre-School School Post-School Total
Crying/ Screaming ■ 5 8+(5) 13<(5)
SzG itability 3 ? E IE
Temper 7 10 2 19
Irritability Z = e=> E
Wickedness" ' • c a ■ i'-
Difficult

• •? 5 14
Unpredictability ’ e-,» Z ' ' "  2
Lack self-reliance E 2
Aggression E — 2
Moodiness '■ 3 — 3
Over-Confidence 1 - 1
Stubborn-neos 3 3
Destructiveness ta» E 2
Violence (to self) E « 2
Over-Placidity 1 1
Slowness et» 3 «=. 3
Spoiled - 1 1
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The terms used as descriptive of behaviour were largely the 
parents own terms, and ^wicked", ĵ or Instance, d^d ^ot ŝ  

any specific type of undesirable behaviour oh th;̂  par^ of the 
child, but rather this emotionally-toned way of .speaking. . , 
showed an attitude of parental rejection,; Such analysis 
does show that the parents mean very different things by, . ,, 
behaviour difficulties and that none was characteristic of 
this group# 3h fact behaviour problems included over4placidlty 

,  ̂and excitability which, might be considered as opposites, and 
also types of behaviour as different as. moodiness and destructif 
bility, or violence towards self and aggression towards others#

A more detailed considération of fears produced similar 
results though rather fewer descriptive names, as Table 9& shows.

TABIB96'_
' ' ' ' ' - ' ' 'ANÀLlëlS.OF'mAG ' ' ''

■1 • " '2 3 . . . .  \  A ' 5
Type of Fear Pre-School Sshool Fost-Sohool Total

Nervousness . : ., ' S»"' . - . : 24 ■ :'^ 31
Noise 6 7 ' - ; , ,  2̂5̂/ ' . : . 16
Strangers/Anything new K, - 6 V;. ..No Fears 1, . ^  ! S ’ - . .  1
Timidity ' , ' p i  /  : i 3 . .  3 ■ '

p

Specific Fears
1 / 18 ,, 

O
< ■ • , ^  / 18

" ' 'The :Dark : ' ' 6
. The Sea

1 7  ̂  C f
11 ' ■

i, ' ■

Falling 3 .

Mother leaving home 1
Drunk men ■ * X
Msdioal/Dantal
Situations 3/18 '1 : ;



Of the fearé 'llëted In table -96' fehr- of flte, and:perhaps of 
fallings seom the only two which,might not have oqcnrred 
amongst any group of children* There Is plenty of evidence 
from dreaim that even fear of .falling-i@ not an ,ûnÙ8Ùel fear, 
even for those with less obvious cause than the oerebrql palsied.

Sites.
Problems under t his heading included those eriaing frcm the

attitude of others towards the handicapped person, and from the
attitude of others towards.the cause of the handicap# Table 97 
; ' - ' - : ' ' ' . . .. - : ' 

gives the results*
TABm 97

PROBiaim AKISim FROM TUB ATTITUm OF oTima

1 2 3; 5
Problem Pre-8ohool School Fost*'-8shool T o ta l
Mo# o f Oases , : : ' '. ' ]L33 45 223

A ttitu d e 3 23 5S 11 37
Cause , ■ S i j 3 :

To’oai ' ' ' 3 215 ' . 3L2 ' 40

The a ttitu d e  of others is mentioned proportionately more often as 
a problem among those over school age* This is as would be 

e^qpected* Adolescence is not only the time of self-̂ consciousness 
and growing aivareness o f others in relation to  self, but also a 

time o f tremeiidoùs, and sometimes sudden escpansion o f the 

environment# For tho ch ild  under school age the home is
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dominant :Ui his life and in his emotional, rolationshlpo # It 
acts as a- protective buffer betwami Mm. and. the outside' world. 
School brings .an expansion of. the environment but the school . 
eMld remains, despite the contacts W.th other children bn a, 
basis of equality,,under the protective, supervision-of adults*; 
Morinally it is on leaving school that, the adolescent is first 
required to be much raore independent in his relationships with 
otherse At this stage adults are less .ready to be protective 
towards him* For many reasons awareness of others and of the 
importance of their judgments, engender a deeper appreciation 
of self and it is very understandable that the attitude of 
others should weigh more heavily, at a time when others ’ 
themselves are assuming a greater importance in the life of 
the adolescent*

2 m  IMusa
Under the general heading of worry about the future of the 

cerobrol pMsiod person three sub«-4ivisions wore: made* These ■. : 
were as folloŵ  problems relating to the question of guidance, 
Wrry lest the condition .worsen, and anxiety about what the 
future held for the handicapped person* Distribution among 
these categories is given in Table on the following 
page* Worry about the future occurred most frequently among 
parents of children of school age or older * It also occurred 
most often about totally dependent cases* Great concern was
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:G:ÿrG88ed by several parents as to what would happen to the 
handlqappad msmbe)? of their family when they tharnsolves mre, 
no.longer there to do the oaring, ' - i - : .

' \ , - . . ; . : . ; . . - . . %WBia3;9di ' ' . . ' ........  . : , : : . : ..

. . .. FROBDSMSmiSBG'OVBR.TmFm'UaB.!;:;^;.-; V' . ;

, , , 3. ST : ' '. " \ ' 3T - ■■ . 4 ■
Problem :Pre*#8cliool School Post&iSchbol Total

Mo. of Oases 45 ' • 133 4f; 223

Guidance 9 • 1<& ■ ■ ■ ,: 6 ' 31
Condition Worsening ' . . - 3L ' ' ' -. ' ' / : 5
Future . ; - ■ 7 ; 37 ;g ; 18'' - ' ' 62

Total 17 57 24 98

One or two hoped a relative woold assume responsibility, some 
were dubious as to the willingness or obligation of siblings to . 
talce charge* 3h a few oases parents stated that they were 
saving every halfpemy in order to provide something tomrds 
the imintenanoe of the handicapped porson in their family.
Bbre than one parent of a severely handicapped and dependent 
child eafpressed the hope that this child imuld not outlive his 
parents. Such ivishes were never encountered among unintelligent 
parents, but rather among those #%o oared deeply and had given 
the problem much thou^it. . : ,

Those physically less disabled and hence, less dependent, 
but still either unable, or likely to 7je unable, to support 
themselves financially, likewise caused much concern. Anxiety



about the future seemod to Inoreaee j&actbo bandlcappM; person grew 
ûpy aa .the parents agedy and as the emd.rongBnt eüîpanded reveling 
the 8lg%3lficanoe of the handicap, perhapc^ hitherto imeuapected
chaîméXso > . . ,. ..

MasiUtiSssm
Three problems appeared not to fit Into any of the o%ier 

categories* These are ahp^l%i Ta1:d.e; 99# - ;
) .. TABIS 99 ' ,

MlAGBLmmOUS

■ A . . ^ 3 A-,.:., 5
Problem Prê Bcliool School Post-̂ -Sohool Total

'No* of Oases ' . - JkS»' ' ' " '- 133 ' ' ' ' Jbj)' ' ' ' 223
Divided Attitude
between Parents 1  ̂1
Have we done
^erythlng 2 *s» 2
Wbrry over
tlis Survey I ra 1 .
Total

' ^  ' ' ' ' : ' ' \ 0 4

; &»6m this detE&iled oonsideratibn bf the ifôrries reported 
by parenté several interesting pointy emerge* Among them are 
the problems stressed #  ' different age levels* Those referred 
to by at least 25/̂  of the age group are listed ^  order of ' 
frequency of occurrence in Table 100*
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TAOIB 100 
PROBimS OP EACH AGE GROUP

Pre-School ■ School Post-Séhôbl

1 Behavioim Fèorô : , Futiire . '
2 Sleep Behaviour Employment
3
4

. Walking 
Feeding/

Future Behaviour

Swal3.oxfing Gara Attitude of Others

6
Gal e 
Fears

Only behaviour is a recurring problem mentioned in mdro than one 
quarter of the cases at each stage* Prom heading the list of 
problems for the youngest children it drops one place with each 
advance :m age* Analysis of the behaviour difficulties reported 
reveals a wide range of reactions; None of these is character'»' 
istlc of the group and some are almost opposite In type,

The varying emphasis at each stage is of interest* Sleep{ 
v-ralkiiigp feeding and swallowing are frequently mentioned problems 
but only amongst the parents of cerebral palsied children under 
school ago* Pearŝ  which.are at the bottom of the list in the 
pre-school group̂  take first place among those of school ago*
At this latter stage ̂ toog the problem of the future has begun 
to be more frequently cited end for the oldest group it takes 
precedence over aU- the rest* Problems arising over the 
attitude of others and over employment also make their appear
ance as frequently causing worry to parents of the cerebral
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palsied over school ago* / > ,,

faot the prol̂ léma predominating at %oaoh stage tend to be 
very muoh the problème appropriate to life at that stage 
Irreapectlvo of the handicap ̂ though Intensified ahd êômetimee 
distorted by it* Sleeping^ imlii^g mid feeding p^e problems of 
inf ahoy jaet aa employiaent and the attltudee of others are 
problems of à later stage with or without the coA^llôatloh of

other words the problems most frequently mentioned by 
thé fmnllloe of cerebral pa3.eled children, tended to bo the , 
prp^ems of ary faml^iÆth children, lAdth the. problem ipf : 
handicap superimposed to complipate and intensify these problem;. 
They iwere not a set Of problem peculiar to cei^bral palsy or 
even to hahdlbap in gener^* (̂ ily where the handicap was so 
severe as to obliterate the nornW. aspects of; living, did the 
problems cease to be those of children and become those of gross 
defect (md total dependency. Even so they imrè still problems 
of defect and dependency rather th6n specifically related to 
corebral palsy*

It is Inipprtmit to remember that the problems listed here, 
are not the problems as seen by the expert or the outsider, but 
the problems stated by the parents themselves to be their chief 
sQurbeb of woiTyf '

Rrôm this stu<^ of the problems stressed in the hwies of
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the handicapped It can be said that, If the cerebral palsied 
themselves do not form a homogeneouoigroup, neither do their 
parents* Homes, ahowed every, variation, materially. Intellectually^ 
and in attitude to children,, inoludlhg the: handicapped child*
Just- as there ivae no typical cerebral palsied person, ao there 
was no typical home environment* : The problems which confsront 
the .cerebral palsied or their- parents : likewise : vary enormously* 
Cerebral palsy can mean so many things, from hardly .noticeable 
disability to complete helpleeeneaa, fi'om. above average ability 
to gross mental deficiency, fycm emotional atablllty to maladjuet" 
mentÿ dnd from cù̂ q̂ lete independence to total care* Therefore 
families do not; have the same worries and \ indeed, their problems 
have frequently little in common* r One family-has very mich the 
ordinary difficulties of the upbringing of the normâî child and 
another the problems of having à grossly defective' mmber#*'
; ' Nor must it be assumed that havi%% a handicapped child 

-was always the major faaiily problem^ or even- alimye considered 
a very Important one# All the other problem of living, 
boreavemônt, Illness, family tensions, occupatlonol reversals 
and sucqesses, strains ,m%d stresses mre occurring m d  often 
eclipsing the handicap temporarily or even permanently*'

To make them meaningful thé problems of cerebral palsy : 
must be considered in the content of their life setting* Sams 
excerpts from case studies will illustrate the point, 'In one
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instance the mother of the family was a long-tezm patient in a 
T.Bo hospital lAile the father was receiving constant medical 
attention for ulcere* Their only child was at the time of 
etudy tempoiwily in residential care* Her cerebral palsy %^s 
mild, and both for the child and her parents, one of the less 
serious of their current problems. The handicap perhaps 
altered the problems slightly but the upset caused by it in 
the family life was negligible as compared with the results of 
the âiother̂ s Illness, At least one mother knew that she had 
cancer and all her problems, even that of her cerebral palsied 
child, had talten on a new perspective in the light of this 
Imowledge, two homes fathers were dying; the problem of 
cerebral palsy would remain, but it would not be the same 
problem for a xwiowad mother, Whether worlting or in economic 
Straits, as for a married woman who devoted herself full time 
to home and family. Already in both these cases the problem had 
altered and immediate grave worries had supplanted those of long 
standing. One mother, and more than one father had deserted the 
faatiily leaving endless difficulties In train* There were a fetv 
oases where the main problem was too many cMldren, in which case 
there was either general ne^eot, or the mother, in a conti&mal 
effort to maintain standards, was herself straimd beyond 
measure* One such family at the time of survey visiting included 
three children under four yeai's of age* Another mother had as



her chief problem not only the oynical attitude ̂ of her huoband 
to the handicapped child (who lÿao' institution qa§e) but his 
attitude to all the children*.. It.wae such that @he deemed it 
imeafe to leave, them^on«^,i^th Mm*

The presence, of other h^dic;apped children in the home was 
not, coRimon but it did occm\ On^ case of bllndneee was found 
among the siblings of, the cerebral paleied # d  in several 
others tWre were oases of mental handicap or opileptie fits*
There was also a oorebral palsied child with a elub̂ f̂opted twin 
and one instance of cérébral palsy occurring tivice in the same 
family., A similar experience of only cncp finding two cerebral, 
palsied children; in a family is reported by Asher and Sohonell (IB), 

Several mothers when asked about their worries over the 
cerebral palsied member of their family at once turned to other 
problems, One discoursed at length upon financial difficulties 
W%ich were the main household probleâî  another, who had just 
received notice to quit the home, tallced of little else. The 
information was volunteered by one mother that she was far more 
worried about her non^^handicapped son in the forces overseas 
thsB her handicapped one at home* Those fathers irAio were 
clironically unea^loyed and refused to work caused amdety end 
despair in the family which Inciuded a handicapped child as in 

other.
I0 st the foregoing catalogue should lead to the conclusion



thàt thé cérébral ' pàlAled hâd ât loàst tragèdy là éamôh, it 
must be emphasised that thèse families like any: others had 
their joys as well as thelr sorrows and oomé, 'though not perhaps 
manÿ) were very Wppy families* Previous work in the field of 
Child Guidanoe has led the writer to the ̂ lief that the aooepted 
norm of family life of a oomfoi%ablG home %ijith ti'jo loving parento, 
healthy^ happy ohlldren, and a serene atmoe%)her@ is less eornion 
than popularly imagined and does not often persiet imintemmptedly 
throughout ai%r one cliildhood*

Thus the problems of oerehraï. paléy could not be considered 
in isolation, since they did not occur in isolation but became 
meaningful only in the light of the part they played in human 
living. Psychology has no problems divorced from people, and 
its contribution to oei^bral palsy is to place the emphabis on the 
person, idiether prefixed by handicapped, or cerebral palsied, or 
any other qualifying to%%* '
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Sâasâ’a ü ü E
The preceding chapters have demonstrated the tremendous 

range which exists among &he cerebral palsied* The physical 
handicap varies in extent, severity and accompanying 
disabilities ; the full range of Intelligenoe froîu idiocy 
to superior abillity was found among them; extreme valuation 
in emotional stability also ocourred. Such differences had 
been reinforced and exaggerated by equally great valuations 
in the home and its attitude to handicap*

Because of such differences the cerebral palsied cannot 
be considered to form a single educational group* Their needs 
vary and it is necessary to divide them into broad categories 
on the basis of these needs* Apart altogether from physical 
handicap many of the cerebral' palsied can be classified with 
other■ categories recognised for educational purposes*

toed-aüHa
The first of these broad categories is the ineducable, 

whose needs are not for formal school work at all* Persons in 
this group are to be found in institutions or at home with 
their families* Even the ineducable do not constitute a sin^e 
group, but require sub-division into those who are incapable of
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training, .and thoeo vdio .are trainable*,. ' Ĵ üony of thoee jn the 
former group ore al̂ noet eompletely dependent and have to b@ 
fed and washed* They are without epeeoh, unreeponelve and 
unable even to play* The tralnablG, on the other hand, are. , , ' ' : -, r- ' . * . . . , . ' , f / - ;

capable of aohlevlng some degree of eelf^care under. Güpervlalônp 
of taking some Internet In the world around, and of participating 
in eimple routine aqtlvitlee# There were 61 caeea in the 
psyohologicàl study, who, on the basis of their mental grade, 
mre considered Inedudablê) 32 of thesd being within the school 
agè range* Thd 61 t'jere placed ae shorn in Table 101*'

TASm 101 '
PMCmaOFTHE imSDUOABm GEmBRAh PAÎ IBD '

1 . ' 2 3 " • ■ 4 5
Placing Ihetitution : Home : Other' : Total
Humber 2& 28 . . '.'is; ; m  -

"Other" included home placing i^th oGcup6tl6n Cêhtré training, as 
Weil ae residential nursery provision or long-term placing in a 
convalescent hwe* Altogether 'thez'ê Wré 22 'casés in institutions 
the 22nd child having been placed there largely bn grbdnde of 
home cruelty* This moans that "just oVer 30^ of thbse Wio were 
of suitable grade had been admitted to ihstitutibns®

Whether or not a person of suitable mental gradé enters a 
mental deficiency inetitution depends upon many factors, not 
least, on what is described in the Stationery Office publication
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Deficiency in Scotland" (1) ae "the extreme shortage of 
- iWetitutlonal accommodation for niental defeotivea^ in Sootlahd^" 
The same Toport. stateo* "Because of this lack Of sufficient 
accommodation,' màny. defectives -of ̂all-ages are living the
community under conditions which ifjmpose a burden^ draining the ^

. : ; . , : ' ' - - ' :' ' : ' =: -
energies of parents or relatives with little or no real benefit 
accruing to-tW patienté»" , ... , < , > .

For .parents, if the/otiild remains at home^ the: demands pf 
care vary aooording' to the. de^ee of dbfioiency and resulting \ 
dependency* For the 1̂ profoundly defective', ; largely : 
pr*ysicai care is required# Oare for the less severely hahdj.*̂  
capped is to be thou^t of in te):%i8 of training and of adequate 
supervision ' in social situations * both cases the problems
increaséit-vith age*.-  ̂ .'.t;. <

tVhere thé child is so unresponsive as to be miable to give 
pleasure to anyone, and so defective as scarcely to' réooignise 
his otvn pak̂ entsg it is unfortunate if thé life of one normal; 
mother' is devoted to the life of one abnormal child*; Sucli a : 
ratio of normal to abnormal is too liigh and can be reduced by 
institutional care* '

For the trainable cliild tho desirability of institutional 
oai'G is less obvious* Here thé attitude of the parents is à 
crucial consideration* Gome are unable, because of thq care 
involved, or because of the domestic situation, to lœep such a
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child a t home* Others are imwlllimg, feeling It a burden, or 

resenting ̂ the 'lim ita tio n s  imposed-'on the ' family » Yet’ other 
parents are both able and'willing'‘to ' keep ̂ a'sevcreiy sub-normal 
child’’at home' and are also able- to adjust themselves’ to such a 
situation* In such cas'es there is . much- to be said in favour of 
parents' devoting such years’ as they can to  their- handicapped 
child* ' • ■ • ; ! ' ' ' - ‘ ' - ' - - - -

• ' Espocially' is  tliis  true at a - timélAon the im portant work 

of the mental deficiency institutions,is only slowly being- 
recognised® According to  the GuiXlebaiid Report (2) dealing  

liith  thé cost of the Health iService, "The mental and mental 
deficiency hospitals ivliioh cared for over 40^ o f the in -p a tien ts  

absorbed' onl,y 20% of the cost of the Hospitals and little more 
than’10% of the cost to  public-fmds of the N ational Health ' 

Service»" ‘ A further-dist.motion between the' expehditure on 

mental hospitals and mental deficiency institutions would also 
have been interesting» The effects of such à s itu a tio n  are 

detailed in the report on "Mental Deficiency in Soobis,nd" (3)®
In particular they include shortage of staff and inadequate' 
training facilities, features which impede progress considei'ably* 
Therefore, though a gjreat deal is being done to break away from 
the 6ne»-time ’ deadening atmosphere ' of institutions, institutional 
life can still be very lacdclng in stimulation» The child himself 
would often be much happier in a good homo where his .disabilitios



are acoepted* It should bo omphasleed, howaver, that tills lo 
Intended to apply only in rospoot of the trainable chlldp

For many parents the deeision whether or not their child 
should enter an institution ie most difficult# Although ocmie 
feel that an institution is the only possible aolution and 
accept it, and eome even urge euch placing, others never 
cease to grieve# Pew parents can have a child admitted to an 
institution and forget# The fact of having a handicapped 
child, like other profound eaqperiences, alters their lives and 
their attitudes* When vi.sit6d, 14 homes eapressed themselves 
as satisfied with institution placing but five iwe still 
worried and unsure# T&ié remaining tvm cases had no homes*

Parents varied in the frequency of their visits to c&iildren 
in institutions as Table 102 shows#

. T A B I E 1 0 2

iwaTiTUTioH O A œ

. 1 a ■ 3 - ' 4 -6
Visiting Regular Some Visits/ 

one parent
■ Hone Ho parents Total

Humber 1̂ ^ ' 3 • ■ ■ '12 ' ' 2 21

Only two. institution cases had no visiting# In one of these-the 
difficulties qf travelling, and of à household with several young 
children, would have accounted very adequately for very infrequent 
visiting. Yet in view of the way in which some parents triumphed 
over all difficulties, long expensive journeys and poor
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oonwçtlow on. country bus services,- it can hardly account for 
no visiting at aHo The second fomi]^ simply did not bother,

To 8(%ns of the more defective children visiting meant 
nothing. They neither recognised their paroits, nor had any 
use for the toysy etC4 they brought^ .Hoi-fever, for those able 
to respond and especially those Wio could talk to their p^ents 
and pay. an occasional visit home, the home and family could 
remln/of tremendous «importance# For parents, - visiting in jnost 
.oases, seexQsd a solace* The very fact that the majority attached 
so much importance to ,it̂  and appeared every visiting day, shm̂ ied 
its value to them* .

I t i S K i a  a£ Sm s
\ /  ; ; ; ^ - ' - % .  ̂ - '. . - ' '

All persons in this ineducable group were severely handicapped 
mentally with I.Qs* imder $0. They differed, hoiiaver, in degree 
of disability, in adjustment, and in age, as is shown in Tables 
103*109* To enable cOD%3ari8on to be made results are given
separately for institutional and non^^institutional cases*

... % . ' ' y ' . ' ' - V -
TABIE 103

DISABILITY OP TIB WDÜOABLR (mSBRAL PALSIED

Gases
,Cases outside 
Institutions
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Thus those in the group are more' variable in disability than in 
Intelligence but severe disability Is markedly preponderant, A 
more even distribution is given by the figures for adjustment 

as Table 1.04 shows*
TABUa 104

AnJUSTmm? OF T m  IMEDUCABLIS (mSiSRAL PAL3BD

1 ■ 2 3 4 3
Adjustment Good Poor Mot Total
Bating Applicable

Institution .
Oasos ' 1:1 10 Zl
Oases outside
Institutions 14 23 ' 3 ,•

40
Total 29 33 3 61 '

These figures. demons tr&ite. two pointe § first, that more of the 
inedueab,le are rated as poorly adjusted than wall adjusted, and, 
secondly, that neither the institution nor non^institutlon oases 
have 61 monopoly, of good or poor adjustment,. In fact there, seemed 
some tendenoy for .the ineducable inside Institutions to be rated 
as better adjusted than those outside* Sine© the rating depended 
in part on the reports of .others this finding might simply mean 
that attendants were more prono than parents to prosent such 
cases as better adjusted. The criteria of good adjustment for 
on ineducable child require some explahation# They varied 

considerablŷ  , For the more .defective they signified that the 
child was habitimlly good-natured, a.nd that irrespective ..of ,
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hlâ dëgrod of dopondoAcy, he was amiiàble 'to' handling '̂ md was
-designated a good patients-'Of those cbnsidërèd tî ainabie-ĝ more
was demanded*' -Beéidee good liathre and oàGo'ôf inanagamont^ gome
interest^ and, desire to paytioiÿâte' in .the aetlvitioe of others
.woe neqeaeary*.  ̂ . . . =

The age dletriWtlon is ehom. in Table 105, -
TABmi05 : '

' ' . 'AQB DISTRIBUTE OF TH2
INBDUOABm (BREBRAh FALSIBD

. - 2 3 h _ , :  ̂ ; . 6
Age Group pre**8ohool 5-10 11~15/16 Post^Sohopl Total
Institution 
.Oases ci» ' . y ■ ' : ' a ' ' j) ' ' ' ' ' 21
Oases outside 
Institutions 13 ' '. ÿ ' ■ 9 ' '11' - 40

Total 14 14 17 3k6 61

On3y one of the ohildi'en under eohool âge wae ln an Inetltntion^ 
but it seemed likely that oome others would later be transferred 
to Inatitutional cere* Ybt oonslderation of the age of admiooion 
of the 21 cases already in such oarO) shows that more than half 
ivere admitted at five years of age or less* Age on admission is 
shown Table 106.

TABm 106 .
. - AGE ON ADmSSION TO INBTIPUTIOmh CARE.

' 1, ‘ ■ . B .3. ■Jy 3 ^ 6 . ....7 . , a
Age/yrse 3 k '?■ 6-1Ô 11^15 Over 15 Total
No» of Admissions = ,6 . 2; J:. -. 6 . 0 , - ! 21
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The fact that a fair proportion wore admitted before reaohixig 
oohool age is an intoreatliig finding in view of the criticism 
of the assessment of intelligonce In the vory young child,

liMle the orlteria used at present for admission to mental 
dofloionoy Inotitntions are predominantly eooiai^ all of those in 
the Ineducable group might be considered suitable for such placing 
on intellectual grounds* Not all lAiere trainable however, ihi the 
Dundee study 29 vjore considered incapable of receiving training, 
and 32 held to be t%!tainable*

Those within institutions Who were able, were encouraged to 
be as independent as possible ** Some received additional training* 
Two had been admitted at over tén years of age and had received 
some schooling prior to admission, and three more iM3re in 
attendance at the occupation centre run within the institution. 
Though all of these were ineducable, one who had been given 
instruction in the institution, had a somewhat surprising 
attainment in word recog&iition, well above his. mental level*
It was, however, a superficial skill, in tlmt comprehension ims 
laclcing* .

Of those outside institutions, 13 were under school age, 
but only seven of the remaining 2? were being given m%y fonn of 
"training# All of these were within the school age range* Their 
training took various forms * For instance, two were in attendance
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at the ordinary sohool, three more at occupation contrbs^ à
sÜKbh was given home tuition, and the 'rmWnlng. one had teCn
admitted to & residential school for the handicapped* ■ ' ",

All ]D)Aio had erne form of daily routine to fill their lives
were In a fortunate position compared with those without* The   . . - ' . - : % . - '. ; . ' ' ' - ' '. - - , \
fact tWt 80 few of those In the trainable category (six out of 
the 23 of school age or above) were receiving occupation centre 
training, demonstrates the need for greatly incr@nsed provision 
of this type*

Whatever* placing is made, the Ineducable cerebral p^sled
. , Ï .

person will live under sheltered conditions which will preclude 
ordinary education, employment or social life*

The eduoable cerebral palsied comprise several groups with 
different educational needs# The factors which will largely "■ 
determine provision for the: first three of these groups are 
mental handicap and the sensory defects of bliitdiiase" and deafness, 
rather than cerebral palsy itself* *

M â m m à

In the Dundee study such children, with the additional 
handicap of cerebral palsy, were to be found in the ordinary 
schools, in special classes, and in special schools for the 
mentally hmidicapped. They form a group difficult to cater for,
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oducational3y or vooatlonallyo Praetloal work io gonorally
emphasised la the cmTiciiLim for the mentally handicapped but
xdiere there io'memual impairment dlfflouXties arise» The
simple routine jobs’ vdiich absorb so many of tho mentally
handicapped generally demand physical strength or manual
d@]cterlty beyond that possessed by most cérébral palsied
persons» Of the 27 of school ago in this category were
under seven years of age and x-mro not mature enough for formal , , . . / ' , ' . ' \ ; , ' ' . - / ' - / ' ' - ! '
education»

Gérebràl. Palsied Ohildrén vjlth Deafhess or Blindness ' ‘
■ ' ' Eye defects were quite common oàAong the -group, hearing lose
less so, but the children who required to be educated as deaf, 
portially^slghted or blind, were few* The deaf and partially 
sighted in the area could find provision in Dundee, but the 
nearest school for the blind is in Edinburg* Of the 133 of 
school ago, three were being educated as partially sighted, one 
as blind, and one as deafo It was unfortunate that,two of theso 
five would more properly have been classified as mentaUy 
handicapped and near the borderline of ineducability* The fact 
that they wore graded as they were, shows the tendency for 
children always to be given the benefit of any doubt.

For each of the groups mentioned above, quite irrespective 
of, the physical handicap, special educational methods are 
required* The mentally handicapped need the restricted



ourrloulWp' the almmr pace, .the different emphagis, while the 
spéolel tèohniquea of braille' and .llp̂ r̂eadlng are heeded for the
blind and deaf.o&

M § M  s£

For those, of normal Intelligence and without aeheory defect 
of a severity demanding a speolai form of education, the ODcbent 
of the pbysloàl handicap plays a: greater part in» determining . 
sültabié provision» The hi^ier the intelllgenoe, the milder the 
physical handicap, and the more stable the.person, the_better 
is he likely to counteract the èiffiçuities which may arise from 
the handicap (such as anomalies of perception) and to tacldLe the
problems which face a handicapped person in an ordinary school*

' ' ; ' ' ' ' : ' ' . /  ' - ' ' 'A duller or less stable pupil, despite a milder physical handicap,
might need the extra protection of the special schobi environment*
It la extremely important that school life should nialce demands on
the cerebral palsied child as on any other, so that by M s  efforts
he may grow* Since half of the cerebral palsied within the normal
range of intelligence are also duH, it is also necessary to guard
against demanding so much that the child becomes lost and
accumulates backwardness* Excessive demands can be crushing* It
is not easy to strike the proper balance*

lu sdme cases, thoUgli hot perhaps many, the physical handicap
will be the determining factor# Some • children cannot be educated
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in the ordinary school because an ordinary school geared to the 
priimry task of education,, cannot- be expected to cope ivith them 
ivithont detriment to the normal stream of pupils# A few children 
in chaire %<ere found attending ordinary schools in country 
With cp^pperation between home and school such attendance vjaa 
possible» Normally, hovjover, attendance at the ordinary school 
can only be considered for those who- are reasonably independent#
A child'i4io Cannot walk, or one w&io cannot tallCy lilce the child 
who cannot be taught to i-vritOĵ  ̂has no place in azi,ordinary echool» 
Neither has the child talce s . frequent and severe epileptic 
fits* Such children have no place in the ordinary school 
because the purpose of the school is education, and the means 
are class or group teaching». Severely handicapped children 
require attention not possible under this system#

It is frequently argued that not even the less severely 
disabled have a place in the ordinary school, not bscauso of 
their own difficulties, or the difficulties for the school, but 
because of the of their presence on the normal child.
There is point in the argument, yet it is difficult to sympathise 
with it# If the handicapped child can bear his disability surely 
the normal person pan suffer it also# The development of a 
helpful attitude toivards handicap may even be regaû ded as part 
of the training of the normal child ih facing up to the. realities 
of the world in wMch'he liveso It is 'jjcstructivb to see how well



'ohüdren in- clashes for' the p%slo6liy àodépt 'each
other ' 3 difficulties ̂ and hovj casually they reaot even to ' ’ ’ ' ■ 
êpileptic fits* For some reason none has da#iOLed at bhlldreh 
with weak hearts and epileptics Wing edWated in the saihe elaGO, 
both as pliysioaHy handicapped childreh/ yet mànÿ hekre objected 
to noimial childz'en being educated with epHeptics or the cerebral 
jp;al.8jL0d* ' - '' - ' ' "' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '

' The cerebral pàleied hove diffèrent educational needs and 
the appropi'iato techniques and methods will be factOra of oiirer̂  
riding iof ôrtance for the groups already cbnsideredg the mentally 
handicapped^ the pai'tially sighted and blind, and the deaf#
Those of normal intelligence and without densory handicap need 
fairly normal Wthode of teaching but provision can oiily be 
determined in the light ̂ df their own edueatiônâl needs and those 
of normal children# ' 3h othbr wbrds the question of the education 
of the handicappedÿ or of any particular ^oup' 6f thêm^ cannot 
be Considered in isolation but in relation to educational ' 
questions as a whole# ' ' ' '

Recognition of the educational needs of children is so 
firmly entrenched that the right to education has been written 
in to the Declaration of Human. Rî yts® This, right has long, been 
accepted in this country and recently the ideal, has. been couched, 
in the now fmoiliar phrase of "education aooordihS to age, ability



and aptitude*" Evidenos qf liweasing conQern over the educàtidn 
of:the handicapped is to be found in the numbers of special- . 
Schools already, established^ in. the fmther provisions recoimend^ 
ed by the Advisory Oouncil's cornprehensive series of %*eports .on 
haiidlcapped Children; and jii the duty laid on the local education 
authorities of ascertaining handicapped children in: their, areas# 
The four ■ cities and the larger counties of Scotland have theii* 
own special schools for physically and mentally handicapped 
children# The first residential schbôl in' Scotland exclusively 
for cerebral palsied : children, established in Edinburgh in 1948  ̂
was 'not a direct outgrowth of the educational system at all, 
although it has had support, financial and otherwise, from t W  
local authority* A second school for the cerebral palsied has 
since been set up on ■ similar lines* Glasgow and Lanarkshire 
are at present the only Scottish local authorities to have 
established their Own special units for the cerebral palsied.

The different educational needs of the cerebral palsied 
have already been pointed out* The mentally handicapped and 
those with sensory defect require educational methods adapted 
to mental handicap and sensory defect rather than to cerebral 
palsy, but, even where no such additional disability ê cists, , 
different answers have'feeen given to the question of-catering 
for the cerebral palsied child. One of the most interesting 
aspects of the educational problem for. such children ie where they
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should be eduoated*
, . . The general, tendency has been ;bo advocate more, and more 
special, provision,, and many parents and parents? ;assoclationo 
accept the idea of a special=school for,spastics .as. undoubtedly 
an, imniitigated .good, . The Imowlodgoable in the .field, particularly 
in.the educational field, are more hesitant and. the question 
requires some, consideration*

For the educable cerebral palsied child, W.thout sensory 
defect, and'with normal intelligence, there appear at present 
four possibilitieso These are, first education at an ordinary 
school, secondly, education at a school for the physically 
handicapped, thirdly, education at a school for the cerebral 
palsied and, finally, special education at a residential school 
for either of the last two categories* Each has certain , 
a d v a n t a g e s * .   ,

D m  Ordln^ âsteA
Education at the ordinary school brings the cerebra], palsied 

child into contact and competition with his non-handicapped 
fellows* It provides a foretaste of mixing with them on a level 
footing* In short, it is an introduction to normal society in 
which, if his handicaps are mild g he will live and work# In 
such an atmosphere the child may well be aware of being different 
and will learn the consequences of this* By association with 
handicapped children, the non-hand:lcapped have also much that
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can ba learnt In help and :ln acceptance.

D m  â s a a i û  âsfeaal

The main advantage of the special school is that, where 
handicap is the common lot, it counts for less* In such an 
atmosphere the physically handicapped child attracts neither 
curiosity nor pity# He is not different from his follows.
With the smaller, numbers of a special school class ho is more 
easily catered for and can proceed at his own pace without 
having to keep in step with a group* Once outside school, 
however, he is again different and the difference is tinder- 
written by his school segregation* Within the school, he enjoys 
protection against the harsher treatment of society* If life 
will always be sheltered, good and well, but if, later, he is 
thrust back into normal society to earn a living in competition 
with normal, people he may find the situation more difficult*
This point is frequently overlooked and there are many who see 
onlly advantages in the special school® Tisard (4) expresses the 
belief that the cerebral palsied are generally happier in the 
company of handicapped ehi3,dren and Elder field (5) thWcs that 
cerebral palsŷ  since it demands so much specialist treatment, 
initially precludes successful mixing of cerebral palsied and 
normal children, though it may later become feasible » Neither 
of these writers produces any evidence to uphold his opinions* 
Strauss (6) rather stresses the advantages the special school
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can give 1% nqn^Gompetitlve éducation: at the child?8 own pace#
.Wilson ,(7) .at à recent: conference .on cerebral palsy stated, th^t 
the cerebral paisled w@re better segregated in order to avoid
hurtful comment, and pointed out that there was plenty of .

- . . . ' - i , - : . / ' : - . ' ' . - ; ' \ . '.V ' '
opportunity to mix %)dth nor%nal chl3,dren outside school, 
.forgetting that this -.would also provide an opportunity for . 
hurtful comment# . . .

The special school .has advantages and disadvantages,:'û ilch 
may be,summed up as' follows# On the positive side it may be 
claimed that the special school is in a better position to cater 
for specialised treatment of a medical nature; that it can 
provide a special environment in which^the handicapped can. be 
more independent; that as, regards education it can allow of

' i ' \ I '
. smaller classes vâiich make. individual work a possibility| that 
handicap is better understood; and finally that, in such an 
atmosphere, a sense of inferiority does not develop»: Against 
this can be set ,the following disadvantages; that handicapped 
children show so much variety in type and degree that, they have 
little in,common; that special schools fail to provide contact 
ivith the normal; and that they result in the more mildly 
handicapped child being over-protected, thus emphasising his , 
inferiority# , . . .

a s  S m s M  âaüaa fÆ'fe. Smteal Matsâ •
The special school set apart for the cerebral palsied Is a
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further development of the special school for the pliyoioolly 
handicapped In general# As such, it has all the advantages of 
the . special school plus a. few more* Besides providing =an 
atmosphere which discounts handicap and allowing individual, 
tuition, the school may be in the position to supply medical 
treatment in the form of physiotherapy and occupational thei’apy 
of a more intensive and highly specialised kind than is possible 
in= the general school for the handicapped* It may also provide 
ingenious apparatus which can be of.special aid to the cerebral 
palsied# Because of these facilities the school for the qoirebral 
palsied can. cater for children so heavily handicapped as to be 
unable to attend a school of any other type* (Jnl.ike education 
for the blind and deaf, however, teaching has no special tech
niques applloablG to the majority of the physically handicapped 
or oerobrel palsied» Strauss and Lshtinen (B)/ in describing ways 
of cutting doi# distractions for the brain-injured ciiild 
undergoing schooling, have made some approach to the question* 

then, and if, a special teaching method of •circumventing 
the handicap of cerebral palsy is evolved, and, for so diversified 
a handicap it is perhaps unlikely, schools specifically set apart 
for them might be needed * Even then it. should, not be forgotten 
that, with the deaf for example., the importance of contact with 
the normal clrlld is now being more and more stressed* The deaf 
child will, not live in a deaf society any more than the .cerebral 
-paî.sled w13;L live in a spastic one* It is for this reason that



a ciî oùlar on "The Education of %ndioapped Pupile" (9) Isaued 
by- the Scottish Education Department commenda ' the' Advisory 
Gpimcil?s ouggeotion that pai'tially deaf children (rated ae 
grade ZZB) shoizld, ivhere appropriate ̂ be returned to ordinary 
classes# As part of this same trend of thought the Glrcular 
oontiimess .

The Secretary of State i$ not prepared, @,t present, to 
accept the recommendations relating to the provision, location 
and structure of residential schools for 133 deaf children since, 
apm^t fi'om the difficulties of building, he is not convinced 
that the degree of segregation involved is desirable, and he 
considers that these children should, as a general rule, be 
associated as closely as possible with the hearing world*
There is in fact a movement towards less segi'egation in several
types of handicap Wiich have received more study than cerebral
palsy# ; =

Residential schools have very obvious advantages where ' the 
home is unsatisfactory * Apart from this they have the advantages 
of m%y special school in having smaller classes and a different
attitude to handicap, and the disadvantages of a very sheltered

' ' \
environment* They eliminate the difficulties of trmisport, 
administration is easy, but costs are hi^* The ratio of pupils 
to staff is very low and this more than anything else malces 
residential special education most ezipensivo.

An important, but less obvious consideration is that cereWal 

palsy, especially in relatively severe cases which would normally
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call for residential sohoollng^ Is very mioh a family problem*
It is not enough for the child himself to adjust his thinking 
and living* Tlie fmaily mist do so too# Several years of 
sepai'âtion for residential schooling draw child and parents 
dpart, despite holidays spent together* For the normal' child 
this may be of no great significanoe* Mors likely will it be 
part of a continuous process of attaining independenoev In 
the Dundee study the majority of the coi'ebral palsied with a 
high degree of handicap have not found employments dfly four 
of the 15 employed had been àasig^W, "as a resMt of médical 
examination, to the category of moderate cerebral palsy. ). All 
thé rest were ophsidered mildly affeoted* Where residential 
schooling is to be succeeded by a life at home, a considérable 
adjustment is required both m  the part of the handicapped 
person and his family* Educational provision should Wso; account 
not only of the present but also of'the probable future of tho 
{didLld. ' ' ' ' ; ' ' ' ' - ' ' !' _ ' - - - ̂ ' ' !

Moreover the handicapped personas IWitations tend to 
become more apparent as hè grows Up and it is doubtful whether 
it is wise to return a cerebral palsied person to his home at 
age 15 or 16 at a time which in so many i^s, is thé difficult 
stage of adolescence» If a good relationship has bÿ then been 
established %thiii the family i,hich has a realistio appreciation 
of thé handicap, adolescence may be one of the better times for



thé handicapped person to: leave home ton^orerlly In prder to t 
* secure-training* #>re\than others, the person éi^fêrl%)g from 
- handicap noode hla faaMly to aharq. liis'difficulties and to,
' strengthen him in, facing his special, problems*. , % \  ̂ .
= : *' '^Residential provision is ̂ of course desirable oi*t even necessary 
; :in some oir'cumstanoes, = IVhere theUiome la quité^imauiltabl^ it ie 
eeee%itlal ;for the oerebral palsied child as, fco? any othpr̂ ,, It 
may also bé essential. Wiere. the home is isolated, Sohohell (10) 
has, pointed outhowever, that in Australia^ .ivhere residential 
schooling is not favoured fort thê  cerebral palsied, two piethpds:

' ̂ are used to oirdumvent. it»: Children: & e  transported much . : 
greater distances to school, dr^ alternatively, siay be temporarily 
resident^ living in a hostel scmetimes acoo%>anied by. the- parent 
\ahd attending school for a. period of t-jeeks,: with olternatd^ng 

, spells at school and at hoRie* , v - . : . . % ' , . - ; . . , \ . .

ïte B W m

Educational Needs . '  ̂  ̂ ^ ^# •eîÿàrîrafc'îCT̂ï/j.ft.jsa '

the survey w e a  the cerebral.: palsied of -schopl âge may be 

grouped, fi3.̂ 8t of 6̂ 13,,'into broad categories ̂ according to(éducâ  ̂

tional needs* The results of such grouping are .shoim In Table Î07, 

-on* the following page# In 63 outt of the 133 cases the cerebri 

palsied readily group - themselves >ln respect <of. their educational 

needs with other categories:of the handicapped* For the majority



of oàsGS the neodo appropriate to one of the catégorlos In 

table' 10? 3J%Q)ly epoolflo educational methods ând therefore: 
ôver̂ -rldê 'the needs eupèrImposed by the pliysloal handicap of 

cerebral palsy* :

TABLE 107 ' : : -
' EDUOATIOmh OM88IFI0AT1ON

Ôategorÿ Zheduc;̂
able

Train*'
able

Ediicable
j&ntally
HandicaDDCd

Blind Deàf Normal Tbtai

Number 21 11 27 3 I 70 133

% t  it is obvious that the blind or the doaf 'cerebral palsied ere 
too tiny a group tb be catered for by themeelves even if this 
were desirable# The same may be said for thé mentally' handicapped 
imeii it is remembered that the 27 bases fouiid during the survey 
ranged from five to 16 years' of age and wore drawn from ;an area 
covering three counties* Instead the great need seems to be for 
adequate provisiqn for the various categories of handicap which 
demand special educational methods# The cerebral palsied could 
then be fitted in along ivith the most suj,table groups* It is 
doubtful if there would be much argument about the appropriate ' 
educational provision for these 63 childi'en* Generally it is 
accepted that, as Phelps (11) has said, mental hàî dicàp takes 
precedence over crippling so for as education is concerned* 
Shnilariy the prior claims of sensory handicap are recognised#
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It' is the ,7 .0 caees who require as noirnsO. au- education as possible 
x̂ hoDO - schooling would he most likelj to be In (dispute* ' Some 
believe that-as-manj as possible should be given sipecial education 
and- otl'iers' that as many as possible should be catered for in the 
ordinary schools Sub-division > of these 70 cases according to 
disability index a n d - i s  helpful and is shown in Table 101 g

STdÆB log
DISABILITY A #  I.Q* OF SCHOOL AGS GHILDIZBH - .

OP NORMAL mTPLLmmCE AND WITHOUT SENSORY HANDICAP

1 ' ’ £ 3 4. 5 6

I.Q. 130<. 1 2 W 1 0 3.09“̂9D 89-70 Total
Index 0 3 9 la 13 , 43. £ " a ■ ‘ ' !i 17

a 1 6 , 7
' ' ' ' 3' -- \ cisi ' '1' ■ =: - . 'Vp. - .

Total' 3 ' 11 ' 29 70

Tifo pointa are clears first̂  that a high proportion in tirls group 
are in the category of mildest physical handicap; \ and, secondly  ̂
that there is a very small representation of those with a 
disability index above 1# iOl, those with a disability index 
of On since they are also of normal intqlllgenco, must be 
considered as potentially employable@ 8 0 , too, must those of
index 1 who are above average, in intGHigence* This rnsikes a 
total of 47 out of the 70 for whom̂  if possible, education in 
the ordinary school would bo advocated on the ground. that they, 
are going to be expected to live as far as possible a normal llfOa



To fit them for it thoj id.3T.hmre to ad,just, thsraselve.s • to the , 
attitudes of. others. rather thoii. be proteoted from aTl hurts *
At the. same thus they m^st = achieve the highoet'etaaidaxd of . 
education possible to offset theii* disability* The remaining . 
23 cases arâ  broadly spaalcing; the ones most lilcely to requiire 
special education as physieaTly handicapped children* It ivill . 
be noted that the majority of these cases aî e intellectually 
ditLl ivhlch is one of the reasons ivhy a more sheltered environment 
might be necessary* It is quite probable that it will also be 
necessary at the later stage of employment*

E W & W m A  Qâslûs
At the time of the psychologieal study there Mere 1.6 cerehual 

pal.sied children in institutions and 17 more at home* Thus TOO 
of the 133 cases of school ago ware receiving schooling or some 
other for«i of educational training* Their placing is shown in 
Table 109»

TABLE 109 
BDUGATI03)(AL PLACma 

1 2 ,3 A

Area
Os'dinary School special School

Total
PriiJK
ary

Senior 
Second 
ary,

Board-
ing.

Adjust*"
iuent
Class

P*H* M*H* b*G* Other Resid
ential

Dundee 15 9 ' B . 6 •■. = ■’■■3' ■,,.:l . 44
Angus 20 k 2 1 . 1= 2Ü
Pei'th ■ 22 ■ 1 • -T •V-» • \ **=*’ ■ ■ ■ ': 1 ■ .3 ' 28
Totki 37 ■'■5 3 ‘ i " 9 .3' 6 7 ' 4" 100
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The. category marked : Included, tbrëo ch ild ren 'attend ing  a

3%ht^eavlng- ephool) and. one a: school' fo r the =deaf* i'A ll were 

day pupHo, ' I t  also Included three others receiving  home 

tu itio n  arranged by the lo c a l education .authority»- In  Angus. . .

and Perthshire i t  w ill -be seen th a t, "vd-th a few .exceptions) .) /  

there Is  one general type o f provision :fo r the cerebral palsied  

and th a t ie  attendance a t the ordinary school g though perhaps in  

an adjustment class* 3h Dundee,/on-the other hand, nearly double 

the number attending the ordinary school (29 as against 1$) have 

special éducation* A vailab le provision in  - Dundee includes 

fa c ilit ie s  fo r education as a p hysica lly  or menta].ly handicapped 

p u p il,, occupation centre tra in in g , and schodlihg fo r the deaf and 

p a rtia lly  slg lited* Because o f th is  v a rie ty  in  p%'ovision i t  might 

be th o u ^ t possible to  include more cerebral palsied ch ildren  

W ithin, the educational system in  Dundee* ? fe t th is  is  hard ly th e '. 

case* Figures showing the p lac iiig  o f a l l  school.'.age ch ildren  are 

given in  Table 110» - . = : % .

- . ' TABm 1:1.0. ' . ... ; ,  ' ' . ,,,

' ' PMGmG OF:AIl! OF;Tm \ .
Om^B%iL.PAiaiBD.OP:8mOOLAGB,\

"/V.. . . .  ̂.4 ,, ■ . ■ 4  , . • ' 5 ..
Area. Ordinary Special fcstltution Total

j^hocl Schooling ,
Dundee , 1 i: . - 29.' : / '4 ! 6, . , 5 6 ■;
Angus ,. m .. .1 , 3* S, . . 5 - . - 3 6  ..
'Forth; - i : 24 , , . ; ; .4 ., ■ , . - K ,  . 7. . :: .,'6 ' '. . " : 4 1  r
All. Areas ' ' . . 66 . y ' 34'. ' ' , \ 1 6  ': ' .'I? \ , ■:133- ■'
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or : the 17 children of ; school ago remaining. at vhomo, six wore 
under seven years ;of ago,, seven more were rineducable, ; but the ̂ 
remaining four.wore probably trainable*■ ■ Throe of these four' 
wore county, cases* • Quite a few children who properly belonged 
to the ineducable category attended school or received homo 
tuition, and ,for all educa.ble children ready for schooling some 
educational .provision had been made**. This provision vms often 
not ideal, as the education authorities wore well aware,* yet" 
unlike-those in need of treatment and the employable-, . the 
educablo cerebral palsied child was evb%ywhere being catered for 
In some measure* . This did not apply, hov̂rever,.* to the trainable 
whose needs were very inadequately meto *

Despite tha paucity of provision, the comities, like DimdeOg 
managed to cater in-some.moas'ure for all the educàblo cerebral 
palsied in their area. , 4  the majority being, fitted in to the 
ordinary school* ■ It tms instructive to see how the ordinary 
schools coped xvith the more severely handicapped, * Mostly they 
did it ertremely wello ' The opinion was formed that the attitude 
of the head teacher and staff was the principal dotorminant of 
the treatment by other children of the handicapped child and 
hence contributed in no small measure to his happiness at school*

M  âsMdAas
Ratings for adjustment to schooling ware made in respect of 

each child to whom they applied*■ The basis of such rating waD
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the school*d opinion, of his attitude towards school and of ' his 
relatlohohips with others; ' the ' childhs ovüi opinions; mid those 
of the parents* The results are given in Table 111, three ‘ 
catego'rles being dletinguiohod, 'Findings are given separately 
for ordinary and special schooling and foi' the different areas»

TADDS 13% '
ADJhSTmNT TO SCHOOIBB ^

1 a 3 4 6
Oi’dinar̂ ' Schooling ■ Special Provision'

Area s Dundee Angus Perth"̂
ShjJTO

Total Dundee Angus' Perth-
shiî;»0

Tot^ Goiii**
plete
Total

Ratings
Good 12 20 19 $1 1 3 21 72
Fair
Diffl^

■■'X ' 4 1 6 ‘ ■ X ^ ‘ 1 ■ y,

cult 2 3 4 9 11 - 1 12 ai
Total 15 27 24 66 29 1 ' 4 34 100

Ratings such as those In table 111 indicate that. good and poor 
adjustment occurs in both ordinary mad special schools* The fact 
that a high proportion of difficult adjustment, ratings is found 
among those who have special educational facilities imxat not be 
allovjcd to, obscure the real. situation* . Itere alternative . .
placing is possible poor emotional adjustment will be one of 
the factors xdileh will lead to special schoolings 3?hls wou].d. 
tend to increase the number of difficult adjustments in special, 
schools* It is interesting to note that there are proportionately
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more difficult school adjustments in Dmidee than In the countieB* 
This is in line with. the general trend of less satisfactory 
findings for Dimdee* It is higlily probable. that even school 
adjustment has, less to do with the schools themselves than with 
the,homeso , . . , ,

BacKTwardness
n^atif«îJîAVï=£:rf<ïr-^i>W »!a’>*iaP'.<aSK^

The question of baclmardnGss will be dealt with in detail in 
the succeeding chapter* Only 24 of the total number over seven 
years of ago (153) ware found to have educational attaimaents 
which a.pproximate€l to their chronological age in either reading, 
or arithmetic, or both. Of these 24|> 23 were pupils of ordinary 
schools and the other one had never attended school at all but 
had been given home tuition, like poor adjustment, educational 
baolcwardness may be a prime cause of tŝ ansfer to a special school 
Thereforep despite the advantages.of the special school in 
combatting bacla^rdnoss, it must still be ê qpected that such 
schools will have a high proportion of backward children®

In time, some well-planned long-term study of comparable 
groups of handicapped children, not restricted to the cerebral 
palsied, may give evidence as to the relative merits, educational 
and otherwise, of ordinary and special schooling for such 
children. At present it is probable that, vare it not for the 
services of special schools, the picture of baelmardness and 
poor adjustment to school among the cerebral palsied would bo
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even gloomier* . It is certain that, some children now: in 
attendance at . special schools would othorwise -.be unable to 
receive schooling at all* The great contribution of the- special 
schools is in catering for those- who cannot reasonably be fitted 
into the ordinary school*, Hoî revor, the opinion has been formed 
that every effort shoiÆd be made, to keep handicapped children, 
within the ordinary school if this is at all possible*

S&Mms, mgmdâmg g â W k W A  M î s x  Um  Sm&M-. M § M
Opinions concerning the education of cerebral palsied 

children formed during the three years ® study of their problems. 
will how bo diseusGodo The cardinal.point, as suggested above, 
was considered to be that their education should be as noniial as 
possible. It is indeed suggested that given adequate provision for 
normal children and for those of the handicapped who require ■ ,.
special educational techniques, all but a handful of 'the edueable 
cerebral palsied can be .■ assimilated into an appropriate group. In 
short the cerebral, palsied do not form a separate category for 
educational purposes® The implications of "as normal as. possible" 
are that residential and segregated schoolnig should both be cut 
to a minimum* It is of course recognised that residential 
schooling may - be necessary where the home is unsatisfactoxy or 
specially isolated* Short periods axmy from home may also be 
useful ill reducing tensions. within the home, in effecting an 
improvement in pliysiqal condition or promoting greater
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indopendencQo • If is considered thaf Homes, sueli as the.
John Hornlmaii' Home in Worthing, which cater for short-term 
spells of rosidenco are an indispensable port of the provision for 
cerebral, palsied or any other type of handicapped child, disabled 
to a considérable degreeThis type of Home cares for handicapped 
children in times of stress within their homos, -such as maternal 
illness, x̂ jhich may make it quite iî:apossifolo-for a fairly dependent 
handicapped child to remain at home® .Such children may also bo 
admitted simply to allow the parents to go on holiday or to give 
the mother a brief respite® Apart from special circumstances 
every, effort should be made to treat and educate the oê ’abral 
palsied child v;hile allox\ring him to remain at horns® Especially 
is this true where the home is a good one® Good homes are a 
tremendous asset to the handicapped and should be utilised to 
the full# ‘

The aim should also bs to reduce segregation of the 
handicapped to the minimum but special educational provision 
will often be essential® In the larger areas of population the 
ordinary schools and day special schoo3»s provided for handicapped 
children of all types, can together cater adequately for all but 
possibly' a minute' fraction of the cerebral palsied with severe 
physical handicap but ivithout mental handicap® The country 
areas are more difficult® let tha ordinary rural school with 
its smaller numbers, greater use of individual!, and gi'oup methods
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and its greater comnmnity eplrlt has more to offer the moderately 
handicapped child than its city cdunterparto The impression has 
been formed that the small country school with & sympathetic 
attitude may be. very near the ideal placing for many handicapped 
children® A start has been made in both Angus and Perthshire 
in running special classes for handicapped Ghlldrehl There is 
much to be said for this type of provision* Apart from being 
a much loss expensivo form of special education it does away 
with some of the less desirable features of segregation*-̂ It 
is a very customary method of dealing with both physically and 
mentally handicapped children in the smaller American towne 
where it seems to work well® ■ * ‘ " ' ' ' - -

Since it involves less rigid segregation, the special school
for the physica31y handicapped in general is more desirable than

. . .

the Special sehool for the cerebral palsied, except perhaps where 
the latter is being run experinientally® - Educationally, the % 
spécial school for spastics ia at present not easy to justify®
When a' great deal' more work has been done Ôn the very complex 
problems of perception and of aphasia in relation to brain - = 
injury spécial:provision for that wider category might becomO 
useful^ but Only if new educational teclmlqlies caii bè evolved 
for ' overcoming such difficultiesv ■ * = \
• ' ■ One of the real'dangers in special'schools for the cerebral 
palsied is that, ■ even for children who are potentially’ employable,
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the emphasis may be ' misplacédo Britain generally It appears .
that the'special school for spastics tends'to he»run apart'from 
the educational system* t%ilO in name it is a school̂  in "

reality it is a treatment cohtre, with schobling ah adjunct® / ' 
The' importance of = treatment for'the cerebral palsied■child is ' 
Obvious but it is hot the" only important ' rëquirèmeht nor shohld 
it foe allowed to get out of perspective® ' Carlson̂ s (12') great 
service' tô the cerebral palsied was- to emphasise the importance 
of education, hot only for its own sake but also ao beneficial 
to'the physical, condition^= The handicap requires to be dealt 
mth by' thé dual process of minimising the disability by- ' ■
treatment and'making the most dfythe abilities by éducation and 
training®' " ' ' ’ ' : '' ' '

Schonell (13) admits tha% some of the slightly haiidldapped
/: '  ̂ . might attend ordinary school;'- suggests that for the sake of the

horhial the * low grade ■ are best adiAitted to institutions.; " and '
advocates 'the'transfer of all cerebral palsied children attending 
schools for thé physically handicapped-In general.to schools 
specifically for the cerebral'palsied® - In 'her own words; ' "We 
should aim ' at' providing specialised schooling, either day or 
residential, for all handicapped cerebral palsied children whose 
intelligence falls vdthin the normal range-of the ordinary school 
pbpul^tion (I*Q& 70 and above)," Dunsdon (14), writing earlier, 

queried the educational benefit which might derive from any
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genoral transfer In this direction* Her point of view in 

cogently expressed as follows :   ' * ■ ■
In this country the idea of dual purpose schools (1*0®, for 

education and physical treatment) appears to be spreading rapidly, 
but as yet there seems to be little factual justification - for any 
enthusiasm for this type of scheme* The presence of departments 
of therapy in such schools complicates inevitably both the 
planning and the actual carrying out of educational schemes.
There is a natwal tendency in such schools for each depaz'tment 
to consider its requirements to have first claim, but there is 
an even stronger tendency for those concerhed with the physical 
side of the training actually to get priority® The end result 
unfortunately is for what was intended to be a school offering; 
facilities for physical treatment to become a physical therapy 
department with opportunities for education, this being made 
available at such times and in such measure as the treatment 
programmes will allow* A question, inevitably arises, therefore, 
as to whether, in practice, it will be possible for educational 
schemes ever to have the desired and'necessary scope for-experi
ment in such conditions, and xAether a dual purpose type of 
school can offer even as good mi opportunity for education as 
does a school for physically handicapped children wliich does not 
include therapy departments in its establislment.

Crulckehardc (15) too. deems it necessary to warn that, xAilo 
co-operation and interchange of opinion is obviously necessary, : 
care must be taken that educational placement is not determined 
by purely medical criteria* "Educational placement", he says,
"is not a medical problem; it'is an educational one*"

: ■ It is impossible xvorking xvith the cerebral palsied not to 
feel the justice of the point of view that ; in the medical world 
treatment is all too often given an haportance denied to education* 
Popular opinion endorses îsiich thinking and too readily asserts • 
that "health conies first*" While there is a measure of truth 
in.the statement, health cannot.stand alone as the sole end in
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itselfo It is important for its.contribution to happiness and 
'.efficiency of living*. In times of sickness’it assumés'an over
riding importance, ' but only then*’ The cerebral palsied child 
is handicapped but not ilXo- Education, particulai'ly for those who 
may later be employable, should not be allowed to bo pushed into 
theibackground by giving priority-to the demands of treatment, or 
by the desire to make things easy for thé handica%)ped child* As 
Bice (16) has pointed out actoonitions about the need for the 
cerebral palsied to avoid, competition; excitement and fatigue 
need sci'utiny® Excitement and competitive activity hé states 
have ' their valiie in furthering general development and socialisa*, 
tidn* It Is of tremendous importance that to‘the physical 
handicap already present, an educational disability should not 
unnecessarily be added® like physical handicap, educational 
handicap'also impoverishes living and restricts Interests,' social 
Contacts, and employment opportun!tios® The two together are 
more than doubly restrictivd® ■ ‘ :

'Slovfly the :lmportance of education to the handilcapped is 
coming to bo recognised® An article in the lancet under the 
heading "Society for Spastics" (17) states, "The principal 
service to a spastic child is educations!", and goes on to 
define their special' educational needs® The same article points 
out that,

The traditional view was that a spastic • child could not 
develop mentally beyond the limits of his motor experience | 
because he had to'translate his'ideas into muscular activity
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in,order to grasp anything*. Thus.the first object'in treating a 
spastic was to educate his muscles until some control was secured* 
Until, this goal: was reached, , academic. education was deferred and 
it liiight bo neglected for ever* Only lately has it been realised 
that, mental grpwth brought about tlirough academic education: ; 
promotes physical control as wall as skill in circumventing a 
physical. difficulty*. . • - ■ . a . » %  ̂ : - . y- -
It is hardly too much to .maintain .that the .education-. of the ' -
cerebral palsied person, particularly, if die is later to‘become ,
employed, is of even grea.ter importance to him'than it is to the
nonAaiidicapped® •. For the cerebral palsied, ..education can- be one
of. the means of counteracting his o'bher disabilities *

The .importance, of education to the pĥ -foically handicapped 
should require no,stressing,, yet the, confused = thinking xvhich : -. 
surrounds cerebral palsy has penetrated the educational, field 
also® , The salient needs are readily obscured :ln a welter of 
.technicalities, and thinking in:terms only of present needs is 
apt to take the place;of thinking ahead* :. ' . ;

Crothers (18) deprecates the lack of clear ideas concerning 
cerebral palsy and his siwning up of the situation is worthy" of 
quotation in full® He says, '

It Is Interesting to watch the varying ways in which children 
with cerebral palsy are handled® The first step may be to decide 
how many people might be able to contribute* Obviously a 
pediatrician, certainly an orthopedist, surely a psychologist, 
often.an oculist or an otologist, they oil tend to see the 
value of a series of people, physical therapists, speech 
therapists, nursery school teachers and the rest®
He continues,

Then someone may decido that the physical, means, of treatment 
is so Important that prolonged treatment away from home is
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advisable* 
and concludeB,

The present situation is fantastic and disturbing, with 
enormously complicated teams of people being used as teachers 
and protectors without any clear notion of what win happen when 
artificial and expensive support is withdrawa®

There is ample scope for clearer thinlcing about the problems 
of handicap, not in terms of any speciality but in terms of the 
handicapped person and of the life he is living and will have to 
live in the years that lie ahead*

An example of the lack of incisive thinking which permeates
all aspects of cerebral palsy can be taken directly from
Cardwellwriting (19)® She says,

Each of the eh:lld*s disabilities creates the necessity for 
some adjustment in the teaching methods, some modification in 
the classroom or its equipment, or other adaptations of the 
environment® These may be needed in all spheres of the child 
education, both neuromuscular and academic#
She continueso

it is imperative, therefore, to evaluate carefully 
each one*6 abilities and disabilities® On the basis of this 
evaluation, it is possible to vmvk out adjustments in teaching 
methods and techniques so that each child’s unique problems and 
educational needs can be specifically met* Otherwise methods, 
materials and techniques used in educating the normal child may 
actually hinder learning in many children with cerebral palsy®
Though Cardwell goes on to deal with various disabilities the
appropriate teaching methods never become clear* In fact it is
doubtful whether at this stage they can be said to exist*
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Possibly the main contribution to date to the teaching of the 
cerebral palsied has been the'development-of apparatus as 
aids to manipulation and expression* Strauss -and Witineyi (20)
and-Strauss; and ICophart have anacle reconmendatlons for the • ;

!

elmijaation of distracting stimuli as a means of fm'thoring the 
education of any brain-injured child* An intersensory approach 
in reading using visual, auditory and kinaeathetie methods has 
been advocated for the cerebral palsied® A method of malting 
beginning xvith a free arm movement has met with some success® 
Both, however, have been used with the non-handicapped also®
In arithmetic, on the grounds that some,'at'least, of the 
cerebral palsied have difficulty in abstract think:hig and :m 
the organisation of spatial perception, prolonged.use of the 
concrete in mimber has'been emphasised* Again similar stress 
has been laid on this approach for alKiost all dull or baclward • 
childrenj. though perhaps for-different reasons® It̂  would also 
be possible to argue that difficulties with the organisation of 
visual perception and spatial relations would rather .-suggest 
that the: use of concrete aids would be of doubtful lortlr for ■ 
those of the ̂ cerebral pa3.sied ;Ao 'experience such difficulty®
• ■' : As yet, therefore, it -can hardly be said that specialised 
techniques have been developed to any great-extent either for 
the. cerebral palsied as a xvhole or for any. particiila.i’= section 
of them® M  view of the heterogeneity of the. group the ,
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likelihood of a special technique being developed Wilch would 
be applicable to the cerebral, palsied in gonera'L io not greatp 
This is one of the main arguments against the segregation.of 
the-cerebral palsied for educational purposes*. There is.greater 
hope that methods might be devised, for diminishing the .oduoa.-f 
. tional. prob]Lems ■ of those shomng a fair degree of p.srcoptioual 
clifficiiltyo ■ The criterion of educational segregation would 
then bs the pros'once of perceptual difficulties resulting from 
brain injury in ouch degree as to preclude: satisfactory 
education,, unless by the use of techniques evolved for overcoming 
this disability® Segregation would not depend upon the presence 
of cerebral palsy and the group might include only a small 
proportion of the tota3. number of eduoable cerebral .palsied 
children as well as some epileptics and otherbrain-injured 
children without motor handicap*

Despite the lack of special educational techniques at least 
one American college runs a course of training for woitLd*»*ba 
teachers of the cerebral palsied® The tendency, almost the 
dosire, to think in terms of ..x?,uique groups is wall illustz'ated 
by the following quotation from Strauss and lehtinen (21):

' Many of the errors, confusions, and-difficulties in learning 
manifested by braiii*̂ injured cMldreh seem to exist amng normal 
,chi.ld:cen with reading disability® Reports of such normal children 
oharacterlstioally state that they also lack interest hi reading, 
are restless and often unstable, omit worda, make auditory and 
visual perceptual confusions® Is it possible that these reading 
difficulties of noimally intelligent, non-braln-lnjured poor 
readers and of brain-injured poor readers are allied and
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psychologie ally, the oonie?. We. thlnlc not* Present evidence 
. indicates = that the reading disabilities of normal children 
,arise, from many, sources which are largely■ -fimcticiiaTLs-, • emotional 
disturbances, ilmaturlty for school work; boredom or lack of 
interest, absence from.school, general poor health; imcorrectéd 
visual defects, poor habits of percoiving words, or miy of the 

. nimierous psychological and .physical •factors khoiva to affect • 
-reading * ■,
They continue,
. , ; , . . . . 1 - ■ , I

We cannot state too strongly that all these factors can and 
do contribute toward reading, difficulties in braln-lhjured children 
but that beyond these factors one should seek for evidence of 
general or perçeptua].- disturbances which, if present, • should be 
clinically regarded as the primary causal agents and therefore the 
ones to be attacked* - ■
fdmlar tMnking is to,be seen in the tendency of ■some to suggest
that unique qualities are required in the teacher of the cerebral
palsied».. Yet, basically, ;tho teacher of the cerebral palsied
needs, all, the qualities. and, skills of the good teacher in any
circumstances® Additionally, she needs enough Jcqouledge. of '

, handicap and its psychplpgloal, significance to have>,confidéuc0

in her. own ability to find the balance between nocbssary allowance
for the .handicap and legitimate, demand despite the handicap® This

, is the, essential point of -enctîa difficulty in/teaching the :
handicapped* It demandsperspective .and an appreciation of ■ the
handicapped child in relation to the normal y rather than a'-
.detailed or technical knowledge.of-a'ny'specific disability*

This chapter can fittingly be smmied up by two quotations
from a l b 8®CL0® publication (22) in 1955# The first runs,

. ' , The. demands' of physical, educationa.!'and-psychological
handling often compete| In all such situations - and they
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abound in the education and'training of the oorebrâlly paloied 
Child - a decision must be as'rived at in tenus of the whole 
deVolopment and needs' of the child and not in terras solely or 
pfeddminahtly of one speciality^'* ■ ' -
Secondly; with reference to the handicapped in general, •

■Once again (therefore) it is necessary to emphasise that 
the decision to segregate a pl^ysically handicapped child from 
his normal fellows and from his family is not to be lightly 
taken and certainly not upon grounds' of administrative ' 
convenience® Much more could and should be dons to integrate 
such children into ordinary schools and classes and,■ vihere 
this is not possible, to bring the special school or class 
into a close functional relationship with the'ordinary 
educational system of the district®
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■ •. CHAPTBH IX , .,

EDÜCAÏIOMAL A m » S N T  , , .
' * ' '

Hitherto the educational attainment of the cerebral palsied
has received much less attention than the question of educational
provision# Inevitably increased interest in cerebral palsy
produced an*almost immediate demand for educational facilities.
So far, this has scarcely been matched by a similar concern over
attainment and few studies devote more than general remarks to
the subject* Two exceptions are those of Duiisdon (l) and

■ ' . ‘ - - - / ...
Schonell (2), both British studies and both centred in Birmingham.

1*41. and Educability '
General discussion has given prominence, to the question of 

edueability in relation to level of intelligence, and the 
suggestion has been made, that I*% is an Inadequate guide to 
the educability of cerebral palsied children. Bakwin and 
Balcwin (3), for instance, state that even the normally 
intelligent cerebral palsied are frequently retarded in 
reading* They suggest, as explanation that,difficulties arise 
from the fact that reading is taught tlirough speech, and, 
secondly, from the limited vocabulary of the cerebral palsied 
due to poor social opportunity. Dimsdon also stresses instances 
of low correlation of I*Q. and educability among the cerebral 
palsied, particularly in cases where attainment lags behind the
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level of mental age. Polani (4) points to oases of cerebral 
palsied children with good intellectual ability but poor school 
performance. He,emphasises the inadequacy of present knowledge 
of the cerebral .palsied- child®g learning difficulties but . ! < 
suggests,that anomalies of perception may create difficulties in 
both, readfng.and. arithmetic. lord (5), who was probably■ the 
first to suggest a laqk of, correlation between,mental age, and % 
educabality, argues thus g . - ..(/

If one considers, however, the demand made on visual, and ,
auditory discrimination and the high degree of integration 
between the eye, the ear, and the speech mechanism required 
by, the reading process, one will not be surprised to find that 
a. large, number. of children with ; cerebral, palsy who in many . .. ,
respects âré intellectually keen have great difficulty in 
learning to read.or,even in recognising a few words after 
years of instruction. > .

' ■ ' - . ' ■ , .
Discrepancy between level ,of intelligence and of scholastic

attainment may be more frequently encountered, ai}d be exaggerated, 
in cerebral palsied children, but.lt also occurs among the child 
population in general. The Idea that every school child shoild 
achieve ah attainment at .least equivalent to his, level of mental 
development remains an ideal. Yet it is also true that the I.Q# 
has generally been found to give a better prognosis of probable 
educational, achievement than any other Single measure, better 
even than past educational attainment itself., ; ,

. The I#Q., however, is by qo means a complete guide to 
attainment for any, child. . Factors of stability, drive and 
stimulation,all. have their part to play as do other environmental
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influences* Dunsdon (6) makes this point with reference to the 
cerebral palsied' child, saying that educability is not sihaply a 
matter of I.Q., but of physical handicap, sensory handicaps, 
temperament and stability. This list could be added to almost 
indefinitely, though it is true that interest, effort, ambition, 
etc* show a positive correlation with intelligence.

Considering the handicap alone, there is every reason to 
believe that the greater the handicap the more it permeates all 
aspects of living. A severe affection of the limbs, for example, 
will handicap not only in walking, but in acquiring the experlenoo 
which more readily accrues through mobility. Similarly, impaired 
speech will handicap all that is to be learnt by facility in 
language, ab well as.in communication!itself, and epilepsy will 
impose a two-fold limitation, firstly by the fits that are, 
cxpériencod and’secondly by the activities'it precludes® "In fact 
such handicaps, if sufficiently severe, are likely to hamper not 
only attaimient but the groivbh of intèlligehce itself,' though not 
necessarily in equal proportion* ■
■ ''Nor is this circumstance peculiar to the cerebral palsied.
It is truo for any handicapped child whether his handicaps be 
physical, social, emotional or racial® The ramifications of 
handicap are endless and in.the deprivations caused thereby 
neither the cerebral palsied, nor even the physically handicapped 
are unique sufferers, kith any type of handicapped child
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discrepancies between attainment and X.Q. are likely to be more 

cpnimon. ' . ■ ■

EMtosâ a£ i M  âsteali ■
As already mentioned, tivo studies of educational attainment 

among the cerebral palsied have been carried out in England. Tĥ  
earlier of these was conducted by Dunsdon as part of an investi
gation into the educability of such children# In this study 
the attainments of 35 cerebral palsied children in reading and 
arithmetic war© examined, and the progress of 37 such children 
studied. All ware in attendance at a special school. Dunsdon 
found that her group of 35 had extra dlfficvO-ties, for instance, 
in spatial discrimination! that spatial perception is more 
closely related to arithmetic, and that verbal reasoning and 
vocabulary are more closely related to reading. In her own 
words her main finding was as follows (?)s

without a single ezcception, whatever the oppor
tunities for previous education, age,of admission to special 
school, level of general intelligence or degree of handicap, 
all the children admitted ware = edudationally retarded in 
either one or both of the basic subjects, but usually in 
both.

Dunsdon®8 conclusions, are, that: the,I.Q. is not able to 
stand alone as an index of educability, and that; the extra . 
difficulties consequent upon handicap necessitate better than 
average intelligence, to. do just average ivork. ' She suggests that 
15”20/t. of the Xo Qo can be discounted to allow for overcoming the
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handicap. • Hence fihe* fixes tho lower • Ijjnlt for education by 
normal methods at I.Q# for the cerebral palsied. •

With regard to educational progress Dunsdon points to the 
difficulties of assessment in view of the fact that some children 
have lacked schooling and others have had long absences. She 
therefore estimates progress in terms of an £Worage yearns work# 
On this reckoning a child®3 progress is considered average if he 
makes an advance of one year in attaimient over the school year, 
iiTospective of his starting po:mt or his chronological age® 
Dunsdon (8) gives as an escomple!

MM C Sk (Cai e» a child of 9 years who enters school with on 
achievement level approximate to that of an average $«year-oldo 
If, by the end of the ensuing tv-jelve months (i.e., by the time 
he is aged 10 years) he has achieved an educational level 
equivalent to that of an avei’age 6-year-old, we have credited 
one year’s progress.
Finding that, on the whole, more children aged ten yeai's and over 
made "relatively satisfactory progress" measured in terms of an 
average year’s work, Dunsdon states3 "This would suggest that, 
among cerebral palsied children, formal education is mllkely 
to produce any very satisfactory response if begun much before 
the age of about 9 years." Such a suggestion seems of doubtful 
validity® As Dunsdon herself does not overlook, an advance from 
an attainment of five years to one of six years should more 
readily be made by a baclô mrd nine year old than by a backward 
six year old® This method of reckoning puts a premium on age and 
baclcwardness. The older the child and the less his attainment,
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the morq lik e ly  are h is e ffo rts  to  advance at the raté of 
average progress* . ,

Dunsdon ̂  s evidence must be considered inadequate and the 
difficulties are increased by the fact that she does not disclose 
what tes ts  she used to  assess attainm ents* H ow everG qsell (9 ) 

doss give some support to  the idea of delayed educability for . 
the Gorebral palsied  idien he says^ have learned through 

c lin ic a l ê cperience to  have increased patience and some added , 

optimism w ith  respect to  these e a rly  years* Sometimes as much 

as fiv e  years must be allowed before a motor-,handicapped ch ild  

finds h im self*" A q u ite different approach is  made in  the recent 

bopk on '!The 3hfant^.e Cerebral Palsies" (lO ) ,#^ere the suggestion 

is  made th a t, lacking  adoquàte jp liys ical treatm ent during the 

pre-school years g many ch ild ren  who might otheri/jise have received  

i t  are unable to  cope w ith  ordinary'schooling* U nck (31) goes so 

fa r as to  suggest th a t fo r the cerebral p als ied g education should 

begin not la te r^ ' but Gar].ierg since much tim e w ill be lo s t in  

treatment* - This overlooks the point th a t the proportion o f the 

cerebral palsied  m entally mature enough to  p ro fit from form al 

education a t an e a r lie r  age than normal would be exceptionally  

sm all* - .

Schonell (12) studied readlng only^ using one te s t, the 

Schonell Graded tVbrd Heading,Test* Of the 354 cerebral palsied 
oases studied she found 241 non^^readers* Of these la tte i^ ,
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were children either,tmdor seven years of age, or imder l.Q* ?0. 
Schonell calculated reading quotients (E*Qe*) for the group, and 
took the R,Qô to ]bo reading age jOi^reeeed ae a percentage of 
mental age* The resultant distribution of E,Qe* for her group 
is given over the range of 4 0 , to. lOpt» but only for children with 
I0Q.S* over 7O0 dust over one quarter, 26*35̂  of the group, had 
an H*Q* of 1004, that la to say their achievement in reading was; 
at, or above, the level indicated by mental age* This sounds a 
more optimistic finding than Dùnsdon * s *

Schpnell deals i^th three points* The first of these is 
that within the nonoal range of,intelligence, proportionately 
fewer of those.with higher Intelligence had reading quotients of 
over 100* From this finding Schonell (13) states that there is 
"evidence of unused Intellectual power as regards achievement in 
reading, amongst children of I*Qs, 90 and above*" , She concludes 
that this indicates lack of "opportunity and stimulus" and uses 
it as an argument in favour of special schools for the:cerebral 
palsied where she believes more suitable conditions are likely 
to exist*

Secondly, Schonell related aphieyement :m reading to the form 
of cerebral palsy* Among the readers she found a difference which 
she describes as "approaching the.level of statistical signi
ficance" in favour of the athetplds* A higher percentage of 
athetoids tlian spastica wero, however, in the nqn-re^dor group 
so that the differences tend to cancel out one another* The
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relationship attainment: In reading and type: df spasticity,
aleo examined by Schonell, likewise revdald little * None of the
memi difforenoee: were signifioant, though the Quadi^iplegies have
the lowest mesm reading quotient and the highest number of non-
readers* Since they also have the loivest average Intelligence
this, latter part of the finding is undoubt.ed3.y the expected one*

. Thirdly, Schonell escamined the relationship between achieve-
ment in reading and degree of physical disability* She divided
,the latter into four defined categories ranging from slight,
tl̂ rough moderate and severe, tq very severe* As betvjeen tho
first two of these categories Sohonell (14) found little variation
in mean R*Qo or in number of non-readers* She attaches much
wight to tills finding saying* i .

• The figures give a clear indication that in the group 
tested a moderate degree of physical disability had no appreoi- 
able detriaiental effect on the average reading quotient *
She continues,

Tills is a finding of extreme and far-reaoliing importance In 
regard to the education of the cerebral palsied for it reveals 
that many of the less handicapped can and should receive
strong compensation by acquiring the valuable skill of reading*
The two severely handicapped groups show significantly lower
mean E,Qs* and considerably increased number.g of non-readers*

it pai'̂t of the purpose pf this psychological study to 
conduct some investigation into the little explored field of
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educational attainment* Standardised teste in reading a 
arlthmetlo were administered and ratings made of efficiency In 
writing*

2 s s M  aiââ M. f e  fiaaâm

The tests selected for assessing reading were} the Burt-Vernon 
Graded Word Reading Test and 8chonell% Reading Compréhension Test 
A* The former has the advantage of having norms obtained for 
Scottish children* In the latter separate norms are given for 
boys and girls, those for girls being higher* For both tests 
norms ware used in accordance with instructions*

In the absence of a more suitable arithmetic test, Burt*s 
Pour Rules îsre used as applicable* 3h the case of any child 
unable to score on Burt*s tests, Ballard*a One Mnute Tests in 
oral addition and subtraction were substituted* Norms for Burt's 
tests presented some difficulty# Burt's London norms of 1921, 
besides being out-dated, have been shorn to be too low for 
Scottish children* Norms established for Dundee school children 
in 1 9 5 0  would have been ideal, but for the fact that they only 
cover the ages from Û years 6 months to 12 years# They show the 
Glasgow norms of 3.940 to be too high for Dundee* It was essentisi 
to cover a wide age range, and thus restrict as far as possible 
the numbers scoring outwith the norma# Eventually it was decided 
to use two sets of norms and those for Glasgow and Dundee ware 
employed as applicable# This had the advantage that they could



be placed alongside one another for comparison#

' Not every child studied' had educational attainments, not 
even every school child, but no preconceived ideas were allowd 
to determine who should be tested* Wherever attainments tests 
were not obviously inappropriate, either because of age or for 
some other reason, they ware attempted* This policy produced 
largely the expected results that the very young and very 
severely mentally handicapped showed no attainments* It also 
produced one or two very surprising results which will be dealt 
W.th in greater detail later* The general findings are given 
first and the special cases considered thereafter. }

No Measurable Attainment • . ; .
Of the 223 .eases, 103 fell into this category of having no 

measurable educational attainment tutoyer* . The 103 may be .
Igroupeti aq show in Table U.2« ,

■ , , .TABKlla , : : ■ .
,,, . ; GMSSIP'ICATIQN OF QASES .

WITH HO MSASTOABIS ATTAINPBMT

1 a ^  3 4 ,5-;;. _ 6
Category 5 yeero 

or less,
g^7 years I.Q* 55

. or less
Over 7 years
1*0.0 554 , ; ' ■

Total
. Number 46 16 3C 3 103
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ïhe three children over seven years old and above 55 but 
without educational, attainments were all mentally handicapped* 
One was blind, and another, despite his I*Q# of 60, was in an 
institution#

Some Slijzht AttainmenteaaiK3»iacs.<:54»s3#=55» »tsrrr53ifSf«ta*RS2r:a7:̂ŝ'4̂^

A total of 30, 22 overr seven and eight below that age, had 
some slight attainment of a very elementary nature# They were 
able to score only on Burt'a reading test and, Ballard's test of 
oral, arithmetic{, Their attainments ware- thus 'a reading age of 
between five and six-years, or a score' in oral arithmetic’generality 
approximating to that of the'average child between five and seven#

Some slight attaiomant was thus minimal; it indicated oiiily 
that a beginning had been made in one or both subjects» It . 
certainly did not mean either that a child was able to read, or 
that he would eventually become so*

ggsAm m â  MiüteMs
The remaining 90 of the cerebral palsied studied could be 

said to have educational attainments and numbers scoring on the 
various tests were as,follows (Tables 113 and 114)#

, . TAB^llS .

IWIBmS SCORING m  READmO TESTS ' : . =

1 2 3 ' 4  ̂" ■; -,.. 6
Test ■ Vernon Schonell Both  ̂Braille ât' , ' 

above 6 years
Total

' ' No# Scoring ' as - : '74 74 ' ' ; 2 /; ' ' 90
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Numms/acoRim m  .mirHmTio œ T S

, , . : . 2. ' '/ . , , g : - ",  ̂' 4"
Test. • - Burt Burt Total

': 1-3 processes All processes
No* Scoring ■ ' ■ , ■14'' : " : 45 ' ■■ ■ 59

All children; ;who wrq aMe to score on Reading. Comprehension
(SohoneH) scored' also on Word Reading ̂ (Vsmon)y and all idio ;

) '  /  . ' . ' " - '
scored In all four basic processes In, Burt's arithmetic also ;
scored on, both Vernon's end SchônollW, rèadlng tests#; The; really 
'-important^point is that children able to m a W  a reasonable score 
oh 'any: of. the tests of attainment administered tended to be able 
to score on :all the others, thus illustrating the positive corre
lation of educational attainments one with ahother# ' ; >

It was''"'thus possible to divide the cases studied into five 
'groups as follows g those with no attaimnent Wiateter; those 
ivith some Very sliglit attainment such as a reading agb of five 
and a half; those ivith more substantial attaiiments but in 
•reading only; ' those with attainments in reading and some • ; 
attainment in arithmetic; those able to score in all tests 
of reading and Arithmetic* No category was found necessary for 
those scoring in arithmetic -only 'as none 'in-'faci& did so*

Table 115, on the following page, shows the numbers 
under and over seven years of age ih each categôw Of the 0  

with more than ininliml cducajKcnal attainment all i^rO: over seven
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years of ago* Aboiiu one *Uixrd of -those with slight attaimieuts
wore aged leea than seven* • • • ■ •

TABm llg
PATTERN OF SCORING 

IN BOUOATIOmL ATTAm«IT8

' 1 a ■ 3\ 4 5 6 7 B
Age 5 years No . Slight Reading Beading - ’ All' Total

or less Attain Attain only and ' Tests
' ' ment- ment Arithmetic

Under
7 yoare 46 16 cl c--. 70
Over ■ '
7 years 41 22 31 14 4g 153
Total 46 $7 30 31 14 4g 223

Scoring at any level In. reading'and iii arithmetic arahiok 'sQpo-r 
ately oohaiüered.

# â # m â  :

Total nuBibers nfâîclng any .score on reading are given in
Table 116. ' ' ; .V ̂ ■ ' .

. ' . . .ÏAÎ3P 116 ■ ■
1TO3BERS MâKîia ANX'SC0KÎ3 IW READING ‘ '' ' '

1 a 3 4 . 5
Scoring Burt 'Braille Vd%%on Schonell

' ..

Score <5^ yrso Score < 6 yrs* Above ,

6 yr# level
Above., 
6 ' yrs.

,Above 
%

Number $ 19 2 88 74
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Only the uv/o*last categories aro considered In detail and the 
relationship between level of scoring on Vernon and Sehonoll 
and chrono3.ogioal and mental age Is given by Table 117o

TABIB 117
BAGiWARDmSS AND mTARDATlON IN miDING

1 .■ , 3 4 •
Baefe'jarcl 
■ and ' 
Retarded

Baokî fard
only

Retarded
only

Neither 
.Backward ■ : 
nor Retarded

Above Norms
or l6 years

Vernon
Scoring
below.
Go A* and

Scoring 
below 
Go A©

Scoring
below
:M.Ao

...

88 36 - 31 ' , 6 8 . . '7
Schonell >

74̂ 37 . 17 4 ' 7 9

Taking eolmms 2 and 4 together p about half of the total numbers 
scoring on Vernon or on Schonell scored below their mental ago 
level. The other half scored at or above this level and hence 
could not be considered retarded* In both cases there were small 
numbers who ware neither bacia-jard nor retarded p that is to say g 
they scored at or above their chronological and mental age. A 
few also scored above the norms*

MâtoloUç , ,

The total iOTiîber scoring on Burt was 59* These could b 
subdivided as shown in Table 118.
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TABLE lia
ANALYSIS OF SCORING ON BURTLS ARXrMTIG

Scoring on Number Failures in
4 processes 4$ (a.
3 fî 7 Division
2 " 3 Division/Subtraction
1 " 4 Divisiqn/Misltiplication

Any process 59

Thus ability to scoro in written arithmetic tended to bs "all or
none"© Anyone scoring at all, was likely to be able to score on 
all processes* The relationship between ability to score in 
wixttten arithmetic and mental age is given in Table 119©

TABLE 119 
RETARDATION IN ARITHt̂ ETIC

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Process No Score Scoring 
below MéA*

Below 13^ 
if M.Ao higher

At/Above
M.A*

Above
Norms

Total

> 3 27 15 7 7 59- . 3 / 31 .18 3 4 59X 5 30 18 4 2 59
■ T ^ 12 ! 25 17 . 2 3 59

It will be seeUp from adding columns 5 and 6, that whereas about 
one quarter were able to score at or above their mental age in 
additionp only about one twelfth ware able to do so in division. 
A higher proportion it will be remembered (about one half) ware 
able to score at their mental age level in reading® With as



wide an age range as from seven to 21 j, and as heterogeneous a 
group as the cerebral palsied ̂ comparisons are enormously 
difficult* Problems ax’ising from the tests themselves such as 
a limited range of norms further complicate the situation©

There seemed in fact no entirely satisfactory way of looking 
at the-resultsp but in order to compere findings with Schonell®s 
and also to oppose the Dundee and Glasgow norms ̂ a quotient was 
calculated for each scoror on each test* The quotient, like that 
given by Schonell for reading, expressed the attainment' age as a 
percentage of mental age® Table 120, on the fol3,owing page, 
shows the results. The upper limit of the norms caused 
difficulty a.s well as the lower limit and more than 30% of 
those scoring on Burt 8̂ tests of written arithmetic wore outside 
the limits of the Dundee norms at one eictreme or the other* For 
Vernon*s test, quotients ware calculated from the loQ© tables 
used in conjunction with the Terman-Merrill. Intelligence Scale© 
This procedure is recommended by Vernon (15) himself, Anyone 
scoring a reading age of over 16 on word reading would thus 
score above the norms. In fact none did© The upper limits 
of all the other tests used are considerably lower. For his 
test of reading compréhension Professor Schonell gives norms 
only up to 12 years 4 months for girls and 12 years 8 months 
for boys. It is interesting to note that Professor Schonell (16)



like Vernong but unlike Ids defines reading quotient in
terms of.chronological̂  and not of mental g ageo

TABIiB 120
DISTRIBUTION OF AGHBVBmNT QUOTIENTS

ON VARIOUS TESTS

Achievement
Quotient

Reading Arithmetic Biwt
Vernon Schonell Glasgow Norms Dundee Normis

Above Norms 10 9 14
130<. 5
120i. ' 6' 2 ■ •
llOî* 14 7
lOD^ 16 11 ■ ' 1 '
904. 23 18 ' ’ ■ 3 ■ 6
80» 19 17 G . . 7
70» 5 16 4
60”> ■ ■ 1' ' 7 ‘ ' ‘ ' 4
50> 1, . ça
40» 1 «

Below Norms 14 23
Total 74 59 ' '' ' " 59
%' Above Norms
or 100»1 • , ■ 46*6 34.1 20 I. .:%3

The upper limits of norms for arithmetic ware similar to those for 
reading comprehension̂  namely, 12 years for the Bitidee norms and • 
13 years 6 months for the Glasgow norms. By using only one test, 
and testing only school children up to 15 years of age, Schonell̂  

in her studyg managed to avoid all these difficulties of 
comparison̂  The ideal for a study of educational attaimients
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might have been to select homogeneous groups from among those 
possessing any attainmentNumbers, however, wore already too 
small to allow of this procedure in the Dundee study. The 
only age range covered by all the tests used was eight and a 
half to under 13» Had only, children with attainments between 
these ages been considered, the number studied %#uld have been 21, 

Results do show that a higher percentage score abovo the 
•'norms, or above their mental age, on reading testa than on 
arithmetic, IVritten arithmetic, unlike word reading domanda 
manual ability, so that the increased difficulties it presents 
to many of the cerebral palsied are obvious. However, if written 
aritivaetic demanded manual abi>lity, so too did the reading 
comprehension test used. For the former, figures oiîly require 
to be inserted, whereas in reading comprehension whole words 
require to foe written, and both are timed tests, If anything, 
therefore, reading comprehension made greater demands than, 
arithmetic* Speed of writing undoubtedly penalised some on 
both tests, yet in almost every case lack of ability in writing 
was accompanied by lack of ability in reading and arithmetic also. 

In many schools, both ordinary and special, reading ip, the 
subject emphasised for the handicapped, especially for the duller 
children. Bearing in mind the probable comparative use of the 
basic subjects to the handicapped child, stress on reading, seems 
the sensible choice. Such a policy, hoivever,. may be reflected
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in the results given here,- 
: . . It is midoubtedly also truê  that, irrespeotive of testing it, 

arithmetic beyond the very, elementary levels, is learned largely 
througli writing, and that lack of facility in witing hampers 
learning in arithmetic to a far greater degree :than it impedes 
reading®

Strauss and Lehtinen (1?) have given a more fundamental 
explanation of the special difflcultlos presented by aritMietic 
to the brain-injured in terms of their special problems of 
organisation of perception, abstraction and generalisationo 
l%ile this may well be so, it is not easy to substantiate.

Gomparison of results obtained in the Dundee study using 
Vernon* s word reading test with those of Schonell on a word 
reading test devised by her husband, is not readily made, since 
Schonell gives little.detail® For instance, she employs only,one 
category for all mth reading quotients over lOOo Table 121, which 

appears on.the following page, vms draim up to compare the find*" 
ings as far as possible. To the 88 in the Dundee study scoring 
on Vernon, are added 19 who scored oh Burt*s scale between the'• 
five and six year level® Since Schonell (18) specifies only that 
seven 6 year olds wîio could read are included, presumably any 
child scoring on the Schonell Graded Vtord Reading Test was . 
counted among the readersq In this case reading ages of a few 
months'-above five years v/ould be ' acceptable* = Those scoring



Wlow the six year level on Vernon in the Dundee study- were-.then 
given Burt*s teat, and theii' score on the latter was the'one
recorded® - ’ ■ ' .................   ̂,

• •■■ ■ T A B U J  l 2 l  ' ' ' ' ■ ■ ■ • ■ ■ ■

. coj^maism OF AOHISVEmNT QUOnSNTS m  RBADING- 
OBTAimO m  DUNDBS WITH THOSE OF SOHOmiii m  D m ^ G H A M

Quotient

.: \ .
Schonell ' ̂  Birmingh#i ' ' Dundee Finding#

achoheil ' Vernon Burt ■
Nmihér : Himber %

100» 32 '' 28;3 41 :4": '.' 45", ',■ .48*1
. 90» 25" ' 22èl 23 5 ' 2â .26.2
80» 23 20,4 19 . 5 ' 22.4
7(k' 23 20* 4 5 1 ' : 6 ' 5.6
60» ■ ' 6 5*3 0 4 '" 4 ‘ ' 3.7
50» 3 2.6 0 0 ' 0
40» ' ■ 1/ .9 ' - 0 - 0 ■ ■ o.-'v;

Total
Scoring 113 100 88 19 107 100

Thus two separ&te fi^'ës are given in the Dimdee fjnd:lngŝ  nmiBly 
88^ vdiloh is thé n w W r  who hâve reading ages of at least six years, 
and 19 6 Wing those with reading ages between five and siic yeârs* 
Tàblé 122̂ ' on the following page, was constimotéd to 'show thè 
nnaàbèrb of Schonell group and thé numbers foimd in̂ ^̂ D̂  

to score in reading. This table shoi^ that 35;>3̂  of those over 
fivé years of age in Schonell ^dûp ëcoré on reading^ idiile 
60» lie of the Dundee group come into this category# If only 
those in Dimdee with readi*ig ages above six years are considered



as soorers then 49»4 have attainments in reading®
,. . . , , , TABLE 122 .

COMPARISON OP NmmBRS SOORim m  RBADmG ' 
m  BmmjGHAi-i A #  DUNDsm

1 2 3 . . 4 ... 6
study No* over 

5 ÿ'oars
No® Scoring 
above.
6 years

Total Scoring 
in Heading

^ Scoring 
above '
6 years

Total % 
Scoring

Schonell
(Birmingham)
Dundee

.292
1?8 88

113
1Ô7 49# 4

35# 3 
60,1

Either figure Is above that given by Sohonell* Schonell* s testing, 
however, was .carried out between 194? and 1949 on children in the 
Birmingham area where education had suffered: perlous wai>̂ timo
disruption* ....

Numbers with quotients at the various levels between 40:- and 
100» show roughly the same trend, though the Dundee group with 
fawner scoring in the lower groups shows less .reterrdation® IVhlle 
Schonell refers to those scoring on the Graded Word Heading Test 
as .̂ b?eaders”,, this is of course merely the mnploymexxt of a ; 
convenient, torm® These children are not all readers in any . 
accepted sense® A not inconsiderable attainment is necessary’ 
before reading for information or for pleasure, is sufficiently 
rewarding to ensure its incorporation into dally living, or to 
ensure that iclthout frequent, practice the ability gained, wXL 
not atrophy® A 1953 U@N*E® 8,0,00 publication (19) suggests the
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folldwing criterion of fimctional literacy^ a peroon lo
cohsldoréd functionally lltérâtè has acquired thô undor̂ ) 
standing and siclll# of reading and writing equivalent to those 
which are normally acquired by a person having succeeefully 
completed four years of regular schoolings" How far the 
cerebral palsied group studied in Ddndee fall short of meeting 
thie criterion will emerge presentlys The nWabere given either 
in Dundee or by Schonell for her Birmingham study rather indicate 
thoee who have made progreee towards read^g* On the face of it, 
a fair number who have quotients above 100, have progressed as 
well as® or even better than, would be expected from their level 
of intelligence*

It is only when the results are analysed more fully that the 
unsatiefactorinees of treating them in this way becomee apparent# 
Schonell (20 ) has stated g

■ One would expect that the more intelligent humbors of the 
reading group would have higher reading quotients than the 
less intelligent^ but this is not so* Indeed^ while only 
23 per cént df those with IkQs* of 90 hr oVér have reading 
quotients of 100»^ 32 per cent of those with I*Qs* of 70*90 
have a similar reading quotient®

Firstly)̂  it should be said that it is not uncommon in the 
ordinary school to find bright pupils wrklng wall up to their 
class and chronological age level, but not worlcing to their own 
high level of ability* Secondly, it is generally the case that 
extra time and special tuition are given to duller pupilst,
While such children may form the largest pool of educational
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backwardness « a w  are olirjayG to bo found w r M n g  above their ; 
mental level, .- %  fact In the early etagee of; education >for 
really dull children, it is difficult for any achievement at : 
all not to be aboye I,Q* level. For instance^ a ;child of .I?Q,
7Q, who might ivall be considered eligible/for education in an 
ordinary school, would, if he showed measurable attainment 
at all. above theIfive year stage before reaching the'age ofi 
seven,years, bè-working labove his mental! age*:. : »' - r\ ' . - -

B̂&ich interest has recently been focussed on this î iole ; ;
problem which Vernon (21) terms "intelligence; ̂  attainment 
diecrepâ ĉy* " gecause/of dii^ficultiee intrlî sic in their'use ; 
VornoE: has recently suggested that concepts such as Achievement 
quotient should discarded# At the same time he underlines6
, . the inevitable tendency «' due to regression « for = .

more high I#Q# than low l.Q# children to appear "retarded," 
despite \the' obvias fact: that the complex of conditions 
associated with eduqatioiial baqlamrdneas occurs more frequently 
in lower I*,Q* ranges, and'that therefore low I4.Q» children aî e 
generally in greater need of remedial measures, . , : ;
The Dundee filidlngS: serve to i#uotrat0 Vernoh^évorgument#

There ; were 6l cerebral poloied cliildren in this study scoring
achievement quotients in reading'of 100» on Vomon^s test# Their
I#Q# range was from 30 to 134» distributed ae shown ini Table 123#

. TABm l23 '
. . 1*0. DISTRIBUTION OPiOHimim W H  :

AOPIIBVEWT QUOTIENTS OF 100> IN R M D i m  :
■• 1 ••• ' 2 = ' -y 3 ' , 5

: I#Q# . Under 70 70-99 ; 100 mid , above ; . Total
lumber • 12 , . %7 . -."" "" TO "

4 1
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Anomalous Gases' • ' ' - ' ' ' - '' ' ' :v -
Of thé 12 shorn in table 123 vjlth I.Q# u n d e r f o u r  hod 

liQa'p'below 50# All wore exceptional cases®. Three of >the?n 'had 
in the 40s and they had TGoelved education, one ae a . , 

mentally handicapped pupil In a special school̂  another- at an 
occupation' centre and a third iii an institution® . All had been 
taught to read and all tackled it with some eagerness®., None 
could be said to understand what he read, and of course, none 
could attempt the test in reading;comprehension® There.seemed = 
no special reason to doubt the-î Q*' fouhd in any; of these cases. 
The fourth was a spectacular,case# At almost 15 years of age, 
despite'a mental age of just over four years and an of 30, 
she scored a reading-age of B years 7 months bn Vernon * s word : 
reading test0 This girl had never been to school but had a very 
good home# Over the years her mother had tried to teach her to 
read and latterly home tuition had been given by the Local 
Authority# She was quite unable to write or count and all 
efforts had been concentrated on reading#. Moreover she was • 
decidedly obsessional in all her living and she approached 
reading in the same manner®. Although the subject matter meant 
almost nothing to her, and she was unable to answer the simplest 
questions concerning it,, the interesting point was,, that she 
could not be said to read without expression®. In this she 
differed from the three cases mentioned above®,, She was interested



rUi the wireless and spent hours listening to it, seeming to have 
some feeling for music® Also she paid sufficient attention to 
speech to talk very largely in sot phrases used by the adults 
aroimd, her® These she used fairly* indiscriminately with little 
regal'd to context or sense® It v/as felt that some sensitivity 
to the sound of speech, a good ear in fact,- had. given her this 
ability to: read with.expression, yet without comprehension® A 
year or so earlier, a very similar I*Q, had been given® She 
co*operated well and from all other signs there was no reason to 
doubt the reliability of the loQ®, yet her .achieyeraent quotient 
in reading ms 210® This, was a figure a really bright child ■. 
could never, hope to achieveo Of the 41 in the Dundee '.survey with 
quotients above 100 in reading, 12 or almost 30/S had under
70# This difficulty does not appear in Schonell*a results as she 
restricts them to cases of above 70 1.Q® let it is these very 
cases whose quotients cast doubt upon this method of treating the 
results*

If the resiilts for reading comprehension are taken by 
themselves the number of scorers is reduced to 74 as against 88 
scoring on word«>readlng* At the same time all but one of those 
with very low (less than 60), but able to score on Vernon, 
are eliminated® The highest reading quotient then obtained is 
not 210, but 127, and instead of 25 scoring above 110 only nine 
come into this category® Such results seem more feasible and give
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Ar truer piotiire of the reading abiXitiee of this group, Dlffi- 
onXtiea caused by children scoring above the norme of conree 
remain, Word-readlng tal<en by itself does hot seem an adequate 
measure of reading abilities  ̂ and when applied in isolation to 
a group so abnormal as the cerebral palsied̂  may produce 
anomalous results.

At&aimmA immgmM ̂
%  the end it was decided that in order to obtain a picture 

of the educational attainment of this group of cerebral palsied 
it was necessary to view test scores in terms of chronological 
and not mental ago. It might be more profitable to consider 
retardation ivben estimating progress for an individual, but the
achievement of the cerebral palsied group as a whole could only

-
be compared with that of normal children in terms of backwardness*

On this basis the results given by the tests of attainment
in reading are as follows in Table 124*

TABIE 124
READING ATTAD3mNT 

IN TBRMS OF BAGKWARDm68

1 2 3 4 5

No Score Baolcward 'Not Backward Total over 7 yrs.
Tés%) .

No, No* No, % ' ' ' No& ' %

Burt/
Vernon 30.1 a4 54.9 23 15,0 100
Schonell 79 51#6 54 35.3 20 13.1 153 100
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Of the 153 children over sBven years of ago only 15/̂  of this group 
were not bacWard in.,word reading and only 13*1% were not backward 
in reading comprehension. Thus, as compared with the normal 
population, the tremendous educational.disability of the group ia 
at once revealed, ; ’ It is also ,apparent that soma = few, .13̂ 15$? in 
no w0,y shared,this group characteristic of reading,disability<,
The total picture was meaningful in a way. that was, lost when 
retardation, rather thaXI backwardness was the measure. To say 
that several 15 year olds with a mental age and a reading age • 
of six years wore making. satisfactory progress xvas one thing, 
bxit to lose sight of these individuals and include them in a 
group with reading quotients of 100, and describe them as 
showing no retardation, was quite another. The inlxerent wealmesa 
In the argimient is underlined by the fact that at the same time 
a 18 year old with, a reading age of 18 but a mental age of over 
13 would be considered retarded,

. The same widespread general educational disability was also 
foimd In .arithmetic as will bs seen from Table 125, which appears 
on the following page. Even fewer of the 153 over seven years of 
ago are found not to be backward on these tests- of arithmetic,.
The percentage, 6.5, showing no backwardness would bo even similler 
'if the = arithmetic norms extended above 13 years 6 months since all 
those scoring above the norms ware simply assigned to the category 
showing no ba'ciuterdnesso ' ' ' ' '



ARmmTio ATTAmmNT 
m  Tsms OF BAOKmRDmss

h

No Score Backyard Not BacWard Total over 7 yrs*
No* No* ' g : No* : " ' LNo/ ' %

Burt T 
(Glasgow 
Nojrms) 9t 61.5 49 32,*0 10 , 6»5 153 100

Burt :
(Dundee
Norms) 97 63»4 27*4 14

' '
9.2 153 100

Burt
(Glasgow)
Ballard 45 29.5 98

*.

64» ̂ 10 6.5 . -153 100

Thus, In reading, 8$^ of the oerobral palsied t^er seven
years of age covered by this study had either no educational 
attainments, or attainments below their age level. The percentage 
In these categories for arithmetic Wae even higher, namely, 93# 5*

No standard test of writing was used* In the course of 
testing attainments in reading and arithmetic children were 
simply asked to write their names and addresses* legibility, 
accuracy and speed determined the rating given. Age had, of 
course, to be taken into account and the resi&Lts iwe used only 
for children of seven years of age and over* The results were 
classified under four headings, namely, (a) legible mid 
reasonably fasti (b) legible with difficulty; (c) a reasonable
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attempt; (d) imsdile to write. Only the second of these re(3uirQ@ 
further explanation* legible W.th difficulty ooverod various 
types of - difficultyincluding, for Instance ̂ cases #%ere writing 
demanded great effort^ Wiere results were laboui'ed or or
ivhere the difficulties arose from either epeèd or accuracy* (Aie 
reeitlts are given in Table 126v

TABia 126 '
ABILITY m  mirma

1 . a . 3 4 ■ 5' ■6 , , 7
Category lagibie/

Past'
^igible/
Biffieitlty

Reasonablo
Attempt

%able to 
write'

P#er
(&aiiie)

Total

Number
%

3220*9 51'33*3
20
13A '

48
31*'4

2- ■■ #100

Thus while ràthêr more then half- of this group ware, able to write 
legibly, about one third were quite unable to write* The remainder, 
ab far as their names and addresses wore concerned, could only 
make a reasonable attempt.

A further table, number 127, on the following page, was 
constructed to show the relationship between ability in vwiting 
and the ability to score in attainment tests of reading and 
arithmetic* It also deals with baclmàrdnoss in these subjects 
and writing. It will be seen timt ability in writing closely 
parallels ability to score on tests of reading and arithmetic*
While 40 of the 41 not scoring at all in either are also unable 
to write, ell children scoring in both subjects are ablq to write
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le g ib ly , or w ith ou t. d lfflo u lty *,

A TTA m W  AND DAGKWARDMDIS; 
m  RÈLATION TO miTING

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 , 8
Educational m a Slight Reading Heading and All Total Not
Attainment - only . Arithmetic. Tests BadZamrd
lTk"iting ̂  
lhable to
v̂ rito 40 7 ■ . 1 . ** . 46
Reasonable
Attempt 11 9 ei. 20
Difficulty !l • -3 . ,18 9 • ' ■ 20 51 7; V
Fast w 2 5 25 32 16
Other 
(Braille) i ; <-ï» I 1 . é> - 2 '

Total 41 22 31 14 45 153 23

That ability to score in readixig-and. aritlmistlc. is not determined 

by a b ility  In  iv ritln g  is shox̂ n by the fa c t th a t approximatply half 
of those scoring on all tests do write under some difficulty as 
do a number of those, showing no baakwardnoss* It is probably 
more to. the point to view the, findings as illustrating the 
positive correlation, of all educational attainm ents, rather than 
as shoxfXng any great dependency upon writing o f reading and 

arith m etic*

Since 50%, o f those studied were m entally hmidicappod and a 

fu rth e r quarter were of dull-nor-mal intelligence, a very high 
percentage o f poor attainment is in e v ita b le * That the incidence
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oÜ» 'baqkwaî düeQa- 'la  even h l] ^ r  '-tban  ̂tvould be eapeoted- on theee 

groimde a l o n e le  pérhape-not eorpi^leing- In"vlew  o f tbe exbra 

d ifflq u ltle e  o f th e .cerebral -peleled,k Among,tboee fk*equent3y

cited as related to their comparatively poor educational 
attainment ie loss o f schoollngo Since this question has not 

alregudjr Tbexaii (scMoaKlcieafGdL jUb wdL3Jl :cw)%r 1)8 cbaait) iwdLtli :l%i (scwnas (lerbs&il*

Ifoss of SchoolingofcjMsgmygnfTTiâiMî ^

()f tdbKs ;2d!3 cGsrelbKvaJL joailiajUBcl ca&Ges; j3t%wdl.ec& 1̂ 3!) tN%%re (sjltlKwr la* 

attendance at school, or had been In the past, %  all cases 
jkodF(Mr%iai)i()ii loais iot)td&i]R6(i edbcyudb IbtKsilr adbiyendfarwoe jreccxpds auntl Ibkws 

jriaidiLryge;* ĝ lvsn ŝggaaapadbealar jTcor b̂iie tdb2%8G f&%%&Ew3p gyre gakwoodn 13%

]LSW&*

"PjLBi&B ]L2j%
: ' ' 2H3I%X)I, jKflMBINIWlBfGB;

1 a ■ 3 4 5
/Ltd&@iTKlaiic<a Dundee - Angus Perthshire Total .

BIorKW&]L ' 20< :19» 16 : ' ' 53
Late Start 32 15 12 59
W.s0ed Spalls ? • 7 ■ 3 " ■ 17
Early Termination 0 8 0 2
Unsatisfactory 3 ' 0 1 k

TTcrteLL 62 a 38 135

N()2%n8Ll ajbtüsndaüwBG %faw3 ibakxsn iio nwaewn, {scsbwaolijoj? T&elbo&sen tdba xïcüpnwaOL 
agpse; ivi1bk& rieiltdhKar ]Leiiĝbi%y sjpalls ()fJ& is(;hK)alp (BK)3%3 tibcwn tjbx*@e 
months continuous absence) nor frequent Intermittent absenceo*



Oa criteria 393̂  or the cerebral paleied etWled had enjoyed
normal' schooling, seven oases head toaohere/epeqlally remarked 
that attendance was, almost perfect* %; Those with either, long 
abeenoee or. frequent: -Intermlttenti.apelle^ formed.a mall group

i ' '
as oompared with late etartere^, The latter were the logeât, 
single group rather larger than the gk̂ oup whose schooling had f !,. . 
been comparatively normal* Those starting school late could be
ciasaified as shown In Table 1S9*

' , TABB: 129 '
. / CM8SIFICATI0M OF PUPI13 STARTING SGROOb MTR ' =

' ' ' ' 1 ", •a „ 3 , / 4- • ■ _ ,5
Delay in, Sohoqllng' Dundee Angus Perthshire Total

6 months ' 6 = 5 ‘■■1 12
-. 1 year- - 15 ' / ' 7 - 23

2 years 5 . *» 1 ■ 6
.. ■'■ 3 t' - ' - / ' - ' ' ■' . . ' 1 . ' ' %): : ' - is? ■ ' ’ ' ' ' '3 '

Over 3 years 5 a , • 3, • IP
Total 32 15 '' ia ' ' 59

Thus of the $9» tO opmmenoed bêt^en eisc months : and a ypar and a 
half late f and 19 ivare two yeare or more late» Two points raquire 
emphasis* The fiî at is that of the ten (,i)ho started school more 
than three years late, seven were ineducable, two more were on 
the borderline of mental handicap and only one was bright#
This lad' was now 19 years of ago and hence had reached school ago 
at a time when there wore fewer facilities for the handicapped* 
Apart from this one case, mental immaturity on attaining normal
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school; age (was ̂a feature- of the very late - etartero# : Ssqondly, It 
Is deliberate 'policy In Dundee not. to enrol mentally handicapped 
pupils imdér seven, years of = age In. special schools though, boeis 
few may attend an ordinary-.sohool In the .meantime* liencQ It 
would not be true,to say. that cerebral palsy In Itpelf expiated 
the frequent pqourrenoe of late'entry,among..this group* A high: 
proportion of late starters would also be found ̂ ong the, mentally 
handicapped, and 20 of the 32 Dundee cerebral palsied lî ose 
schooling was delayed belongqd also to the mentally handicapped 
gsrouqpir ' . .. , : ' . ! - -

Educationally a late start is probably less , detrjmental than 
missed speUp of schooling, since, despite lateness,. a start is 
generally made at the beglmiings of school subjects and at a time 
when the clilld Is more mature* lengthy, and particularly inter- 
initient absences, may well result in an inadequate foundation for 
further progress, and hence a steady accumlatlon 6f backwardness* 

if the polioy of delaying the mentally handicapped child* s 
schooling is to be followed, .and he la certainly unreal at the 
normal age, then nui'sery provision is useful during the inter- 
vening years between attainment of school age and starting school* 
Such provision imuld do much to hasten development particularly 
in those cases where the environment provided by the nursery waq 
superior to that of the home* ; . ,

If oorebral palsy was- an inadequate explanation of lateness 
in starting school, it was also an inadequate explanation of
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missed spells of sohdqiing. The 17 oasea in tMo  ̂ dup Inoludèd 
two whose prdloxïgëd abéenoes wore oaused by undergoing treatment 
for epilepsy, another had eufferbd from ohoreas a tlî ird had had 
a ' "narvoue brealcdot#" s à fourth ' had bôntÿaèted polio in addition 
to being alreadÿ ceret^ol palsied, while a severe buying aqoident 
caused a protracted aWdnoG from school jji yèt another oaee*

The four Oases in wliioh attendance was oonaidered unsatis^ 
factory all came fro# difficult or uhsatisfaotpry hoiaeê and it waa 
to this factor, rather thmi to oèrèbrâl paleÿ, that their 
irremflar' attehdahbo' ims attributed^

It was not found possible to malce any assessment of schooling 
lost through regular clinie attendance for pliysiotherapy* I%ny of 
those studied did not have such treatment) some had been given 
treatment for a few ye#s in the past) otters were now attending 
treatment ciihics twice a week, the majority only once; a few 
attended such clinics outside school hours* 3ii laanÿ cases of 
adolescent cerebral palsied persons freqû^ucÿ of Gli#c attendance 
sometime in the past was no longer knoWi* There, is ho'doubt that 
for a nuWagr of the caëès regular loss of schooling for the 
purpose of clinic attendance would be one Of the oontr^utory 
factors in baokWardnbss*

In summary, therefore, ceNbràl pàlsy was not the/only 
: oic^anation of loss of schooling for the cerebral pklsied but

opérâtW rathèr as ah additional cause of abdêhcé^ Delay in
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starting school affected raore of those studied' than.did prolpngod 
absences and such late starting ims itself bound up indth mental 
handicap as well as rath -the physical diiGq . ' ;
- ' - Other causes of the hoavy ■ incidence of .educational .backward̂ ? 

ness àiaong'the cerebral palsied are difficulties arising from. , 
the handicap itself and from/the less fortunate attitudes to 
such disability sbiiietiDies found in the homo, the school and the 
coimmmityo Such difficulties are ■ considGred in detail, elsewhere, , 
in this study6. Suffice it to say that, remembering the gravity 
for the cerebral palsied of adding educational htmdicap to those 
which already esdot, it cannot but be felt that some of the 
mildly handicapped suffer’rather from too little in the way of 
educational demande than from too much, though isolated instancee 
of excessive educational pressure undoubtedly exiet. It should 
not be forgotten that educational disability is as real a 
handicap as the pliysical disability itself.

9M1ÊS. àbMimtsq M  GegâWml £«Msd a #  i M

# É  A m
In view of Dunsdon*s theory that, educationally, cerebral 

palsied children over ton years of age progress more satisfao«* 
torily than children under ten, the relationship between 

attainment and age in the Dundee study was considored# Table 
130 shows the results for eases over seven years of age*
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TABI^ 130 
EDUÇATIpNAI, ATTAmmMT AND A(3S

,-,1 ,2- . ^ ' 3 , 5 . 6 ?
Age/ . No Slight Reading 1 Reading/ ' All ïotal

'yrso Attaiment Att aliment only ' 'Arithmetic 'tests
'?-io m; - '' ' ' 12 ' '' 15 ' . . (& ' ; i 6 '• 37

'11™16 12 6 10 4 '31 63
lY'^a ' ; ii'\ 4 ■' : ' ' ' 4- \ :' 8 33
Total 43L 22 ' : :31 ' ' 14 - ' / ; : 45', ' ;,.153

Thus 31 children, or nearly half of those In the 11-16 age group
' ' ' '' ' ' : ' ' - ' ' / ' .' , : -

sopye qn all tests* They constitute the majority of those tA)o do 
so* . It is,not surprising that a lesser proportion of those under
ten years come Into this category since fewer have attained the' : ' f  ̂') ' ' ' ' ' . - .

mental, development of about seven years which is necessary* That
the picture is ^so less favourable in the oldest group would
suggest that considerable educational loss may occur oh leaving
school, eepeolally where knowledge Is in any case slender and
lll-k-asslmilatod* It may also, however, be associated with less
adéquate educational facilities and with war-time disruption in "
the early days , of those who have now left school,
‘ Since it was undoubtedly easier for those over ten years of
age to score on all tests, nunibers showing no baclwa^^bss at the
various Stages might be more revealing* Gases In this category

, ' , ' ' \ ' ' ' ' - ' ' ' -

numbered 2l in standardised ^sts of reading (Burt or Verhon), and
ten in tests of arithmetic (Ballard or Burt/ using the Glasgow
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norms .for the latter),x Of these  ̂seven were: ooimpn to both ' 
groups*, Thu0 : a group of; 24 children showed no baclcwardnees In
either reading or arithmetic and sometimes in neither* The age 
distribution of those 24 is as shown in Table 131* ;,
. . . . TrAaiJS.ILZCL '. . ' ' '..

. . AGS DISTRIBUTION OP THOSB SHOWING NO BACKWARDMESS

. 1 ■ ■ 2 ' ' 3 ■ 4 . - 5 '
Age 7-10 11*16 17^ Totol

, No* 57 63 33 153
No* Not 

; Backward . '. <3. . ]L5 • 1 •

The pattern is substantially the, same as that given by table 130, 
that is to say, the age-group 1M.6 contains the majority of 
cases who were not backward eduGatlonaily, but those under ten 
oome next* Thus in Dundee results agree, with Dimsdon's finding 
that those over ten show up to advantage though apparently this 
advantage is short lived* This does not mem an adequate reason 
for supporting Dunsdon^s conclusions as to the desirability of' 
delaying formal education for the cerebral palsied until about 
nine years of âge* Such delay might only serve to advance still 
further the age of most satisfactory achievement* ■ •

Attainment md', «̂41.j,f.uuvMiVB iwff.wM.A'.i'.j.3

It might readily be assumed that extent of physi 
disability and extent of educational attainment would show a
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p o s itive  relationsh ip*, Qeoause of ■Scihonell̂ a (2 2 ) find in g  

hbwcvor, that:; W iile  a severe dogroo o f d is a b ility  had a dole.te- 

rioua e ffe c t on attainm ent in  reading, a moderate degree M d no 

g reater e ffe c t than a s lig h t one& care fu l examination o f the 

Bimdee find ings is. called fo r*  ̂ Table 132 shows the relationship 
between the number o f tests o f attainment in  which those over 
seven years o f age were able to  score .-and th e ir  degree o f 

disability as given by the d is a b ility  index* -=

TABm 132
BDUOATIOmD ATTAINMENT AND DISABÜITI ,

■' 1 a 3 4 ff • 6 ■ ?
Disability Mo Slight Reading Reading/ I All Total

3hdex Attalimeat Attâinméiît only Arithmetic Tests
' () : _ I ■2  ̂11. .. 56•, '& ■ 

Ŝŝ i ■ /3 10 H ' '3 - :■... 10 V 37
- a . ■. ■ k h ' 4 a ■" a ' 16

 ̂ 3 3JL 6 ■ 5 - isi'Ji 22
4 22 — . ' /. -22

Total 41 . aa 31 14 45 153

More than half df those with a disability index of 0 scored all 
tests vjhile noiie in the mpst heavily hmdicapped group had any 
attainments at all* There is no scoring in the top two categories 
of educational Attainment among those with a disability index 
above 2* faèt the trend for attainment to decrease as 
disability increases is both marked and steady and the findings 
do not support those of -Sbhonell* ’ ■ - ' -
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A parallol consideration was the degrees of pliysical handicap 
found among the non-hacîcward educationally* Results are given in 
Table 133*

TABLE 133

DISABILITY OP THOSE gHOWING NO BAOKWARDmSS

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Disability
I&idex 0 1 2 3 4 Total

No* Not
Baclamrd . 16 6 a 24

Tim thirds of the non-baoWard are thus in the category of the 
least handicapped* The number of those showing no baokwardsaess 
decreases markedly W.th each increase in disability and disappears 
completely in the two categories of JHost severe handicap* In 
other words the small group of the non-baciamrd show exactly the 
same trend in regard to attainment and disability as do the 
complote group of those over seven years of age®

Attalninent and Intelligence1,1' wm'iii# wm",» e#«*nns«> f"wwnMnini . y,\

Sehonell (23) has contended that those with I.Qs* between ?0 
and 90 had more satisfactory educational attainments, measured in 
terms of retardation, than those with I*Qs® above 90® It is of 
interest to see whether this was the ease in the Dundoe study both 
as regards the nmbor of tests in which children were able to 
score, and also in terms of backwardness® The relationship
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between and number of tests scored is given in Table 134<
T&ÂJBÜÜB 1:54̂ - ' : . .

EDUCATIONAD ATTABIMT AMD I#Q# ' .

1 2 3' 4̂ 5 6 7

l.'Q. Mo ' . ' ' alight ' Reading Reading = A H Total
Attainment Attaiiamt Arithmetic Tests

Under 50 33 4 . 4 41
50-69 ' ' " IP ' ' 9 8 3 ■ ' ' 4%. ' 29
TCka?  ̂1 " ? 14 6 . 10 38
90-109 2 4 3 18 27
110-129 I - 1 ■' . % 13
Over 130 cp •m 1 ■ 4 ' ■ • 5
Total i}l; 22 '31 14 : 45 153

This table shows a steady progression from a substantial number of 
cases over seven years of age with low I»Q* and no attainment̂  to 
a group with scores in all tests and of average or above*
Of the 41 with l*Qs, under 50̂  33 have no attainments# whereas 1? 
out of the 18 with i*Q* above 110 score in both readi%ig and 
arithmetic* Thus ifArlle there is an overlap between categories 
there is also an unmistalceablo tendency for the number of tests 
scored and Î Q* to inoi'ease together.

The relationship between I.Q* and no backwardness is shown 
in Table 139# on the following page* This table show that 21 of 
the 24 without baoluvardneqs were of average intelligence or abovo# 
with more than half hayizig %*Qŝ  above 110@ Again the connection 
between educational success and good intelligence is apparent#
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TABES 135
BITsmCÆKCB DISTRIBUTION OF THOSE 
■ SFroWIMG HO BAGBWimSB ; ■ :

'I 2  ' 3 • 5  ■

1 *9 . - ■ ■ Under 70 70-^9 9 O-I0 9 llCk. 1 2 9

Mo# Not 
• Backward 3 ■ 6 ’ . 10

Omr 3 .3 0 Total

Atta|maga& anj
The relationship between adjustment or emotional stability 

and the number of tests of educational attaimient on wliich the 
cerebral palsied were able to score was 'also coneideredo The 

! résulté are eet out in Table 136* « ,
: . " ' . . TVIB1Æ5 3L3H& ' . .

. SDUOÂTIOMAL ATTAlMimTS AMD ADJU9TMT

■ ' ' 1' ' ' a»' - 3 " 4 S 6 7
Adjustment No flight Heading Reading/ m. Total
Rating, Attainment Attainment only tol'bhmetic Teste

Very Good . -3 1 ' 4 , ■ ^ 16. 2 6

Good 1 3 6 a h : ' .16% 47
Fair ; ■ 7 . a a ■ 3 11 37
Poor. 17 y 11 5 ■ ■ 2 4 2

Not '■
Applicable 1 ess — ' ' ’ —' 1
Total 41 22 ' 31 3./̂ : 45 153

The relationship between adjustment and. number of testa scored was 
leas obvious than that between the latter and intelligence# 
Hoivever# more than lialf of those who scored in the top catogory
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for adjustment also soored in all tests#; while the largest iiiMber 
of those with poor adjustment had no moasurable attainment olthor.
There was thus some tendency for good adjustment and greater
number of tests scored to go together#
. . . ■ ' " - • ■ ■ ’ ’ 

Results relating adjustment and the absence of educational
baclqmrdness show a similar trend as ifill ba seen from Table 137.

TABIB 137
A D J U ^ M T  RATINGS FOR THOSIB 
SHOWmG MO BAGMARDmsS

1 2 ’ ' ■ 3 4 ’ 5 6
Adjustment Very Good ' Good Fair Poor Total
Mo. Not
Backward 12 7 4 1 24

A H  but five are rated good or very good for adjustment and only 
one of these is rated poor# This on© came from a difficult home.

M;IMæak g m  Bmm
Another recognised Influence on educational success is home 

background. Number of tests scored was# therefore# considered 
in relation to the suitability of the home as show’ll in Table 138# 
on the following page# The most obvious feature la that a ve^y 
high proportion (38 of the 45) scoring on all teats come from 
homes rated as either very suitable or fairly suitable, (hily 
seven are from any of the categories of less suitable homes 
including one from the lowest grade of very unsuitable home.
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TABIaS 1 3 8

EDUOATIOmL ATTAlNmWT AND 
SUZDABIDITY OF TIB HOHS

1 2 . 3 : . A . 3 . . . 6 7
Suitability Mo' Slight Reading Heading/ ■ All Total
: of Home Attainment Attaimient only ' Arithmetic Tests
Very Suitable 
Fairly

It 7 11 7' 2g 64
■ Suitable 6 8 11 2 13 40
Difficult 2 t a 5 t as
Unsatis
factory

Very
1 <rt. ‘2 3

Unsuitable 2 a 1 C i 1 6
None
Residential/

ra 1 *K> ■41̂ 1

Placing 16 Œ . - 16

Total 41 22 31 It tg 153

The few coroing from very unsuitable homso apart from this one 
exception, had poor.educational attainments or noneJ The 
connection between ability to score on tests of attainment and 
the suitability of the horns lo by no means clear cut and the 
numbers :ln residential care constitute a further difficulty*
None the less there is a very definite tendency for those scoring 
on all tests to come from very suitable or fairly suitable homes® 

The 2̂. cerebral palsied persons showing no educational 
baolRvardnesg were also in the main from suitable homes* This 
can be seen from Table 139, which appears on the following
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' ' TABLB 139
Horn GUITADILITY FOR THOSG 

SHOWING NO BAOmifARDNESS

3 6
Suitability 
of Home

Very
Suitable

F a irly  -
Suitable

D if f i-
cult

îMsatià-
fac to ry

' Very ■
Unsuit
able

Total

■ No# Not’ 
Baçlmard 1? 5 2 24

From studying the educational attainments of this groùp the 
o v e ra ll findings ares that children in thé ago group il~l6 years 
eêorô'on most te s ts$ th a t w ith  the 'progression from hot scoring 
at all̂  to scoring on a l l  te s ts , there is an accompanying trend 
of decreasing'disability, b e tte r'adjustment, and'more 'suitable 
home background, as well as increasing I#Q« Gases ehoiflng no 
educational backwardness also tend to be more favourably placed 

in all these respects and only one of the 24 had not attended the 
ordina*ry school* He had not attended school a t all but had 
received tuition at home* Bringing together the findings for the 

non«baclcword it is seen that o f the 24, 15 are in the 11̂ =16 age 
group; 22 have a disability indezc of 0 or 1; 18 are above 100 
in I# Q» ; 19 are rated as having made a good or very good

adjustm ent, and 22 come from homes rated very, or ' fairly 
suitable*

I f  all the top ratin g s are considered as advantages and each 
counted as 1 (that is for a disability index of 0, .for an I*Q«
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above 110,, an adjustment rating of very good and a home rating of
very suitable ) then the 24 nbn-baoWard were grouped as shorn In

Table 140.
. . TABIE 140

N U m m  OF ADVANTAGES AI40NG THOSE 
SHOWING NO BAGIWARDNE8S

1 a 3 4 5 6 7
Number of
Advantages 4 3 2 1 0 Total
No. Not : 
BacIUAfard 5 9 4 6 24

No person :Ui this group had no advantages, some had every 
advantage, and the majority had most things in their favour*
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eilAPTEB X 

Sî«.OXABILHÏ

Si 1952 Carlson (1) referred to vocations as "the great 
unsolved aspect" of the opastic problem, and as far back as 1937 
Elisabeth Lord (2), one of the earliest m'lters on the problems 
of the cerebral palsied, wrote, "Until we have a clearer idea of 
satisfactory occupations in adult years, we are directing ous‘ 
educational plans without goalo" Twenty years later her statoasnt 
is still ao true and th© problem is still unsolved* The crucial 
nature of this problem is well brought out by Grothers (3) who 
says 3

My impression is that it is almost inconceivable that 
educational efforts will result in independence until wo are 
able to provide honest and dignified careers for a reasonable 
number of the children able to accept responsibility*
He adds.

Until we find a valid and satisfactory way of life at 
maturity, all the muscle training, operations and special 
education wo offer is of limited value®

It is easy to see that the cerebral palsied as a, group 
present particular difficulty from the point of view of 
vocational placing® Special schools dealing with various 
types of handicap. Youth Bknploymont and Disablement Registration 
Officers, are unanimous in stressing the extra problems of 
finding suitable employment for this group*
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As was pointed out in connection with inteHlgenco testing^ 

cerebral palsy tends to result in multiple handicap» A single 
handicapp be it blindneas,'deafness, lameness,’ or even impaired 
manipulation may, in some measure, be eircumvented by concentra- 
tion on other lines of ability* From the point of view of 
education and employment, even feeble^^mindedness is easier to 
deal with than multiple handicap® Involvement of only the upper̂  
or only the loi'uar limbs does not occur frequently among the 
cerebral palsied.and was found in the Dundee study in only 36 
of the 223 cases* Where it does occur, involvement of the legs 
Is generally more readily overcome than disability of the hands.
It may b© possible to treat a paraplegic when seated as non- 
handicapped, though it should be remembered that employment must 
be considered as beginning on leaving bwe, and that unless some 
means ban be found of' getting to and fro, not only from home to 
the place of work,, but to the workroom itself^ a sedentary job, 
otherwise within the capacity of such a person, may have to be 
turned down. Involvement of the hands omi present an even more 
serious problem since extraordinarily few jobs do not require use 
of the hands, and additionally a degree of precision, or speed, cs* 
both* Holoran (4) oums up the problem as follows:

lAlhen one dr both hands are affected, when speech may be 
slightly abnormal, when the intelligence is too poor to allow 
of clerical work, when there is accompanying epilepsy, or when 
some of the emotional instability so typical of the cerebral 
palsied may still remain, the problem is a difficult one. A 
patient with severely crippled legs, or an educationally sub
normal child with strong limbe, is much easier to place than one



with a mixture of disabilities apt to be found in the, spastic 
child even though the disability may not be severe in itself.
Superficially at least, the present position of the cerebral
palsied appears more satisfactory in the United States than in
this country* In 1945 Odoroff (5), reporting on 263 cerebral
palsied cases dealt with by rehabilitation agencies In the
previous year, stated that 238 had been placed in employment.
As a convenient way of shovang their vocational placement
Table 141 is offered giving O d o r o f f findings. ■

i:E 141
GOMPim) PROM ODOROPF̂ S'PIimiiMGS 

ON VOOATIOmL PIACBmNT ;

1 ' " 2' 3 ' • 4' ■ 5 ■ 6 ' ' ' ' IP - a
Type of 
Employ
ment

Pro4»
fessional

Bub—
Pro
fessional»

White ' 
Collar

SidJiled
feiuai.

Semi-
Skilled

I&Q ' .' : 
Particular 
Skill :

Total

No. of •
Gases

. ■ I 18 ! 16 81 5 3 ' 5 ■ 238

Of those, 225 wore in full time employment, thir'ee in sheltered 
workshops,. three. working in their owh homes, / and eeven ..waro- ■' •
unsatisfactorily- employed̂  ■ As regards -training, 46% had'received 
ndnop l6% had been given university or college training, 12%.had . 
received a business training and 21% a training -in trades® The 
professionally employedp Odoroff states, included the folXovlngg 

lawyer, ' teacher, librarian, engineer, research worker, journalist, 
and accountanto •.> ,
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A mot dlaèjàilér pioturo le presented In statistics publièhod
by the Office of Vocational Rehabilitation for the year 1951 (6)* 
This deale with 881 cerebral palsied Clients» Tablé 142 ivas 
Compiled from the figures given to show their emplbymeht 
distribution after reliabilitation.

TABIE 142
OOMPILBD FROM STATISTICS ON VOCATIONAL P L A O m T  
'GIVEN BY TME OFFICE OF VQCATIOmL REHABIMTATICm -

Tÿpe of %ploymënt
Clèrical/Sales and Kindred 
Skilled and Sehd.:̂ Skllidd 
Prcfssslohal/SemiaProfessional 
and Managérial 
Service 
UnsldHed
Agricultural and Kindred 
Farm and HoÜsè Work
Total

% Employed

38

11
11

Brian and Smith (?) likewise show cerebral palsied persons 
to be vmrklng in a wide î ange of oocùpatiohs with a considerable 
proportion engaged in skilled work* The findings of Glick*s (8) 
study of 200 ambulatory cerebral palsied adults in New Yô%\k citÿÿ 
were less Optimistic/hoivever, and more in line with the few 
results in this country. It imst of coursé be remembered that 
CKlick studied a saihple selected only in the sense that it Was ' 
restricted to ambulatory patients. On the other hand, the 
previous studies quoted, dealt with clients of a rehabilitation



centre and' mhabllltatlbn'%ge(Dele*8 / and these would form à Weh
more Mghl^"seCLOoted eomp3?isihg mainly those for whom '! '
rehabilitation ims ' pdssible» Thus it could only be-e%peotèd
that Gliok^s findings^ ih being more compréhensive, iibuld also
be "io3>e pesslmistlG^ Of W r  200 oases, 124 were men and ?6 women
and their average age was 30, with a range of from 18 to 45 years#

thân half, 118, had never ht any time held jobs and only 42,
or 12%, were employed at the time of the study* If the position
is such among ambulatory cerebral palsied cases even more .
depressing findings can be expected tdien the group is Considered
as a irAïole* - / ^

3h this country the problem of the enployment of the cerebral
palsied seems to be just emerging as a question for study* As yet
there is a great dearth of material to work on# Holoran^s (9)
study of cerebral palsied children who had left schools in the,
Leeds area is one of the few available#' Table 143 wàu oospiled
to show 'her findings^ - ' ' . i ^. :..-

- - ' ' ' ' TABIE 143 ' ' ' \
. ( ' ' ' '  ̂ mOLORANia 'FlNDimS ON THE' ' ' '  ̂v  - ■. ' { ; ) -

PIAGING OF amOOL LEAVERS

jh ! traii:i%)g at private.' commercials school ' . -
Satisfactorily placed
Worltlng for-relatiohs'' % - %' ' - = % - -
Several change s:of 'job/difficult'to'place 
Lohg-s.tay trainhig establislmsnts, e.g. Alton/Oswestry 
At homê/unable to work at all
— - — —  —   ̂ T b W  -

1
3-
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Like the other writers so far mentioned Holoran was also dealing 
with a >select group able to attend school. None of the most 
severely disabled phyoloaliy or mentally^ would therefore find 
a place in her study^ Bveh so, only thrde' are: deèdribed 

' satisfactorily placedthough five more' are in training*
Further study of the employment problem is envisaged and ‘ 

the Annual Report of the Scottlah Council for the Care of %>a8t:l08 
for the year 1954-55 (10) contains this statement: ^

There are relaitively few eufferere from 'Corebral Faley vdio 
are so lightly handicapped that they can take their place in 
bueinese and industry in competition 'with hoiinal individuals* 
Bnf^loyment for those who can vjork, but not in canpetitiOh*^ is 
a eOrious problem vzhich the Council hopes to so3.ve in oollabora- 
tion with the statutory authorities#
The problem, however, is likely to be atubbbrn* .

One of the attempts to deal with the complete.group has been 
made by the Midland Spastic Association# Their statistics for 
Birimngham and region are published in an appendix to T̂he 
Special Vifalfara Meeds of Epileptics and Spastica %  (11) a 
^Uniatry of Health circular# Of a regional total of 1,067|. 
spaetioe, 385 are aged 15 and over, and IC^ of these, or very 
slightly more than one in four, are engaged in normal work* A 
fw^her 69 are undergoing eome form of education or training#
%at percentage of these ndll later enter normal eix^loyment it 
is impossible to say* Table 144^ on the following page, 
compiled from the results*



T m  PMGIMG OF SFASTIOS 
OVER 15' YEARS OF AGE IN BIimiNGHAM ABBA

Placing ' Number
Some form of cohtihuCd education 57
Training . . . . :. / - :12
Outwork 12
Sheltered, workshop . 10
Part-time i^rk 4
lioueewivee , 4
Noitial imrk 102
At home . ' . . , . . 13.3
Ifüental Deficiency Institutions a
Cripples home and hospitals - .... ̂ 30. '

' ' ' ' %

Thus 184 of the 3$5 are neither working, undergoing training, nor 
continuing with any form of education* Details pf the type of 
work undertaken are given for 98 .epaetiee# A synopsis of the 
findings ,i@ given jn Table 145 which wns compiled frmi the figuree*

TABIE 145
TYRE OF .WËK UNimTAmN 

BY 8PA8TIC8 IN B i m m G W m  ARM

Humber
Çlerké
Typists

. 6 
6

Shop Assistants ' - '5.
light Factory Assembly Workers , . 13' 6
Pieceworkers at home

u ■ 
11

(earning under 21 weekly)
Total - 47
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Table 145 gives the types of work engaged in by any group of more 
than three spaetice* The remaining 51 Included apprentice 
accountants, office boys, telephonists, shoe repairers, tailoring 
workers, lift attendants, maids, gardeners, factory sweepers, 
machine cleaners, workers in Remploy, and in residential ivork- 
shops# There is a marked lack of professional and semi- 
profqssional work in this list as compared with similar lists 
previously quoted dealing with sections of the cerebral palsied 
in the United States*

The reasons for this are perhaps not hard to find. Not only 
do the American figures deal only with selected groups, but studies 
of cerebral palsy in the United States have fairly consistently 
maintained a higher incidence than; has been established for this 
Gountry. This could mean a reel difference In incidence, or it 
could result from inadequate case finding# If the latter were 
the explanation, the cases moot likely to bo overlooked are those 
of mildest degree* : Because of the positive relationship found to 
exist among the corebr^ palsied betwen physical and mental 
impairment, this would mean a tendenoy for some of those best 
equipped as regards employment not. to figure in the findings at 
all. The offoot would be to reduce the numbers in the higher 
grades of employment* " , ' ' % '

Moreover, since more study of the cerebral palsied at the 
adolescent level has already been carried out in the United



StatêG^ it i.8 roàaonable to suppose that greater training 
facilities exist, and (Moroff*8 (12) report would tend to ■ 
confirm this* < > ' ' ' ? '

Iri i>&Kl8 (MHiritarjr JLawelc <>3? jLKL&(xrfREubdLo*i, juK%)Bi OLeuplc <)f
styudjr, ii3 re%)oi»t,ecl Tqy tykKs BBLciigrbaraf ()f QsiiUbh <)(D%ni3j&tye<5 (]L3) awg
0KK3 lOdE Ibkws jgafGwe ckrawObowGlss ijü tw&cliüLingp tdbe (aaqpOUoQfB&sEKt skrcdoOLetas (>f 

the oersbral palsied* Thig) Odmmlttee reports that it ôeh find 
neither reliable -InfwmtlOB' ae to the 'Incidence cwC cêrehrêl :paloy 
]&()r tliG (%B3)GH3l&ad&i.(3Ki ojf jLdLfe idbogKS ibhûws )baaoKi3/8cq3%)8(l. On iy&Kls 
]L(&adb jpcwlnt tdbe (BüwBôilibtHsc) jLbqp&'esseHSdl Igy tdbe jf8ùGi> iï&ù&t) jLtf Mwâàf 

unable to establish the whereabouts of anÿ substantial number of 
spastic adults*^ the same report the opinion is also expressed 
thdtj' *a' substantial. number of severely handicapped spastica on 
attaining age sixteen aro * written off ̂ and returned to their " 
homëO where they draw assistance grants and dnly come again Under 
special observation bn the death of paibnts hr in some bthor tragic 
clrcumstanoe & " The Committee believes this to foe due partly to ' 
lack of facilities 6 but basically to laok of knowledge about the
real capacities of many spastic cases.

The National Assistance Act of 19# aims at promoting the• 
general welfare of those suffering serious permanent handicap 
by encouraging fuller participation in the life of the oommmlty* 
This is interpreted by the Oommittee responsible for the report 
already mentioned^ as meaning that spastios should be helped both



directly and Indirectly, "to live as normal a life ao possible 
wlillct still residing in their own homes* ̂ They also, recommend 
that there is a need for atudy involving job analysis and job
placement; in regard to spasticso

The Problem of Incidence
Before considering the Dundee findings in detail the problem 

of incidence requires examination® According to Imcas. (14), 
"American surveys show that a population of one million includes 
60Q cases under the age of 16 years# Similar surveys recently 
carried out in Britain suggest that the comparable figure in 
this country is 200 per million population, and may be 
considerably lower "rr-T."' The number of cerebral palsied oases 
who were the subject of psychological study in the survey area 
was 223> 179 of them being under 16 years of age® The total , 
population of the area i;$. 410,700 (13),. which would thup, give a 
ratio of 424 cerebral palsied under l6 per million population# 
However, the number of cases studied psychologically was not 
quite the complete total for the area®, Eouÿily 5^ of the total 
number were : either uncoTpperative or had removed, from the district# 
The likelihood ; is, that a . proportion, of these cases would have. been, 
diagnosed as cerebral palsied,, therefore 434 per, million is almost 
certainly an under#*estimate. Though the figure is not precise^ 
there is no doubt that it falls well between the two figures 
given by hueas, and this would suggest that some, at least, of
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the earlier British studies have suffered from inadequato case
fincilngo It remains a point of speculation whetlior a yet more
thoroû i. case finding would make the figures approximate to .
those of the United States*

Phelps (l6);j basing his figures on the I9 4 0  New Jersey
survey; gave an oft-quoted incidenee of the birth bf seven
cerebral palsied children annually' per 100,000 of the total

population® ' One of these died in early infahcy. Dmisdon (1$)
proceeds from there to state that this left approximately
9 6  dorëbral palsied children, aged 16 and under, in each total
population of 100,000 persons* She continues,

AsSilmlhg that the clilld population vjithih this age rangé 
aCcoiaits for apprœdnïàtely 1/^1/ th of the total population;'4 ' 3
the resulting incidence of children with cerebral palsy would 
approximate to from 3# to 4^0 per 1,000 of the total child 
popu3„ati6n®

Dimsdon oonments that since this high Incidence is so often 
quoted, not only in relation to the United States, but as if 
it were applicable in Britain also, it would not be surprising

if authorities on the problem in that country were 
to assume that failure to give as much prominence to the problem 
in this country must mean that; thousands of children here are 
being neglected,, either through lack of ascertainment or by 
reason of lack of the necessary provision for suitable education 
and treatments
Dunsdon*s own finding was an overall incidence of 1#3 cerebral 
palsied cases per thousand of the child population, in the three 
county areas and seven county boroughs studied®
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,. The (Report of : the Advisory .GmrnoU, (18) dealing with, the. 
ed^oatWi, of ÿphyelQOlly «handicapped pupile also, quotes fhelps'' 
figures igjjrlng an mnnel, inere## -- of eeven= cerebral, palsied . 
per.ipOgOOOtof the population*; six of these lasting 
provision ,1s, .required. ̂ ; ,The .Report icontlnues^ ; ; \, ; : ,; / -

, A^shming for the pnesentitWt the main prpbleni In ̂ gotland
relates io.the age group of children from five to fifteen it 
might be expected on this .basis «that 60, children qf school,age 
would suffer from cerebral palsy for every 100,000 of the ■. 
population* This would; yield a .tqtal: of approximately ;3,QQ0 , 
cerebral palsied children in Scotland within the range of 
ocmqpulsoîrÿ schooling*,- . . . i v ,
The higher.birth rate in;the United Statea is «then pqintqd. out
and it is conjectured that even 2,300 tmuld be too high a figure#
Finally 1,Q00 is recoimiien#d as the figure for nso iy& educational
planniyig*

Schonell (19)» reporting on findings of the Birmih0%a%i:i
. \ : . ' ; - : . ' - : ' survey, and adding to the actual findings, suspected cases not
yet examined, states an incidence of nine per 10,000 of the
school population and suggests that, "the probable incidence
of cerebral palsy among sçhcîol-̂ age children is approxiimtely
one per thousand*'! 8he adds that further surveys vdJLl
supplement these figures, but that it is unlilcely that the
incidence in Britain will foe found comparable with the high
figures given by earlier worlcers in the (hited States* ;

À very recent survey of cerebral palsy (20) conducted in 
the county of London found the prevalence to vary from 1*03 per
1,000 for children from 0 to 14 to 1.18 when only children
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between five ànd 14 oonsïdorëd. \ •
The Dundee eurvey gives an inoldehce (see p* 6) of 2,2 per

1,000 of the: sôhopl population, a figure only slightly above 
those found in two other Boottish surveysg-.thât "of '-3hgr;an/'(21) 
carried out in Edinburgh, and that of Keddie (22) in Dundee# : 
Both give an incidence of just Over lé 9a the former per 1,000 
children aged 14 or under, and the latter for equal numbers of 
school children in Dundee * Any one of these three Scottish 
figures would almost doublé the incidence suggested by SchonèH, 
and; is considerably greater than tliat recognised by the Advisory 
Council* let in the ' Dundee survey only Imown or suspected oases 
were studied and no attempt was made to examine apparently normal
children* Predictions on probable incidence such as that made by
' : . . - . ' \ , . - ' ' ' . : ' : .

BohoneH càn; thersfore, only be accepted with some reserve,
: The- incidence given by the Dundee smvey, -though higher than

tliat generally accepted in Ehglmid, is still beloW that usually 
quoted for the United States* ■ As already pointed but, if very 
mild cases have been omitted in the Dundee study, the likelihood 
is that they will include an undue propôi'tion of the more 
inteHlgent, and hence the more readily en̂ l̂oyable. Id this 
case an unfavourable comparison of the Dundee results with the 
American findings already quoted is only to be oaq̂ ected,: There 
was another reason for anticipating h poorer result in Dundee, 
namely, that all cases were studied, with no sélection whatever



amëng those of employment âgé*'

The. Dundee Findings
Of the 223 caeee,' 49 were of employment age and had left 

sohool, that is to say, were over 15, or over 16 years of age, 
depending on idiether they had attended an ordinary or a spécial 
school* A further four, over 13m remained at school, and two of 
these had embarked upon senior secondary courses* C^e more, aged 
16 years 2 months, was still receiving home tuition and was 
counted as of sdhool age*  ̂The number considered in relation to 
employment Q̂ Gcluded such cases and was confined to tlie 43 
mentioned above* From the point of view of employability, as 
with educability, the cerebral palsied in this study coùld not 
be considered as forming one group. Tlio ivide range in intelligence

' - . i

and educational attainment even apart ^om physical handicap 
Implied a similar range in possible employment* For some, all 
woric ivould be out of the question and» since milder l^dicap» 
better intelligence; and attainment all tended to occur together, 
normal competitive employaient would be feasible for others, 
lad^od those over school age had little in common, apart from 
chronological age* %ey had to be siibMiivided into workable 
groups* The first main subMiivisibn to be made was between the
' , X . ' . - ' ; ; ' . . ' .1 / f : : r . \ , , . ' - ...

employable and the unemployable* Table 146» on the following
page shows the results. It olao shows the proportion of those 

considered employable who, were actually engaged in ivorlt.
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TABES! 1 #  
ENPIDYABILZPY AND EieiDYiaT

1 2 3 4
Category Uhemployablo Bmoloyablo Total

Hot JSmployed Employed

Number 23, 9 13 45

Thus, just over h a lf, 33%» of the* group ua.rê considered to  be,- 
employable, but only, 13 o f these 24. were, aotuàlly working at, the 
time of the. psy'çhologiçal ê caminati-ouq AMost half were imemp].oy* 
ablOo , Each of the three groupa WiU. be dealt with in tuyn®

SmlifMamMs,
The great majority of those in  this group, would, because of 

mental defect, bo unemployable without the, extra d is q u a lific a tio n  

of physical handicap® Table, 147 giyos the reasons, for their> 
assigmnent to the unemployable category#

TABia 14?
0AU8E8 OF Um:4PL0YABILITY

1 2 3 4 5 6,
Causes I^ n ta l Mental Physical

Handicap Handicap ■•. Handicap-
1* Q. < 30 l.Qo, low 30s.

Number. 16 1 ‘ ,3

In s ta b ility T o ta l

Of the 21 considered unemployable, 16 come .into the idiot or 
imbecile grades of. mental d efect. Only in  three cases were 
cerebral palsied persons In  the group .assigned to. the.unemployable
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catego^ solely on the groimcl of physical handicap* One of these 
oasee was very imueual and the deformity was increasing. He wae 
quite unfit for workg despite being of normal intelligence and 
having made a satisfactory adjustment to hlo eacteneive handicap. 
There was some doubt as to the diagnosis of cerebral palsy and 
as to whether he should be included among the survey eases. 
Another» also severely disabled» liad been in hospital during 
the past ten years and i#s likely to remain there. Both hands 
were practically useless and he had received but little in the 

of education. He could not hope to become sufficiently 
independent for employment to be a possibility. The third i#a 
mentally handicapped, though not to a degree which would debar 
employment» but he had additional handicaps; he was only able 
to hobble around indoors; both his hands ware badly affected; 
he had received practically no education and even occupation 
centre training )md been begun only at 13* The sum of these 
handicaps was unemployability, and he was entered into the 
category of unemployable because of physical handicap.

Mental handicap» rather than physical handicap resulted In 
employnent being out of the question for the majority of the 
unemployable in the group. Of the 21» ei^t ware in residential 
care and 13» including three of idiot grade, remained at home. 
This meant that there were ten at home who required some means 
of occupying their time. All had had some form of training in.
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the past as ie .shorn In Table I#®
' ' ' . ' ' - . ' '

PmVlOUS TRAINING OF W W l D Y A B m  FBR80N8' 
OVER SCHOOL AGE

1 a 3 4 5. 6
Training/
Education

Ordinary 
,Rural School

Special 
,School

Occupation
Qentre

Home/Hospltai
Tuition,

Total

Number : ' 3 : • 1 * ' 4 '.mw=rac=.»r.aii.. «
> S- 10

At the time of survey visiting» three of these ten imd very 
recently begun to receive some occupational therapy under a new 
scheme for the homebound# Visits under this scheme i#re. infrequent 
but at least a start had been made. Of the ten» three were not 
ambulatory and ware severely disabled» but the other seven chafed 
considerably under the unsatisfactory conditions of their lives.
The daily routine of earlier training had unfitted. thW for 
coping with so much unorganised time# When it «ceased» social 
Contacts were restricted and a vacuum was created in their lives. 
Since almost all were mentally handicapped they had few resources 
to draw upon within themselves and nohe had any friends of his

' . ' : ' : , - ' . : - . , ' - : . : l ' ' 'own. Generally they had a few tasks at htme and the rest of the 
time was divided between films» T.V. or radio» and getting bored.
It ims not juât a personal but a family problem* Aimioss lives 
made these handicapped persons unsatisfactory members of the 
family* Parents in such cases wore soaatimos so keen to hove 
the disabled personas time occupied» that far from expecting 
peyaent for any form of work done» they would gladly have paid
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for any ohanco of doing it& ^
If» as was maintained earliea;̂ » the success of training and 

treatment is to W  judged in terms of what happens later, then 
in none of these oases oould either training or treatment be 
considered satisfactory. On thei%̂  attaining sdhool leaving age, , 
it had not been possible to fit this group into thé ordinary 
social pattern, and since no alternative had been fôùnd, 
provision simply qeased. Such training and treatment as they 
had received had not fitted them to take a normal place in 
society» but neither had it fittqd them for the IciM of life 
they now had to live. Instead»/when training cèasèd, their 
lives were bereft of significance. =

Some form of senior occupational training following upon 
^hat given during thé ;Sçhool#»àge years is needed^, Tiiis hàs been 
recognised and a start along thés'© lines has ; been made in Dundee 
plnce the oqmmencemeht Of the suryey. At the tl^é of sunrey . . 
visiting, homver . tills centre had not been opened. Such .. . 
provision in Dundee would not foe for the cérébral palsied,alone » 
but for any of those who were unemployable owing to handicap,  ̂

physiqal or mental. There would bo little reâso;̂  for restricting 
any such provision to one type of handicap» especially cerebral 
palsy which covers a host of conditions itself. Thpugh .it would 
be preferable wherever possible for the 'disabled to attend a 
centre» even in the ,city a homebound scheme providing divérsional
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therapy for the few too disabled to attend, might be neoeGeary.
&% thb ooimtry areas a oentĵ e kd^it be lose feasible ahd It might 
even bè néGeBeàiy to ôohôehtrate upon thë latter typé of provision* 

■ Oqeupatiôu centré provision» following the school^agë years 
should be' part of a dontimtoue process of; training# / 'Anj of , 
those suitable for such training at a senior level will be 
recruited from junior occupational centres» for few*attending 
the latter will become employable* ' It is fully realised that 
there will be, little in the of educational attainment among 
those àttehding a senior centre é and it is envisaged that such , 
a centre would be run rather as a club, meeting ât least ttm or 
three times a week, and daily if possible^ gprn#. meetings, might 
take place in the evenings. At the very léast» fiWs and tele«*
vision can be provided and also music, simple games, and, .

* '
, especially for those without physical- disability, handicrafts*., 
Much more might be done in the way of reading to such a group* 
Appreciation of si*i%)le reading material will be far in Advance of 
their own halting or negligible efforts in reading* , A homeboimd 
scheme ivould be a0 far as possible on. similar lines^ efforts 
beihg made to supply parents with materials ^ud suggestions* Use 
could also be made of voluntary worke%̂ @ as has been done- in the 
recently inaugurated aftér^càke: scheme fun in oonneçtioh fjith the 
Special school in Dundee* ' : ,'' ' .

% é  important point is that ty some regular activity» however
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single, the handicapped peroon Is drawn Into the oommunity and . 
y r thereby' sMo- slÿi#l0#ç8t'ls\lèht to 'his- îlÿlhg# -- !/ " y. - ; ;

% m  a&,mskAdaisâ   . ' .

There were nine persona in this group and the reasons for=: % ,1 . r , .  ̂  ̂. ; - , , ;  ̂ - . , ; , '/  ̂ ; , x.
their being imemployed are given in Table 149$; y . y ' ' . : ; ,, ' : / %' : r . ' / . , . ; ' ' - / \% / ? . ; .. .. \ .
' TABLE 149

CAUSES OF NOIWMPLODMT
: A W a  im^m^^iOYABm'

' ' ' 3" ' ; ' . 2» - • 3 . : = 4k : : ÿg , ; \ ; \ :.()/ / : : 7
Cause '3si ; . .

Training
,Tq)%of&rily
Unemployed

Gon^ . . 
valoscent

BisBb#ity Poor;. '-y, 
Adjustméht

Total

dumber ' ' 2 ' ' ' ''1 ' ' - ' : : : \ ' ' ' ; , ' 'j;  ̂; • ■■

, Thus those, in . çolumnO .2 to  4 - unenqplpyed f o r r e a s o n  ivhioh

was lik e ly  to  be o f temporary, duration , two being engaged %  

tr^ ^ in g  to  fit/th e m  fq r eiî lqyment# That is  to, . fiv e  out o f 

the nine sli,owed aome lik e lih o o d  o f eeo urqm plpym ent in  the  

,.n ear,future^ , For Mm,remaining, four prospects were, pooro =..0# 

had held tŵ o or three unsuitable jobs on leaving  school» but 

carrying m ilk crates or scraping balcehouse tin s  had proved unsatis «: ' ' ' . ' '  ̂/ .. '' \ ' : :. T ' . . V ' '
fac to ry  to  a youth whose manual contro l was poor, and whose 

in te llig e n c e  iiras m ^ , above average» He had» the tim e o f

survey te s tin g , been unemployed fo r two years* None o f the others 

had ever held jobs. One was an e p ile p tic  who ]was. ra th er over«i, * - ■ . > ' ,1 ' - ' ' * ■ ! ' i , - • S < .

protected. Another* being in  any case the type o f youth lAo is  

in c lin ed  to  d r if t  and lack  purpose» was ra p id ly  bscpimlng
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dnmplçyable.. The third/#8 happily spending her time
in the house end there was no greht q m o o m  over, the qûeètléh of ;.
en^loymentV: . '. \ . / . ' , . -

' ' m W A g â '  ' ' "" ' - ' ‘  ̂ '"
There waé a considerafole range within the employed category » 

frcNR those in omipetltlve emplo^ënt» to one case whose part«?time 
work earned him lees than 0. weekly* Table ISO shows the detaile,
- ' ' ' ' ' '' ' ' ' ' ' TKAJBIjB .19(> - ' ' ' ' ' " ' ' ' '

'TYPE OF Eï:3PtOYmm ' ' \ '
. ' ' :L ' '. ' ' '' 2 ' ' ' ' - ' ' - 4; ' " ' ' ' ' ' <> ' '
,fypo \ ' C (% )etitivé Olim Account V^th,Relative Partwtlme Total

Number ! 12: ‘ '* . , ; ■ 1' ' - ' ' 1 • - f. , '' ]L V ... / . -19  '

Jobe held by thé 12 In competitive employment are lleted in 
Tahle\l91$ . .

.. , .  ̂ 9%Aj3I2&,]L50L, ... - . .. - , ....
' ' ' .' '  ̂  ̂ . ' ' - ' ' ' I; ! ' % , '

TYPES OF COMPETITIVE » I O Y I # T  
mOA(^D m  Bi''Tm!6l!a&BRA&'PA&8IED ' ' '

%̂te . =
Trainee Jute Dreeser 
Apprentice ;̂ te' %ever.

 ̂ Packer ,
Shop Assistant
Cli3G%m È^ojectioniét 
C3k53ds, .. ' / , . :'
Card Finisher (w ith Statiéners) 
Train %G9^dQr
Oloalà̂ oôHî ' Attendant 

. , pmfje Boy „
Domestic Servant
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While • qome degree of skill was involved in many of the jobs > 
listed in Table 151» as compared with the iisto quoted from 
American studies earlier, the low level.of employment is
apparent, Laundry pàoking, work In jûte, and domestic service

! ' ' ' ' ' ' ./ ; ' ' . seem heavy t\iork for the cerebral palsied and in a H  of these the
hoûi's were excessively'long* Li , fact , in the last mentioned case
a 12«hdur day appeared to be thp rule, and this Wiole case
éavôured of exploitation of the handidappèd* There was not one
sin^e case engaged in ai%rthing approaching professional» mmi^
professional or mmagerial/work, nor co^ any of thqsq at present
ST^loyed hqpe one day for work of this type* Yet the possibility
of the exceptional cerebral palsied person entering professional
%vork is not entirely ruled out» since milder handicap and better

' : educational attaimieht tended to W  associated'iid,th aboyé
' intelli^noe* There Ws^no pdrsbh among thé 45 ̂ otentiàlïÿ
employable who had received a full secondary education but five
pupils attending school (three under 1$ and two between l5 and l6
years of age) had embarked on senior secondary bourses# , Of these
five three were functiohally mildly hmidicapped and none of course
shoiiied any educatiiwal backwm^dness* It has however to be.
remembered that average attainment, (Aich is signified by showing

... ,, ' ■ V . , I . ■ ' ' ' ' ' •ho bAc^wdness, is quite Inadequate for a senior seoôndory course* 
An Attainment côiisidérably above average is essential* Although 

' ■' hone of the fivb had rrcAchéd the final stages of -thé course three



were already in diffloultieq and their chanoes,of oompletihg It 
 ̂quooWaifully'' wez's not good* : ' ' - ' - - ' ' ' ' i - - -. .

addition to those In opmpotitive ompipymônt there Werè' 
thfee other ei#loy@d persons among the oorebk'^ palsied group*
One was fairly peverely handicapped with a disability index of 2» 
but he had superior ihteHigence* He had alsd a very suitable 
home, which had not only given lilm the moxirnurn eiiepuragement, but 
also the capital outlay necessary to pùrohase the land and equip"* 
ment to set up in meu'ket gm^dening on his o W  aobount. , His own 
good mental endowment and th® é^PO^rt he received from his hçRiie 
had, both contributed greatly to his suçoess;. Hé the: hours
he ohoseg .ând at his own speed» and reoeived cmtinu^^ -help i^
' this venture from his: fmily* ' IWdpubtedly he had att(^èd One 
6f the best adjustments found: in the survey both to, wrk and 
to" living* : - ' - ' -
1 ' Thé second: of the three' Woiplcéd With Itls father a

tenhnt farmer in a snmll way. In this oaSe mental handicap far 
outweighed the plQrsioal disability* He did simple routine vmrk 
on the farm, drove the' tractor^ carried coal and stiolcŝ  : He 
might r well have found any alternative employment» even of a 
similar nature, difficult to: obtain elseWiero* / The engployment 
problem was very mubh simplified for the disa^qd person who had 
such a relative able to provide employment in his oim business» 
and to molcê snoh; allovmnces and. give Such; sûpêrvisidn,a@
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nGcessarjq For the more- able,, working- with a relative, may result, 
In. over-protect Ion g; for the loss able it may moan the difference, 
betvfgeh employment and the lack of it*. ' •

The third case, was different again® To -a- physical., disability 
rated under Index 1» was. added mental handicap® This boy- received 
national asslstaneo but had also, a part-time job with a nevfsagent* 
He did odd jobs such as running oiTands and sw'seping up the shop 
and for this earned less than #. woolcly* Only in terms of such 
simple, closely supervised work could he hâve been, considered 
employable at all*

Tralidag
For the employed lack of any high degree of skill and lack of 

training m'e the outstanding features* None of those employed had 
received training apart from that "on the job"# Yet some form of 
training seems necessary, not so much in order to obtain jobs» » 
most of the employable were either in jobs or else had prospects 
of becoming employed - but in order to obtain suitable jobs* The 
present tendency appears to be fen* the cerebral palsied to find 
their vjay into the least skilled jobs, which are frequently the 
most strenuous, and which they are least fitted to dp* Sducational 
disability is one of the main reasons* It is important, however» 
to remember that, in addition to a physical handicap, three? 
quarters of the cerebrel palsied are also dull or belong to 
still loiter intelligence grades® Even so, a higher degree of
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educational bac%W6rdn$8S than might be 0XP@oted''Wa@. found In 
the course of the study of educational attainment# This general 
educational disability among the group (only two out of the 49 
potentially employable %vere not educationally bacWard) : 
restricted the range of suitable emplosmient and led to the 
G]cpectation that the majority would do work demanding little 
slclllo It cannot be said too strongly that the aim, despite all 
the genuine limitations, should'be to give the in educa«.
tion and training to the cerebral paleied who are potentially 
employable# Bich better some educational pressure and some 
slight strain during the ochool years than prolonged exoessivo 
strain throu#iout the iwrking life#

The Advisory Oouncil on Mucation (23) states that» in the 
past) commerce and agriculture have absorbed omsiderable numbers 
of the oerebrai palsied, idille a feî  hovo entered industry or the 
professions* #  also warns that "many of them need an environ*:' 
ment that is free from mental or physical strain# " Mille the 
latter observation %^fo2's specifically to the school years, it 
is no less truo for the years that follow» and it la thou much 
moi'G fz'oquently disregarded#

Thou^ the Advisory Oouncil stress oonciieroe and agriculture,
there is probably no occupation or group of occupations particu^

' ' ■ ■ - ■ ' ' 
larly suited to the cerebral palsied# Also, as Cardwell (24)
points out, there is almost no field of employment in wliich
cerebral palsied persons have not been successfully employed#"
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However:» In response to the suggestion that training should be 
more ' readily aVailablo to the handicapped, the "Report on The  ̂

Behabilitdtlon, Training and Resettlement of Disabled Persona" 
(2$) warns "that for all training ooûrsee the applicant muet 
have the appropriate education and aptitude#" .Statistics 
published on industrial rehabilitation by the î'liniotrÿ of Labour 
(2 6) ,are used to stress the difficulties, even aft^r training,' 
foi* the ̂ cerebral palsiqd and other kindred groups* Having 
pointed out the: poor resettlement prospects for epileiatics this 
article also states that a follow-up of persons suffering from 
other organic nervous'diseases shoiim their results to. be "less 
favourable than: those for any other group except TaB* cases 
where low employment figures are: more than offset by the hi^ 
trainjjug figures»" TW; conclusions reached are that "it'may be 
necessary to limit the i,nflow of Gortain= types of disabled' 
persons to the (k^vernment Training Centres and other ti'aining - 
establishments;" and secondly, that more intensive tests "may 
hove to be imposed for epileptics and victims of otlier organic 
nervous diseases before admitting them to expensive training
courses»" HoWver desirable it may be, training may well remain

: ... ■ ■ - ' ... ' ' ' : % 
difficult to obtain* : ': , ; = «

Since the ei%loyable cerebral palsied cannot be regarded as 
suitable for one particular job, or even for one particular type 
of employment, they cannot be considered to form a group for
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-training purposes# Even drmving upon as large ah area -as' a city 
and two oounties, only -29 of thé 223 ̂ cases wèré ;âgéd between 16 
and 19, which might be qohsldéred the traiiiing years* Sub** ' ' 
division of these 29 according to suitability for training could 
be;made as. follows in Tablé 152» v ' - -

. TABLE 192 .' - ' - - ' ^
-  ̂ - SUrrABILITY FORTRAmmQ

■ ■ ■ X ' ' ' - ;> ' - ' 3 ' ■ 4 ' ' 5
 ̂Category. , Unsuitable 

' is, %» ' '

IMsuitable ^itable Total

NunTber 11 ■ ’ ' ' 1 17 29

Oqly 17 were considered, suitable for ti'aining ond this number was 
the total ovéï? a threeTyear age spon and for thî ee counties* Train# 
ing provision would be necessary for very few of the cerebral 
palsied .at any one time* When the d#ersity of disability, 
intolligenoe, emotional, stability and educational attainment 
found to exist within the cerebral palsied group is remeinbered, it 
can readily be seen, that even the small group of trainable 
cerebral palsied wcnfLd not form a wdrltable group# Rather it 
would be necessary to group, them xvith others of similar 
efficiency oud to train them accordingly, irrespective of 
whether the cause of the disabilitybe pcHo, epilepsy, accident, 
cerebral palsy or other such l̂ iandicapping condition#

Job mialysis undertaken from the point of view of ym^ious 
degrees of efficiency would be useful# Différent manifestations
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; of 08 manual», Iwtmptor» èpeech, etc* liould- have
., to bo coasldeiW botli separately and In various, combinations*

It Is suggested that this 11m of approach ivould yield 
; results than analysis from, the standpoint of the oorebral palsied 
considered separately, since in .fact they do not form a j^oup#

One employment study taking this broad approach and liandling 
the pz'oblem in such a way as to reach conclusions useful in 
tackling it, will bè dealt with as an illustration of the 
favoured method of attack® Also the conclusions themselves, 
so closely parallel those of the Dundee study, as to serve as 
a-summary to this section* The study which was ccmducted by 
Ferguson (27) and others was entitled "Baploÿment Frçblemp of 
Disabled Youth in Glasgow*" It takes disability as its province, 
reveals a deep insight into the lives of the hmidicapped» and 
has, in addition, clarity, and a sense of , urgency* '

Two groups were investigated, firstly, one of 579 young 
people in the city of Glasgow registered under the Disabled 
Persons (Employment) Act, end, secondly» a fu^her group of 
408» former pupils of special sclrools for the plysicGlly 
handicapped in the same city*

Ferguson ̂s (28) succinct conclusions ore of overii&olming
... '"t ; ' . , ; - . . . . . 7 . ( ( - f' . < , ( -, : -.1 ; . ('/ : - ; ,?

iB^ortance in the field of handicap* He saysg "Apart from the
: ' .f ; ̂ ; j . . . - : r 1 ' i ; t : : ( f , ' /%  ̂ ( . / -

over#:4*iding need to i#rove basic living conditions» particularly



housings and to harness all the resources of medicine for the pro#- 
vention of cliseaso» the findings in this study suggest four lines 
of action Milch seem to hold out promise of substantial improvement." 
These will be dealt with in turn#

The first great need he suggests is "mitigation of the gross 
educational lack" which exists among so many of the disabled.
This educational deficiency results not only in imemployïisnt but 
in a high proportion of the oBiployed being in unskilled manual 
work® The proportion of the disabled doing unskilled manual 
work, he notes» is twice as high as that found among a sample 
of over a thousand non-handicapped Glasgow boys# This rather 
startling finding imuld suggest that many of the disabled are 
working beyond their physical capacity or below their mental 
capacity. In Ferguson *s (29) own words s

The young people themselves appreciate only too well the 
dilemma in which they are placed by a gross lack of educations 
on the one hand, non-manual, skilled work seems to be beyond 
them as they are scared of figures, and, on the other, their 
physical disability and the warning given by their doctor 
make non-manual work clearly advisable. It usually seems 
easier for them to ignore the limitations of physical 
disability than those of education. Only occasionally is 
this djlemma satisfactorily resolved.

Secondly, Ferguson suggests the "adoption of energetic 
steps to secure satisfactory sottlement before the young person 
starts to drift." This policy, he points out, has already 
obtained excellent results in Glasgow in the case of the deaf.
He speaks of the eagerness concerning employment both of parents
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and, the handicapped, adolescent when the latter iC; about to leave. 
.school, and also pi the fading interest of older, youths and their 
parente alike# The enthuelaem of 14 is in marked contrast to the 
cynidlem of 21# ; , ,

The third line to foe tackled is, to "remedy the present serious 
lack of.training coursee" for dieabled,youth», This step Is impor- 
tant because many of the handicapped are in unsuitable jobc» 
either beyond their physical capacity» or in unskilled blind*#* 
alley jobs which readily lead to unemployment by the late» ^teens*
In quch unskilled work the unemployment rate is high» whereas 
that of trainees and apprentices, is below the group average#

Lastly» there is still a .need, says Ferguson, for "Intensive 
medical and surgical treatment" and the provision of aids, to 
overcoming disability* . :

All four points apply equally to the cerebral,palsied as to 
any other category of the disabled# Ferguson recognises the 
recalcitrant problem of resettling those disabled by conditions 
affecting the nervous system, which as was earlier mentioned» 
has bsen emphasised by the IHnistry of Labour# The majority ia 
Fergusonstudy Mio. come, ivithin this category ware either 
epileptics» or persons .who had been paralysed since birth# 
Epileptics present a difficult enough problem» but in Ferguson *s
(30) own words» ^

The employment position of young people disabled by 
cerebral diplegias is even worse# The severely paralysed no
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matter how intelligent or capable they may be» do not appear 
to stand much chance of finding work in Glasgow. As they 
thenuselvGs says "People take one look at you. and that *.s tho 
end of any chance of a job#"

Despite the pessimism of this last paragraph» tackling tho 
problem on the lines suggested by Ferguson vjould benefit all the 
handicapped» the cerebral palsied included® At the present 
stage of work for the disabled it would seem doubtful wisdom 
to press the claims of the cerebral palsied» a group widely 
recognised to present great difficulty» as the most urgent#
Mo-one could pretend that the results of the Dundee study are 
satisfactory since they show that the majority of those employed 
are in work demanding little skill» and that the majority of tho 
unemployable have no provision whatever. Nor is this a fitting 
conclusion to all the care sometimes given» and conetantSy 
advocated during school years. A more realistic approach 
entails the recognition that» for some» occupation or employment 
after school will, have to bo provided» not as a source of profit» 
but as a social service® For others more able» it implies that 
treatment» education and training must be planned and judged in 
terms of the life of the cerebral palsied person#
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CHAPTER Xi

, , ,. : ; \ - ; ! ';''%i . '  ̂ '-.  ̂''M  vleW of the current agitation for further, proTiBipn for 
the eerebrat palsied* It is: 'Important to estinmtie how satis*-
- ' ,/. V \ '' ' ' -' / ^ T;:'/ . ; '\r -.rfactoril̂ r their.-née^s are met by the present faoilities. .This 
very short ohapter i<\KLll deal with the numbers vAiose placement 
was considered suitable or.unsuitable and it will ipdieate the 
needs of those in the latter category». 3h this way it is hoped' 1 r Ï , ' ' ‘  ̂ - '
that the most urgent reqiilrements of the oases , studied wiH 
become clearer* .Suitability of existing provision is,considered 
separately for each of the three main stages* that is* for those 
of sohool age* and for thoso older and younger#

: Table'153̂  on the following page, shows three things*
nW#ly* the numbers under tkwee years of age for xAcm no estimate 
was ma(^g those above this age Wio were suitably or unsW 
placed; and their distribution according to ai"ea# In the 
pre-»s.chpol, group all of those who wore classed as uhsatisf̂ . -, 
factorily placed cams from homes rated earlier (in Chapter VII) 
as unsuitable A For each of the four Cj&sss' In this category, 
residential caTe was necessary* mainly because the home was

: ' . ': . ' " : i., \ . -unsuitable for the upbringing Of any child, It vjill bs
recollected that In Chapter VII à suitable home was defined
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as one giving affection* understanding* family support; providing 

adequate care and stimulation; and fostering independenceo Of 

the four unsuitably placed three ware Dundee children®
TABIB: 1$3 \

SUITABILITIOPPIlSSBMT'PMOmG
OF PEB-S0HOOI> CHILDiW

a, . 2 3 4 5
Area Dundee Angus Perth-i»

shire
Total

Under 3 years of age 13 a 2 . 1?
Satisfactorlljr ' 9 '5 Ô 22
(3»ryoai?a) ' Residential Geze 1 1 2

Total ■ '- 10 ■ 5 ■ 9 24
Unsatisfactorily ■ ;
placed 3 At Home 
(3-5 years) ■ 3\ ■' P ‘ 1 ■ 4

QowJùlmà Total 26 7 12 45

The needs of this group have less to do with cerebral palsy 
than with a general raising of home standards® In addition several 
other children while not rated as unsuitably placed* were from 
rather poor environments and would have benefited from day nursery 
provision#

SiiMss» a£ âsü2^ âsâ
Table 154* on the following; page* shows the suitability of 

provision for children of school age* ' ‘
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. . .  ; \  , TABUS 154
SUJTABI4ITÏ QP .PEBSB!® PîiâCIKG OF OF SCHCOI.,, AQE

PÛ7BB, : ' : . - r ■ . ! % Dundee
.shii’è

Total

Satisfactorily - 
. place,d. . , s : !

'

! f ; ; - ■.. < ’• ■ '

 ̂ Ordinary Sohool 
''i Ad jüstméiit Class 
Special School/p® H, 
' " 'I« It y
:  ̂ Blind)

' ./Deaf)' 
Occupation Centre 
Residential School 
Home Tuition

14
, 8 .

3
, ■ .3 ' 
' 1
' ■' 1 '

" ^3.
■' . X -.. f r?

w

■; ■'• w

i  ^

: :* - 
- :=)!!-; :

i'; :

/  ïr '.

571
■■ 9 
4

• ■" 4 
3

•' X
...... 3:

Total 34 2g 23 82
' ' A t M W è ' \  ' ' ' ' 
Ijow grade defeotlve 
Uhdèir 7 years of ag

"-2 '■ 
e"' i ' '

'2 6
4

Total 3 - \ -;2. .y. .'.5̂ y 10

i,;, • , ■ . TofcaJ, : . 6 r : . 2:'..1- ir?! '^15
Total 8#l8factprily Plaood 43 ' -'29' ' ,'(35 y y 107
Unsatisf actori'iy, 
plàoed  ̂Ordlnaiÿ School

\.8poGlal.Class 
Special Schoo]/ ,

t , i h® /p # •,
Special SchooX/M* H« 
Residential School 
for MJL
Residential, Sohool 
for P#IL,
Occupation Centre 
School for - 
&iad justed/.

/ ; ; - , . , Total-

" 1 ;
. « f?..
’ '' 1 

4 '
3
1 ■' ■ 

, 1
, 1.....

■ - .. :

«=» \ ' 
’ #, .2-. '

1
4
1
6

" 3
3
1
1

, \ ■' ', ig 3 '■•=: g 20

W W m  ■
Special SchooX/P*H# 
, " :A -, .j; - ywùü. 
Occupation Centre 
' Xiistitutlon̂  , ; { < 1' ■'- ‘

i
1

. f»

. ' 1
1
1
2
1

Total 1 3 1 '5

Institution Residential^ School
for M*H*: _ . .

.. . '/r , : . ... Total ; X .'. 1 '
Total Unsatisfactorily Placed 13 7 ■ 6 26
Combined Total 56 36 f̂l 133



There ware two separate aspects to be consideredg flratXy*. 
suitable home provision and* secondly* the provision of education 
or training appropriate to the child*a needs® Inadequacy in 
either respect led to the present placing being considered 
unsatisfactorye For one or two of the Dundee cases placing was

'i
classed as unsuitable solely on the basis of the home situation* 
although the educational provision was appropriate# Despite the 
greater facilities in Dundee* children unsatisfactorily placed 
as regards education and training were to be found there as Wll 
as in the counties# 3h Dimdee the difference between recoamended 
and present provision was sometimes slight# For instance* in one 
or two borderline cases education as a mentally handicapped pupil 
was considered more appropriate than occupation centre training 
or vice versa#

More children in this group were found to be in need of 
education as mentally handicapped pupils or of occupation centre 
training than of all other types of educational provision taken 
together# This point is important at a time when the greatest 
demmids seem to be for increased provision for the cerebral 
palsied child of normal intelligence.

For this group suitable provision had to be considered from 
two angles* namely* that of the home* and that of employment* 
training* or occupation centre training in accordance with the
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cerebral palsied person®s abilities and needs« Table 155 gives 
the detailsc '

TABIE Igg ' '
aUITABIlITY OF PRESENT PMGING OF PERSONS OVER SOHOOL AGE

1 . a . 3 4 . 5
Area Dundee Angus Perth^

shir©
Total

0̂4.4 ̂ f T _ %DLoypd

8ieltered/Part""time 
Training ■ ■

Not Employed 
üneaployable
Institution/ 
Permanent Oare

3

1

a ‘ 

6

1
2
1
1

a ■
3

I

2

1

1

6
2
1
2

2
6

a
Total Satisfactorily Placed 12 11 k 27
Fairly Satisfactorily 
placed 3

Compatitivo 5 5

^  ■ “Oscupation Centre ■3 ■ , 3 ■ 6
4 1 5

Residential Training 1 1
Institution 1 *- 1

Total Unsatisfactorily Placed a 4 1 13
Combined Total 25 15 5 45

Those over school age* but unsatisfactorily placed* formed two 
groups* the employable and the unemployable# The needs of the 
former category were suitable jobs* This applied not only to
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those without omployaont but also to some In unsuitable work* 
More eduo&tion and some training ware frequently needed to fit 
employable persons for less strenuous types of work. The 
unemployahle* lAo had seme mAaem'e of independenoe were in need 
of senior oooupation oentre training* 3h this group five oases 
were classed as fairly suitably placed# All were in competitive 
employment but in work where the physical demands were rather 
heavy* particularly in regard to hours# Their position was not 
entirely unsatisfactory^ but* on the other hand* more suitable 
employment might have been found# : .

DiasmBgrnMm a w m  W ,  a a m M m
Combining the results for the different age groups the 

following table* number 156* is obtained*
TABIE 156

SUITABILlfl OF .PMCmG ACCCmiNG TO AÈBA

. 1, . ... , ,2 " 3 4 5
Area-' Dundeè • Angus ■ Forth‘S Total

shirq
Oatisfaotorlly
placed
Unsatisfactorily

70 45 48 ,rl63

placedx 24 11 ' . , . , 43
%der 3 years 13 2 ' ,2 / 17
Total 107 58 ' .5â"- 223 '

There is thus a preponderance of Dundee cases considered to be 
unsatisfactorily placed* A further table* number 157* makes the



exbent of the discrepancy between Duiidee and the other areas 
clear#

TABLE 157
PERCENTAGE OF UNSATISFACTORY PLACING IN EACH AREA

1 2 3 4 5
Area Dundee Angus Perth*-̂

shire
Total

No# over 3 years 
No. Unsatisfactorily

94 56 56 206
placed
% Unsatisfactorily

24 11 8 43
placed 25,5 19,6 14,3 20,9

The higher percentage of unsatisfactory placing in Dtmdee could 
be attributed more to unsuitable ho7nes than to any other single 
factor*

Suitability of Provision and Am
Since there was a disproportionately small number of 

Perthshire cases over school age and, a disproportionately large 
group at tills stage in Angus* Table 158* on the foU.ow;lng page* 
was constructed to show the relationship between unsatisfactory 
placing and age. Those over school age wore found to be in the 
least satisfactory position* and if one includes the five for 
whom provision was considered as only fairly suitable* unsatis
factory placing among this group would rise to 40/L The 
tendency appears to be for provision for the cerebral palsied 
to become less satisfactory with age. There is no reason to
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suppose that this tendency does not continue Indefinitely into 

old age.
TABLE 158 

UNSATISFACTORY PLACING AND AGE
1 2 3 4 5

Age Group Pro«̂ School 
over 3 years

School-Age Post-School Total

No*, of Gases 28 133 45 206
No*. Unsatisfactorily
placed 4 26 13 43
% Unsatisfactorily
placed 14.3 .19.5 28.9 20.9

Implications
Three points have emerged from estimating the suitability of 

present placing for the cerebral palsied# They are* first* that 
one in five of the cases over three years of age was considered to 
be unsatisfactorily placed at present; secondly* that in the 
educational field more children were in need of special provision 
as educable mentaUy handicapped or trainable children than of 
provision of other types; thirdly* that provision was most 
difficult for the oldest of the age groups studied and that this 
group was the one most in need of attention»

In all of these respects the cerebral palsied are little 
different from the handicapped generally;". Greater provision 
for the mentally handicapped and trainable* and for the handi
capped person over school age are all urgently needed* quite 
apart from cerebral palsy®



Any physical handicap* blindness* epilepsy* the aftermath 
of polio* or cerebral palsy* will interfere to some extent with 
à childM play* and later with his development of interests and 

his participation in social groups® Nor is this true .only of - ,, 
physical handicap but of mental and emotional handicaps also.

Before discussing work on this problem in the Dundee survey , 
two other studies will be mentioned* The more general of the 
two formed part of a larger investigation into ”iMployment 
Problems of Disabled Youth in Glasgow** (X)® In the course of 
this work 408 young persons* all ex-pupils of special schools, 
were studied and information regarding recreations was collected 
from 199 boys and 185 girls. Four points emerged: firstly* that*
as compared with boys* girls had strikingly few outdoor activi
ties; secondly* that the cinema and dence-hall had wide appeal; 
thirdly* and less expectedly* that the blind.and the deaf equally 
enjoyed "watching" a football match; lastly* and most importait* 
that* (2 ) "Physical disability* like the amount of the waeldy 
wage packet* affected recreational pursuits surprisingly little."

The other study ivas concerned specifically with tHe cerebral 
palsied* and was carried but with 200 ambulatory handicapped 
adults in New York City (3). Thb findings W e  as follow:



of the 200* 108, stated that they were without Interests and 
bored; 50 belonged to clubs* the majority (35) to clubs for 
the handicapped; 30% had a hobby of some kind* such as weaving* 
sewing* music or;eolleating® in the course of this study. Glick 
(4) also ..reports that a positive relationship m s  found to exist 
between more severe handicap ami club membership* and that there 
was a similar relationship between,more severe handicap and better 
emotional adjustment® Neither was found in Dundee®, ..

Both: the foregoing studies dealt with selected groups® , Li 
the former* all were, young .persons who had previously attended 
sphopls for the physically handicapped* while the latter study 
was concerned with adults who ware able to walk® The Dundee 
study on the other hand had a wide ago range and the complete 
range of degrees of disability® It was* therefore * necessary 
to make divisions according to age* and also to make broad  ̂ ^
distinctions as regards interests and activities, '  ̂ :

Interest and ̂

Isê-schota, a u a m m  . , ,

The interests and activities of children under five years of 
age i^re oonfined to play. ; In Table 159, Wiich appears on the .
following page* their play responses are described in four , 
categoi'ies and ar^ given separately at the two stages of under
three years of age and from,three to five years®  ̂:
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. . , /1NU&E 159 .= I : . -
ZMTWSTa OF Pf^SQHOQL/GHm)™: , v :
; .2' - .'3, ' -, 4. ' ' . \:5- . ;

Age Mttle/No
InteiWst

passive
Interest

Active
Play

Participates 
' Freely ''- ' ' ' '

Total

Under 3 ÿrs'.'
Over 3 yys.

3
2

' ^'\4 ' ' 
2

'A
16

/; - •:&:- 
; 8 . 28

Total •Im 6 20 14 45 ,

There was a ' great' gulf separating the helpless young child Who was 
totally dependent and showed little or ho interest in anything* 
and the interested child* able to participate in play as freely 
as the non̂ ĥandicapped child of simllm?

% ■fçis*Ss3a.>t»

The main, distinction in this group lies between those, who® 
daily* had the routine social activity of attending a school or- . ^  ^ -, _  , ' y.. . ^

centre mid those who had not# Table 160 classifies this age group
into two age levels and five categories of interest as follows s

TABLE :U%)
. INTmB8T8 OF GHILDREN OF 30HOOL AGE

a. .. . 2 ■ 3 ... ■ 4 ... ,5. . 6 7
Age ïiLttle/ao Play Some School/ School and Total

.Interest only J^otiyities .Centre ;Interests ,
5»10 8 . ' . 7 -6 ̂  . .. 45 i '.15 . , : 81

11-16 9 " 2 3 13 25 52
ïotsl 9 9 58 133

For those who had no daily routine outside the home* a distinction
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is drawn between those, able to play with toys but unable to  jo in  

in more energetic activities * and those able to do both* School 

■age was the time , when more definite interests beyond the simple 

play activities began to  appear# Considerably more of.those
possessing interests were to be found in the ll«̂ l6̂ age group

;

than among the younger school children®

Fbst-School '

This le  the appropriate a #  group fo r any étùdy o f In te re s ts  *

fo r by tills stage the adolescent, has become aware of himself as 
à social being* and sooiat contacts have become more acutely 
important to him# Here again the main cleavage is between those 

actively p a rtic ip a tin g  in the community in  work* or in tra in in g * 

and those unable to  do so# Table l6l shows the results®
TABLE 161 

INTERESTS OF THOSE OVER SOHOOL AGE

1 2 . .3. 4 , ’ 5 6 :'-7 Û
Age Little/No

Biterest
Passive
Interest

Restricted 
Activity -
Supervised

Restricted
Activity/;*
Independent

Work/'
Train-
ing

Work
Inter-
GStS

Total

Over
k . . . ; 8 . . 10 ( > < 3 _ 45

G reat d ifferences existed between the. various categories „ oven 

beti#en W 6 so s im ila r as those able to  can y  on re s tric te d  

activities w ith  aid  or supervision* and those able to  do so 

independently® . .



)ted Definition of Interests ' - :
MaaXMlàafa «îtottîasi# îii«aw »#w  «itl»8Wtyw '«yT i^wagr» ^ ^  ,

■ It was not an easy question td decide escaetly what activities 
should ha classed aa interests® Occupational therapy*, for •. 
lns;tance* presented some difficulty® .Eventually it was decided 
to include only those activities which stemmed from interest; 
carried the Implications that , they had been freely chosen; were 
predominantly recreational; and entailed some initiative or 
enthusiasm oh the part of the interested person# Like schooling* 
occupation centre activities* and occupational therapy which had 
an element* if not of compulsion* at least of requirement* were 
excluded. In practice the exclusion of occupation centre 
activities and occupational therapy* which were so frequently 
the sole resource of the more severely handicapped* meant that 
Interests tended to be found, mainly among those capable of 
attending school or of being employed®

Even when the term Interest had been thus restricted to its 
common usage* plenty of variation reimined® Still included were 
indoor and outdoor activities| the active interests of playing 
football or cricket and the passive interest in imtehlng matches; 
the solitary interests of reading and collecting and the host of 
social activities® There was a' considerable difference betwen 
sivimning or attending a cinema Olone; î vith a parent *7. or with 
oiiê s own friends, Even club membership presented difficulties, 
Some had in the'past'made uhauùüessful attempts at becoming club



sors* and others lived in somewhat isolated areas where there 
were no olubs to join.

Originally it had been hoped to obtain comparative figures 
for youth club membership among the Dundee population. But 
because of the fluid state of club membership* comprising those 
who drift in and out of such membership* those who attend a 
club once or twice and not again* .and those who attend regularly 
and with enthusiasm* the number of enrolled members at any one 
time was not considered to be a very meaningful figure® In any 
case club membership would cover but a fraction of the activities 
suggested by the term interest®

Liter©Sts found among the cerebral palsied in the study 
group covered a wide range and are loosely grouped in Table l6S, 
on the following page® Neither church nor cinema attendance 
were by themselves accepted as entitling the person involved to 
be considered as a person with interests. Church-going in 
particular was considered rather as a family interest which 
might* or might not* develop into an individual one later in 
the adolescent yeaî s® Nor were any of the passive interests 
often desultorily pursued* such as sewing* reading* radio or 
television* allowed to stand alone* unless there was some 
indication of real enthusiasm* and* if possible* some substan,;̂  
tiating evidence. For instance* library membership and the
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a b ility  to  rô ô 'a ll books recen tly  read was accepted as s ig n ify in g  

a genuine, in te re s t in  reading®

TABIjEl62 
INTERBST8 OF THE GERBBRAL PALGIEB

1 2 3 4 ■ 5
Clubs fo r Clubs fo r Sports Special Other
Normal Handicapped In te rests

Brownies ^T,o,G M . « W Football Helping Music
Guides Special School Cricket Oil Farm Trumpet
Cubs Club. Stdmiming Tractor playing
Scouts Speqial Schobl ^ N etb a ll D riving Dancing:
Mfeboys Night -, School Tennis Ballroom
Boysf Brigado Broirmies in Hockey M nding B a lle t
Choir
Youth Clubs

R esid en tia l
School

Rugby
B illia rd s

D riv in g _ Country
Reading

y.W,G*A#
Sunday

Schpql

Ice
Hockey

Cycling
Camping r

G olleoting
Sewing
Blitting
Radio
T.V®
Church
Cinema

1® In v a lid  mid C ripple C h ildren 's Aid

Comparatively few of the cerebral palsied persons living a t home

and able to  walk* had not a t some tim e or another been taken to a
cinema# Some attended ra re ly * some reg u larly* and some two* three

and four times each week® Television* in some instances had
p ra c tic a lly  elim inated cinema attendance * but in others * i t  seemed

to have made little d iffe ren ce . It was decided that* though
cinema-geihg applied to a much la rg e r number o f the cerebral 
palsied here studied than ohy other s in ^ e  interest* i t  could
not stand alone. This was f e lt  to  be esp ecia lly  tru e during th is
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period of transition to television and during the two and a half 
years of the psychological study the number of homes 
television increased greatly® ' ' -

Of the 223' cerebral palsied' studied* 48 ; Ware eventually 
classified as persons With interests* In the sense that "interests" 
would bo applied to the,general population® These 48 included 
15 children aged ten or undpr* but none of less than seven years 
of age® The intez*eats of the 48 were» as Ferguson (5) found* 
largely the Interests which would be esspected of youth# Despite , 
the fact that all the oases studied had motor handicaps* they 
showed interest in a wide variety of sports® - More frequently 
the interest was passive rather then active* but this is also true* 
if not of non-handicapped youth* at least of the normal adult®
The group with interests was made up of 30 boys and 18 girls* but 
girls had more claims upon their free time® Most of the older 
girls whose disability permitted* helped at home* whereas* apart 
from shopping* it was the exceptional boy who did so# Oifiy a 
small number were clubwAWbers* but then sports* and groups 
such as Guides and Boyŝ ' Brigade put an emphasis on the out^ 
door and on teamwork which made participation less easy#
Several parents were found who discouraged club membership# 
Sometimes this was part of a général over-protectivehess and 
sometimes because of very real difficulties of transport on 
winter evenings#



"Number, and- depth, of Interests: varied.- For inetahoè* one = ». 
girl was a member (of-the Broimie Pack at the residential eohool 
she attended , and this was the sole basis of her inclusion as a 
person with interests^ ' Very different wî s another girl who 
played hockey and tennis* cycled* took part in country.dancing* 
was a Guide* a genuine reader and a not infrequent attender at 
concerts® This girl, like .onp or .two others among the cei'ebral 
palsied group* had certainly more interests than thé ^erage^ 
noiWiandicapped IŜ -̂ year̂ ôld® - In fact the same kind of "all or • 
none" tendency which was earlier found in relation to tests of 
educational attalimeht* showed sig;ns of operating here also#
Just’as children tended either to be unable to score oh any 
test of educational attainment or else to score on several* so 
they tended to have no interests* or else to have several® Very 
few fell to be included as persons with interests on the basis of 
a:single interest or activity* , , :

'fable l63j on the following page, shows the dlstrihntlon of 
persons with interests among the three areas® This shows that 
a disproportionate number of Angus cases are included;. . in 
fact* a number equal to that in Dundee where almost twice as 
many cerebral palsied persons were studied, Yet the more 
rural areas could offer little in the i#y of clubs, ,



: . , . . TABLE .1 6 3  .. . . ,
,DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONS WITH 
INTERESTS AS BET'«N AREAS

1 Z 3 4 5
Area ' Dundee’ ’ ' Angus 'Perthshire Total

No® with '
Interests 18 la 12 48

No# in ■ ' '
Survey 107 58 ' 58 , 223

A further table* iUMbar 164* gives the age distribution of 
those with Interests®

TABLE
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONS WITH INTERESTS

1 Z 3 4 5
'Age ' 7-10 114.16 16* Total
No. with * Î ■ • I
Interests 15 25 Ô 48

No. in
Surcvey 57 6 3 33 153

Thus a very much larger proportion of the ll*=l6 age group than 
of the younger or older groups are considered as having interests< 

The nô3ct table* number 165* which appears on the following 
page* gives the sex dlotrlbutlon of persons with Interests.
This table shows that nearly twice as many boys as girls are 
included as persons with interests in this study®.
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, sss; iOIS'fRIBWJPRf. OR PBHSOMS WITH. BJTISRESTS
■ IL 2 . 3 . 4, .
$9% Kle Pmiale Tùtàl

with
latBraaW 30 3& ■’ • ' ■

■ Ho*. Ip .ru ■
' W  ' lOL 223.'

Ofcher cHax’aet.erist.ies of the pensons with interests ai’ 
given , in a series of tables (166-171). ' ' '

TABES 166 
DISâBILB’ï  AMD INÏKBlîSTS

z 3 4 5 6 7
D isab ility

- 0  ; . 2 , 3- 4 ,

Mot ' ' ' ‘ , 
Applicable  ̂Total

No* with
InterOat8 32 12' ' '3 ' ' 1 . : .::48 ' '

No* 
Survey ^ 76 5 0 . 22, .29  ̂29 2 2 3

Those ?rlfeh interests, tend to be found ,aniong. the moi’s ndldly 
handicapped^ . ■ ,' ,

. ,:, . TABia 167. ' '

.IWTETÆÎGEMOE AND IKTEEBSTS', , ' ‘ ’’
1 2 3 . 4 5 _ 6 - ' 7

1* Q* 120^ llQt 90» 704. 70» Total

No* with
10 6 1 4 15 3

No. In
gi^ey 14 9 36 36 K À 223
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Table 16? shows that a very high proportion of those with I.Q. 
over 100 are. persons with Intereets wM^lê a ve:^ Ipiir propot^ipn 
of the mentally handicapped come into thlo oategory, ;

TAB&B:U0
' BDUOATlOmi) ATTAmmrS AND i m mSTS .

./.'A ■ £ 3- . 4 ■ 5. . ..,6' 7
Scoring on $ All

Tests
Reading/
ArithRGtio

Reading
only

Slight
Attainment

Mil . Total

No# with 
Intereats 

No# in 
Guryey

30,
45 14 ' '

'-..ll' 

■ . 31
2 . . ' 
22 . 41

48
2£3

Agkln a high proportion of thoae ecorlng mil on teats of
edueatlohal attainment are also persona with Interests and none 
making ho score 1$ to bè found among them* '
' ' ' TNU## 169

. BApmARpmSS AND INTBRB8T8 ' /
1 £ ' 3. '4'

Backwardness = .. None ' Baol«rd Total
No* with 
Intereata 19 48

No# over ? yrs#
in Suu'vey £4 1£9 153

Of the £4 without baokwardneee, 19 are to he found among those 
having Interests* This high figure suggests a positive 
relationship between interests and la,ol{ of baokwardness*



TADDS :U%) ; . . .
. BMOTIOmi ADJDSTmNT AND INTERGSTS

■ ‘ 1' ' £ 3 4 5 ' 6 , 7 '
Adjustment Very Good ' Good, .. Fair-. ’ Poor Hot ■■

Applicable
Total

HOo with 
Interests 

Ho*. 
Survey’’

18
38

19

?7

8
49

' 3 
56 L

 ̂ 48 
223

Though a higher proportion of those with ratings of very good or 
good for adjustment are to be found among the parsons with inters* 
ests, emotional, adjustment presents some difficulty for purposes ■ 
of comparison* * It must not be forgotten that possession of 
interests was taken as one factor in making the adjustment rating*

TABIB 171 
BUZCABIhirY OF HOm AND IMTERESTS

1 2 3 4 5 6 ? a
Home Very Fairly Dlffla. Uhsatiŝ " Very Hot at Total

Suitable Suitable cult factory Unsuit Home
able

Ho* with
Isiterestg 29 .13, 5 . 1 48

Ho* in
Survey 90 59 29 9 10 26 223

There is thus a tendency for the majority of persons with interests 
to come from suitable homes*

like those with educational attainments p those with interests j, 
tend to be of less severe disabilityp of higher I*Q*, to have
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qduqational attainments.^ to show leas baolcmrdnosa ̂ to bo 
better adjusted and to come from the more suitable hoigee# .:
Thus this gection again llluetratee the Inter̂ p.relatlon and :, 
Inter-dependence of all a^peets of living* 3%rovement in 
any one llne^ in physical efflcienoy,, in educational attainment, 
in environment ÿ in attitude tô  or method of handling ̂ the 
qeyebral palsied might wall have favourable repercuseions all 
rounds

A final point requires mention# Saveral of the, cerebral 
palsied here studied had made attempts to join clubsp but had 
soon discontinued attendance Wiich pnly made them more amre of 
their physical limitations* Others, however^ mentioned no such 
difficulties* )3uch depends on the oaam^le set by adults in the 
treatment of the handicapped* Clubs, specially for the handicapped 
have a part to play for the more severely disabled, but, as with 
education and employment, It is felt that the greater the esEtent 
to which the handicapped can take a place alongside the non#» 
handicapped the better* (Membership of ordinary clubs is 
another, and an important way, in Wiich the disabled can be 
drawn into the community*
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ATTITUDE TO HANDICAP 

1 ATTITUDES OP TZm ,CEREBRAL PALSIED .THEmELVES

One or two of ths more intelligent adolescents included In
the survey had a fair degree of insight both into their oim 
attitude to the handicap and that of others© In such cases it 
was possible to discuss the question* with, ,and leam about, 
attitude to disability from the handicapped person directly*

I
For instance, one bright lad of well above average intelligence, 
and not so handicapped as to prevent his holding a disabled 
driveras licence and driving a car, was doing farm labouring© 
let he had a very just appreciation of his own abilities and 
limitations* He knew, too, that while he could tackle more 
responsible work, because of the handicap and educational 
limitations, he was milikely ever to obtain it. He said that 
he felt it necessary to guard against feeling bitter over the 
handicap and instanced a handicapped acquaintance, who had 
allowed the disability to ruin his life by making him ‘̂content 
not to work".

From another adolescent, an athetoid girl in competitive 
employaent, it was learned how strangers, intervievm, embarrassing 
moments, or the stares of others always increased "her nerves", 
as she termed her involuntary movements. She spoke, too, of the
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site "had f# 8 i) .e3:p8rlenqed When joW tvom advortlaedp 

and one long look,had brought the nomment) "Sorrŷ  nq vaoancleei*' 
fhough ahe felt quite able to undertake the ivork of the non^ 
handicapped), she had noimr. realised that she . must accept such

A duller youth who had never been enployedp but xAo had had 
(%ne irewfgr uKLfcxrtyuwtedbe jUodbeirirlemr eKMgieardusEkCK), $\9Bta3?k%3cl <)& twawr iauK:t&

%W3 iwcyuLld ildLke ibo a& j()b awod i&dbdedp "gukKs bircniliLG :ls3* JÎ'Hi
not suitable

Instances such as these could be multiplied many times*
' : ' : , ' ' ' ' - ' ' ' . . ' : , 
iPeüken twaagelbbwsa? iykwgy sMsnreHaOUscl f&trti;tudk@8 a&s cLlĵ CereMdb ae; i&cMZ'adgs
which amounted to stoicism̂  bitterness and cynicism̂  apathy
and inferiority*

IRn t&ie oôWT€H3 twoadkdLKy* wi/tti tdbewse) tiafidjLof&pypeKl %)82?8(ynK3
: ' - ', . ' , , : \ ' '% ' y- -

tdbe jüRyazxssiadLori ivawa jTcKPWied i}twai> ewdsireBKasia gd̂ iiaKidjlcwBBi l&sndg; iic» 
be achieved gradually* important factors in its realisation are 
the mental status of the handicapped person and attitudes 
encountered in the home and outside* it is unlikely that the 
attitude of the person Involved reBiains constants Rather it is
probably mdergoing gradual modification^ or dromatic alteration
■ —
in the face of traumatic escperlence*

An indirect approach was made to the question of attitude, to 
handicap during the course of testing* A projective technique,
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involving the stating of three Mshes, vjas usgcIq : The aim 
was to obtain as fundamental wiahea as possible and the ■- - * 
person being tested was encouraged to give the matter some ■ 
thought# •' ' :

It was impossible, for a variety of reasons, to obtain 
wishes from the entire group studied. Since only one or 
two of those under school age ware able to give wishes ' ‘
satisfactorily9 none of this age group was included# Hor 
were the most severely handicapped who were unable to respond 
to the situation. Table 172 giyes the reasons for exclusion 
from this testing and the numbers in each category#

TABI^'172 ' : - ' '

REASONS FOR INABILITY TO GIVE WISHES

1 . 2 . -■ ,3 4  ̂ - 6 7
Under
School Age

Mental
Handicap

"lack of 
Speech

Deafness Emotional
Reasons

\NOt. . : 
Given

Total

4$ 2 - 2 „ 1 8 95

After̂  exclusions 128 cases remained giving a total of 384 
wishet* ' These were classified as ahbwn in Table 173» on the ' 
following ' page * The most important finding is that of 384 
wishes only 32 refer td handicap# These 32 were given by 24 of 
the 128 cerebral palsied expressing wishes. That is to say, 
some had two or even three wishes of this type.
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CmSSIPIOATION OP WISHES

Referring to Number Totals
Handicap
Specifically 21
To be like, others 11 32
Employment
Specifically 14
Generally (e*g* change) 16 :)()
Things to Have
Things 142
Money 12
Pets 9 163
Things to Do i./»%%%#  ̂w J*v w
Holidays 9
Travel 14 67
School : , 9 . :9 -
Interests 13 13
Parents/Home . : . ■ ^ 13 13
Helping Others 8 8.
MsceHaaeous
Trivial '. . ■ ' , 6
Odd 9
Rebellious . . 2
Other 21 38

11 11
All Wishes 384 384

It was thought interesting, to see what these 24 had in 
common* Their mean age was, 15 years 8 months and the ago 
distribution la shown in Table 174$ tAich appears, on the 

.owing page*
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TA9Œ 174
AGE DISTRIBUTION OP PERSONS 

GIVING WISHES REFERRING TO HANDIOAP

Age Mo. Giving Wishes Wo. Referring to
Hasiciieap

Itocier 11 ysars , 55 3
11-16 " 39 15
0?er l6 " 34 : 6
ïotel \ -, 128 24 .

Only three of the cerebral palsied giving wishes which referred to 
their handicap were thus under 11 years of age» This finding 
would seem to support the contention of Bice (1) that children 
with cerebral palsy are often slow to realise their handicap, 
and some, he suggests, despite vague recognition of their 
disability, still fail to realise the limitations it imposes.
Bice hints at an explanation in terms of underlying defence 
mechanisms, but the low average intelligence of the group seems 
at least as likely a cause. Whatever the reasons for the delayed 
comprehension of handicap, the disproportionate number of 
references to it shown by table 174 to occur in the early * teens, 
would suggest the significance of early adolescence for the handle 
capped person.

The average I.Q, for the 24 whose wishes touch on handicap, 
is 88, but this totally obsoures the fact that ten had I.Qs, over 
100, including four with quotients over 130f The I.Q, range,
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however, is 43 to .138 and five cases with loQs* under 70 are 
ine.ludeda ïet considering the small proportion of survey cases 

with l.Qsb over 100, 17.9p«> the mmiber appeasing among the. 24, 
is high and would suggest a positive relationship betwen > 
reference to handicap and higher I, Q, ' .

Table 175 was compiled to show the bearing of ■adjustment 
ratings on reference to handicap as given by tclshaŝ

TABIE 175
ADJU8%aTmT:cmFOR.mR3om 

G I V W  IVISHES RBFERRIMG TO liANDIOAP̂
1 2 3 4 5 , 6

Rating
II,  ̂ .
Very Good Good Fair Poor Total

' Number 10 6 . 4 4 24

It thus serves to illustrate that reference to handicap is even 
more likely to come from a person rated as wall^^adjustod than one 
rated poorly adjusted.

If referoneqs to handicap ware scant, wishes alluding to 
things biîlkçd largo. There, wrare 163 separate wishes, for things, 
12 of idiich referred to money and, nine to psts.. Toys, bikes, 
trikes, cars, food, T̂ V, sets were among the host o$ things 
desired* After "Things. To, Have" the, nesct: largest group ■ covered 
"Things To Do"., The 67 references included, 23 to holidays ,and 

, travel., , Wishes..to be able, to swim or, to ploy football, or to b@ 
gpod at singing or., dancing, ware common̂  while mshes. "to wash 
diahes", or "to out bread") probably gave Indioattm^ .of
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at hpms».
Bore I of, the oaeee ̂ studied gave wishes referr^g,tp Jqhp tWi 

to handicap., There i^re gO/referenqqo by 27 persona * ;%elr .age . 
distribution Is'.given In Table .176 ,̂.

TABLE .1 7 6,,,
. . = AGE DISTRIBUTION .OF PERBONS =.

GIVING IViaiiEB RmERRING TO JOBS

'■ Age ' Ko«', Qiving Wishes ; ' Hçjii, R@,ferrl#g to , 
Johs,.

Itodeî» 11 years 55,1 ■ " ' 2
H«l6. 39 , ,12. : ,
Oyer 1 6  " 34 13
Total 128

■■ 27 ' '

Some of these wishea were specifIcg such as^ to, he a baker^ a 
doctor p. or ^ typist#: Others vaguely wished to. have a jobg to 
change it^ or to do well at wbrZc#

There, were nine references to, schpplp including wishes "to be 
able to do suim"g "to be clever at school"^ and one "to be left 
school" ̂ with^ as a cynical afterthou^tp *̂ lpng ago^ "

Under thè category of "Helping Others" cams seven reôliy 
adolescent wishes such, as to banish diseasep to help those id.th 
no homesg to help the ôldp and to be able tci lielp the blind 
across the road# Fr(m a child, himself handicapped, there was 
something tremendous and tender about such wishes'.'which quite , 
overshadowed their naivety*



Some .'Children revealed thèmsGlvêeiadiniràblÿ in ' th e ir  ̂ Wishes#. 

The : bid ..fo r, a ffe o tlo h  wae eqen - in ,, 'w ie)i nQT: mumy would, bnish' 

my h a ir , every n ig h t? a n d . home.: anxiety -In y . f*i' w leh'-that -none. ; o f ) 

us .would: ever,be a worry to  my sletGr"^ In  a d if f ic u lt  home 

w ithout : a mother# There was also the .wish, !*To hàve enou^ 

money to  le t  my mother go anywliere she wanted'% w ith  the after*» 

thought, " i f  1 ^ (W ^ t waiit anything m yself*" then there was the 

re b e l, a d u ll youth, yAio said q u ite  p la in tiv e ly ,; " I wish % d id n ft 

have to  .do as I^m .tpld#", Another ohUd w ith  an,enomious appetite  

fo r\a tte n tio n  gave h is th ree wishes as,. "To liv e  in  a p alace;/ to  

have fin e r clothes than these; and to  be Icing." In te re s tin g  

wishes in  view o f the , handicap came from an . a tax ic  boy # io  î dshed 

th a t there were. no. pneumatic, d r ills  g = and no more, fire s  becauso: 

then the sirens went o ff# %ese wishes are worthy o f : nots. since 

noise: can g re a tly , d isturb  some o f th e . cerebral palsied  and has 

already been mentioned as one o f the sp ec ific  feax*s,encountered 

among the group# » \

Wishes, ware thus highly; in d iv id u a l and there was a l l  the - 

d ifferen ce in* the w r ld  bettmen the ivish fo r "happiness and 

peace o f mind", w ith .a ll its  w ealth o f m aturity from those o f 

a clirono log ically older boy, whoso wishes were fo r "a pen, a . 

pencil^ .and a pen#?. The fewness o f the references to  handicap 

were perhaps su rp ris in g , ^ d  suggest th a t handicap is  perhaps . 

less frequ en tly uppermost in  the cerebral palsied  ohi],d*s mind



than Jia - commonly supposed by the nôn^hàndlcappad adiiit#
As a further experiment, the 18 controls need for cosher Ison 

with an equal number of the cerebr^ paleied* group- In the case 
of drawing,' were also asked for ivishes# Thus comparison of the 
wishes of 18 cerebral palsied atid 18 controls matched for age 
and Intelligence could be "made.# ResifLts are 'given''-in Table 177#
, / : . - . . . TABIE.177 - ' ' ' - /

. WISÏÉ8 OP Tim GEFmRAL PALSIED /
A #  OONTkOh GROWS

Type of Wish . Oerebrol ' 
, Palsied.

Control

Things to Have 22 18
Things to Do ' 1:1 ' 14
Handicap 2 0
Job 3 2
Home 5 • 3 =
School - "Z' ' ■■ ■-  ̂fCr /
Other , . S . 3
Dpn*t Khow ' ' ' ]L ' '

' ' Total' ' " ' : ' ' ' ' ' 54, ' 5Jk

Aqalyaie of the 54 wishes in each group .showed, little difference 
between those given by the cerebral palsied and the controls,

. . ; - . . ' ' ' A ' ' i ' . ' ' ' , ' .

apart from the façt that tlie control cases made no reference to 
handicap whereas two of the cerebral palsied did# Of the, control 
group, fqur responded with "Don*t know" to ell wishes thus losing 
12 wishes as compard(̂  with qne lost in this way in the cerebral 
palsied gro^P* The pattern qf wishes was very substantially 
the same# Thouÿi the numbers are too small to warrant m y
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definite conclusj,ons, the look of dlsorepancy between the two 
groups, undè^'llnos one of the dlffloultleo of the field of 
handicap, namely, the tendency to eearch for differences end 
to pay insufficient regard to similarities with non^handlcapped 
children.



. ATTITUDE TO mWIOAP

11 ATTITUDE OF THE GOmUNITY

’ Of all the ôrthppedlçÿpy disabled, children with, cérébral 
palsy have been the most neglected until récmitly^ from both '■ 
the medical and the educational point of view, especially, perhaps 
those of, normal mentality #o, misunderstood and under̂ ^̂ 'ated, 
have been kept at home deprived of educational facilities and 
social contacts# . '
This statement of IMiin (2) is not an isolated one among the
serious contributions to the subject of cerebral palsy, and it
could be paralleled by countless others in the popular literature*
The statement has perhaps some truth» It is also the kind of
statement which has been of importance in bringing cerebral p^sy
so much public attention# Such attention, and recent study of
the problem, have reinforced one another in building up the
present vdde interest of the subject* implications that the
cerebral palsied are a neglected group have been instinmental in
banding together groups of Interested parents, and others eager
to work on their behalf. As yet there has been little develops
ment of such organisations anywhere i):i the survey area* %ére
these types of organisations have been formed they have shoi#
their uses. A feeling that their problems are in some measure
shared, can be a great comfort to parents, and bringing such
parents into contact tends to provide some suitable outlet for
the mother amdous about a cerebral palsied child» ■ At meetings
of such organisations, useful knowledge can be disseminated and
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they also provide a focus for agitation #ioh may be neoossary 
and can have reeults# It lo, however, important that a^tation 
be for the right things, and Coventry (3) writing on the subject 
of parents aesooiations, suggests that they must esohew 
tionaliaJB and confine their activities to the social and non*- 
technical aspects of the problems of handicap# The popular 
attention which cerebral palsy has received has led to what 
might almost be called a cerebral peisy propaganda, spread 
by the popular press and to a certain eactent by some parent 
organisations * While such propaganda has not been without 
its Useful side, it has also served to encouragé misconceptions. 
Three main ones are current. The first of these concerns mental 
handicap and assumes that by far the majority of the cerebral 
palsied are not mentally handicapped. All the limitations of 
cerebral palsied persons, apart from the more obvious sensoiy 
ones, tend, therefore, to be explained in teiw of the cerebral 
palsy itself, P^wided that parents accept the practical 
implications of a cerebral palsied personas handicapsÿ it is 
perhaps no great matter to léwJt cause they aro attributed.
There are considerable grounds for believing that it is a 
comfort to some parents to feel that spasticity, and not mental 
deficiency^ debars their children from education, or precludes 
normal schooling* A few of the parents most vociferous in their 
demands for schools for the cerebral palsied have children



Ineducable In any setting# Becondly, an mraallstlc attitude 
toivarde both education and pbyeloal treatment is frequently - 
encountered# This takes the form that, If sufficient really' 
expert training and treatment.were given, then all ilmitatlons 
would be overcome# Lastly, -there is the fairly ̂widespread 
impression, that the problems of ; cerebral palsy 'are of a unique 
type .and hence any provision not specifically designed for the 
cerebral palsied is inadequate# ,

Suoh misconceptions are specially difficult to combat since 
they must be .countered by unpopular lines of, argument,, as for 
exampl.e, that the cerebral palsied child has about ^  equal. 
chance of being mentally handicapped or not, or that schools 
specifically for the cerebral palsied, thougli very expensive 
to run, may not educationally be the most profitable to the 
cereb%̂ al palsied themselves#

The idea that medical categories of handicap form groups 
with unique problems has been basic to the formation, during the 
last.f ew years, of what might most adequately be described aè ' 
"splinter" groups# Growth of cerebral palsy organisations has 
been paralleled by similar developments In relation to polio, 
to epilepsy and other conditions of handicap less closely allied# 
While CrosXand (4) has maintained that there Is no real comparison 
betŵ eeo the child with cerebral palsy and the child handicapped 
by polio or a. T»B« hip, many of the cerebral palsied could
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equally correctly be considered ad members'-of ' a group such as 
the- mentally handicapped^ the brajh^lhjured or the epileptic# 
Separation of the physically handicapped into smaller and 
smaller groups could be continued' almost indefinitely, both 
the epileptic■and the cerebral, palsied being particularly 
susceptible to much sub-division# Segmentation brings the 
danger of rivalry and any tendency for fragmented groups to 
get into competition to press their oi'vn sectional claims, 
fearing perhaps to fall behind in securing provision# is greatly 
to be deplored as likely to be detrimental to the interests of 
the handicapped' in general# ' ■ '''

■The fundamental problems in any type of persisting handicap# 
physical or mental, are thd same* The firét of these is the 
provision of adequate facilities in the form of care, education, 
employment and treatment# The second concerns attitude towards 
handicap and involves the attitude of the handicapped person 
himself, that of his family and of the commumtyo Handicap 
is the problem# Since the aims of all narrow groups have 
broadly so much in common# working together for the promotion 
of the interests of the handicapped in general has everything 
to recommend it# If sufficient numbers of those profeeslonally ' 
concerned in the various fields of handicap can achieve this 
broad appi'oaoh to the problem# a considerable step forward ivill 
have ' been talcen.
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■ The ■ attitudes towards handicap of those'inembGrs-of the ' •
commimity not directly' Involved ' in ̂ the problem also requires;. ■
eoasideretlon. ■ Aiilma.1-psychology' provides'-a atarbing point and
it is not irrelevant ̂ that birds . exhibit the interesting - belzavionr
of attacking aivl-often idllmg wounded or freak àembsrs -of ' their,
own 'SpecieSo ' Siich behaviour' could suggest a;deep, seated djapulse
to attack the defective# - which might readily bé .rationalised at
thO 'himah level. -The question is not simple, ; and, rjMle
ancient - Sparta ' the defective were allowed -to - perish', on eugenic.: = •
grounds '• a quotation ' from Buck (5 )•': illustrates . a ; different,. ■' '.
thinking. : = She - writes g. .">1 had'grown up among -the Gliinése’, who - - '
talce 'any infirmity for what it is. ■ ' Blind-people,, the lame/ the
halt# the tongue-.*tled#- the deformed *» during my life ' in China 1 '
had-seen that-all came andiwent among others and .were.‘accepted. ;
for themselves#" Later:she points out that the Chinese.tradition .
does not favour institutions but holds that the helpless, the
young, the old# the orphans, the insane and the mentally deficient
should be cared for in tho family# since. no stranger, could be

»
trusted to be so kind# - ' '

Hèck(6) has considered the evolution of attitude to hondicep 
and has distinguished four stages* They are - the stages ■ ojf oxber»̂  
iiiination#' ridicule# -care# -and education. ' There ' ip no doubt at 
all that'general thinking as‘regards'handicap has tended.in this 
direction, although in no case 1ms the•transition from one'stage'
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to another i been complete# and none of these.ldeao has quite dj.ed 
out* Some still advocate euthanasia for at least a limited 
number<of handicapped persons; some still practise ridicule»: 
However 'the - emphasis has midoubtedly - shifted :the 'negative / 
approach of intolerance to the positive^one of help.': :
' ( Approaching the problem" on à much more personal level ( 
I&nninger (?)' has analysed typés of social reaetlon to the : 
handicapped'. = Important among them aro$ curiosity or an . 
interest in'freaks; pity# thou^ over solicitude may mask ' 
Unconscious rejoctlon; mild dislike’ because it is difficult 
to • be at cade in the - presence of a handicapped person; ■ 
repugnance and rejection, oven-though’this may be recognised 
as imreasonable; fear# the handicap being interpreted as a 
vàguè threat;• and finally# sympathetic understanding,; - '

According to  Belinson (8)# "Of a l l  forms o f handicap which 

human beings su ffe r Mental Retardation is least likely to evoke 

the degree o f = sympathy which is  extiended to  the deaf# b lin d  or 

crippled* " But Carlson (9 ) speaks o f the great tragedy o f the 

cerebral palsied as being that they tend to  look mentally ; 
defective* Appearances may therefore pre judicè a ttitu d e  towards 

them# ' - : - - -  ̂ ;

''  : : \  ' ' - ^  : :  , ' : : , ' : ' ; - : . - - ' - - . ' . ' ^
IŒÊ& si M m A M m

There seems little doubt th a t, subject to  individual, 
considerations and degree of handicap# i t  is  possible to
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clifforentiate attitudes which various types of handicap most 
readily evoke* Blindness is perhaps thé handicap which in 
general enlists sympathetic understanding, and the good 
adjustment'made by this group in particular, as compared with 
the deaf, is wll known* Some explanation is given, by Gesell (10) 
who distinguishes between the intellectual and social aspects of 
vision and hearing'» Both are intellectual as /well as social' 
senses, but the emphasis is different* Vision is first and 
foremost the intellectual sense# while, according to Gesell (11)# 
"Normal hearing plays' an extremely pervasive role in■ patterning 
of adaptive and'personal-social behaviour and in the organisation 
of emotional life*" Thus thé "gravest deprivation" caused by . 
deafness lé in the sphere of socialised comimiilcation# and hence# 
"Deafness threatens the personality more than it does, the 
intellect of the child*" If this is also true of blindness# it 
is true to a more limited extent^

' This distinction drawn by Gesell between the different 
impact of handicaps of different type both on the individual 
concerned and on others# appears a valuable one* It might 
also :be inferred that the extent of impairment of social 
communication is an important factor both in arousing : sympathy ■ 
in others and in contributing to the adjustment of the handle 
capped person*

The foregoing considérations might be applied to the
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cerebral palsied* Testing reveals them# as a group, to show 
marked Intellectual and social immaturity, though this by no 
means applies to all the individuals concerned, Since apparent 
Intellectual impairment and apparent lack of social poise is 
even greater than the real deficiencies# there seems little 
reason that cerebral palsy# were it legitimate to regard it 
as an entity, would be the type of handicap likely to win 
general sympathy.

While handicap in general, and cerebral palsy in particular# 
is receiving much more public attention there is little evidence 
of real appreciation of handicap among the lay public or of the 
widespread adoption of the most helpful attitudes.

By way of a feeler, before the survey testing had commenced# 
a questionnaire was given to a class of post-^graduate students
in education. The standard of education of this group was
considerably above average and professional studies or duties
had given opportunities of learning something of handicap of this 
and other types. Apart from those working directly with the
handicapped it would indeed be difficult to find a group likely 
to iaiow more about the subject.

Seven simple questions were asked as follows*
1. #iat is a spastic child?
2. How would you expect him to look?
3« How would you expect him to behave?



4» Have you ever seen a spastic person?
5» Have you ever come in contact with a spastic person?
6» . What do you know about the education of such handicapped

children?
7# What do you know about the employment of spastics?

Random guesses were not invited. The class ware instructed where 
they had no knowledge on any point simply to say so.

From the use of this questionnaire x-dth 30 students, it 
emerged that 21 had seen spastic children, the majority at the 
city^s special school for the handicapped* Only one claimed a 
contact with a spastic adult and five more with children. , Of the 
30, 29 defined spastic on the right lines# in terms of physical 
defect# lack ofcontrol of movement, or of twitching and 
jerkiness. 8bme else emphasised aocon^anying mental handicap 
or fits.

$n answer to the question of. how a spastic child would look# 
one or two thought "pretty normal", moat emphasised clumsiness 
and jerkiness and several also stressed a general under~ 
development«■ A few suggested that such children would look 
stupid or as one said, "a bit idiotic". One answer, however# 
requires quoting in full. It runs* "A spastic child generally 
looks untidy# dirty# smells a bit# probably physically deformed 
in one way or another. Spasmodic twitching." Answers as to.how 
a spastic child would be expected to behave were again generally 
correct and "as a cripple" was a frequent response. There was 
a tendency to underline excitability# stupidity and nervousness
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and ode student further etàtéd# "Behaviour towarda other children 
may b©'.brutal," * ■ ■ •■■.. ■.- - - - . > :

Three knew nothing of education for euCh children# one more, 
thought no éducation‘ possible #' Xvhile fotir considered' that a ; .•••: >. : 
fairly nôî mal edudatibn might be givèner The majority etreesed 
the importance of epêôlal educational prdvl'eion either at eohool 
or in the home,' A rather iii'ghêr proportion#, 12: out of the 30#= 
stated that they had no knowledge regarding the employment of 
épaetlCe. Aneirmre from the remaining 18 fell into» varloue : 
categories. Some stressed that spastica ware generally 
unemployable# or able only for work, at home or in an occupation 
centre* Others (hmlt on the need for close supervision to avoid 
danger to others. Clorlcal and craft work ware mentioned as 
possibilities. The suggestion was also made that few spastics 
live long enough to reach employment age. . : . -

- Tliis ' questionnaire has been dealt with at some length# not 
as a representative sample of public■opinion# which - it obviously 
is not# but as of interest in revealing the kind of ideas held 
by so exceptional a group as this.; Ae might be expected there is 
considerable Imowledge of spasticity# Some 20 assume that the 
behaviour of spastics would be unusual and no exception can bo

jtaken to such an expectation* Two isolated instances only are 
Surprising# namely# the description of the spastic child as . 
untidy# dirty# etc.# and the suggestion of brutal behaviour*
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Both thèêe statements' arè 'oôUGhed In emotional terms suggesting . . 
that the bid intolerance of the handicapped dies. hard# ôocaslon»" 
ally éVen at this high level of education.- ■ Far less knowledge 
of spastlès bould safely be assumed from a representative - sample 
of the population and ImowLedge is thé great antidote to prejudice* 
During the public showing of a film on cerebral palsied children 
a few years ago .in Edinburgh $ the freq^ency of the comment "Isn*t 
that terrible" tms most striking*

As has already been mentioned in Chapter VII# dealing ivith 
the problems of cerebral palsy# in 3? of the 223 oases the attitude 
of others was stated by parents to be a .source of worry* On the 
other hand# a few parents# commented on the good attitudes.they 
had encountered in others* Where attitude was considered a 
problem,.stares, ridicule# Imposing upon the handicapped child - ,
or ignoring him altogether# were most frequently quoted as causing 
distress* Only a few Implied that the stigma of handicap wo^ied 
them# but more fqwïd the sentimental attitude to handicap difficult 
to bear* - More than one mother described how others woifLd crowd 
around her pram and,ejaculate# "Poor ivee soul", or "Isn't it a 
shams"* To say the least of it such an attitude is unhelpful and 
ivhich of us can bear to be a "poor wee soul? in the eyes of 
another* According to Bell (12) one of the ways in Wiieh parents 
come to see their handicapped children as they are# is from the 
attitude they evoke In others# To safeguard themselves from such
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many parents vAthdraw ae much as possible from such oontaots, 

Of the 223 cerebral palay caeee etudied# qnlÿ 46 - scored.̂  a t 

average or higher le v e ls  on; thé Bpoial̂  $"htUrity' Scale! and' 1? '= 

were considered very Beriouêly over-dependent* % Social m aturity  

is  to  a great extent a fuhctioh o f in te llig en ce# but scoz'es' fo r  

so cia l m aturity tended to  be even, loiirer-then those fo r in t e l l i -  . 

gence* P a rtia l explanation m y be sought in  the'natu re o f the , 

scale and in  the imported, norms* / .  Yet much o f the im m tu rity  in  

thé handicapped springs from over ̂ protection in  the home# in  the 

school and outisde o f i t *  Perhaps ju s t as unfortunate as those 

who sometimes su ffe r rid ic u le  are those o f the cerebral palsied  

who never encounter any other a ttitu d e  than u n fa ilin g  p ro tective  

kindness. For some unnecessary aHowanoes are co n tin ually  made# 

those w^th whom .they come , in  contact fe e lin g  obliged to  bê ' 

sympathetic and to  sh ield , i/hem: in  a l l  cipcumatahces. Standards 

o f work and behaviour are autom atically lowered fo r' themi* l))hen 

th is  s itu a tio n  p revails  the chances o f tho handicapped pei'soh : 

achieving a mature independence a re  s lig h t, fo r he is  never allowed 

to  on joy re lation sh ips o f eq u a lity  w ith  others and such re la tio n ^  

ships # 6  e s s e n tia l to  m aturity . No lack could be more em otionally 

d isab ling  than never to  e^^erionce eq u a lity  of relationships#  

Carlson:(13) w ith  h is f irs t-h o ^  lmow3.edge o f cerebral pàlsÿ# 

speaks o f the sa lu tary remark made to  him as a m edical student by 

an upbraiding Dean# "Don't th in k  w e're  going to  pass you ju s t
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Wéauée you're a cripple#"

G&8U&
Thou^ nmch çüiphasis has been placed# eapeclally perhaps In 

the popular literature# upon treating the cerebral palsied as if 
they wGi'e nprmsl# it ie futile to suggest aeJ^WLlinaon (14) does# 
"that it ie only when the child la broiiglrb to realise that it is . 
normal to be born thus handicapped can he freely accept and cope 
with the handicap# " For then normality loses all meaning# &  

fact most of the cerebral palsied require some allowances for 
their handicap, and some require very considerable allowance#

: li C i ;  i • ' < s M  ■ : ' * 1 i ‘ ’  i ;  '  : . i . A  U  : : ’  ‘i  ' ! . j

None# however# requires lavish praise for medioor© effort# or 
the knowüLedge that everyone is idnd to him# not for his own sales# 
but because of his handicap# The groat need of the cerebral 
palsied person is for a much more casual acceptance of himself 
as a person who is handicapped# instead of fussing# protection 
or sentimentality# he needs the expectation that he will do 
whatever he possibly can# to the best of his ability# and that 
help will be given only where his limitations demand it. More 
than expressions of sympathy# or even than donations of money# 
the handicapped# including the cerebral palsied# require from 
the commmity this casual acceptance of themselyes as persons 
with limitations and also abilities# The help they need is in 
tackling their living according to their capacities# The 
emotional attitude to handicap is as unprofitable in the community
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68' it l8. in the vlctimV » && cases of cerebral - palsy# the damage , is 
already done; regrets and tears are vain; , the only linportant' 
point is hcKV beet the handicap, can be ameliorated# Both sufferer 
and Goirmmlty muet accept he^lcap ae unemotionally as possible 
and taclĵ e the problems it presente. ;

K  • ■ ' •■ ' ' '

The factor iiM.ch more then any other militates against the 
developimnt of this caeual acceptance of handicap# is the tendency 
for the handicapped to be kept apart from the rest of the commnity# 
Where the handicapped are isolated# and the non^iandiqapped ineû ,; 
lated from them/ both tend to be unsure-oj? how to act on; ;the rare 
occasions when they find themselves. in the presence of the other 
and predonceived notions-flourish# Before caBiml acdeptance cm% 
be achieved the b^riers must be broken down* The familiar/is 
readily accepted# and it is ëignifleant that an epileptio fit 
which dan cause a furore in the ordinary school may pass almost 
imioticed in a special school# ^

There are# of course# limits to the idea of non«#segrei^tion* 
Just as some of the cerebral.palsied are unable to live in the 
Community and require segregation in institutions# so in the 
interests of education others require segregation-for this = 
purpose, The plea is not for ho ségrégation# but for greater 
reluctance to resort to it# especially in the case of the more 
intelligent And less handicapped# The arguiaent of Isolating tlie
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haàdlêàpped for tho oake of tho non-'handicar.>ped requires closo .. , 
sCrutlry. Like the handicapped# the non-handicapped have much: to 
learn from contact# , .not least in accepting handicap m  others*
The idea, that such contact, .moy. be upsetting to the non-haBdioapped# 
while.It doubtless contains some trnth# is singularly selfish*
The strong raust help to carry the weak* Over-protection of the 
non-htmdieapped is just, as possible, and far less justified#, 
than over-proteotion of those with.disabilities*

For this reason it is felt that, the system of special 
educational provision in some of the small American cities has . 
much to recommend it* In for example, one Mid-Westorn .city of 
population 22,000# special classes ware attached to the ordinary 
schools* For instance, a class of physically handicapped children 
was.attached to one elementary school; to another, one for the 
youngest mentally handicapped; to a third# a class for the older 
of elementary school children who were mentally handicapped; . 
wlrlle the Junior High School had its own class for montally ■ 
retarded pupils of that age group* In al.l cases tho handicapjped 
children were taught mainly in’their own classes and, by their'oim 
teacher# but, and this is tho important point,, they wore 
encouraged to rdx Wth the others® In fact The Illinois PIxm 
for the Special. Education of Exceptional ChlXdv'eh (15) in- 
referring to the educable mentally handicapped, specifically ■ 
states that'those.in charge "must aiTange the school schedule so



that these special pupils have the opportunities to join with 
others On the playground^ In assemblies# ahd in' other activities."
-jBb̂iSCMGjxLXWWKas;:' ' - = - - ' - ' ' . ; ' ' - : ' ' ' ' : ' ' -  ̂ ' -

, : The educable mentally handicapped pupil-wHi never̂  be happy 
until he is able to make effective use of his abilities ih his 
associations with the usuel groups* His future sociel and 
vocational adjustments vjith adult groups depend upon his 
development: of desirable social'relationships during his 
school e îperieneèSô ■

It is futile to pretend# even in such circumstances# that 
the handicapped children will not tend to form a segregated group 
within the school# ihi 6 sense there will be segregation
in education# whether it be by schools# classes# or even within 
' one class, for children of like interest tend to gravitate 
together# the bri^t with the bright and the athletic with one 
another i, T&iis is true of children attending 8enj,or Secondary# 
Gomprehensive# qr any other type of school, as well as for 
handicapped childrenif But in these American schools housing 
both handicapped and normal children there was a positive 
approach to the problem® . Teachers had been made aware of the 
desirability of promoting contacts and they encouraged and 
gWmded them® Association of handicapped and non^hendicapped in 
such an atmosphere, made greater mutual acceptance possible and 
paved the way for a more casual attitude to haî dicap then and in 
later life.
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, A, ' There are-, ww: ± w  : Important^ and clearly def liwd̂ ilinee ; of
approach ! to the * que,e.tlon of handicap#- < These are upheld, ̂ bn the
: f ■ ' - ' V ' • .*■,*' ' : - f / ; ■ '' < t ... t i - < ; ' . r,. - Î ■ , i - ' > ■ .

' one hand, by thoeê vjho thhik ln terms of imiquei groapà 'suffering 
. from specific liahdiGap ; requiring ' separate provision, ; and, on the 
' other^ by those would olaesify the handicapped degrees 
of functional efficiency, irrespective of the causé of the 
handicap or its medical category# The psychological findings 
of the Dundee survey all tended to support the letter approach 
as .likely to be the more useful to t W  ce%'ebral palsied them-*

■ selves# ‘ ■ . ' ' "' .

• i • \ T . < ' i. s / ..> ' - , . r % . .
The cerebral peloied here studied were neither uhiforoly 

disabled, uniĵ ozmily unintelligent, uniformly backward educa«*. 
tionaHy, nor uniformly unstable. 3hste^ they showed the 
widest yai^iations from being totally dependent and speechless 
tO'Mving a slight stiffness qf one limb g from idiocy to high 
intelligence; from being emotionally crippled to being weH"^ 
adjusted; from no educational achievement whatever to attainment 
in advmnce of « chronological age^ * .

' Thus the cerebral:..palsied showed the full range of 
intelligence, educational attainment and emotional stability 
fomid in the normal population# Their distribution in any of
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these respects- was,, however,, far from normal and the hetorô -̂  
genelty of the group meant that it was impossible to define an 
average or typical cerebral palsied parson* Mqr did the findings 
give any support to the idea of a typical cerebral palsied 
personality*

Accordingly the cerebral palsied do not have sufficient in 
common! to be considered as forming a separate group either 
educationally or vocationally* Educationally, some of the 
cerebral palsied do have enough in common with the mentally 
handicapped, with those who have sensory defects, or with the 
non-handicapped, to allow education or training with one or 
other of these groups* Moreover their basic educational needs 
are amenable to the methods and techniques appropriate to these 
larger, recognised educational groups* In by far the majority . 
of cases, education either with nomal children, or vdth other 
typos of handicapped children was suitable# Because of the 
marked tendency for more severe physical handicap to be associated 
with lower intelligence, only a tiny percentage was educablo and 
yet so severely handicapped as to be unable to fit into a special 
school taking children of diverse physical handicap, or mental 
handicap# Only very restricted numbers could be considered to 
require education either in schools for the very severely disabled 
or in a school specifically for the cerebral palsied. 3h the 
remoter rural areas the difficulties of provision were greater, 
though again all but a handful of the educablo cerebral palsied



could be catered (or in- spècial Glasses for the physically..or '
mentally handicapped attached to the ̂ordinary schools, or elae 
in the ordinary schqpls themselves., , A

education the aim should be adequate varied provision in 
each area serving the needs of all the larger categories of the 
child population, namely, the normal, the eduoatlonally baciward, ' 
the pl^sically hahdicappodg the mntaHy; handicapped :and.tW,\- 
ineducable whose needs are, for social training rather than ;
, formal educatioaiî  Additional provision would bO; hèceeearÿ ̂  

the more populous areas for those, requiring speqial education ' • > . 
because of marl̂ ed defects of , sight or hearings l^re siwh: graded 
provision generally available on the required sRcio,, few-.of .;the 
cerebral palsied could not be, appropriately plaoedi , ,j .

Tiie guiding principle should be to. cou^el as \ :
educational prqyision as is pcssible for each qdrobral palsidd 
child# Special schooling, has undoubted, advantages and is 
absolutely necessary! for many qf the cerebral palsied; It, 
has its drawbacksg* especially for the child who mày well!, enter, 
competitive employment^' The .more protective educational provision 
becomes, the greater the danger of unrealistic attitudes to. 
handicap, of cossetting the child, and of unfitting him:.to . l i v e - 
work in any normal adult sooietyi . . . . .

Educational provision i#ioh is as n q m ^  as possible
also imply, day schpolihs ,rather than residential, and for sij^ar 
reasons# The dangers of an ôver«,sheltered eiiivironî nt ai'é
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greater in the case of residential special schooling* Moreover 
the problem of cerebral palsy is a family one requiring continuous 
readjustment in attitude on the part of the handicapped child and 
his family# Residential education, even during a very few years, , 
is unlikely to ease the problems of such adjustment*

The more specialist the provision the more likely is, 
education to take, second place to treatment* There is no denying 
the needs of treatment, but except for those for whbm employment 
is already out of the question, developing to the maximum the 
child %  ImowLedge and skills is at least as important as .. 
minimising his pîiysical liinitations* To add unnecessary educa- 
tibnal handicaps to those which already exist is unpardonable *

The handicapped child should be educated according to his 
needs; not according to his handicap* The needs of some-of the 
cerebral palsied are for education as normal children rather than 
as cerebral palsied or even as physically handicapped pupils* A 
paramount need of any cerebral palsied child with any hops of ever 
becoming employavbXe is the achievement of the highest level of 
educational attainment within his capacity, the aim being to fit 
him, wherever possible, for something beyond the lowest level 
of unskilled manual employment, the type of strenuous work which, 
owing to ills physical handicaps, he is least suited to do*
Ferguson®s finding, given in Chapter X that proportionately 
twice as many of the disabled as the normal are in unskilled



manual work, comes ao' an to? all the dare mid proteo*:
tlon^ not otily advocated^ but frequently given̂ y-during" -the-school- 
.years* .■ ■=•  ̂ \ ' • ' ■ - ■ ■ - • ■ ■ ' ■ . . . . <. - c ^
; . let it ia in terfDG of wlmt happens lator that the aucceëe qf
education and treatment alike must be judged# The .pertinent 
questions are; how well fitted le the oerebral palsied 
adole:ĵ oent, whether unemployable and at homep or engaged In 
competitive’ work, to live the life-he does? to what exbent can the 
i%iadequacl0;) \be remedied by inoreâped facllltiea? Wiat funda^ 
mental alterations In policy are required? Certainly, thiiilclng and 
planning for the handicapped pereoh should start with advice to 
the parente 3.n the pre^^echool yeâre, and should continue ri^it 
through education, training and employment; or alternatively 
from .occupation{centre in the early years' to eehloi* occupation 
centre when over school age# Th0 tendency for the unemployed and 
unemployalxLe to "be dropped" on leaving school or soon after le 
hi.ghly unsatisfactory* : Enough Imp then been done to unfit the 
handicapped person; for endless unorganised leisure and nothing 
hue been put In ite place# Provision of some means of occupying ' 
the time of unemployable disabled persons= is a eôcial service ' 
urgently required* For the individual it conféré a significance 
on hie living of which it is othortviee readily bereft.

If the cerebral palsied do not form a group edUcationallyg 
neither do they Yocationally* 8ome are employable On a
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competitive .baais and. others, are not employable at all* , For .the 
unemployable, as already oald, occupation centres areurgently 
needed, (hid for the rest, more training and a new attitude*
%re training;, more education, and sheltered workshops talcing 
all types of the handicapped are!required to,help the unemployed 
toimrds jobe, and. some of the employed towards more suitable vjork, 
Most of those found in competitive employment wore in, jobs demand^ 
ing little, sldll .and"much effort* Training is important, but 
like schooling j its terminât ion. should not leave the trained 
person stranded, or,-only employable in a limited field with no 
ilCHGal fnswr&B&t* , . { . » .

Thoro was no uniformilgÿin the,provision required; there 
was no typical cerebral palsied person; = aiid likewise no typical 
home background, f t h e  cerebral palsied. The eases studied caDie 
from diverse backgrounds^ and the distribution for, social class 
followed fairly closely the pattern given by the 1951 census 
figures for the general population of the areas concerned* • .
Therefore, the findings.relative to social background must be 
considered as a sample of.conditions obtaining in those areas 
rather than as s%)edific to cerebral palsy# 3h dealing with 
questions of the home it is unnecessary to create artificial 
distinctionsp and essential to remember that the good home for 
the cerebral palsied child is substantially the same as the good 
home for any child and vice versa* It is perhaps difficult to



exaggerate the = fundamental' Inÿortahoé of a= good home to ùny hhild̂  
whether hazidlOapped or not# - ' ÿ ' / - ' ' .' ' ' . - ' ' - %
: : That hlgher intelligence; hotter'oduoational-attalDrQent, 

hotter'adjustment and mbre" suitable:homes' all tend to occur/in 
conjunction is well recognised in peyehology# The survey finding 
that milder -degrees of physical handicap tended ' to be aesociated 
with them is one more illustration of the intof«^relatèdnesB of 
all aspects of life* In fact two most' important ways of 'iniproying 
the lot of the cerebral palsied child are by the continued • 
amelioration of social conditions and by more 'enlightened 
attitudes towards the upbringing of children# ThOy apply 
equally to = the entire child .population and ai'e in no Way ' 
specific to cerebral paley* yet for a nux#er of oorebral palsied 
children these are the most pressing needs* ! ' ; '■

Family attitude to a handicapped member is an immediate 
problem of the.home. Attitude to handicap, however, touches the 
entire community* Iteeover the attitudes to handicap of the 
person involved^ of his family,- and of the community, are all 
intar-relatecU Jh the course of working With the cerebral 
palsied, the opinion has been formed that acceptance should 
be the keynote of them all* Unhelpful attitudes either on the 
part of the family or the community are those tAioh foster wsalc- 
nesses in the handicapped themselves# %ey include shunning all 
mention of the handicap, or pretending that it does not exists aHow- 
ing unnecessary dependence, and pity* IMemotional acceptance of the



handicapped* person'as :he is; with; arfrWc':rpèognltion' df thevwày0, 
Invjhioh ha is différent,' strengthen hlta to #et his diffloiiltieb, 
and only by doing sO can he àohieve the mascifmm Independènqe,
: : : . Such aocGptanoe can best be fostered ly mliümiâlhg' , '
eegi^egation and bringing handicapped and noh^handicapped together 
at all poeeible points, in school, : at woWt, and socially# When 
customarily kept apart,' both groups ai'c uqeuye.of' themeelvee in 
the uhuehal oircumstances i^en tliey do meet, and oh both sides 
prejudice.thrives# - » : , , :
. t #lch of what has been said in this cqholuding chapter applies 
to the lmndicapped in general and not only to the cerebral palsied^ 
Perspective is .uï*gently neêdêd as regards cerebral palsy* It is 
by nO( means a'common condition and; as compared id.th mental 
handicap; for instance,, it is rârè indeed# The extensive 
attention berebral palsy has recently received has been 'dlapro## 
portionate and not i'Aolly beneficial# It has led to the idea tWt 
the cerebral palsied are a specially neglected group, wMch is 
very questionable, especially edudatidnaHy* It is true^ 'howvor, 
that some of the. cerebral palsied could'be coi^idered as for^ng 
segment# of wider'gg'oups,. ne^ected In "so far as they are at 
present catered for inadequately* ; Such groups include the 
imomployable mentally : handicapped requirinjg seziior occupation , . 
centre provision, the disabled in need of sheltered workshops and 
training facilities which will enable them to maintain contacts



withihomè, or hmidlcapped ohlldren from rural areas for whom ... . 
diverse types of provision are neceosary. In any of these groups 
the cerebral palsied would form a tiny minority*

Too much attention for special sections of the handioapped 
and a lack of perspective has led to the needs of various 
handicapped groups being stressed, not always without a spirit 
of rivalry* It has led also to the belief that the cerebral 
palsied are a unique group.for whom only specific provision is 
adequate* As Cardwell (1) points out, "Those whose major or sole 
interest is in the cerebral palsied, particularly parents and 
highly specialised professional workers, tend to favour unique, 
specialised services, which are frequently segregated." There 
is a danger, therefore, that demands for the wrong type of 
provision kill, be acceded to and that. money urgently needed 
elseinhere in education, and for the handicapped, id.ll be spent 
in the ivrong place on this unique type of specific education, 
highly segregated, frequently residential and immensely 
expensive* Vfere such provision to be made on the scale 
frequently demanded, it would certainly be used and some of the 
mildly handicapped would be drawn in unnecessarily*

A broader approach would suggest thinking in terms of 
handicap rather than In terms of cerebral palsy* Such an approach 
would carry implications for research* Long-term studies of 
handicapped persons of various deg&%es of disability would be
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useful in the psychological field, the degree of disability being 
taken as a more distinctive feature than the type. Specific 
problems such as perceptual difficulties require intensive 
study, A more useful approach than the study of such diffi- 
cultles among the non-homogeneous group of the cerebral palsied 
would be a study of groups of normal and brain-injured children 
of similar intelligence. Very recent work on these lines by 
Gallagher (2), for instance, has Indicated that only a minority 
of the brain-injured display definite perceptual problems. In 
the medical field too, Cardwell (3) points to suggestions that 
one of the most fruitful lines of research for cerebral palsy 
wou].d be the study of the larger problem of prematurity*

Other signs of a trend to put,less emphasis on the 
uniqueness of the cerebral palsied are apparent. In the field 
of employment. the Report on The Rehabilitation, .Training and . 
Resettlement of Disabled Persons (4) argues as follows: . .

It may- welU. be that because the spastic has ■ to learn ' 
everybhing as a handicapped person from the start, he may need 
longer training at any stage than the person xdio became handi
capped later in life* But the medical treatment required does 
not differ radically from,that needed for comparable handicaps. 
Similarly; the moasures for the education of the spastic do not 
appear to differ generally from those necessary.for children 
suffering from severe handicaps of any kind# Furthermore, any 
special measures for spastics must, in.the. end, tend to isolate 
them needlessly from their fellows# Thera does not, therefore, 
seem to be any real ground for supposing that special measures 
over and above those ordinarily available for disabled persons 
are geneavally necessary or even desirable#
GardweH (5) suiaming up the more recent ideas oh the education of
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the cerebral palsied in the United States ivrites: • ■ ■ < . - .
The principle followed then is to place' the child in the 

most normal eduoational situation in which he can function, 
advancing him as his condition improves,; and when a special 
class is necessary, integrating both the class and the 
individual child as fully.as possible into a.total school 
prograîîu
At home, a recent Scottish Education Depaî tment circular on 
handicapped pupils (6) statess

The results of experience, particularly in recent years, in 
many different fields of handicap and in different countries have 
profoundly modified expert opinion on the question of separation. 
It is recognised that there must continue to be situations where 
it is essential in the children's interests that those who are 
handicapped shoi0.d be ,separated from those who are not# Haver- 
thelessp as medical îmotfledge increases and as general school 
conditions improve, it should be-possible for an increasing 
proportion of the pupils who require special educational 
treatment to be educated along with their contemporaries in 
the ordinary schools.

The signs of the broader approach are not lacking but as 
yet there is much opposition to meet, and each of the above 
statements could foe countered by another e.xpressing the needs for 
segregated specialist provision. Xet it is an essential condition 
of acceptance of ha.ridicap that the handicapped and normal should, 
wherever possible, live, be educated and work together» CoBiplet© 
acceptance of the handicapped, including the cerebral palsied, 
means their acceptance into the community.
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